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Preface

~s report is an end productofa year-longprojectbytheMcKinaeyGlobalInstituteon
~plowent performanceinthelaadingecononriesoftheworld.

me idea for this project arose dufig tie conduct of our studies of service sector and
manufacturing pmducdvity.l In that work, we concluded that differences in productivity ammg
the leading economies were caused more by differences in competitive intensity in the product
rnsrkets than by differences in labor force flexibti~. However, we plarmed a follow~n project to
explore irrmore depth the ~ermces in labor market flexibility and the relatiomhip between the
labor rrsarketand the product rnacket.

By tie time we had completed the productivity studies, reemployment levels in Europe had
reached post-war highs in several counhies. ChIIMcKinaey ofices in Europe became strongly
interested in contributing to the solution of what was widely viewed aa Europe’s most serious
economic problem.

~us, in organizing our work for this project, we broadened the scope to addcess unemployment,
As we report in Chapter 1, aggregate level analysis led us qrdckfyto conclude that the differences
in unemployment among the leading economies were caused primarily by dlfferencea in net job
creation. Thus, we have focused this project on deterrnining relative net job creation or

~PIOV~f Perfo_ce ~ong the leading ecOnOfies and on explaining whatever differences
we found.

With this project, we have completed our analysis of the most fundammtsl components of
economic performance among the lesdmg economies. GDP per capita is the single best indicator
of the overall performance of an economy. That measure, of come, is determined by the product
of ptiuctivity and the fraction of the people in a mciety who work. llds study complements
our earlier productivity studies by addree.singtie latter factor.

This report consists of five chapters and an executive surrrnrary. Chapter 1 describes our
objectives and approach for the project. Chapter 2 describes the analysis and conclusions from
our work at tie aggregate level. me aggmgste level analysis includes resdta for the economies
aa a whole as well as at the sector level of agricultim, manufacturing and services. Chapter 2
includes our conclusions about what can be learned from aggregate level analysis and which
questions cannot be anawemd at that level and have to be addcessed at the industry case study
level. Chapter 3 includes our seven industry case studtes, three in rnsnufactufig, three in
aervicea and tie construction case. Esch case gives the resdts of our employment performance
calculations and discusses the reasons for the differences we found. Each caae is preceded by a
onepage surnrnary of the readts of the case. Readers more interested in our gmeral restits and
leas interested in the specifics of some or all of the roses may choose to read the surmnary rather
than the entire case, Chapter 4 presents a s~tiesis of our findings including our overaU
conclusions. Chapter 5 gives irnplicatiom for poliw and for corporations.

me undertaking of tis project is part of the fulfillmentof the McKinsey Global 3nstitute’s
mission to help business leaders (1) understand global economic developmmts, (2) improve the

1 ~lce ~tor pti”ctivi~, McKinwyGlobalInstitute,Washington,D.C.,Octo&r 1992;Manufacturing
Productivity,McKinseyGlobalInstitute,Washington,D.C.,October1993
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performanceof tieir corporations, and (3)workforbetternationalandinternationalpcdicies.The
workingteamforthisprojectconsismdofa core group of four McKinsey comultants transferred
from heir home ofices to tie Global Institute and a group of McKirraeyexperts. me Global
Institute conardtants and tie cases they worked on were ~ornas Gersmer. (S~ttgart) -
automotive; Ren6 Lfmacher (Ztich) - construction; Mike Longman (Cleveland) - furniture; and
Mineki Toyama (Tokyo) - compute=. Three additional McKinaey consultants were temporarily
assigned to tis project to conduct case stud]es. ~eae constants were Michele Appendmo
(Milan)- banking, To* Meja (Madrid) - retaffin~ and MicheI Padin (Paris) - retailing. Two
McKinaey Global Institute economics specialiatawere ti-time members of the working team and
contributed to tie aggregate analysis and conducted case study work. These experts were Kathy
Huang (MGI)- film/TV/video; and Eric Zitzewiti (MGI) - mtaifiig and banking. Ren@
Limacher and Mike Longman shared the responsibilities for the day-mby project management.

McKirraeysector experb worked directly with the working team in the conduct of the case
studies. fie sector experts were Glenn Mercer and Jeff Sinclair (Cleveland) - aummotive; Mike
Nevens (San Jose) - computem; and Heino Fassbender (Frankhcrt) - banking. Administrative
support was provided by Ronni Browrd=, Eriks Shepherd and Rebecca Wright, and the graphic
production team was led by Ralph Rornano and Anthony Hudson.

We were fortunate to have an outside Advisory Committee for this project The Advisory
brnmittee was chaired by Bob Solow, MIT and consisted in addition of Orley Ahenfelter,
Princeton University; Ted Hall, Mc~aey; and Christian von Weizsacker, University of Cologne.
The working team had five aU-day meetings with the Advisory Committee mreviewprogress
during the course of the project. Heino Fassbender (Fr~) and Mach Baily of The
Brookings institution and of the University of Maryland, and until recently a FeIlow at MGI,
collaborated with me in the direction of the project.

Throughout the conduct of this project we benefited from the unique worldwide perspective and
knowledge of McKinaey consultants on the industries investigated in our case studies. McKinaey
sector leaders provided input to our case studies and reviewed our readts. Their mmea are
given following this preface. We wodd also like to recognize the contdbcctions of McKinsey
consulting teams worldwide who provided us with invaluable information on the structure,
dynamics md performance of all the industries we studied, while at the mme time, preserving
tfreconfidentiality of irsforrnstionabout specific McKinaey clients. McKinsey’s research and
information departments armmd the world provided invaluable information and irraightunder
very tight time constraints. Ftily, we appreciate the warm welcome and useful information we
received in our interviews with corporations, industry msociations and government oficisls.

BfllLewis
~tor of the McKinaey Global Institute
November 1994
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Executive sum.rnary

Unemployment is widely viewed as the most serious economic problem in most
industrial countries. In Europe it has climbed steadily for the past 25 years and
has reached post-war highs (Exhibit 1). In the U.S., unemployment has been
cyclical, with the average below that in Europe for the past 10 years. Japan has
experienced low unemployment levels, although the early stages of economic
reform in Japan and the recent rise in reemployment suggest the risk of
increased unemployment in the future.

Considerable recent research has been conducted to determine the causes of
unemployment. Most of the work has focused on macro amlysis of the labor
market. The findings are based on sound economic principles, but the evidence
available to test the fintigs is not conclusive. Although references are made to
the possible impact of the market for goods and services (product market) and
the capital market on unemployment, no work to date has been able to
understand or quantify their impact.

To test the conclusions about the effect of the labor market on unemployment
and to investigate the role played by product and capital markets, tie McKinsey
Global Institute has studied employment performance in France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Spain, and the U.S. from 1980 to the early 1990s. We conducted analysis at
the econom~ide level and also studied employment in seven industries:
automotive, computers, furniture, cortstruction, banking, general merchandise
retailing, and film /TV/video.

Our principal findings are

T Japan and the U.S. have lower unemployment than Europe because
they have created jobs in the market part of the economy whereas
European countries have experienced net job destruction there
(Exhibits 2 and 3).

~ Product market restrictions were as important, if not more important,
than work force rigidity in explaining why job creation in Europe was
below the U.S., especially in high growth service industries.

Y The creation of large numbers of service sector jobs in the U.S. has not
hurt the quality or wages of jobs

- The U.S. has created more high skill jobs than Germany and France
(Exhibit 4). Those comtries have improved their job skill mix
primarily by desboying low skill jobs.
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Exhtit 1

STANDARDIZED UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 1970-93
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EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE 1980-90

Net jobs created per thousand workingage population”

Nonmerket
Total eoonomyw

Franm -26.5

Ii

12.4

Garrneny -13.3 13.1

Italy -15.7 12.0

Japan 15.8 8.5

Spain -5.7 19.3

Us. 55.6 21.5

“ Adjustedfor growthin the worldngage population

“. Includinggovemmnt, private and publicedu~tion, private and public heatih care, etc.

Source OECD Labor Force StatistiS national householdsurveys;McK!nseyanalysis
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Exhbi 3

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE - MARKET ECONOMY 1980-90

Net jobs created per thousand working age population’

Markat
aaonomy Agriculture Manufacturing

France -48.9
n

Germany

Italy

Japan

Spain

Us.

.

Sourr.e

:28.4

-27.7

!

7.3

-25.0

34.1 1
-12.5

-m,4 #g

-20.9

-37,2 ~g;

-3.1 !’
-19.8

.26,8 ~

-18.8

-17.2

1.1

-12.6

-11.1

-8.4

-2.4

2.1

3.3

Adjustedfor growthin the workingage population

Includingminingand uti~nies

OECD Labor Force Statistiq national householdsurveyq McKinaeyanalysis

Market
aervicea

I

17.7

16.9

37.9

29.5

26.9

,..

25:;2; 51.1
,..

Exhtiti 4

GROWTH OF EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION 1980-90’

Joba created par thousand working age ~pulation””

France Germany

Professional, technical,
administrative and
managerial

Clari=l, aalaa and
sewice -6

Ptiuction, transportation
and Iaborem P

-39 ,;.;

126

-31
/

20

8

Japan Us.

-8

124

120

16

. France, 1982-91; Germany, 1980-91; Japan, 1979.90 U.S., 1979-90 all countriesextrapolatedto
1980-90 figures do not add upto total amploymnt performance (Exhibit2) since agricutluralworkers
are excluded

““ Adjustedfor gro~h in the worhng age population

Soume: OECD Jobs Stu~ McKinsey analysis
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COUNTRY SUMMARIES

Francehad w-k job growth in both rnsnufacturing and services d-g the 1980s. Restructuring occ~ in
manufacturing and in many traditional parts of tie service sector because of slow demand growth and ihe
disadvantaged productivity/wage position of rnsny companies. Numerous product market restrictions
have inhibitd new job creation in services and constriction. High benefit levels and payroll taxes have
further reduced employmmt opporhmiti~ in lower wage industries such as retailing.

Italy experienced sting employment gm% in the service sector, but it was not sufficient to compmate
for heavy losses in manufactig and agriculture. Employment declines occurred in all branches of
Italian rnamsfactucingas high productivitygrowtiwas~tched by output growth. me pace of
restructuring was more rapid in Italy then elsewhere because of the low initial productivity of msny
Italian mufacturers. Companies that had historically faced little competition in Italy’s oligopolistic
markets began to face pressure to become more cost competitive. %rvice employment grew, but much of
this occurred in traditional products rather than in emerging areas like mortgages, securities, new
retailing fomts snd cable networks.

Spainbeganthe1980sat an earlier stage of economic evolution than did most othw countries in Europe,
Large numbe~ of people were stifl occupied in a~icdhsm and traditional manufacturing industries.
During the dscade farm jobs wese lost as productivity increased. Spsin also lost manufacturing jobs
despite low initial penetration of inveshnant goods. High real interast rates dampened demand growth
in investment goods while low productivity levels, increasing wages, and a real appreciation of tie
peseta caused the increase in demand which did occur to be fulfilled by imports. Spain did increase
service sector and construction employment, but numerous product market barriers kept this fmm being
enough to absorb tie outflow fmm rnantictudng and agrititure.

Germany began the 1980s with a high level of msn”facturing productivity relative to the rest of Europe.
~s helped its rnsnufacturing compsnies to gairr market share in Europe during ihe 1980s and postpone
major restructming. The resulting small loss of employment in msnuticturing allowd Ge-y to have
better job crestion performance than the rest of Europe despite the slowest growth in service sector
employment. Product mket restrictions in services and construction and high total labor costs have
reduced job creation isrrnrusyof the emerging sectom of the economy. me unsustainabtilty of this
development became obvious at the -g of the 1990s when large numbers of Isyoffs in the
manufactutig s~tor cordd not be absorbed by tie sewice industries and consequently led to an increase in
the unemplopent rate.

Japanexperiencedemploymentincreasesinbothman.hctudngandservicesd~g the1980s,thoughtie
sustainabilityof many existing jobs remains in question because the country avoided much of the
restructuring which took place in the U.S. and Europe. High productivity industries like auto snd
machine tools were able to increase employment while extending their worldwide lead in productivity
because Japan experienced an exhaordiiry increase in demand for investment goods during the bubble
economy of the late 1980s. Lower productivity industries like retai~mgand food processing were often
protected from foreign competition and prevanted fmm evolving rapidly and thus resnaind
uncompetitive. Slgnificarrt employment dislocations are likely to occur in both types of industries in the
future. Demand for consumer durables and investment goods will slow now that product penetration levels
have approached western levels and industries are experiencing overcapacity. Consumer pressure for
lower prices will force productivity to rise in the lagging industries or wiIl restit in increasing imports.

The U.S.lost a few snsnufacturing jobs as a direct resdt of its increasing trade deficit, but it lost even more
to the corporate ~tmcturing which took place in response to intensified Japanese competition. Its
overall employment performance did not suffer, however, because the com~ created very large numbers
of service sector and construction jobs. These were stismdated by relatively few restrictions in product
markets and some facilitating re@ation. About hslf of the jobs created were high skill jobs, but low
unemployment benefits and low payroll taxes also nrade it possible to expand employment in low skilJ,
low wage industries such as retailing.



- The wage distribution of service jobs in the U.S. is almost identical to
the distribution in manufacturhg (Exhibit 5).

● ☛☛

Summaries of our restits for each countTy are in the box on the facing page.

WHY EMPLOYMENT
PERFORMANCES DIFFER

Differences in employment performance dtimately stem from differences in the
rates at which industrial economies evolve. Al economies are driven by mturaf
evolutionary forces. As agricdture evolved beyond the point of providing for
fmd self-sufficiency, the productivity increases made labor resources available
for both manufactured goods and services. As a resdt, employment in both
manufacturing and services rose as a fracdon of total employment in all
industrial countries during the first half of the twentieth centiy. In the second
half of this century, manufacturing employment peaked in all the industrial
countries. Service employment, however, continued to increase.

Today, producdvity increases from innovative new products and processes
continue to drive economic evolution and turnover in the labor market. Contrary
to popular wisdom, these productivity increases do not generally lead to
increased unemployment and declining overall economic performance.
Productivity increases provide more income for workers in old jobs and new
workers to fill jobs created by entreprenems. These entrepreneurs, in turn,
produce innovative new products and services, which workers with increased
income want to buy.

The overall supply-demand balance in the economy is not automatic. An
irnbflance in one direction can generate inflation; an imbalance in the other
direction can frustrate growth and bring recession. The evidence is that slow
productivity growth does not relieve recession nor does rapid productivity
growth exacerbate it.

We wotid expect to see a pattern of primarily productivity improvements in the
older industries (agricdture and manufacturing) and both productivity
irnProvement and output WOWthin the newer industries (services). our results
are broadly consistent with this pattern.

Governments are the primary reason why this process is working better in some
countries than in others. Their actiom to control and manage the evolution of
their economies, are the most important factors explaining differences in
employment performance. Most of these government actions regulate individual
service sector industries through restrictions in the product market. These
product market restrictions hurt either productivity or employment or both. If
wages are free to fall, then employment can be maintained, but the loss of

2



Exhibi 5

U.S. WAGE DISTRIBUTIONS 1992

Pement ($25 intewals)
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200400600600 I,ooo 1,200 I,m
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Source Cleveland Federal Resewe Bank U.S. Department of Laboc BLS

Exhibt 6

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE IN MANUFACTURING

Net jobs craatad per thousand woKtng age population”

Auto
1960-92

Franw .5.3

Germany

7

0.5

Italy -3.0

Japan 0.7

Spain -2.3

Us. -0.6

Computer
tretiara” Fumlture
1981-91

1

0.1

0.3

0.1

1.3

0.0

-0.4

19m-91

I

-1.4

-0.4

-0.7

-1.2

.3.2

-0.2

. Adjustedforgrowih intheworting age population

.. Includingsemiconductormanufacturing

Manufacturing
case total

Computar
ao~ara
1981-91

FJ 3.5

Ida
I
Ida

t
_–j 44

I
Ida

Lj 2.7

Soume: National householdandest*tishmnt suweys; McKinseyana~sis
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productivity keeps realwages low. Ifwages aremaintained, thenrestrictiom
show up in reemployment.

Since product market restrictions are specific to industries, aggregate analysis is
inadequate for identifying them and deterrnining their impact. We have had to
analyze them at the industry case level. This case level work constituted the
main effort of our study and differentiates our work from most other work on the
unemployment problem. In contrast, the manufacturing sector is less subject to
government influence than services because market pressure coming from trade
and foreign direct investment influences manufacturers more.

Manufacturing declining

None of the industrial countries shodd look to manufactiing for net job
creation. This is clearly shown in the computer case job creation from the
computer innovation is now coming from the “service” of applying the
innovation (software and distribution) rather than from the manufacturing of the
computer itself. The overall impact on employment performance from high-tech
computer hardware manufacturing is almost negligible. Even in a high-tech
industry, virtually all the net job growth is coming from services.

Our analysis also indicates that there were two important reasons for Japan’s
superior employment performance in manufacturing. The first was catching up
with the U.S. in plant and equipment per employee. The second was
overinvestrnent in capacity in heavy manufacturing and electronics during the
bubble economy of the late 1980s. Almost half of Japan’s growth in GDP came
from investment rather than consumption. Since the production of investment
goods is concentrated in the manufacturing sector, it is not surprising that Japan
had such high growth in manufacturing output. Seventy-one percent of the
growth in manufacturing value added came from machinery, equipment and
electronics, where investment goods are primarily produced. Employment levels
in these industries are now beginning to drop because of overcapacity.

Japan had the highest growth in manufacturing producdvity over the 1980s.
France and Italy also had high levels of productivity improvement. Because
European countries did not have high growth in domestic demand, their high
levels of productivity improvement led to large net job destruction in
manufacturing.

Exhibit 6 shows the employment performance in all six countries for the three
manufacturing cases studied, automotive, computers and furniture, along with
the totai employment performance for these three cases taken together. The auto
case illustrates the relatively strong employment performance of Japan and the
relatively weak employment performance of France and Italy.

Japan had significantly shonger domestic demand growth for automotive
products because of lower levels of domestic market penetration in 1980.
However, the high rate of demand growth was also partly from the bubble

3



Exhibn7

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE IN

MARKET SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION

Net jobs created per thousand woting age population”

Film/
Banking Retail wtildm Service Construction
1982-92 1980-90 1980-92 Caaa total 1980-90

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

Spain

Us.

-0.5

I

1.9

0.9

1.0

-0,7

1.9

-3.6

\

-2.1

4.1

-2.3

3.5

4.9

1.1

0.9

0.5

1.3

0.3

1.5 k’
.s.~ $ -10.7

0.7 -8.1

i:: 5.5 -6.3

0.0 -1.3

3.1 2.8

8.3 3.0

.

Soume:

Adjustedfor growth in the workingage peculation

National householdand sstabiiihrnant suweyq Mcl(insW anafysis
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economy. As a restit, Japan overinvested in automotive capacity. Japan’s
performance was also better in automotive because of its improving trade
balance in that industry. However, this case ordy illustrates that trade can have
an impact on employment at the industry level. Our aggregate level analysis
showed that these employment effects resdting from improving trade
performance in autos were entirely offset by declining trade performance in
other parts of manufacturing.

In the automotive case, we also conciude that a significant portion of the decline
in employment performance in France and Italy in manufacturing came from
competitive pressure from the German industry through trade. At the beginning
of the 1980s the industry in Germany had a significant cost advantage over the
industry in France and Italy primarily because of significantly higher
productivity. This competitive pressure led to massive restructuring of the
French and Italian auto industries, restidng in a significant drop in employment
in autos. Thus, trade can also have an indirect impact on employment
performance through competitive intensity.

Product market barriers constrain
service growth outside U.S.

Services comprise the only area of the industrial economies that is growing. In
services we chose our cases to mderstand why the U.S. had significantly higher

employment performance than any of the other coun~ies. ~~t we intentiona~y
picked cases where the U.S. had higher employment performance. Exhibit 7
shows the employment performance for the three cases selected - banking,
general merchandise retailing and fti/~/video. We also chose construcdon
as a case because it illustrates the higher employment performance of the U.S.
and is such a large sector of the economy in its own right.

Exhibit 8 gives the relative importance of factors in explaining the differences in

employment performance between the COuntrYwith the highest net job creation,
the U.S. in all cases, and all the other countries. Employment growth rates are
directly determined by the growth rates of output and productivity. These
growth rates are, in turn, determined by industry dynamics and in particdar,
competitive intensity, innovation and trade performance. Finally, industry
dynamics are determined by conditions in the markets for capital, labor and
produck.

The service cases along with construction show that the U.S. had higher output
growth across the board. We found that this difference in output growth came
from tiportant factors both within and outside each industry. Important factors
within the industry were more innovation and new product development and
fewer product market restrictions. The irmovatiom that made major differences
were securitization and derivatives in banking; specialty retailing formats in
general merchandise retailing; and new films, cable television channels, and
video rental formats in the film/TV/video industry. hdustry specific

4



Exhibn8
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&hibt 9

GROSS JOB CREATION AND DESTRUCTION

Average annual rates in pement of total employment by operating she

France 19s4-89

Gross job craation Groaajob destruction

Openings Espsnsions Closures Contrsotions
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restrictions that constrained employment performance in Europe and Japan
included product prohibitions and lack of trmparency in banking; zoning laws
and controls on the forms of competition in retailing; and a series of constraints
ti the various segments of film/TV/video.

Construction showed the same pattern of important product market restricdons.
Here zoning laws limit land use, thereby raising prices and suppressing demand
for housing. These same restrictions on land use spill over to banking and
retailing through lower demand for mortgages and less land area for shopptig
centers.

Factors outside the industries resdted in demand growth for barddng and
retailing services that was considerably higher in the U.S. than in other countries.
These factors were productivity increases aaoss the economy and new business
formation, both of which led to higher per capita incomes that increased demand
for these services.

We found that in service cases and construction, labor market factors probably
did not have as much impact on employment performance as product market
factors. The one significant exception is that relatively high labor costs in
retailing in Europe suppressed demand through higher prices and made some
new types of retailing less economic. These high costs come from union
bargaining power, high minimum wages and high levels of unemployment
benefits, which leave workers understandably unwilling to work at low wages.
This problem is particularly acute in Europe at present. IrIFrance, for example,
the resdt is that the average retailing wage is higher than the average
manufacturing wage.

Conhary to conventional wisdom, the availability of skilled workers from the
apprenticeship program in Germany has not prevented an employment problem;
afrnost half (43 percent) of the uemployed in Germany have been through such
a program. Moreover, data on gross job creation and destruction indicates that
business operations in Europe create and destroy jobs about as much as in the
U.S. (Exhibit 9). Thus, unions do not appear to limit work force flexibility to the
extent commonly believed.

We believe that product market resbictions in services are probably the most
important factor explaining the differences in employment performance. For low
wage industries, such as retailing and construction, high minimum wages and
high unemployment benefits are also important.

POLICYMAKERS SHOULD REMOVE
PRODU~ MARKET RESTRI~ONS

The main implication of our findings for policy is that if the industrial countries
want to improve employment performance, they must remove product market
restrictions in services and let the mtural evolution of the economy proceed.
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Product market restrictions are in place primarily to protect existing interests
including existig jobs. Our findings strongly indicate that such efforts
inevitably fail. In fact, in most cases they have exactly the opposite of their
desired effect. Preserving existing jobs in any industry slows productivity
grow~ and weakens the competitiveness of that industry. Sooner or later
competition from best practice comes, and when it comes, restructuring is severe
and the end restit is fewer jobs in that industry than wodd have resdted from
condnuous produdvity improvement.

In low producdvity industries such as retailing and construction, we have found
that lowering the minimum wage and unemployment benefits will also help
create employment. We believe it is better for low skilled workers to be
employed in these indmtries than to be unemployed. me overall performance
of the economy is better, and income distribution objectives can be better dealt
with by adjusting after-tax income rather than through intervening diretiy in the
working of the market economy.

Lifting product market restrictions will also affect some noneconomic
dimensions of society. Some of the objectives potentially affected are the
agric~~~ baser green space, struc~e of ~ban developrnent~POP~ar c~~re~
confidence in the banking system, not creating losers through changing the rules
of the game and stabfity in individual lives. We have not investigated the trade-
off involved with these other objectives. However, the unemployment situation,
espeaally in Europe, is so serious that lifting product market restrictions and
adjusting some of these trade-offs appear necessary. If European countries had
matched the job creation performance of Japan and the U.S. over the 1980s
without suffering a productivity penalty, their GDPs wotid be 5 to 15 percent
higher and their unemployment problems wotid have gone away.

CORPORATIONS SHOULD
IMPROVE PRODU~VITY

Corporations clearly have a stake in the overall health of the societies in which
they operate. Because unemployment now tieatens the cohesion of some of the
industrial countries, it is a mtural concern of corporation. As a resdt, some
have been reluctant to restructure to improve their performance because they
fear that job losses wodd exacerbate the problem. Our findings show that these
reactiom do not contribute to improving the long-term health of the societies in
which they operate. Jnstead, they merely postpone an unemployment problem
and make it worse when the inevitable restructuring fimlly occurs.

Corporations can best serve the societies in which they operate by improving
their performance tiough continuous productivity improvements and
innovation leading to successfd new business formation. The primary barriers
lie in current restrictions in the product market that lower competitive pressure
on corporations in the short term and allow them to postpone restructuring.
These regulations appear to be in both shareholders’ and employees’ interests. In
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reality, these restrictions are not in tie interests of either group in the long term.
Therefore corporations, espeaaliy those with potentially superior performance,
shodd urge that governments lift these restriction.



Chapter 1: Objectives and approach

WHY STUDY EMPLOYMENT?

High unemployment and a slow increase in “good jobs” have been concerns of
policymakers throughout the industrial age. These issues have again taken on
great urgency around the world during the last 20 years given Europe’s
increasing unemployment rates, declining growth rates in real wages in the U.S.
and building pressure on Japanese employment practices.

Unemployment rates in the European Community have climbed rapidly since
the rnid-1970s (Exhibit 1). In 1970, Europe had a Japanese-like unemployment
rate of slightly more than 2 percent. By 1993, unemployment had surpassed the
United States and stood at more than 10 percent of the labor force. U.S.
unemployment levels remained relatively stable at the 6 to 8 percent level during
the 1970s and 1980s, but average real wage growth slowed. At the same time,
Japan began a reexamination of historic labor practices like lifedrne employment,
seniority-based pay, and policies which resdt in lagging productivity in some
industries and in white collar positions. Many people in Japan are concerned
that addressing these issues without fundamentally altering job creation
pedormance will cause unemployment to rise well above its current 2 to
3 percent level.

The soual and economic cost of reemployment

Policymakers are concerned about reemployment because of its social, political
and economic impact. The effects of poor employment performance are much
more concentrated than those of sub par productivity. me people who become
unemployed or mderemployed quickly lose their self esteem and skills and,
depending on’a nation’s benefit program, potentially their income as well. Social
cohesion also suffers as people are viewed as differentially adding to and
drawing from common resources rather than cornmordy contributing to society.
Some evidence even suggests that extremist political groups begin to gain
influence as the unemployment rate approaches double digit figures.

Unemployment also has an effect on mtionaf economies. People who are not
working do not produce goods and services and thus income. The resddng drag
on the economy can be significant in some countries, though it is seldom as large
as the differences in productivity in the market sectors of the economy.
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Exhibn1
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ExMbil2

SOURCE OF INCREASED UNEMPLOYMENT 1980-90 ~ Increase in Iaborforce
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Exhibit3
SOURCE OF LABOR FORCE GROWTH 1980-90
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Unemployment lied to job creation

Exhibit 2 shows that the countries that came closest to creating enough jobs to
keep unemployment constant, the U.S. and Japan, had larger than average
increases in the labor force. It appears that Europe’s rise in unemployment can
be attributed primarily to slow job creation rather than an unusual increase in
labor supply. The labor force grew relatively slowly in Germany, Italy and
France despite large demographic shifts in the percent of these co~try’s
populations that were of working age. This occurred because participation rates
remained low and overall populations grew slowly (Exhibit 3). Unemployment
continued to rise, however, because all four European economies, France,
Germany, Italy and Spain, created an average of less than five net new jobs per
hundred people in the 1980 labor force during the 1980s. The U.S. and Japan
performed better, creatig 17.4 and 11.7 jobs per hundred people in the labor
force.

To maintain 1980 levels of unemployment, the European mtions wodd not have
had to My match the employment performance of Japan and the U.S. during th
1980s because Europe had slower poptition growth and a smaller increase in
labor force partiapation. To adjust for this, and to recogrdze that low labor force
participation rates reflect some hidden unemployment, we used the number of
net jobs created per thousand people in the working age poptiation adjusted for
growth in the working age population as our primary measure of employment
performance at the aggregate and case level (see Exhibit 4 for two alternative
ways of expressing this measure).

This measure factors out differences in working age poptiation growth and
emp~sizes a COun@’S abfity to create jobs relative to its potential SUpply of
labor. With this adjustment, the performance of the U.S. looks stronger. It
created more than three times as many jobs as any other country (Exhibit 5). The
four European countries all needed to create approximately 20 additional jobs
per thousand people in the working age population in order to maintain
unemployment at the already historically high 1980 levels.

The measure focuses exclusively on net jobs. No differentiation is made between
a country that creates large numbers of gross jobs and destroys large numbers of
otier jobs and another coun~ that may have lower levels of both behaviors.
~s type of “churn data” is one interesdng explanation of how a mtion achieved
its performance, but net employment is a better measure of a country’s ability to
emploY its CitiZenS. Our performance measure also does not reflect changes in
the number of hours worked per employee. This allows countries that chose
more leisure or instituted work sharing programs to look somewhat better than
they might have otherwise. Shifting to an hours worked measure wotid not
change the dwection of our observation however, since it would widen rather
than reduce the employment difference between the European countries and the
U.S. and Japan.

Exhibit 6 shows that the countries had smaller differences in job growth in the
nonrnarket part of the economy (e.g., health care, education, government) than in
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JOB CREATION CHALLENGE 1980-90
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Exhibii6
EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE 1980-90
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themarketpart of theeconomy. The U.S. created asubstantial number of market
jobs, Japan also had positive results and all the European countries destroyed
jobs. The defie was most severe in France.

h examination by sector (Exhibit 7) yields insight into the reasons for these
different patterns. The U.S. leads the pack because it created significantly more
market service jobs than any of the European economies. It also had little
employment reduction in agriculture because the restructuring of this sector in
the U.S. was completed well before 1980. Japan retained its share of
manufacturing jobs while all other countiies failed to inaease these at anywhere
near the rate of the growth in the working age poptiation. Japan’s success,
however, was not entirely manufacturing tilven. It was third among the six
countries we examined in the creation of market service jobs. The overall
employment declines in France and Italy can be attributed to particdarly rapid
declines in manufacturing, construction and minin~ and agricdture for Italy,
while Spain’s decline came primarily from agricdture and a lack of maxket
service growth.

Job creation and economic performance

These differences in job creation affected the overall economic performance of the
mtions we studied. The best overall measure of economic performance is GDP
per capita. This measure is the product of productivity and the fraction of a
society’s poptiation that works. If France, Germany, Italy and Spain had
matched the job creation performance of Japan and the U.S. over the 1980s
without suffering a productivity penalty, then their GDP per capita would have
been 5 to 15 percent higher than it actually was in 1990.

Key drivers of job creation not yet Mly understood

This type of aggregate amlysis and the information contained in the next chapter
helped us to isolate where major differences in employment performance
occurred, but they were not sufficient to explain why jobs were created in one
country and not another. To get to this understanding, we selected a cross
section of seven industries to study in depfi banking, retailing, filrn/TV/video,
construction, automotive, computers and furniture. We these may not
statistically represent entire economies, they do reflect the trends taking place in
the manufacturing and service sectors, emerging and declining industries, small
and large companies and domestic and traded goods.

Potential for McKinsey to add a helpti perspective

There is no shortage of reports on unemployment, though there are somewhat
fewer studies focused on job creation. Labor economists have studied
employment for years and the OECD has recently released its own Jobs Study.
Much of this work has focused on rigidities in the labor market. Numerous
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plausible hypotheses have been advocated and partially supported, including
beliefs thak (1) wages are too inflexible or too high relative to emerging
countries; (2) minimum wages may prevent low skill workers from being hired;
(3) hiring is overly risky since firing costs are high; (4) the job matching process
appears inefficient; (5) the skills of potential workers do not match the
requirements of employers; (6) unemployment insurance and other benefits may
reduce incentives to work. A few others have suggested that barriers in the
market where goods and services are sold {i.e., the product market) and the
capital market may alao play a role, though exact causes in these areas have not
been explored. What appears to be lacking in this body of literature is evidence
that could lead to a judgment on the relative importance of these factors, and an
explamtion of how they directly effect hiring patterns in companies and
industries.

~s study is based on the premise that understanding the causes of employment
behavior at the industry level would allow us to determine the relative
importance of particdar labor, product and capital market factors in a way that
codd then be generalized to the entire economy. McKinsey’s involvement in
numerous countries and industies allows us to provide a picture of what is
going on in specific industries as well as an wderstanding of why employment
is growing faster in some countries *others. ~ industry approach permits
us to leverage our strengths in examining rnicroeconomic issues in the product,
labor and capital markets. We address the macroeconomic issues and factors
affecting employment across the board (e.g., monetary policy and benefit levels)
that are often at the heart of discussions about employment, oxdyti their
symptoms (e.g., ~Icdty finding workers and insufficient demand) are found in
a particular case. As a resdt, our findings can provide unique insight into how
specific factors tiuence employment even if they do not allow us to exhaust all
possible levers that policyrnakers can pu~ to improve employment performance.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Identifying causes of employment differences

The propose of our study is to determine employment performance differences
across the leading economies of the world, identify the causes of these
differences, determine their relative importance and draw implications for policy
and management. This report focuses exclusively on improving employment. It
complements two earlier studies done by the McKinsey Global Institute on
productivity (Service Sector Productivity, October 1992 and Manufacturing
Productivity, October 1993). Taken as a group, we bdleve these three studies
point toward a set of actions that countries can take in order to significantly
improve the material standard of living of their citizens.
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MAJOR DATA SOURCES

Countryspecific sources

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

Spain

Us.

INSEE(NationalInstituteforStatisticssndEconomics):ArrnuaireStatistiquesdela
France,LesInterpriaesduCommerce;MiniitryofIndustry;BankofFrance;CCFA
(CommitteeoftheFrenchVehicle Msrrufacturers); CNC (National Center of Motion
Picture Production); CSEA (Union of Video Publishers); UNIFA (Union of Furniture
Manufacturers)

Statistisches Burrdeaarnt(Federal Statistical Office): Ststistische Jshrbiicher, Statistik
iiber dsa Produzierende Gewerbe; Bimdes~talt fir Arbeit (Federal Employment
Office); Bundesbank; VDA (Automotive lnduatry Association); ZDB (Gerrnsn
Construction Industry Association); VDM(AsswiationofGermmFumimre
Manufacturers); Media Perapektiven
Central Statistical Institute; ISTAT; Bank of lt~y; ~ (AssOciatiOnOfthe Italian
Automotive Industry); ANCE (Natiorrsl Aaswiation of Construction Companies);
ANfCA (National Association of Film Producers); CSil (Furniture Sector Report);
UNMDEO (Italian Association of Video Manufacturers)
Statistics Bureau, Management and Coordination Agen~ Japan Statistical Yearbook,
Establishment Census of Japan; ~ (Mlniatry of International Trade snd lndust~.
Census of Commerce, census of Manufacturers, Survey of Service Industries; Ministry
of Labor Basic Survey on Wage Structure; Ministry of construction Census of
Crrnstmction; Bank of Japan; JaprmVideo Association; Japsn Economic Plsnning
Association; Motion Picture Association of Japan; Office Furniture Industry Association
INS (National Statistics Institute); Bsnk of Spain; AIDIMA (Aaswiation of Furniture
Manufacture); ANFAC (Aaswiation of Csr Msmdscturers); SerrrAuto (Association of
Csr Parts Manufacturers); SEOPAN
Department of Cornmerce/Bureacr of the Censw Statistical Abstracts of the United
Sta~es,Census of Msmrfactirea, Census of Retail Trade, Census of Constmction,
Annual Survey of Manufactures, County Business Patterns, United States Industrial
Outlmk; Bureau of Labor Statistics: Employment and Earnings, Employment, Hours
and Earnings, International Comparison of Hourly Compensation Costs, Productivity
in Selected Industries; Federal Reserve: Flow of Funds; FCC (Federal Communication
Commission); AAMA (American Automobile Manufacturers Association); MPAA
(Motion Picture Assrrciationof America); Mortgage Bsnkers Association; Shopping
Center World; Dollars snd Cents of ShoppirrgCenters

International sources

General

Automotive

Banking

Computer

Construction
Frrmitrrre
Filfl/video

Retailing

Eurostat; ILO; IMF; OE~ National Accounts, Labor Force Statistics, Employment
Outlmk; Statistisches BurrdesamkStatistiachesJahrbcrchfir das Ausland
Das Auto international in Zahlen (VDA); DRI World Car industry Forecast Reports;
Ward’s Automotive Yearbook; World Motor Vehicle Data (MVMA); Annual Reports of
Large Car Manufacturers
Bank of International Settelrnent; Aasicredito

Dataquest; IDC (International Data Corporation); Elaevier Advanced Technology
Group
Eurocons~ct
Databank, Frost snd Sullivan
Datsmonitor; International Motion Pictures Almarrac;Screen Digest; Statistics from
National Public Television Ststions; zenith Media Worldwide 1993
Healey & Baker

CC1l1S9SZXE441.W



Drawing implications for policy

We realize that employment is not necessarily a desirable goal in its own right.
More employment may come at the expense of productivity increases, company
profitability, wage levels and stay-at-home or leisure time. Maximizing job
creation may also conflict with policies designed to maintain the agrititural
base, protect the envirorunent, invigorate urban centers or safeguard the
reliability of the banking system. However, high and rising unemployment rates
indicate that these societies, especially in Europe, want to work more. Thus, we
believe that trade~ffs between these other objectives and jobs can be best made
after one builds a fti understanding of what it will take to create more jobs.

OUR APPROACH

We selected six advanced countries to study in this report. In each country,
McKinsey has an established presence and a desire to contribute to the ongoing
debate about employment. The four European countries (France, Germany, Italy
and Spain) provided us with an oppotity to examine a range of policy
approaches and performance. Japan and the U.S. represent important points of
contrast. Both were strong employment performers during the 1980s, though
they utilized two very different approaches to labor and product market issues.

We analyzed each country at two levels. First, we looked at aggregate data on
employment, output and trade. We tried to observe major trends occurring in
the broad sectors of the economy (e.g., agrictiture, manufacturing and services).
Then we included each co~hy in the examination of our seven case industries.

Sources of data

Our first step within each case was to develop a core set of data on employment
and output/value added for each country (see box for a list of major sources).
While this step sounds straightforward, obtaining or creating a complete time
series for the period from 1980 to 1992 was often a major task. We originally
intended to use household survey data to measure employment and mtioml
manufacturers’ surveys to measure output and value added, In almost every
instance, we shifted to using industry surveys for both iterns in order to maintain
a consistent picture of the industry. In some cases this decision had a larger
effect than we antiapated, since the household survey and employers’ census
occasionally suggested different levels and trends in employment. Using the
latter source gave us reasonably reliable esdrnates of employment for every year
rather than just end points. It also allowed us to gain confidence in our
productivity calculations since both value added and employment typically came
from the same source.

Not surprisingly the quality of available information varied widely by case and
by countiy. The manufacturing sector was typically better tracked than services,
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though even manufacturing industries were often defined very differently across
countries. Several countries also posed unique problems. Spanish data were
particdarly difficult to obtain, especially for the early part of the 1980s. A large
amount of data was not tracked at that time and much of what was collected was
classified using a different scheme than was used in later years. This made it
diffictit to use published data to compare information over dine. In some cases
we had to apply trends observed in other sources to the 1990 levels of output and
employment obtained from official sowces. French numbers were typically
better, though occasionally INSEE’s resdts varied in magnitude and direction
from judgments made by industry assoaations and experts. In these cases, we
typically shifted to industry sources since their employment data painted a
picture that was more consistent with the causal story suggested by bends in
output. Italy was an intermediate case between Spain and France. Spain and
Italy were entirely excluded from the examination of the computer industry
because of difficdties getting meanin@ data on such a small industry. Finally,
the German data were often quite good though slight adjustments were
occasiomlly needed to ensure that small companies were adequately represented
and major differences did not occur because the data were collected on a
company rather than an establishment basis.

In several cases (e.g., construction) our basic information is not unique.
Employment and output figures were readily available from Euroconstruct and
mtional statistics, and we made ordy slight adjustments to make sure the data
were comparable across countries. In other cases (e.g., media and furniture),
complete and comparable information was often not available. We used national
statistics and industry association data to develop a few well documented points,
but f~ed in the rest with estimates from industry publications and experts and
extrapolations based on observed trends or ratios. These figures were then
adjusted several ties as they were circdated and subjected to common sense
checks. Our basic facts represent a good pordon of the value of these cases.
While they may not directly match the small amount of data that is published,
they are more consistent over time and between countiies than anything else we
have found.

Generating and testing hypotheses

Our second task in each case was more complicated. It required us to explain
why trends in employment, output and productivity varied by country. We used
interviews with industry associations, company executives, and McKinsey

experts to surface potential reasons for the differences. This was a higMy
efficient process in the sectors where McKinsey has deep expertise. We were
quickly able to identify major differences in the product and capital markets and
highlight labor issues worth expionng in more depth with specialists. In the
areas where our Firm has little expertise, our approach was somewhat less
targeted. Once issues had been highlighted, we attempted to quantify and
catalogue cross country differences and begin measuring the effect they had on
employment.
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We held review meetings with our Advisory Committee every other month to
review progress and test our findings. During these sessions we developed a list
of questions to pursue in order to make subsequent rounds of our analysis more
compelling and more easily mderstood.

Causality framework

In order to identify and explain the causes of observed employment differences
across countries, we developed a framework that captures the major possible
causes of differences in employment (Exhibit 8). The iterns used in this
framework were developed in a highly iterative way. Originally they were
designed to test the relative importance of factors already identified by academic
work or conventional wisdom. New items were added and others were removed
as the cases progressed and we gained a better understanding of the drivers of
superior employment performance in the countries that created a large number
of jobs. Detailed definition for each line are included in the appendix to this
chapter.

For each item, we made an analytic judgment about the importance of the factor
in explaining employment differences between each country and the benchmark
for the industry. The benchmark was defined as the country with the largest
number of jobs created relative to its working age popdation. We placed a dark
circle in a cell whenever the factor explained approximately 30 percent or more
of the difference in employment between the country in question and the
benchmark, an open circle whenever the factor explained 10 to 30 percent of
difference in employment and an X whenever there was little difference in the
factor, a difference in the opposite direcdon of what wotid be expected (noted by
an X* if the effect was significant), or a difference that did not affect employment
by more than 10 percent. The result is a series of bilateral comparisons that are
then aggregated to a net judgment by weightig the observation by the extent of
the country’s employment difference to the benchmark.

The relationship between product market, labor market and capital market
factors and employment was often very complex. Several factors could both hurt
and help employment. In these situations we tried to assess the net effect on
employment. The relationship between productivity and employment is a good
example of this complexity (see box entitled ‘Productivity, Output and
Employment). We limited our assessments to the direct effects of each factor.
Many of the items examined also had important indirect effects on employment.
Trade, for example, can greatly increase competitive intensity and restructuring
even if it does not directly resdt in much change in output or employment.
Similarly, owners or labor unions might have a significant influence on
employment through their influence on product market re@ations. These
effects were counted in ffl under the headings ‘T’rice competition/restructuring”
and “Product market restrictions” and were not counted at all under trade, capital
market, or labor market.
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PRODU~, OWUT AND EMLOYMENT

Therelationshipbetweenproductivityandemploymentis complex and often misunderstood.
Business leaders, poticymakera and the general public often fear that aggregate employment will

decline if worker productivity improves. This skepticism is understandable. Productivity

improvements can rm~t ~ fewer people required to pruduce the same output. As.a result,
employment in relatively mature industries, like many of those examined in this report, declines as
productivity irrc~aaes.

~Is negative relationship between productivity and employment holds, however, only if output
remains constant. If increasesinproductivityhelp stimulate output then productivity and
employment can rise sirnultsneousIy. When workera are displaced either the products they used to
produce become cheaper, shareholders e~rience increased rehrma or their former colleagues
make mom money. All of these factors increase consumer buying power md create demand for
additional goods and services. In order to satis~ th~ additional demand, companies and
entrepreneurs must hire new workers. It ia this dynamic process that allows people who have been
displaced from traditional industries to become reemployed in new sectors. The wages paid md
shareholder income earned in these new industries allow aggregate national income and GDP to
rise. Whenever this redeployment is blocked, national income arrd therefore demand remains
constant and the cmrntry suffers increased unemployment.

Exhibit9 illustratesthesedifferenteffects.~e negativerelationshipbetweenproductivityand
employmentisshown on the left handside of the chart. This k the type of correlation we found in
our furniture, automotive and computer hardware case studies, Industry employment declines
despite some increaws in output, because fewer people are required to pruduce each onit of value.

The middle of the chart describes the thw types of positive effects productivity increases cm have
on employment. Types 1 and 2 are easily understood and can offset the negative loop at the
industry level. Type 3 effects are harder to see since they cut across tiduatries, This ~sitive

relationship occurs when the income generated fmm increases in prciductivity in furniture or
automotive manufacturing creates additional demand for retailing or entertainment. Our

aggregateanalysis in Chapter 2 suggests that th~ type of aggregate positive productivity loop
occurred much more strongly in the U.S.thanelsewhere given that country’s ability to recycle
displaced workers. ~enever th~ redeployment and income generation is blocked, a coun~
suffers fmm unemployment.

The far right of the chart illustrates the feedback effects in this process. Productivity can rise as a
second order effect of an increase in output without having any definitive influence on
employment. This can occur in a nuber of different ways. First, increases in output irrindustiles

with significant economies of scale can result in higher productivity. This might result in fewer
additional workera for each incremental unit, but would still lead to more employment than would
have been the case without the output and productivity increase. Second, if increased demand for

new products generates higher value added per hour worked, there is, apriori, no negative impact

on employment.
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Exhibt 9

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTIVITY,
OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT
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The goal of the framework is to demystify these relationships. We use it to show
which factors were most important in determiningg cross country differences in
employment at the case level. The insights we derive from this approach will
then help us better understand the fundamental economic forces discussed in the
next chapter.

Synthesis and implications

Once we developed a detailed understanding of employment causality at the
case level, we stepped back and looked for patterns across cases. We then tried
to tie our case findings to the aggregate data. Usually these two approaches
reinforced one another, but occasionally they appeared to be contradictory. In
the latter situation, we worked to understand and explain the apparent
inconsistencies.

Our next step was to draw conclusions about the relative importance each factor
had on overall employment. This required us to determine which items easily
translated from our cases to the entire economy and which had more limited
applicability. We tested these general conchrsions in a number of COMtrY-

specific syntheses and then circled back to the main conclusions to be sure they
were as concrete as possible.

Finally, we drew some implications for policy. These focused on what could be
done to increase employment in Europe. We explicitly surfaced trade-offs
between increasing employment and other soaetal objectives, but, of course, left
the question of the appropriate balance of these iterns to the political process.

8



APPENDIX - ~MEWORK DEFINITIONS

The lowest level of causality in our framework is represented by the bottom three
lines on Exhibit 10. It examines the mathematical relationship between changes
in employment, output and producdvity. Higher employment growth during
any time period must come about as a result of greater output growth or slower
productivity growth in the benchmark country. Faster productivity growth was
alao included as a line because M factor can actually.have a positive effect on
employment if its effect on output (tiough a positive producdvity loop)
outweighs its direct negative influence on employment.

Differences in output and productivity growth occur because of a series of higher
level factors. The most direct of these are clustered under the heading, “Industry
Dynamics/Competitive Intensity.” “Pricecompetition, innovation and bade are
the three factors we found to be important. More price competition can have
either a positive or negative effect on employment. The positive effect comes
about when competition forces companies to cut costs and reduce prices in
traditional products and thus stirmdates output. Innovation has a stiar
positive effect on output. We have defined innovation as the commercially
successti application of new products and services and new forms of business.
Cross country differences in this regard may occur because of varying
willingness of managers to take risks, re~atory barriers or differences in
national demand. Finally, trade was deemed important if a change in an
industry’s net trade position significantly added to or detracted from
employment in an industry, by moving jobs directly from one country to another.

At the highest level of causality are factors in the capital, labor and product
markets. These factors can effect employment by influencing industry dynamics
or by directi y affecting output and productivity.

The three iterns examined under the capital market heading are designed to test
whether more jobs were created where the capital market makes it more
necessary or possible for mamgers to alter their way of doing business. The first
item, more pressure from owners, can force mamgers to try to improve their
fimncial returns by increasing output through more imovation or more price
competition or by increasing productivity through restructuring. The second,
less government ownership and support, operates in a similar way. The third
factor, readily available capital, wodd effect entrepreneurs’ ab~lty to take
advantage of new business opportunities.

Three categories are also used in the labor market. The first and third factors,
low labor costs to employers and labor flexibility, are designed to test possible
differences in the demand for labor. Employers maybe less liieiy to hire if they
have to pay more for a worker as a restit ok strong union power, industrywide
wages rather than company level bargaining, a high national minimum wage or
a comparatively large social burden or tax on employment. Compafies may
show a similar reluctance to hire if there are severe restrictions on flexibility
either in terms of layoffs or stringent work rties which prevent them from
deploying people in the most productive way possible. The second factor,

1



Exhibm10

DEFINITION OF FACTORS EVALUATED IN CAUSALITY FRAMEWORK

Factor lti.dtionsintheb..ch~rkkding to.cimle

Capitalmarkat

“ MOrepressure frOmOwne~ Greater demand for financial returnsleadingto lower pricas or more innovationand
thus higher outRut(either in the form of trade or cansumtion)

. Lec.sgovemmnt Lees govem~nt ownershipleadingto more aggre=ive corporate behavior, higher
ownemhiplsupport levels of produdtii and greater output

● Readiiy available capital Capkal availabifii m~lng it easy for entrepreunersand extitng enterprisesto fund
expansionsand new produtiusiness formats

Labor mcrket

. Low Icborcost Industrylabor coatcthat are low or increasingslowfyrelatiie to a countryaverage
leadingto higherconsumption. Low internationalfaborco- or a favorable wage
settingprocecsleading to a cost adwantagein trade

● Htghavailabilhy/10wbenefii: Swjient nu~er of ~O&eB Wffhadequate afdllswilfingto work fOrthe pr9Vaifin9

industrywaga. Benef~age minimumsthat do not create dwincentivea

. More flexibifii Companies are Mlling to him employees despffecycfiiafhyor uffieriainty because of
an tiIfii to lay them off ii resuhsare poor. Few conctrcintson redeploymentwithin
firms leadingto more innovationand higher pmductivii

Product mcrkat

● Fewer restrictionson output No law or pratikas inplace that dIrecfiyblink oucpti, raise the cost of productionor
and co~atilion inputs,or mise pffcas as a rasuflof fimhedco~etilion

. More new businaas Government ~ions supportingindustrydevelopmentor redwing ti!guity in the
faci~tiation rulas of oo~etition

. Rcpid demand groWh Favomble nonpricefactora (e.g., GDP growth, demogmph~, law initiallevels of
productpenetrationand tastaa) faadingto greater demand and oufputgrowh

industry dynamica/

compafftive intensity

. Bener tradWDl performance Irnpmvi”gtra~ ~u~l”sorrJ~ti”in~dnfcfiIeadi”gtohigheroutput.Tmnsplants may

play a signfcant role by replacingi~otts or stimulatingexports

. Price Acfwe co~etiiion for ravenue or nonlaborinputsrasuftingin lower prkes, nwre
competilonlrestructuring innovationand higher otipul

. More innovationlnew High levels of invention,adoptionor prolfierationof new productsand businece
products formats that fundarrwntcliyimproveexictingpric4a1ua relationships

Higher output growfh Rapid increaces in the value added or revenue of the industry

Higher produetivff growth Rapid incre=es in outputas a resultof productivhy-ledreductionsin price or
improvementsin value

bwer pruductivfIy growth A slow dacline (or increase) inthe number of workers requiredto produce a g~en
output



worker availability, tests the supply side of the employment equation. It
received a circle if there was a lack of adequately skilled people willing to work
at the prevailing wage. A supply shortage could be due to the education
system’s failure to train adequate job candidates or it codd stem from a benefits
system which makes not working more attractive than looking for a new job.

The fiml three factors we examined are grouped under the heading product
market. We use this category to coverall factors which affect the market in
which firma sell their goods and services. This heading also occasionally refers
to restrictions on land or other nonlabor and noncapital inputs to a company’s
production process. The first two factors, restrictions on output and competition
and facilitating re~ation, focus on governments’ role in these industries. The
first line concentrates on instances when explicit government actions like zoning
laws, restrictions on opening hems, or the granting of monopolies or oligopolies
retards employment by constraining output or preventing a positive productivity
loop. The second line is designed to pick up instances when government action
helped employment by clarifying the roles of competition or creating new
supportive bodies (e.g., Fannie Mae’s role in securitizing mortgages). The final
line of the highest level of causality, rapid demand growth, encompasses a range
of factors largely exogenous to the industry that might cause demand to be
higher in one countTy than snother. These factors include: rapid GDP growth,
increased penetration or “catching up” from a low usage base, shifting
demographi~, increased government procurement, tax policies and subsidies,
and consumer tastes and preferences.
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Aggregate analysis

&fore embarking on detailed industry case studies, we reviewed the previous
literature on employment creation and unemployment> and examined publicly
available aggregate data on the labor markets of the six countries in our study.
The main purposes of this chapter are to present the key findings that can be
deduced from the aggregate data, to provide our perspective on the previous
literature, and to identify gaps we wos.ddhope to cover using case studies. We
will use the material in this chapter together with the case studies to summarize
our findings and derive implications in Chapters 4 and 5. In preparing the case
smdies, interviews were conducted in Europe, the U.S. and Japan, focusing
mairdy on case-specific questions. We have, however, also sought to test
hypotheses that cut across the case studies, and will mention findings related to
these questions together with the aggregate analysis in this chapter.

There are two main strands to the literature on labor market economics. The first
comes from macroeconomics and examines the job creation problem in relation
to monetary and fiscal policy, the effecdveness or ineffectiveness of Keynesian
poliaes, and tie dangers of inflation induced by stirmdating aggregate demand.
The second strand examines persistent unemployment in Europe as a problem of
labor market institution, and concentrates on such issues as unemployment
insurance, wage bargaining institution and worker mobility. We do not try to
provide a detailed summary of these strands of the literature. This wodd be an
unnecessary task, given that there are already a number of summaries available.
Jnstead, we draw on both parts of the Literature and offer our own perspecdve on
the reasons for Europe’s employment difficdties.

In the main body of this chapter, we first argue that modem economies are
characterized by constant change. The shares of employment in different sectors
of the economy evolve. The labor needed to produce established products often
declines while new products and services are constantly being developed.
Technological advances sdrrudate many of these changes and result in shifting
skill requirements. Substantial labor mobility and the rapid creation of new jobs
are necessary in order to replace the jobs that are disappearing.

In the second section, we identify barriers to this transition, looking at individual
markets (product, labor and capital markets) as weJl as the interactions among

1 A detaild bibliography is available upon rquest. Amongthemoreimprtant studiestaken into
amount for this chapter, refer to Uncmplqmcnfby R. L.ayard,S.Nickell and R, Jackman(191); Barriersto
E.-. Grwth by R. Iawrence and C. Schultze (1987);“EuropeanUnemployment: A Survey” by
C. Bean (1994); ‘me OECDJobs Stidy” (1S94).
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Exhibd1

HISTORIC SHARES OF EMPLOYMENT IN DIFFERENT SECTORS 1900-90
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them. Economies that have created barriers to mobility and the creation of new
jobs will have lower overall job growth and will experience rising
unemployment. This has happened in many European economies; they have
faced a continuing decline in agridtural and mining employment and an
accelerated restructuring of manufacturing, but they have not allowed or
facilitated adequate growth of service wctor employment.

Finally, we identify how these barriers have led to a differential employment
performance across economies. We judge from our review of the aggregate
material that many important issues remain unresolved. Specifically, there is
little evidence on the relative importance of factors influencing unemployment
and job creation. Ways are examined in which case studies can contribute to a
tiler understanding of the barriers and restrictions to job creation.

EVOLUTION AND STRU~L CHANGE

& economies grow and become more producdve, they shift consumption and
employment from manufacturing to services. This requires economies to
constantly reallocate jobs, leading to gross job creation in one sector and job
destruction in another. Entrepreneurial activities, innovation, changes in
technology, rising incomes and the inaeasing integration of world economies are
important forces driving this evolution. These are considered to be largely
inevitable and unstoppable in the long ru. Individual comtry policies have
limited influence over the pace and mture of the evolution and are largely
unable to insulate parts of their economies.

Three dimensiom are fist presented of the economic evolution (by sector, by
skill level and by firm size). The second section amlyzes whether gross job
creation figures indicate differing degrees of flexibility in adjusting to structural
change. FinaUy, we identify the main reasons for economic evolution as
discussed in the economics literature.

Three dimensions of economic evolution

Economic evolution results in a shift of employment from manufacturing to
services and from low skill to high skill jobs. The stronger employment growth
in small firms seems to be closely linked to the sectoral evolution.

1. Sectoral change. Economic evolution has led to a relative decline of
manufacturing employment in all countiies analyzed. A majority of today’s
employment is in services. Exhibit 1 shows the shares of employment in
different sectors of the economies of five comtries over the period from around
1900 to 1990. In the early years of this century, Japan and Italy had over half of
their employment in agricdture. In Japan, this proportion was close to

2



Eshibfi2

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE 1980-90
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Exhibn3

MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR
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50percent aslateas 1950. By1990, allcountries analyzed hadreducedtheti
agricdtural employment to less than 9 percent.

Manufacturing employment grew as a share of total employment in the fmt half
of the century but this s~e has peaked in all the countries. Advanced
economies are undergoing a process of “deindustrialization,” comparable to their
experience with agricdture. The pattern of employment change by sector over
the 1980s illustrates the relative decline of manufacturing (Exhibit 2). It reveals
two distinctive features of employment in the countries analyxed. France and
Italy experienced large declines in manufacturing employment while Spain and
Italy underwent large declines in agricultural employment. ~ese economies
were faced with major job reallocation problems aasoaated with the
restructuring of their manufacturing or agrititural sectors and the consequent
need to aeate large numbers of service jobs as replacements.

The process of reallocation is apparent even within manufacturing (Exhibit 3).
Mature industries such as food, texties and basic metals are generally declining
in their share of manufacturing employment (the exceptions being Spain and
Italy with lower GDP per capita). The reasons for this decline vary. Economies
that are far along the path of evolution with relatively high wages find that jobs
in labor-intensive, traded industries are moving to low wage countries.
Economies at an earlier point in their evolution with largely iraclitional or craft
industries find that they lose jobs rapidly in these industries as best practice
production techniques are introduced. Across the six comtries studied, newer,
more innovative sectors such as chemicals and machinery (which includes
electronics, computem, instruments, cars, etc.) are growing in relative terms. We
found that approximately 50 percent of manufacturing employment in 1990 was
located in sectors that grew in employment during the 1980s (Exhibit 4). Their
growth, however, was not suffiaent to offset the decline experienced by more
mature manufacturing sectors.

It is clearly the service sector that has created most of the new jobs. Employment
in services already exceeded employment in manufachuing prior to World
War II in most of the countries, and the employment growth has been the most
rapid in this sector. In most countries, services represent the only significant area
of employment gains. One of the distinctions that has been suggested in the
literature to be important for mderstanding employment differences is the
distinction between market and nonrnarket services. In Exhibit 5, we examine
this issue and find a result that differs from the conventioml one. Contiary to
suggestions in the literature that the nomnarket sector accomts for most of the
differences in service sector employment, we find that these differences arise
more from market services. The U.S., Italy and Spain had the largest increases in
service sector employment and this was derived mostly from their growth in
market services.

Despite the short-term problems that can be created by the evolution of
economies, we believe that this process should be viewed as desirable. Jobs may

3



Exhibk4
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be lost as a restit of improvements in productivity in one industry, but this
allows workers to move to other induskies where output can be inaeased. The
end resdt of this process is that the overall productivity of an economy inaeases.
Even if jobs are lost to intermtional trade, this is to be expected given
comparative advantages which allow economies to specialize in the activities that
they do best.

The increasing importance of services is viewed by some as an undesirable trend.
Service sector output is seen as somehow less valuable than goods output and
service jobs are thought to be “bad” jobs. This perception is important since it
influences policymakers and may restit in actions that by to restore jobs in
manufacturing while inhibhing service sector employment growth. The earnings
distribution of manufacturing and service sector jobs is remarkably similar in the
U.S. (Exhibit 6). While it is true that service sector earnings are somewhat lower
($481 for median weekly earnings in services versus $500 in manufacturing), the
differences are small and mainly due to wages in one sector, retailing and
restauranta. In most other service industries, median wages are comparable to or
higher than earnings in goods-producing industries. Furthermore, earnings
differences between manufacturing and service sector jobs actually narrowed
over time (Exhibit 7). The conventional wisdom that the shift to services is
responsible for lowering median wages and widening wage dispersion in the
U.S. is thus largely tiounded.

2. Shift in the mix of skills. Economic evolution changes not only the mix of
sectors, but also the mture of the jobs that are available. A split of our
employment measure by type of job underlines these changes (Exhibit 8). Four-
fifths of the adjusted growth in employment in the U.S. occurred in high skill
categories. France, Germany and Japan also created high skill jobs (adjusted for
growth in the working age poptiation), but oxdy approximately ha~ the U.S.
rate. Between 1983 and 1991, jobs for lower skilled people in the U.S. also
increased, but that growth was not much higher than the growth in the working
age population. h the same skill categories, the adjusted growth in Germany
and France was strongly negative. This destrucdon of low skill jobs in Germany
and France was strongest for blue-collar, operating level workers. Japan largely
avoided this deche. Differences in the two lower skill categories account for
55 to 70 percent of the total difference in employment performance between
France, Germany and the U.S. (Exhibit 9).

Changes in both the demand and supply of labor seem to have influenced the
shift in skill levels. Trends h technology and changes in business systems led to
an increased demand for people with high skills and educational levels. These
phenomem are often associated with a widetig of the earnings dispersion.z
However, a number of other factors such as demographic changes and a slower

2 FOr,xampIe .4ACOmparimn Ofamges intheStructureofWag=inFourOECDGunties”byL.~~.
C.hveman,D.Blanchflower(1992);or “Rising Wage Inequality” by R. Freeman and L. Ratz (1993).
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Exhibk8
GROWTH OF EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION 1980-9W
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Sxhibil10
EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION BY FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT* SIZE
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Exhibti11
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growth in college-educated people alao affect the relative wages of different skill
categories.3 The aggregate literature does not allow us to conclude what the real
causes of a widening earnings dispersion are.

3. Shift in the mix of fires. In addition to shifts by sector and by skill level,
there are also observed shifts by size of firms, with small firms gaining in
employment. We conclude, however, that this shift is not an important
independent factor and that most of the observed shift is likely to be li&ed to the
increase in service sector employment.

Between 1980 and 1990 the fracdon of employment in smafl U.S. and German
firms increased (Exhibit 10). Japan and France show smaller increases$ These
data on firm size need carefd interpretation, however. The shift to small firms
does not come exclusively from newly created small firms. The downsizing of
larger firms pushes some of them across the border between size classes. Some
small firm employment growth has come from firms that were larger than
20 employees and then shrank. The resdts of one study of U.S. mantiacturing
that avoided the pitfalls of interpretation in examining job creation and
destruction by firm size are shown in Exhibit 11. The study placed manufac-
turing plants and firms in size classes based on their average size over the entire
period 1973 to 19SS. The exhibit then shows the gross job creation and gross job
destruction by size, together with the net job destruction. The difference by size
class is primarily that small plants and firms both create and destroy more jobs
than do larger operationa. This may partially reflect a higher degree of “trial and
error” taking place in small establishments. In terms of net job creation, there is
little systematic pattern by plant size. By firm size, the smallest manufacturing
firms and the firms with over 2300 employees are the ones with most net losses.

As yet, there is no data for service sector companies that is comparable to the
manufacturing establishment numbers. Service companies tend to be smaller
than manufacturing companies; therefore, a significant part of the employment
gains in smaller companies could be merely due to a shift from manufacturing to
services.

Flexibility and gross job creation

We have described how the evolution of economies leads to a need for constant
reallocation of employment. This process takes place within sectors, firma and
skill levels, as well as among them. It is often argued that the better net
employment performance of the U.S. is due to better gross job creation. A higher
degree of trial and error leads to a higher number of jobs that survive. And a

3

4

Earningsdispemiontigur-aregmerallynotadjustdfordemographicdifferm=. Ar~nt study
me Crowd-IinGmingsInstabilityintheU.S.bbor Market;P.Gotialk andR.M.ffitt,1994)has
found that transito~ earningsrhangesacmunt far murh of tie dfirences in earningsdispersion.

Their data is basedon establishmentsurveys,which excludevery small firms and self employd people.
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system permitting easier layoffs also facilitates more hirings. The aggregate data
provide evidence that contradicts this view to a large extent.

Exhibit 11 illustrates just how large gross &ual job changes are relative to net
gains. hong U.S. man~acturing firms whose employment declined in a given
year, the average rate of decline was 9 percent compared with an average net loss
of 1 percent. In Exhibit 12, we compare several countries using figures from the
OECD on plant openings, expamions, closures and contractions. There are some
concerns about the data in Exhibit 12, including the fact that outside of U.S.
manufacturin~ there has been little work done to ensure that plant “closures”
and “openings” are really what they seem, rather than being changes of identity
or simply changes of employer identification numbers. Also, Exhibit 12 refers to
a time period of economic growth in the mid-1980s and may therefore not
accurately reflect the job aeation and destruction process over a whole business
cycle. The exhibit does, however, show clearly that the U.S. had more plant
openings than the other countries, and that more of these openings lead to
overall job creation. The difference between openings and closures in the U.S.
was 1.7 percent per year on average, compared to 0.4 for France, 0.6 for Germany
and 0.5 for Italy. This represents a significantly better performance in job
creation if extrapolated over 10 years. It is surprising to find, however, that
France and Italy seem to be just as good at total gross job creation as the U.S.
Moreover, the gross job destruction rates were higher in France and Italy than in
the U.S. This suggests that managers in Europe have more flexibility to lay off
workers than commonly assumed. In terms of expansions and contractions, it
appears tit the rate of change was actually lower in the U.S. than in the other
countries, at least in the mid-1980s. There were fewer expansions and fewer
contraction. We conclude from this data that there maybe some truth to the
hypothesis that U.S. enterpreneurialism led to more job aeation through plant
openings. However, overall flexibility of the European economy does not seem
to lag the U.S. in terms of total gross job creation and destruction.

These data, on the turnover of jobs, contrast with what we know about turnover
of employees. U.S. workers change jobs more often than European workers and
experience many periods of short-term unemployment. One explamtion of this
pattern is that U.S. firms use short-term layoffs in response to temporary declines
in demand much more than European firms do, leading to frequent, short
unemployment spells. In Europe, a reduction in work hours is the first response
to an output decline. But European companies will not hold excess workers for
long, and so year-to-year employment variations are not so different from those
in the U.S. and spells of unemployment are much longer.

The reasons for economic evolution

Our review of the literature suggests that four fundamental factors affect the
evolution of economies: productivity growth rates by sector, innovation and the
emergence of new products and formats, trade and foreign direct investments,
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Exhibf13
VALUE-ADDED CHAIN IN U.S. INDUSTRIAL GOODS 1987
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and consumption and investment patterns. The last factor is critical in explaining
Japan’s manufacturing employment evolution (compared to, for example, Spain,
Italy and France). Trade, however, turned out to be less important than
commonly assumed. Innovation in a broad sense is an important factor leading
to growth in services.

1. Productivity growth. Current measurement techniques indicate that high
productivity growth in manufacturing and low productivity growth in services
are pardally responsible for the employment shift towards services.

High productivity growth in a specific sector has two effects. First, it allows
given levels of output to be produced with fewer and fewer people, but second, it
lowers the relative price of that good. The first effect reduces employment in the
fast productivity growth industries, while the second sustains demand and hence
employment. Agricdture and manufacturing have achieved rapid overall
productivity growth rates. This has led to a reduction of employment needed
per unit of output. Consumer demand for these goods has reached the point
where the effect of relative price declines on demand is small. Data at the
sectoral level suggest that the decline in the relative price of manufactured goods
has been only a weak stimulus to the demand for manufactured goods. That is to
say, it seems as if there ia ordy a weak positive productivity loop. Consumers
devote increasing fractions of their incomes to health me, entertainment, and
other services, and smaller fractions to the output of the farm and the factory.

This shift in expenditures combined with the general importance of services in
the value-added chain results in a high importance of productivity growth in
services. When people buy manufactured goods today, a high proportion of the
value added is delivered by retailers or other service providers (Exhibit 13).
Aggregate data show service sector productivity growth to be significantly lower
than productivity growth in manufacturing. However, there is an important
uncertainty about the output and hence productivity gruwth measures in the
service sector. IrI the U.S., for example, productivity growth is assumed to be
zero in up to one-third of the service sectors since real output growth is
measured by using the number of employees as a proxy.

2. Innovation. At the level of individual industries and lines of business,
innovation is a critical factor for job growth. Product innovation in
manufafiing have allowed the growth of employment in the dymmic new
parts of manufacturing, as illustrated by “high-tech” sectors. Innovations in
services also have dramatically improved processes and introduced new
business formats that have helped expand output and employment.

Innovation is closely linked to productivity. If companies innovate, the value
added embedded in their producb (and thus measured productivity) increases.
Also, rapid demand growth often more than offsets initial productivity gains,
leading to employment gaim. A recent study of employment and productivity
growth in U.S. manufacturing provides some information about the linkages
between productivity growth and innovation (Exhibit 14). Thirty-nine percent of
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PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE IN CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 1992
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employment was in plants that increased both employment and productivity
over the decade (top right quadrant). The study found that this group of plants.
had contributed as much to productivity h-the sector as a whole as had the
downsizers. The Manufacturing Productivity study by the McKinsey Global
Institute also illustrates the importance of new products in the consumer
ele~onics industry. Much of the industry’s sales derive from products
introduced over the previous 12 months, an even larger fraction from products
introduced over the previous 3 years (Exhibit 15). These fractions are largest for
the most successful consumer electronics industiy, the one based in Japan.

There is a correlation between the employment growth in an industry and the
extent to which it is “high tech” (Exhibit 16), even using different definitions.
This is a mtural resdt, as advanced countries evolve and their manufacturing
sectors move into areas of comparative advantage. Despite this finding, we want
to emphasize the difference between “high tech” and “innovation.” Even high-
tech manufacturing sectors can loose jobs, as the example of the computer case in
the U.S. wiIl illustrate. Many successfd innovations create new customer value
in the service sector. Software, new retail formats and video rental stores are just
some examples. Service sector innovations are not “high tech” in the mrrow
sense of the term, although they are often based on the application of advanced
technology. Exhibit 17 illustrates that service sectors are surprisingly heavy
users of tiormation technology, often more so than manufacturing firms.

3. Trade and foreign direct investment. The direct effects of changes in trade
position (the movemenb of net output across borders) on employment growth
are small. Trade can have, however, significant indirect effects as a resdt of
productivity gains in firms that are exposed to imports or goods produced by
transplants. Together, the two effects have a significant impact on economic
evolution, affecting the composition of a countiy’s employment. Over time,
advanced, high wage countries move out of labor-intensive indusixies and
concentrate on activities in which they have a comparative advantage. The same
can be observed for individual companies witi a given industry.

There is great concern over the direct impact of intermtional trade on jobs in
developed countries. Newly emerging economies have almost unlimited
supplies of low wage labor, suggesting that they can compete away ail of the
manufacturing jobs in the developed counhies. To many, it seems just common
sense that if a country in tila or Latin America has workers available at $1 a day,
then no jobs are safe in high-wage countries. The countervailing view is that
exchange rates will adjust in order to allow countries at different stages of
development to compete on even terms. Also, developing countries have low
wages because they have low productivity. They lack the managerial skills,
technology, infrastructure and other factors that are available in rich countries.
They need the low wages in order to compete at all.

We hope to shed some light on this debate by calculating the direct effects of
intermtioml tiade on employment in the six countries of our study. Exhibit 18
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Exhibt 19
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gives the net manufacturing trade surpluses and deficits in our six counbies in
relation to total manufacturing output. Japan, Germany and Italy had trade
surpluses in both 1980 and 1990. The U.S. and France had surpluses in 1980 but
deficits in 1990. Germany stands out as having had a very strong bade
performance in 1980, with 12 percent of its manufactured output attributable to
its surplus. It maintained this strong performance over the 1980s. Japan is
somewhat smprising in that its trade surplus was a smaller fraction of its output
in 1980 than Germany’s, and its surplus declined as a percent of output in the
1980s. Spain also stands out. Starting with close to balanced trade in 1980, Spain
developed a si@cant trade defiat by 1989.

We translate these findings, on a simple proportional basis, into an estimate of
the direct effect of trade on manufacturing employment performance
(Exhibit 19). With the exception of Spain, the direct effects of trade are small. All
of the countries wodd have had somewhat higher employment growth if they
had maintained their 1980 trade position, but the magnitudes are relatively small
in most countries. Paul Krugrnan and Robert Lawrence have recently reinforced
this point by showing that the bdk of the trade these countries engage in is
actually among countries with relatively similar wage rates, not with low wage
countries. Although the direct effects of trade are small, we judge that the
indirect effects play an important role in explaining the difference between Japan
and Germany on one side and Spain, Italy and France on the other.

The competition resulting from international trade and transptits can have a
significant indirect impact on domestic manufacturing employment by forcing
firms to restructure and raise productivity in response to imports or transplants.
In the aggregate data, the most striking examples are France and Italy. Both had
high shares of manufacturing employment in mature sectors like steel, basic
metals and textiles. These sectors were increasingly exposed to competition,
either within the European Union or from emerging economies. As a result, both
France and Italy had to improve their productivity and shed employment.

4. Consumption and investment. Japan achieved a much better employment
performance in manufacturing during the 1980s than all the other countries. Yet
we have seen that, for example, the impact of trade on employment was
negligible. What other factors explain the differences in performance? Our
analysis indicates that domestic demand represents by far the most important
causal factor for Japan’s better employment performance in manufacturing
(Exhibit 20). Domestic demand growth in Japan was driven by the overall
growth in GDP. Jnves~ents represent over 40 percent of the growth in Japan’s
GDP (Exhibit 21). Since the production of investment goods is concentrated in
the manufacturing sector, it is not surprising that Japan had such high growth in
manufacturing output.

The importance of investment goods in Japan is even more striking when looking
at details of production data within manufacturing. The production of many
investment goods is concentrated in the “machinery, equipment and fabricated
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metal products’’ sector. Taking this sector asaproxy forthe importance of
bvestments, we observe again that a large part of Japan’s increase in output is
due to investment goods (Exhibit 22).

The bubble economy explains approximately half of the domestic demand
growth differences in manufacturing between Japan and other countries
(Exhibit 23). Between 1987 and 1990, the inflation of real estate and equity prices
as well as the low costs of capital led to exceptiomlly strong growth in
investments. The growth of value added in manufacturing accelerated
significantly, driven mtiy by strong growth in the machinery and equipment
sector. When the bubble bmst in 1990, companies were left with significant
levels of overcapacity. Exhibit 23 also shows, however, that Japan experienced a
strong growth in manufatig value added in the early 1980s. This underlying
&end can be attributed mostly to a “catching up” effect, both in terms of
consumption and investments. Japan’s levels of capital intensity (gross stock of
structures and equipment per employee) increased from 53 percent of the U.S.
level in 1973 to 87 percent in 1990 (Exhibit 24). While a few sectors (e.g. steel)
showed above average growth rates and surpassed U.S. levels by 1990, the catch
uP in capit~ titemity coidd be observed across a broad range of sectors.
However, Japan sdll has sectors, such as food, where capital intensity is
significantly lower than in other countries. These sectors could represent growth
oPportities for the future.

Exhibit 22 also illustrates Merences between Japan and Spain. While Spain
shows a strong growth of investments in its mtioml accounts, the output growth
in “machinery and equipment” is much lower. This indicates that demand for
investments was satisfied by imports rather than by domestic production
Spain’s increasing trade deficits over the 1980s can be almost entirely explained
by growing imports of capital goods. Spain’s investment in the goods sector is
underdeveloped due to three factors low productivity levels and growth,
rapidly increasing wages in the 1980s, and a real appreciation of the peseta.
Furthermore, high real interest rates in the second half of the 1980s led to a
slowdown in investments and to a new period of recession after 1990.

DIFFERENTIAL BARRIERS
TO THE EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIES

Sectoral evolution and the rise and fall of industries and companies will often
require labor to move from one job to another, and will change the location and
content of new jobs relative to existing jobs. Our fundamental hypothesis is that
if there are barriers to the evolution of economies that prevent the transfer of
resources into expanding firms and industries, then the restit can be a slowing of
overall job growth.
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The barriers that have been suggested to explain slow employment growth are in
three markets: the labor market, capital market and product market. Most of the
literature has been centered on the labor market and its institutions, including the
level and growth of labor costs, availability of workers and labor flexibility. We
find that benefit systems do affect employment levels to some extent. The impact
of different wage bargaining systems and of varying degrees of information and
flexibility, however, often seems exaggerated. There is a perception that barriers
in the capital and product markets may. also be playing an important role in
explaining employment performance. There ia little evidence of this relationship
in the aggregate literature, but our case studies will provide many opportunities
to examine this critical link. Finally, there maybe wages between the different
markets, e.g., between wages and prices. These linkages again may represent
additionat barriers to the process of adjustment to structural change and thus to
employment growth.

Labor market barriers

Grouped labor market factors affecting job creation in four categories are: benefit
systems, wage setting institutions, information and flexibility and skill shortages.

1. Unemployment insurance and other social benefits. A potentially important
explanation for high unemployment is that the unemployed receive
unemployment insurance (Uf) or other transfer income that makes some of them
unwilIing to take the necessary steps to be reemployed. The argument is that
some will not accept low wage jobs, will not search as hard, or are unwilling to
relocate in order to find better jobs. A number of studies have found conflicting
evidence, leading to no clear conclusion about the importance of these
disincentives.

A theoretical economic framework can illustrate how the existence of benefits can
raise reservation wages and thus decrease aggregate employment. In Exhibit 25
we draw an “employment line” AB, showing the distribution of wages and
productivities by skiIl level. The horizontal line CD represents the reservation
wage, the lowest wage at which people are willing to work in this economy. It
depends, among other things, on the level of ul and other benefits available, on
taxes, on legal minimum wages, on the content of work, and on individual
preferences regarding work and leisure. Removing all unemployment benefits
and wage minima wodd induce more low wage employment and wodd
eliminate all but search or frictioml unemployment. It is obviously a
simplification to assume that there k ordy one reservation wage in the economy,
and we have included in our framework the possibility of mtitiple reservation
wages for different categories of workers. ~, one has to assume that wages
are at least pardally rigid, i.e., employees with high wages can be unemployed
while vacancies exist for people with lower skills. Exhibit 25, however, does
illustrate that by raising the reservation wage, policymakers reduce the aggregate
employment level in the economy, as can be seen on the horizontal axis.
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COMPOSITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT 1979-91
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Does the empirical evidence support this simplified view of the economy? Some
studies indicate that unemployment insurance and other benefit systems had a
large impact on unemployment.

One of the stx~ng differences between the U.S. and Europe is that a
much larger fraction of the unemployment in Europe is long term. In
France and Germany, 30 to 40 percent of the unemployed have been out
of work for over 12 months, compared to less than 10 percent in the U.S.
In Italy over 70 percent of unemployment is long term (Exhibit 26).
Comparing years when the U.S. and European unemployment rates are
the same, about 10 times as many workers became unemployed in the
U.S. as in Europe, but they remain unemployed onfy a tenth as long.

A stadatical explamtion of unemployment rates in the OECD (in
Layard, Nickefi, Jackrnan) concluded that both the level and duration of
unemployment benefik have important effects in raising
unemployment rates. It is argued that the length of time for which
benefits are offered may be more important than the generosity of them.
If the reemployed can coflect benefits for several years, as is the case in
some European countries, this may encourage persons to remain on the
uemployrnent rolls. There is a correlation between the duration of
extended benefits and the percent of long-term unemployment
(Exhibit 27).

Other studies, however, question the si~lcance of this impact and do not find a
causality between benefits and unemployment levels. It is argued that W cannot
account for the rise in unemployment in Europe because the above empirical
studies do not suggest a responsiveness of behavior that is large enough.

The correlations underlying the statistical explanations may not imply
causality. They codd arise from the fact that countries with serious
unemployment problems provide more generous or more long-lasdng
UI programs.

Individual states in the U.S. differ in the generosity of their U’1programs
and the way they are financed. Empirical studies have often found that
changing the generosity of benefits or the method of finanang has ordy
a modest impact on the duration of spells of unemployment or on the
frequency of layoffs.

Italy appears to have significantly more unemployment than its benefit
levels might suggest (even if programs such as the “Cassa Integrazione”
are taken into account). In both Italy and Spain, first time job seekers
represent a significant share of the unemployed, and these people are
often supported by their family. Germany’s experience also looks
inconsistent with the idea that Ul plays a dominant role. It has very
generous social benefits and yet has had less severe unemployment
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Sxhibt 2.9
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problems &n other European counties. Average unemployment in
West Germany in the 1980s was well below the U.S. level.

A number of studies also point out that in several countries, benefits have
actually become less generous in recent years. A counter argument to this,
however, is that tie impact of UI has become greater over time (despite
reductions in generosity) for two reasons. The responsiveness of behavior has
increased over time as collecting benefits has become more acceptable socially,
and the economies of Europe no longer provide the stable employment that they
used to provide.

Based on this coficting evidence, it is clear that the literature on unemployment
insurance has not reached a firm conclusion as to its role in the rise of European
unemployment. me possibilities have been narrowed somewhat. There is a
variety of evidence suggesting that there is at least some impact of UI on
behavior. By accepting a wider income distribution, the U.S. creates
opportunities for jobs at the lower end of the wage/skiU scale. On the other side,
it is unlikely that UI benefits can explain a major share of the differences in
employment performance.

2. Wage bargaining institutions. bother explanation of rising European
unemployment is that centralized bargaining systems and national minimum
wages lead to upward wage pressure, capital/iabor substitution and
uncompetitive wages in traded sectors. We judge that this factor certainly had an
influence on employment but, again, did not find any evidence as to its relative
importance. The recent experience of countries with highly centralized or
decentralized wage bargaining institutions (e.g., Sweden, Swikerland) indicates
that this institutional difference cannot account for the majority of
unemployment increases in the last recession. Lindbeck,5 for example, attributes
much of Sweden’s past success to recurrent devaluations and increases in public
sector employment, not to its unique bargaining systems.

Unionization rates (one indicator of the role of wage bargaining institutions) are
fairly low in Europe and have been falling over time (Exhibit 28). Natioml
policies, however, have meant that most workers are covered by wages which
are collectively bargained (Exhibit 29). The percentages of employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements are much higher in Europe than in the U.S. or
Japan.

Why have these wag~tting institutions in Europe contributed to high
unemployment in the late 1970s and 1980s, but not earlier? The argument is that
they led to increasing capital/labor substitution in domestic industries and to
unsustainable high wages in intermtiomlly traded indus@ies. The former
argument is consistent with aggregate data on labor producdvity, showing more
rapid increases in Europ compared to the U.S., for example. me frade-related

5 “@ti0n5 for Economicand Politi=l ReforminSweden,”A.Lmdbecket al, (1993).
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impact can be illushated by the example of the impact of @o~ on U.S.
automotive wages. High wages led to dramatic restructurings once U.S. firms
faced competition from Japan.

Collective bargaining is not the only reason for increasing wages. High and
inaea5ing mtional %urn wages are often seen to have a similar impact.
Combined with high nonwage labor costs, this resdts in significantly higher
labor costs for young or low skilled people. By setting high minimum wages,
certain jobs become “unviable.” High minim urn wages and high benefit levels
thus affect employment in a similar way. A comparison of the U.S. and France
shows that a large number of U.S. jobs lie below the French minimum wage level
(Exhibit 30).

3. Lack of information and inflexibility. The workings of tie labor market itself
may create an additional barrier to employment growth. If the labor market is
not able to match workers and jobs effectively, then vacancies can coexist with
relatively high levels of unemployment. If the job matching process has become
less efficient, or if the demands made on it bve become more severe, then this
codd account for rising unemployment. Based on the available evidence and on
our interviews with employers in different sectors, we conclude that differences
in irdlexibiiity are surprisingly small and have ordy minor effects on employers’
deasions.

Any diffitities in matching jobs and workers would stem from one of a variety
of factors, including a lack of intermediating institutions, low mobility and
re@ations limiting flexibility.

y Employment services. Severaf European countries discourage or even
ban private employment agenaes that cotid improve the flow of
information between workers and employers (Exhibit 31). h our
interviews, however, we generally found that difficdties in obtaining
labor market information were not a binding constraint to-employment
increases.

q Temporq work. A vacancy may exist for a job that will be available
only for a short period of time. Such temporary positions have been
used for clerical and secretarial positions for many years but are now
increasingly being offered for technical and managerial positions.
Europe may lack the institutions that can provide temporary workers,
and in some cases there are restrictions on part-tie work. Again, we
found in interviews that this is not a bmdmg constraint. The use of
temporary help agencies in France, for example, is actually higher than
in the U.S. (Efibit 32).

q Mobility. Mobfiity is higher in the U.S. than in Europe and the
dispersion of regioml unemployment rates is higher in France and
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Germany than in the U.S. (Exhibit 33). There is also empirical evidenceG
that migration within the U.S. is an important element in responding to
changes in local employment prospects,

y Job protection regulations. Many mtioml laws or union agreements
protect employees from dismissal by requiring companies to provide
severance pay. The required payments are highest in Spain and Italy
(Exhibit 34). There is clear evidence that these flexibility restriction
faced by employers in Europe result in a greater perceived inflexibility.
On the assumption that the UK labor market is similar to the U.S.
market, European labor markets seem to be more rigid. However,
while many employers complained about inflexibility in interviews, the
evidence showed that when companies were forced to react to dramatic
changes in the marketplace, they were able to overcome these barriers.
We, therefore, judge that the impact of job protecdon re@ations has
not played a major role.

Employers clearly have the perception that inflexibilities in European labor
markets hinder job creation. But once again, the real importance of this in
practice is not clear. To test this hypothesis, we compared the costs of finding,
hirin& training and firing an employee to total labor cost, using the example of a
German high-end retailer. This simplified calculation (Exhibit 35) shows that for
a going concern, the transaction costs of hiring and firing, play a relatively minor
role compared to total labor costs.7

4. Skill mismatch. A disproportiomte share of the unemployed have relatively
low levels of skill and experience. In the U.S., technical changes in the workplace
have a significant impact on wages and employment prospects for people with
low skills. Educatioml systems adapt slowly to the changing requirements of
employers. In Europe, graduates of apprenticeship systems find themselves with
skills that are not needed in today’s economy.

In the U.S. in 1990, the unemployment rate for persons ages 25 to 64 was
4.4 percent. For those with less than a high school education, the unemployment
rate was 8.5 percent. There are also large differences in unemployment rates by
age;of persons ages 16 to 19, 15.5 percent were unemployed. The
reemployment problems of the young and unskilled have been cited as a reason
for the modest upward tiend in unemployment that took place in the U.S. Much
of the increase in the 1970s was explained at the time by demographic shifts,
notably the increase in the number of teemgers associated with the baby boom.
The demographic shifts in the 1980s, however, have become more favorable for
lowering unemployment. In Europe too, low skill workers tend to be

6

7
“Regional Evolutions,- O. Blanrhard and L. Xar.z(1992).

Our findings match witi tie resdts derived km economicthmry by Samuel Bentolila and Guiseppe
Betila, Tiring costsand Labour Oemand; How bad isEuroscIemsis,”R- of Emnomic Stud&,
July 19W.
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overrepresented among the unemployed, but the differences are less
pronomced. In Germany, for example, persom with only an intermediate level
of education and no apprenticeship qualification made up 36.6 percent of the
workforce, but 46.8 percent of the unemployed in 1990. In Italy, nearly
75 percent of the unemployed are first time job seekera, many of them under
25 years of age.

The hypothesis about rising reemployment in Europe is that there is a mismatch
between a workforce that has been trained for skilled or semiski~ed jobs in
traditional manufacturing industries and the current needs of employers in
services or high technology. In Germany, 43 percent of the unemployed have an
apprenticeship qu~ication (compared to 57 percent of all employees). me
apprenticeship Programs that provided jobs in Germany in the 1950s and 1960s
are now having more trouble finding places for their graduates.

Jn both the U.S. and Europe, a phenomenon called “skill-biased technical change”
is responsible for the mismatch. Productivity-improving technical change is said
to be skill-biased if it reduces the ns,unberof low skill production worker hours
needed per unit of output relative to the number of high skill and white collar
hours. Skill-biased technical change can be represented in the economic
framework we introduced in Exhibit 25. It results in a changing slope of the
employment line AB, with higher productivity for employees at the top of the
skill spectrum and less employees required at the lower end.

The impact of technical change has been visible in manufacturing as well as in
services such as banking and fast food. Many of the workers who are laid off as
a result of this type of technical change were earning relatively high wages in
their previous jobs. They find alternative employment only at lower wages.
Such workers may remain unemployed for long periods because they are not
willing to work at the jobs that are available to them, hoping that their old jobs
will come back. In tis respect, it is likely that the skill mismatch is linked to
unemployment benefits in Europe. In Germany, for example, pensiom are tied
to earnings in the final years of employment, discouraging acceptance of lower
paying jobs by older workers. One possible explamtion of rising unemployment
in Europe, therefore, is that the displacement of production workers by technical
change has created a pool of long-term unemployed workers unable to find
employment comparable to their prior employment and unwilling to accept the
low wage jobs that are available. This is a problem in the U.S. also, but such
workers have less income support available and may be more willing to relocate
or retrain.

We have discussed four important groups of labor market factors potentially
affecdng employment. In sununary, we find a wealth of information and studies
on the effects of labor markets on employment. However, the available evidence
is often inconclusive or contradictory and does not allow us to draw any firm
conclusions on the relative importance of individual causal factors. If anything,
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we conclude that the importance of labor market factors is fikely to be smaller
than the current public debate suggests.

Product market barriers

The&between restrictions in the product market and employment have often
been neglected in the existing aggregate literature. Since job aeation and
~employment are the obvious problem areas, attention has focused on the labor
market instead. In their volume on unemployment, however, Layard, Nickefl
and Jackman note the potentiaf importance of the product market and point to
the lack of evidence on its role. The demand for workers in the economy is
derived from the ability of companies to produce and sell their output.
Restricdons that inhibit new plants, new products or new services from being
developed or from growing, wilf have important effects on the demand for labor
and hence on the rate of job creation. For example, environmental re@ations
make it diffidt for manufacturing companies to build new greenfield plants,
despite the supposed wish of policymakers to expand manufacturing
employment. Flexible economies allow a country to respond to “shocks,”
reallocate displaced workers to new jobs, and achieve high productivity and
employment levels.

Layard, Nickelf and Jackman develop a model to explain persistent and rising
reemployment in Europe. Variables reflecdng the alternative systems of
collective bargaining or the levels of LJI available are found to be important in
explaining unemployment differences. These variables are important, they
argue, because they affect the way economies adjust their wages and prices in
response to “exogenous shocks,” such as oil price increases. This leads the
authors to conclude that increased competitive intensity in the product market
might make for greater wage and price flexibilityy and allow economies to
respond more easily to shocks. The resrdt wordd be less unemployment. They
put this point as follows. “Our theory suggests that a high degree of competition
in product markets is an important factor in explaining why an economy
responds well to exogenous shocks.” They then goon to say. “However, we
have been umble to provide any evidence on this issue, one way or the other.”s
Clearly, there is a need for more evidence to be assembled to assess the
importance of tie product market in explaining the pace of job creation.

Product market barriers are specific to particular industries. Thus, we have
looked for this evidence in much detail in our case studies. These cases will
confirm the suspiaon that product market barriers play an important role in
determiningg employment levels.

8 u-~w-t; R. ~prd, S.Nickell, R.]ackman;1991;PP. W9.
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Capital market barriers

We have seen that innovation and producdvity improvements are important
reasons for the evolution of economies. If capital markets are inefficient, this
codd reduce the amomt of innovation or productivity growth. We found little
evidence in the aggregate literature that iinlcs the structure of capital markets
directly to a country’s employment performance.

There is widespread evidence that the pressure from shareholders is higher in
the U.S. than in European economies. If there is less pressure from shareholders
to improve performance, then this may discourage the search for profitable new
lines of business. There is also evidence that venture capital is easier to obtain in
the U.S., although the globtiation of capital markets is bringing greater equality
of access (see the McKinsey study “The Global Capital Market: Supply, Demand,
Pricing and Allocation,” November, 1994). Again, if there is not a fily
developed venture capital market, then new companies may be unable to get
funding for new business or expansiom.

mere are suggestions in the aggregate literature that differences in capital
markets have resdted in differences in irmovativeness, pardcdarly as we have
defined innovation here (“the adoption of commercially successti new products
or services”). However, we have not found substantial emptilcal evidence to
support the idea that capital market barriers have been a significant barrier to
new business creation.

Linkages between product, labor and capital markets

Prices, wages and interest rates are the mechanisms by which the product, labor
and capital market equilibrate. These three variables, however, are not entirely
independent from each other. The fact that, for example, prices and wages are
closely linked in an economy represents an additional barrier to adjustirrg to
structural change; tti is a barrier that cuts across the three markets. Many
economists judge that these linkages are one of the fundamental factors in
explaining differences in employment performance.

Some economists use a concept called the “non-accelerating tiation rate of
reemployment” or NAIRU. This is the level of unemployment that can be
reached through aggregate demand policies before inflation starts to accelerate.g
Using this concept, the problems of slow employment growth and rising
unemployment in Europe are symptoms of a gradually increasing NAIRU. It
seems that increasingly larger volumes of unemployment are required to act as a
brake on fiationary wage increases. Ming a recovery, wage increases are

9 ~e= isa related concePtulled the namral rate ofunemployment. It is defined on a somewhat ~erent
basis,but has similar implications,namely that macroeconomicpolicieswillreachalimitintheirefforts
torduceunemployment.
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passed onto consumers in the form of price increases. This can trigger a price-
wage spiral that leads to a sustained inflationary momentum. For fear of
accelerating inflation, European monetary pohcymakers adopt reshictive
macroeconomic policies. Wage-push inflatiomry pressure tius resdts in a
constant battle to maintain price stability. In order to restiain tiation, monetary
policymust continuously add to the pool of unemployed and so cause the
reemployment rate to ratchet up over tie.

While every coun&y experienced a strong rise in oil and other commodity prices
during the 1970s, some countries were able to go back to more moderate
unemployment and irdlation rates by the mid-1980s once oil prices dropped. The
U.S. achieved this by deregulation and increased internatioml competition. For
example, there has been rapid growth in U.S. airline employment. Despite
strong unions, airline worker wages have been flat or have even decreased in
many companies. Fierce competition among airlines and the entiy of new
airlines has forced cost cutting and exerted downward pressure on wages. The
automotive industry provides another example. In 1982, the UAW made
significant wage concessions to GM, but it enjoyed profit sharing when ties
were good.

In Europe, lower competitive intensity in the product market makes it easier to
pass higher wage demands onto the consumer through higher prices. Many
large companies operate in relatively protected markets despite significant levels
of regioml trade. Sbong unions react to higher prices by taking the rate of
inflation as “the starting point” for bargaining. Nominal wages are thus
explicitly linked to inflation. The SU& Motik in Italy automatically adjusts
wages to match cost-of-living increases, and many wages in France are bargained
in relation to the minimum wage, which is inflation adjusted. European workers
face little competition from the unemployed or from nonunion workforces in
other firms. Because they are able to exclude the “outsiders” from employment
in their industry, “insiders” are not forced to accept slower wage increases. The
belief that high wages ca~ unemployment is also less accepted among union
leaders. Thus, wage moderation is rarely embraced as a method of saving union
jobs. Even in Europe, however, we found examples where high competitive
intensity influenced wage outcomes. In Europe, as in the U.S., unions will make
concessions when the survival of their employer is threatened.

The NAIRU is a controversial concept, and it was not the objecdve of this project
to amlyze the effectiveness of macroeconomic policies. Overall, we have found
the literature based on the NAIRU and the inflation constraint to be helpti,
especially in understanding the unemployment effects of the upward surges of
inflation in the mid 1970s and early 1980s. But it provides a less convincing
explanation for the continued high level of unemployment in Europe during the
1980s and early 1990s once oil and other commodity prices fell. One of the
limitations of this literature is that much of it is written as if there were only one
good produced in the economy and ordy one type of worker. It does not address
the question of the evolution of the economy over tie and the potential for
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nonirdlatiomry job creation in completely new fines of business away from the
established wage bargaining units. If the insider-outsider view of the rising
NAIRU is correct, it has an interesting irnpfication. It means that there are
rnilfions of unemployed workers in Europe that codd be employed in jobs in
new firms or industries without adding inflationary pressure to the economy
because as “outsiders” they were not providing a restiaint on inflation while
unemployed.

DI~RENTIAL EMPLOYMENT
PERFORMAN= AGGREGATE CONCLUSIONS
AND THE NEED FOR CASE STUDIES

We have observed that there have been very different employment performances
across the countries in our study, and we have used aggregate data to identify
potential explanations for why some of these countries have experienced slow
job growth and rising unemployment. Differential employment performance
codd be the resdt of either differences in the strength of the barriers to
reallocation, or differences in the pace or nature of the economic evolution taking
place in these countries.

Much of the aggregate literature is concerned with the time series dimension of
the jobs issue; notably, why unemployment has been so high in Europe in recent
years. Our review of this aggregate evidence does not provide a basis for saying
that the barriers to labor market transitions have become more rigid. On the
contrary, the barriers have probably become less severe. There are some
indications that unemployment insurance is an important reason for long-term
unemployment. Barriers in the product market that prevent the opening of new
establishments may be just as important or more important, but, as yet, there is
insufficient evidence at the aggregate level on the product market side to make a
judgment.

Most importantly, however, the existing evidence is not at all conclusive in
telling us which barriers have been the most important. Understanding the
relative importance of different factors is critical for policymakers who are trying
to reduce unemployment. The aggregate literature has presented valuable
information, but in our judgment it has not resolved the issue of why
employment growth has been much faster in some countries than in others, or
why the patterns of employment gain and loss have been as they were.

Accordingly, we have chosen in this project to pursue a case study approach in
hying to answer the open questions. We hoped that case studies wodd reveal a
better answer, providing “mtural experiments” and cross-country comparisons
that wodd allow us to isolate individual causal factors and estimate their impact
on employment in a more narrow area.
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The case studies were selected in order to provide examples of the evolution
described and to allow a deeper understanding of some of the factors identified
in this aggregate section (innovation, tzade,productivity gains, etc.). In addition,
we applied practical criteria for including an industry in our case study analysis
(importance of the sector, significant differences in employment performance,
data availability, McKinsey knowledge of fundamental industry trends and
economics). We also restricted ourselves to market industries since the
determinants of employment in the public sector or in health care are different
from those in the market part of the economy.

We wanted to cover manufacturing because there are substantial differences in
employment in this sector, with Japan increasing employment and France, Italy
and Spain suffering sharp declines. We chose the automotive sector in order to
illustrate the impact of intermtional trade on employment performance. The
computer industry was chosen with the objective of showing how employment is
determined in an innovative, high-tech industry. Finally, we chose furniture in
order to include a smaller, traditional, low-tech and largely nontraded
manufacturing sector characterized by a large number of small firms. Both the
automotive and computer industries were already included in the previous
productivity study by the McKinsey Global Institute and were extended to
include aspects related to employment. AU the sectors are characterized by
significant differences in job creation across countries, allowing us to clearly
differentiate the “benchmark country” in terms of employment performance.

Our analysis of the evolution of economies led us to the view that the potential
for increased job creation lies in service sector jobs. We chose three cases in
services, and we added some anafysis of computer software as part of the
computer case. General merchandise retailing is one of the largest service sectors
and is characterized by significant employment differences. It also represents
trends in many low wage sectors of the economy. We judged that the evolution
of retailing formats wodd help explain differences in employment performance.
Like retailin~ banking was part of our service sector productivity study but we
added securities to our employment study. There are large employment
performance differences, with the U.S. and Germany increasing employment and
France experiencing a strong decline. In contrast to retailing, we hoped that
banking wodd provide insight into job creation in a high wage sector. Film/
TV/video is a small but diverse industry, which we included in part because it is
seen by many as a high-tech area that may generate many new jobs in the future.

Finally, construction was studied since it is a very large sector, highly labor
intensive, and with significant employment differences across countries.

These seven case studies exhibit large employment performance differences by
country. In each case, we analyzed whether the barriers that were identified in
this aggregate secdon had indeed led to a lower overall employment
performance. We also studied the economics of the industry in order to gain an
understanding of the relative importance of each barrier.
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AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY
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INDUSTRY CODES USED TO DEFINE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
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Employment in the automotive tidustry

This case covers the entire automotive industry including parts producdon and
the assembly process for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. There were
several reasons to choose this industry as one of our case studies

The automotive indusby ia a high profde and historically important
employer in all the cormtries examined, covering significant shares of
GDP, exports, and manufacturing sector employment.

The automotive industry shows trends in employment over the 1980s
that are similar to the manufacturing sector as a whole, and thus did
shed light on broader employment trends, particdarly in Europe where
France and Italy have distinctly different.patterns from Germany.

The high levels of trade and inaeasing amount of global competition in
the auto industry make it a likely candidate to illustrate the role that
wage levels can play in determining a country’s employment.

McKinsey’s work with clients in h industry, and the productivity
work that was done by the McKinsey Global Institute, provide a
si~~cant knowledge base for further analyses.

As in ail our case studies in this project, we want to learn why employment
developed in the way it did, what the implications are for changing employment
performance towards best practice, and what the outlook is for the industry
investigated.

THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

We have defined the automotive industry to include car and truck OEMS, captive
parts makers, and independent parts companies (Exhibit 1). Each mtion’s
“industry” represents automotive operations in the countiy including both
domestically headquartered companies and transplants. This broad approach
has the advantage of comparing as large a manufacturing sector as possible. It is
also a pragmatic solution, as the countries define subsectors differently, and thus
have comparable data ordy at an aggregate level.

The primary data sources for Japan and the U.S. are the mtioml surveys of
manufacturers. For France, Germany and Italy most of the data is based on
EUROSTATS compilation of local surveys of manufatiers. The numbers for
German production and employment cover West Germany ordy. Consumption
and trade data are for Germany as a whole. Parts and assembly assoaations
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Exhtii 2

ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING
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were the primary sources of employment figures in Spain, as there were major
doubts about the reliability of the household and manufacturing surveys.

Significant industry b each country examined

Automotive manufacturing, as defined in this case, directly accounts for 1 to
3 percent of GDP, and employs between 1 and 2 percent of the working age
popdation in all countries examined. It also provides 7 to 23 percent of each
country’s total exports (Exhibit 2). The economic significance of the automotive
industry would be even greater if the entire value chain were included (i.e., steel
and dealers).

The German automotive industry has the highest share of GDP (3.1 percent) of
working age popdation (1.9 percent), and of manufacturing employment
(11.2 percent). It is also a major exporter, though the German auto industry’s
share of total country exports lags that of the Spanish and Japanese automotive
industries.

The automotive industry plays a smaller role in Italy and tie U.S. In these
countries it employs ordy 0.5 percent of the working age poptiation. U.S. auto
exports represent less than 7 percent of all U.S. sales abroad. France, Japan and
Spain are all between the German and U.S. positions.

Continued growth in output and trade

The automotive indushy experienced continuous worldwide growth in output
during the second half of the twentieth century. Production grew from rougtiy
10 million motor vehicles in 1950 to more than 49 million units in 1989. The early
1990s saw a slight decrease in totaf output, but there are forecasts of more than
5 percent annual growth in the number of passenger cars over the next few years.
On top of this growth in the number of motor vehicles, there has also been a
significant increase in the value per vehicle as new features such as safety
equipment and emissions control were added to cars, and as consumers shifted
from less to more expensive car categories.

The U.S. was by far the dominan t car market and vehicle producer at the
beginning of the 1950s. U.S. factories held a world market share of more than
80 percent (Exhibit 3). This share dropped to approximately 50 percent by the
end of the 1950s as European countries started to catch up. Japan’s rapid ascent
began with domestic growth in the 1960s, and its exports took off during the
1970s. By 1991, world market shares in terms of number of motor vehicles
produced was much more balanced. North America produced 25 percent of all
cars, Europe 38 percent, and Asia 34 percent.

The industry also became much more global during the second half of the
century. Approximately 10 percent of vehicles produced in 1950 were shipped
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Exhibt 4

EVOLUTION OF Automotive INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
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across mtional borders, while the comparable figure for 1990 was over
35 percent.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

The worldwide automotive industry experienced universal growth in
employment until the late 1970s. “me six countries investigated had a combined
25 percent increase in workers for the period from 1970 to 1979. This common
upward bend did not continue d-g the period from 1980 to 1992. me
combined employment of our six cotmtiies was flat over the 1980s (Exhibit 4).
Furthermore, this @end was achieved by a clear set of employment winners and
losers. Japan and Germany continued to grow, while the U.S. stagnated, and
France, Italy and Spain declined.

This differential performance ia easily illustrated using the change in jobs per
thousand working age popdation adjusted for working age popdation growth.r
Japan and Germany fared relatively well with 0.7 and 0.5 jobs added per
thousand working age popdation. The U.S. figure was slightly negative
(-0.6), while Spain, Italy and France’s losses in employment were substantially
heavier (-2.3, -3.0 and -5.3) (Etibit 5).

A further disaggregation of this basic measure into growth of employment and
level of employment shows a slightly different picture for some counbies. Italy
had the fastest decrease in automotive employment at -3.4 percent per year
followed by France at -3.2 percent. However, France had a much worse
performance than Italy using our basic measure because ita initial level of
ernPloYment was higher. France’s automotive industry employed 1.4 percent of
the mtioml work force while Italy’s represented only 0.8 percent. Therefore,
similar percentage losses in the two countries’ automotive employment wodd
have a much more negative impact on the French economy.

A similar observation can be made in a comparison of Germany and Japan. The
high share of automotive employment in Germany helped to achieve an
employment performance of our primary measure that was similar to Japan,
despite amual growth rates in employment that were significant lower
(0.9 percent in Germany and 1.5 percent in Japan). Thus, Japan serves as our
benchmark country in this case primarily because of its particdarly rapid growth
rate in employment. Furthermore, Japan seems to have a much more sustaimble
employment position than the German automotive industry since it created jobs
while increasing its worldwide productivity lead.

The employment pattern changes slightly if growth is measured in terms of total
hours worked rather than number of employees (Exhibit 6). All the countries

1 For tie definition of the employment perfo-ce measure see page 2 in tie Objectives and
Approach rhapter.
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Exhibn5

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE 1980-92
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Exhbi 6

CHANGE IN TOTAL HOURS WORKED 1980-92
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Exhibd 7

CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT AND INFLUENCING FACTORS 1980-92
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Exhtii 8

IMPACT OF CONSUMPTION AND TRADE ON OUTPUT* 1980-92 ESTIMATS
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reduced hours worked per employee over the period from 1980 to 1992, though
this was most dramatic in Spain, Germany and France. The overall ordering of
the countries is unchanged after adjusdng for these work sharing programs,
however; so it is not misleading to focus primarily on the number of jobs in
subsequent analysis.

CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES

Employment in an bdustry is a funcdon of i~ total output h value added
divided by its productivity measured as value added per employee.
Globalization and the hansfer of best practice kept annual productivity increases
in the automotive industzy above 4 percent in all countries except Germany.
Thus, each country’s industry needed to match this with at least equal growth in
value added in order to maintain employment.

Japan was able to inmease its automotive employment despite the highest
growth rate in productivity because of a 6.5 percent annual growth rate in
output. This was more than twice the rate atieved in alf other countries except
the U.S. (Exhibit 7). At the same time, the Italian and French automotive
industries suffered severe employment losses because they codd ordy muster
output growth of 0.4 and 1.4 percent per year. Germany’s output growth of
2.9 percent was not pardctiarly rapid, but it was stilcient to exceed its relatively
slow producdvity growth.

High levels of output growth can resdt from domestic consumption or trade
performance. 8oth are related to the cost position and innovativeness of the
firms in the industry as well as a number of other factors. Exhibit 8 shows that
differences in consumption growth rate and trade performance were equally
important in explaining Cross-cOUntrydifferences in employment performance.
The difference between the best and worst performer in consumption was
64 percentage points while the same gap in trade was 61 points. These translate
into employment differences of 4.2 percent and 4.0 percent per year.

h the next three sections we wilk describe the reasons for differences in
consumption; explore the causes of trade perforrnanm over the 1980s; and fimlly
review the pressures leading all manufacturers to increase productivity.

Consumption increases vary widely

Concerns about inevitable market saturation in mature industries like
automotive are valid, but often overstated. Real consumption of autos increased
more than 2 percent a year in all countries analyzed (Exhibit 9). Furthermore, the
increase was most pronomced in some of the more developed markets. Japan
expanded most rapidly, but Germany and the U.S. also had substantial growth.
Spain, France and Italy also had positive growth. One of the primary reasons
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ahibfi 9

CHANGE IN VEHICLE CONSUMPTION 1980-92
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Exhibn10
REPLACEMENT RATIO* AND VEHICLE REGISTRATION 1980-92
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consumption did not level off is that value per vehicle increased rapidly in the
countries with low new car registration rates.

~ Japan had the fastest overall growth in consumption, but it achieved
this with only a 2.8 percent ~ual increase in the number of new
registrations. The number of vehicles per person increased rapidly in
Japan during the 1980s, but it had been doing this since the 1970s; so
there was little need to change annual production to fuel growth. By
the 1980 to 1992 period, 70 percent of the cars registered were used to
replace existing vehicles (Exhibit 10). The factor that was more
irnpofi~t to Japan’s employment increase during the 1980s was a
6 percent annual growth in the value added per car (Exhibit 9). Small,’
lightly equipped vehicles were replaced by more luxurious models as
GDP per capita rose. Comparing Japan’s consumption growth in the
first and second half of the 1980 to 1992 period suggests that roughly
20 percent of the fast increase came from the bubble economy in the late
1980s. Using the same 1980 to 1990 period as in the aggregate analysis
of the manufacturing sector, the effect of the bubble economy in the
second half of the period is roughly 40 percent (Exhibit 11).

I U.S. consumption also increased rapidly during the 1980s despite some
signs of a slowing down in the munber of cars demanded. The number
of vehicles consumed increased ordy 1 percent per year during our
period. This performance illustrates that growth can continue even in a
country with very high penetration rates, as long as sufficient
innovation takes place. The in~oduction of minivans and sports utility
vehicles helped fuel growth in the number of vehicles demanded since
these products provided sufficiently unique functionality to induce
families to add second cars. The U.S. experience suggests, however,
that innovation will have to drive consumption if it is to exceed
productivity increases. In the U.S. this stimdus came from rapid
diffusion of electronics, safety equipment, and ernissiom control
products. The emerging segments, especially rninivans and SUVS, also
helped to increase value added per vehicle since they tend to be
relatively high margin.

1 German consumption also expanded significantly during the 1980s and
early 1990s. What is surprising is that this was due entirely to a rapid
expansion in the registration of new motor vehicles rather than to an
increase in value added per car. German reunification played a major
role as citizens in the former East Germany added vehicles at a rate
indicative of an emerging, rather than a mature, market. They did so by
buying used cars from West German owners who in turn bought new
cars. German value per vehicle did not increase as it did in Japan or the
U.S. partly because manufacturers were not as imovative in
introducing new vehicles in the high margin sports utility vehicle or
minivan segments.
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Exhibt 12

CAR SALES BY SEGMENT 1980 AND 1992
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Y Spain experienced the most rapid increase in registrations of new cars.
‘l’his increase can be explained by the country’s need to catch up to its
European peers in terms of cars per person. Fifty-six percent of the new
cars sold in Spain were to new buyers or families obtaining a second
car (Exhibit 10).. Thus, over half of the 5 percent amual increase in new
car registrations went into expanding the size of the active Spanish
vehicle fleet. Expansion at this rate appears sustainable in the near term
since penetration is still 2.5percent below levels in the rest of Europe.
Unfortunately, this rapid increase in vehicle registration did not
translate into large gains in value added because the market remained
weighted toward small cars. The increase in number of vehicles and
slow movement in value per vehicle both maybe tied to Spain’s low,
but rapidly increasing GDP per capita. More and more customers could
afford vehicles, but their first purchases tended to be inexpensive cars
that drag the overall value per vehicle average down.

~ Italy’s experience was somewhat like Spain’s, only more magnified.
The inmease in new registrations (3.6 percent) was the second highest of
any country. This growth was partially offset by a decreasing value
added per car (1.3 percent). The latter figure shodd not be surprising
given the heavy taxation of larger vehicles. These policies, put in place
to protect Fiat, may have actually stunted the growth of the Italian auto
industry since they effecdvely reduced the size of the Italian market and
made it less necessary for Fiat to develop the skills required to compete
in other rapidly evolving markets. Exhibit 12 shows that the Italian
market consumes vehicles with an average value 30 percent less than
that in Germany and 10 percent less than in France.

~ In France, consumption grew slowly because the number of vehicles
demanded did not expand much and the market showed few signs of
shifting to significantly higher value vehicles.

Exhibit 13 suggests that most of Europe still has opportunities to increase the
number of cars consumed. France, Germany, Italy and Japan had roughly the
same level of disposable income in 1990 as the U.S. had in 1978; yet all had much
lower vehicle penetration rates. Furthermore, the U.S. grew rapidly from 1978 to
1990 despite its high starting point position.

One possible explanation for this codd be the relative price levels of cars
(Exhibit 14). The data does not appear to fufly support this theory, however;
autos are relatively inexpemive in Japan, yet the number of vehicles registered
per person is low and increasing slower than elsewhere. Italy provides a counter
example. Cars are somewhat more expensive there than in France or Germany,
yet vehicle penetration rates are higher. If anything, high prices may prevent
consumers from purchasing higher value vehicles. It appears that other
important factors such as lower ongoing costs of car ownership, availability of
parking spaces, or the quality and quantity of public transportation influence the
penetration of cars, while price affects the type of cars purchased.
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Exhtii 14

AUTOMOTIVE PRICE INDICES AND
GROWTH IN REGISTERED VEHICLES 198&92
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IMPACT OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS ON OUTPUT’ 1980-92
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TRADE EFFECT ON OUTP1.lr 1980-92
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Government efforts to directly increase consumption, such as the French
government’s FF 5,000 rebate to those buying new cars, or the similar program in
Spain, will certainly have a positive short-term effect on output and employment.
Over time, however, they may only resdt in acceleradng pur~ases and, thus,
smoothing employment rather than altering the basic long-term trend. Rigorous
Japanese inspection laws may provide abetter long-term stimulus for the
industry, as they keep vehicle replacement rates high. The flaw in this system is
that it svodd be very costly to consumers .ti there was not a well developed
export market for used cars that helped keep vehicle terminal values high.
Governments have also provided a stimulus to the industry through indirect
steps that drive up value per vehicle by requiring additioml safety and emissions
contiol content. Interventions of the latter sort appear to have been largely
successti in attaining safety and environmental goals, but their impact on
employment is unclear. If the elasticity of demand is such that the extra ,cost
involved in equipping cars with the mandated parts causes fewer units to be
sold, it can have a neutral or even negative effect on employment.

Improving trade balance helped
employment in Japan and Spain

Changes in net trade had a negative effect on output and employment in all
countries except Japan and Spain (Exhibit 15). This pattern stems from the rapid
globalization of the industry and the relatively uncompetitive position of
manufacturers in many of the comtries that we examined. Real exports
increased in all cormhies, but imports went up more rapidly in the four countries
that suffered employment losses.

q Trade movements had a significant effect on output in the Japanese
automotive industry, but were not as important as the growth of local
consumption (Exhibit 8). Trade increased in both cars and parts during
the 1980s despite an already sizable initial trade surplus (Exhibit 16).
The increase in car trade came from an increased value added per car
shipped rather than an increase in the number of cars exported
(Exhibit 17). The increase in the export of parts, and the flat trend in the
number of vehicles shipped, is not surprising since the establishment of
transplant facilities in other countries reduced car exports but
sdrmdated demand for parts.

Japanese companies were able to achieve a sustained trade surplus
because they had a large cost position advantage during the period.
The Japanese industry was already the global leader in productivity in
1980, yet its wages at international exchange rates at that time were ordy
slightly above those in Italy and Spain (Exhibit 18). This gap narrowed
as the yen appreciated, but Japanese producers remained competitive
due to their high productivity.
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EXhlbIi 17

DOMESTIC AND OVERSEAS Production
OF JAPANESE CAR MANUFACTURERS
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Spanish producers were &amatically affected by trade during our
period. Prior to 1978 the Spanish market was essentially closed to cars
produced in other countries. Expoti were also very low as most
Spanish manufacturers lacked the productivity necessary to compete in
international markets. The situation changed radically once Spain
attracted tr=plants from Ford and GM and reduced its import
barriers. The combined change in imports and exports over the 1980s
exceeded the country’s entire 1980 production volume. The net effect of
car trade on output was positive as the newly established transplants
combined Sptis low wages with international best pracdce
productivity to capture large shares of both the Spanish market and
other European markets. Parts trade moved in the other direction as the
new OEMS chose to buy from affiliated companies (e.g., transmissions
for Ford from Bordeaux) or competitive suppliers abroad, rather than
use uncompetitive local producers.

Germany saw its long standing trade surplus fall during the 1980s.
While exports still increased, imports began to rise significantly.
Reunification helps explain this latter figure as East Germans were less
nationalistic in their buying preferences than their West German
counterparts. In 1992 more than half of the 780,000 new vehicles
registered in the former East Germany were imports from France, Italy,
Spain, Japan and Eastern European countries compared to less than a
third in West Germany. Parts trade fared somewhat better h part
because German companies were particdarly effective in
commercializing new equipment.

France also saw its trade surplus fall over the 1980s. Imports went up
relatively slowly, but so did expofi. The net performance over the
1980s masks a more rapid decline in the early 1980s and subsequent
recovery.

Italy and the U.S. had the worst trade performance. Irnpor& increased
rapidly in both countries as local manufacturers were exposed to more
cost competitive producers from Japan (in the case of the U.S.) and
Germany (in the case of Italy).

Two interesting observations can be made by looking at the trade patterns across
countries. First, the countries with more explicit trade barriers, France, Italy and
Spain, fared no better on average than those without such stringent regulations.
Second, the unique advantages of Japan and Spain proved to be somewhat
unsustainable over the long run. Japanese companies found they could replicate
their productivity in tramplants abroad and their wage advantage began to
disappear as the yen appreaated. Spain also lost its favorable wage position as
its real wages increased much more rapidly than those in France or h the UK.

Duriig the 1980s global competition led to more than just imports from best
practice compaties and countries. Global manufacturers showed an increasing
willingness to assemble vehicles in regions of the world outside their home
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Exhibh19

U.S. PRODUCTION OF MOTOR VEHICLES
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market. Accor@gly, Japanese automotive manufacturers opened tramplants in
North America and Europe, and manufacturers based in the U.S. increased their
operations in Europe. These transplants often substi~ted for imports and thus
brought additional employment and output with tiem. They also greatly
increased the competition in many national markets and spurred rapid increases
in productivity. ”

The deasion to establish a tianaplant is a two-step process. First, a company
must determine that it wodd like to move some production to another region of
the world. Market access, hedging of exchange rate risks, and local production
as a marketing tool tend to be the primary factors motivating such a move. Parts
manufacturers often have fewer degrees of freedom. They are forced to move if
they want to maintain volume, since customers abroad are more and more
unwilling to accept the inflexibility and ticertainty of overseas supply. Labor
market factors such as wage levels, worker flexibility or availability of specific
qualifications play a minor role in this step of the decision making process for
both OEM and parts manufacturers.

After the decision is made to move production to a specific region of the world,
the second step involves a deasion of where to locate the plant. In this step,
labor market factors play a much more important role. The training of the Iocaf
work force, their flexibility and degree of tionization, and their likely wage
demands are important factors to be considered. Other important factors like an
established supplier base, language, access to roads and seaports, or simply the
subsidies the 10CSIgovernment is willing to pay, also influence the decision.

Spain and the U.S. were the primary reapients of transplants during this period.
By 1992,25 percent of U.S. passenger car production (Exhibit 19) and 50 percent
of Spanish production came from transplants. Wth had large, rapidl y growing
markets, and Spain provided an entry into the entire EC. In the U.S., planb were
located in southern states that offered low wages, low degrees of unionization
and suppordve local governments. In Europe, the decision was also about
~giom with lower wages, lower degrees of unionization, less fierce competition
and, of course, local government subsidies. The onfy difference is that in Europe,
the decision was between countries rather than states. Higher wage countries
like Germany or countries with strong unions and inflexible labor markets like
France, Germany and Italy were less able to attract the jobs.

The gains of the transplant receiving countries were the losses of the
manufacturers’ home countries. Employment in Japan codd have been much
higher if the Japanese car manufacturers had not decided to move some of their
production abroad (Exhibit 17).

Uniform pressure to increase productivity
in all countries except Germany

The increase in producdvity (value added divided by number of employees) and
its effect on employment were sixnilar for all countries except Germany

9



Exhibti20

INITIAL PRODUCTIVITY LEVELS 1980
AND GROWTH OF PRODUCTIVIN 1980-92
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(Exhibit 20). The Japanese automotive industry had the fastest increase in
productivity with arise of 5.0 percent per year. Its competitors in France and
Spain increased productivity slightly less over the same 12-year period. hual
productivity increases were in the U.S. and Italy 4.1 and 4.0 percent, respectively.
In Germany, productivity increased by only 2.1 percent per year. This helped
Germany maintain a significantly higher level of employment than it codd have
had with producdvity increases similar to that of other countiies.

What catied the tiferent development in Germany and the five other countries?
We find that differential pressure for productivity improvements existed in the
countries. Each country had its own pedar set of influences that triggered
restructuring, though the common theme was more competition and increasing
cost pressure.

Fierce national competition in Japan. The Japanese industry was more
protected from trade than its competitors elsewhere. Despite this
position, Japan had the fastest productivity growth of all the countries
examined. The explanation for this behavior is fierce mtional
competition. From our manufacturing productivity study we know
that producdvity levels in the Japanese car industry are quite varied.
The clear leader is Toyota and all other manufacturers have had to
increase their producdvity rapidy in order to remain competitive at
home and in export markets.

Uncompetitive initial position for Spain. The Spanish automotive
industry was highly insdated and unproductive until the latter part of
the 1970s. At that point, the country simultaneously opened its market
to hansplank and began phasing out trade restrictions. Low initial
wages provided little shelter to SEAT, Wmtit, Peugeot, and other
traditional players as they were not low enough to make up for low
levels of producdvity. The transplants from Ford and Opel/GM
benefited from similar costs, while achieving near best practice
productivity. Aggregate producdvity increased dramatically from 1978
to 1982 as the newcomers expanded and the traditioml players shed
large numbers of people while increasing their output.

U.S. car manufacture faced intense competition from the Japanese.
U.S. car manufacturers became f~y exposed to Japanese competition
durin~ the latter Part of the 1970s. ‘At&t time, Japanese manufacturers
alrea~y held a 7 &rCent productivity advantage o~er American
producers. This slight productivity gap was minor compared to the
21 ratio in relative wages (Exhibit 18). Accordingly, U.S. manufacturers
had a big cost disadvantage relative to Japanese competition. Japanese
companies exploited this gap and rapidly gained market share. The
loss of share, coupled with the economic downturn in the late 1970s and
earl y 1980s, caused Ford and Chrysler to experience periods of heavy
losses and low cash flows (Exhibits 21 and 22). The losses and cash flow
problems as well as Chrysler’s near bankruptcy shocked the OEMS into
acdon. Ford cut its hourly work force in half between 1978 and 1982
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Exhibt 21

RETURN ON SALES OF CAR MANUFACTURERS 1980-83
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Exhtii 22

CASH FLOW AS A PERCENTAGE OF SALES 1980-83
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Exhtii 23

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION IN FRANCE AND ITALY 1978-82
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Exhbfi 24

REAL WAGE INCREASES AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH
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and Chrysler took similar steps. As the big three vehicle manufacturers
fought to regain their competitive position, they exerted strong pressure
back tiough the entire supplier U.

~ France and Italy faced pressure from German imports. The French
and Italian automotive industries faced pressure similar to that in the
U.S. during the 1980s, but in this case it came from German
manufacturers rather than Japanese. Both countries’ industry trailed
Germany significantly in terms of productivity per employee at the
beginning of the period (70 percent for France and 54 percent for Italy).
Wages were lower than in Germany, but not sufficiently lower to make
up for the disadvantage in productivity. As a restit, both France and
Italy had a large cost gap relative to Germany. These cost differences
resuked ti heavy losses and low cash flows at the beginning of the
1980’s for the big three car mandacturers based in France and Italy and
strong performances for two of the three players headquartered in
Germany.

A significant part of the productivity differences came from widely
variant product line atiactiveness. Manufacturers in both France and
Italy had old, attractive product lines in terms of styling, models and
parts content. The resdt was poor tiade performance in the early part
of the 1980s for France and Italy (Exhibit 23). Manufacturers lost market
share at home to increasing imports and experienced market share
losses abroad because of declining exports into growing markets.

Reducdons in the number of vehicles sold, combined with very high
break-even points, explain the periods of heavy losses. For example,
Peugeot’s break-even point in 1980 was 2.2 million vehicles and they
sold ordy 1.85 million cars. Over the next 5 years Peugeot increased its
productivity quickly and lowered its break-even point to 1.4 million
cars by 1986. As in the U.S., it is likely that the fast productivity
increases in the large car manufacturers triggered similar productivity
increases in the supplier base.

q German employment performance not sustainable. At the beginning
of the 1980s, the German automotive industiy enjoyed a high
productivity level and therefore less pressure to increase productivity.
The favorable cost position to start with, coupled with reunification in
the beginning of the 1990s, fueled growth in output and allowed the
industry to have employment performance on par with Japan. Stagnant
productivity wodd not have been as serious a problem for Germany if
wages were growing at the same slow pace. But real wages grew faster
than anywhere else (Exhibit 24). Consequently, Germany’s cost position
deteriorated rapidly. By the beginning of the recession in 1992,
Germany had fallen to near parity with Italy and Spain (Exhibit 25).
German auto manufacturers began to lose money and finally felt the
need to restructure. In 1993, employment in the automotive industry
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Exhbfi 25

RELATIVE PRODUCTIVITIES*, WAGES** AND COST POSITIONS*** 1992
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Sxhibt 26

WHY DID THE BENCHMARK COUNTRY
HAVE A BEITER EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE?
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was reduced by more than 70,000 jobs or roughly 10 percent of total
employment in this sector. This trend is predicted to continue in 1994.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Exhibit 26 summarizes our findings from the automotive case. It illustrates the
main point we have made so far, that each country’s automotive employment
was primarily a function of trade performance and growth in domestic
consumption. The framework gives us an opportunity to summarize the role
that factors in the product, labor and capital markets have had in explaining
Japan’s superior output performance.

Restricdons in the product market (the market in which tires buy and sell goods
and setices) played an inconclusive, but apparently minor role in explaining
differendating employment performance. Japan fostered vehicle demand
through rigorous inspecdon laws. The resdt was fairly rapid replacement of
existing vehicles, but not a particsdarly large number of new vehicles demanded.
Italy increased the number of vehicles purchased even more rapidly although it
had the same initiaf penetration and no similar stimdus. Facilitating regt.dations
were even less important since the government did little to redefine the rides of
competition or foster changes in the business system in all these countries during
the period of analysis. Initial penetration levels, mtional commuting patterns,
and GDP per capita levels are all better explaining differences in demand
growth. The employment effects of re@ations for other purposes such as safety
or emissions are inconclusive.

Wages were an important deter minant of a country’s international competitive
position, but other labor market factors appear nondifferentiating. Wage
increases were particularly troublesome in Germany (Exhibit 27). Real wages
increased more than two times as quickly as in any other country except Spain.
This increased the gap between the pay of German auto workers and the average
manufacturing wage. Only German and Spanish workers became more costly
compared to other manufacturing workers during our period. Worker
availability did not surface as a major problem in our interviews. The relatively
high wages in the industry make it easy to find people willing to apply for any
openings which occur. With the exception of a few engineering jobs, finding
people with the desired skilf was also not a problem. Finally, flexibility was not
found to be an important factor in determining employment. Shict firing rules in
Europe slowed downsizing but labor agreements and company practices in the
large U.S. companies and in Japan played a similar role. Also transplant locating
decisions during the 1980s were more tied to wages than flexibility. Few
companies seriously considered the cost of downsizing at the time they
expanded. This approach has changed recently and worker flexibility has gained
in importance. Flexibility to redeploy workers across operations was probably
more important, but it was certainly not a major factor. The productivity
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increases which could be expected to resdt from higher flexibility were very
similar for all countries except Germany.

Capital markets also played a minor role. fiere were some differences in the
pressure from owners, but the severity of financial losses was much more
impo~ant in explaining corporate behavior than differential reaction to
equivalent losses. ti analysis of cash flows and return on sales has shown that
it was not the structure of capital markeb but an extended period of heavy losses
that triggered ongoing restructuring in all comtries. Government ownership of
Remdt might have been a disadvantage for France, as this allowed the company
to delay restructuring until the 1980s when heavy losses made it necessary to
increase productivity. Capital availability was not found to play a role since
large global players all had access to sufficient forms of funding.

***

Demand growth is critical. & global competition increases, there will be further
pressure for productivity improvements. Therefore, demand will have to
increase in order to avoid a decrease in employment. But sustaining
consumption increases will become more diffitit in the future. The increase in
penetration is likely to slow down given higher current levels of vehicles per
person than existed in 1980. The same can be expected for the value added per
car unless significant innovating continues to occur. Consequently, all
manufacturers will see their primary opportunities in emerging markets.

Growth in new markets difficult. New markets, such as the ones in developing
countries in Aia, are typically closed markets for imports. Governments tend to
request that foreign car manufacturers establish joint ventures with local
companies in their country rather than produce and export themselves. This
provides interesting market opportunities for companies, but liffle hope for
employment in the manufacturers’ home counbies. Developed world parts
makers are urdikely to benefit from these new facilities either. Joint venture
OEMS will mairdy use parts that come from other low cost comtries, since the
supply of major components from a country with high wage levels such as
Germany cannot satisfy cost targets.

Wages and productivity must become more closely tied. Another general
implication that can be drawn km the case is that wages and productivity must
be linked appropriately. Countries with high productivity and low wage levels,
like Japan, at the beginning of the 1980s were far better positioned in the global
market than others. Wage increases like those in Germany are clearly damaging
to companies’ cost positions. Almost as harmful, however, are resdts like those
that occurred in Spain where rapid increases in wages kept productivity
improvemen~ from help~g companies’ competitiveness.
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COMPUTER INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY

Computer Employment Petiormance

Jobacre~ed per thousandwotilng age population

France P 4.0

Germsny Inla

ftaly bnla

Japan 6.0

Spain In/a

Us. U 3.8

If the U.S. has the worlds most innovative computer industry, then why
did Japan create more jobs? The answer can be f,ound in cross-country
d~erences in competitive intensity.

Thecempulerindustry highlighfa the impact of feat technological change on the creation of joba

in an irmovafiie industry. The paradox is that the U. S., general~ pematiad to ba the

tachneiogical leader in this sagmenl, achieved a lowar employment performance than Japan.

This apparant paradox can be axplainad by the fact that a structural change in the industry

cccurred eadler in the U.S. than in Japan.

In the U. S., and to a Iaaaer extent in Europe, technological braakfhmugha linkad to the

emergence of PCs changed the industry structure and led to vertical diaintegration. Specialiad

companies at aach stage of the value chain translated -nomiea of scale into sizable
prductivii gaina, while large integrated auppliera such aa IBM and DEC suffered through

dramatic restructurings. Vertical disintegration atao forcad U.S.-based cempanies to

increaaingiy source com~nents on a worldwide basis. At the same time, these technological

braakthmugha led to a shti in value creation - and job growth - from hardware to

semtinductora and sOftware/aarvicea. These effacta led to a lower employment performance

in the U.S.

While Japan was net inaubted fr’em these technological breakthroughs, structural change in tha

Japaneae computer industry was slowed by ifa low cempetiitia intensity. This in turn WS drfven

by a clesad cfisfribtiion structure (hardware vendors largely centrollad retail prima), language

barriers (the interpretation of kanji characters was dficult with earfy PC hardware and software),

and a tack of vantura capfial (whch halped apead vertical disintegration and led to the

emergence of specialized players in the U.S.). The rasulf for Japan was more employment

growth and leas growth in preductivii in the 19WS.

The computar industry stands out among the cases presented in this study in that “natural”

baniera to economic avolution played a more important role than ‘artificial” (i.e., regulatory)

barriers. As these barriers are ovar’ceme by the forces of globalization, we expect Japan to

experience the restructuring that the U.S. and European hardware sactor experienced earfier.



Employment in the computer industry

The computer industry is a medium-sized sector, employing around 0.9 percent
of the total working age popdation in the U.S. We defined the computer
industry in a broad sense, including semiconductors, hardware, software and
services, as well as distribution, in order to understand the employment impact
of changes and dynamics affecting the industry as a whole. The computer
industry is a very important industry for all advanced economies, not ordy in
terms of its significant employment growth opportunity. It also provides an
infrastruti for potential future growth sectors, such as mdtirnedia. We have
included France, Japan and the U.S. in all four subsectors of the industry. For
Germany, employment, output and productivity data were available only for
some of the subsectors. Nevertheless, we felt the data provided a clear enough
picture to include Germany in our causal framework.

We believe this caw study contributes to the discussion on job creation in four
wayx

~ The computer industry provides a good example of an industry
evolution within one industry. This evolution reflects the shift from
manufacturing to services, from traditional to new businesses, which is
occurring across all sectors. We will use the computer case to illustrate
barriers to this mtural evolution

q The case hig~ghts the impact of fast technological developments in an
innovative industry on the creation of jobs. The paradox is that the U.S.,
generally perceived to be the most innovative country in this segment,
has achieved a lower employment performance than Japan and France

q The computer case allows us to evaluate how globalization affects
domestic employment through bade and foreign direct investment.
Both the semiconductor and hardware subsectors are among the most
heavily traded manufacturing sectors

q All the countries analyzed created jobs overall, and all are liiely to have
increased productivity substantially. This case, thus, provides evidence
of the link between productivity and employment and shows how
productivity growth will lead to employment growth by creating
demand through lower prices.

The report is divided into four sections, the first of which describes the computer
industry and focuses on describing the industry dynamics. This section is
followed by a description of the employment performance across countries. The
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DEFINITION OF THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY
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third section explores causes for different employment performances. Finally, a
short summary and important imphcations are discussed in the last section.

THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY

Definition

The computer industry is defined to include the total value chain in this case. It
can be split into four subsectors: semiconductors, hardware, distribution, and
software and services (Exhibit 1). T’hesemiconductor sector includes discrete
semiconductors and integrated circuits such as microprocessors and memory
chips for data processing applications only. We have excluded semiconductor
employment and output for other applications, e.g., consumer electronics. The
hardware sector includes not only computer systems such as mainframes,
midrange systems, workstations and PCs, but also peripheral equipment such as
storage devices, keyboards, screens and printers. Peripheral equipment plays an
important role in this subsector, accounting for a large portion of OUtpUt (arormd

40 percent in the U.S., 60 percent in Japan). The distribution subsector includes
both wholesale and retail outlets for computer hardware and software. Again,
we have excluded employment and output related to the distribution of other
products such as consumer electronics. Finally, the software and services
subsector includes companies producing packaged software and providing
professional services such as customized software, systems integration, and data
processing services for their customers.

Industry dynamics

Technological innovations have caused fundamental structural changes in the
computer industry, leading to vertical disintegration and a shift in value creation.
The computer industry has experienced two major technological breakthroughs
in the last decade, both of which are linked to the emergence of PCs (Exhibit 2).
The first innovation, advances in microprocessor technology, led to drastic
price/performance improvements in hardware. It allowed the product shift
from maifiames and midrange systems to personal computers. An improved
price/performance ratio led users to demand less centralized processing and
more decentralized “client server” systems linked by networks. The second
breakthrough is the increasing use of open architectures. This relates to de facto
standards in hardware interfaces as well as to the worldwide use of packaged
software. Open architeties increased the availability and compatibilityy of
computer software, allowing more users to cover a wider variety of needs with
cheaper programs. These technological innovations changed the key success
factors at different levels of the value-added chain. Price/performance ratios
became increasingly important in semiconductors and hardware, leading to
increasing industry consolidation. In distribution, software and services,
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providing abroad product variety to more price-sensitive customers became the
major requirement, resulting in increased fragmentation.

Different key factors for success in each step of the value chain led to vertical
disintegration, drastically changing the industry structure. Prior to 1980,
vertically integrated mainframe computer manufacturers such as IBM, controlled
all of the value-added steps from key components and operating systems to
application software and services. Today, many of these individual functions
have been separated. Compaq PCs use Intel’s microprocessor, Microsoft’s
operadng system and HP’s laser printers. Lotus provides the application
software, and system integrators/service firms such as EDS are respomible for
networking operations and maintenance.

Technological innovations also had a second effect, causing a value shift in the
total industry chain. Much of the value added used to be provided by hardware
assemblers. But in the PC era, the manufacturing process has become much
simpler. Much of the increased computing power being designed into the
microprocessors, and correspondingly, the creation of value has shifted from
hardware manufacturing to semiconductor production. Furthermore, hardware
is no longer the constraint on solutions to a variety customer problems -
particularly those of unskilled computer users. Software and services have taken
over that role. A large variety of cheap, packaged software is now available, and
new types of services (especially for networking) have been created to provide an
even greater variety of solutions to the growing number of unskilled customers.
Therefore, the differentiation of computer products through software and
services has likewise led to a value shift away from hardware manufacturers, in
this case to software and services providers.

There are significant time lags in this structural change across counhies. The
structural change in the computer industry happened first in the U.S. and was
followed by Europe relatively quickly. But in Japan, the same phenomenon can
ordy be observed in recent years. This time lag is reflected in the product mix in
both hardware, and software and services. Japanese firms derive a smaller share
of their revenues horn PCs, workstations and packaged software (Exhibit 3).
France and Germany, however, look very similar to the U.S. This time lag is
surprising given that innovation in the computer industry spread very quickly
and are generally available within months across all countries. There seem to be
significant barriers to adopting these innovation, especially in Japan.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

Japan achieved the highest employment performance, followed by European
countries. The U.S. created the lowest number of jobs. An analysis of
employment figures over time seems to indicate that the U.S. went tiough a
restructuring which other countries are ordy now starting to experience.
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All three countries created a significant number of jobs in the total value chain
(Exhibit 4). Japan, however, is the benchmark country for the computer case,
creating 6.0 jobs per thousand working age popdation. Japan is followed by
France (4.0 jobs) and the U.S. (3.8 jobs). Differences in employment performance
mostly come from hardware, and software and services. In both of these
subsectors, Japan created 1.7 jobs more than the U.S. In fact, the U.S. destroyed
jobs in hardware manufacturing, a sector which is often given as an example of a
high-tech growth sector. And another piece of conventioml wisdom turned out
to be wrong even in software and services, Japan created more jobs than the
U.S. The U.S., however, did significantly better in distribution. France created
0.9 jobs less than Japan in both hardware, and software and services. Germany,
Italy and Spain achieved a performance similar to that of France in
semiconductors and hardware (Exhibit 5). No data was available for other
sectors.

The employment evolution in hardware seems to indicate a time lag between the
U.S. and other countiies (Exhibit 6). The U.S. started a significant employment
increase in 1976, but began to decline in 1985. This decline is largely due to a fall
in employment at large, integrated manufacturers and makers of peripheral
equipment. ~ 1992? fie U.S. employed 215~IJO0people in computer
manufacturin~ 160,000 less than in 1984. Japan had relatively stable
employment growth in hardware during the 1970s. It started to increase later,
only in 1982, and condnued to grow throughout the decade. However, in 1990,
6 years after the U.S., employment also peaked. France and Germany maintained
relatively stable employment growth throughout the 1980s but have now also
started to decline.

The employment evolution in software and services does not show a peak for the
U.S. It indicates, however, that Japan has been catching up to the U.S. and
French levels of employment (Exhibit 7). Japan started with a low initial level
but its extremely high annual growth after 1987 allowed it to surpass the U.S.
and France by 1991. However, Japan began to decline in 1992.

These figures are based on industry data in all countries and ordy include
employment in establishments classified as “software and service providers.”
The same services are, however, also provided by a large number of employees
in other industries, such as bating. Occupatioml data allows us to cover those
in-house employees and gives us an idea of how the computer industry affected
employment in the overall economy in a more indirect way. It shows lower
growth rates than industry-based data in all tiee countries. This indicates that
employment in specialized software and services firms has grown partially at the
expense of in-house employment in other industries. In addition, the evolution
based on occupational data in the U.S. shows that overall employment peaked in
1991 (Exhibit 8), while industry-based data continues to show an employment
increase. France started to slow down in 1989 and Japan peaked in 1991 even in
the industry-based data (Exhibit 7).

These employment figures are surprising. The U.S, which is the technological
leader in this industry, achieved the lowest employment performance. This
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reflects the large job destruction in hardware. The figures clearly show that
computer hardware cannot be considered an employment growth sector
anymore in all countries. But even in software and services, employment data
show signs of leveling off. All of this has important irnplicatiom for countiies
trying to create jobs in “high-tech” sectors. It begs for a better understanding of
how technological innovation affects employment and why Japan has been able
to achieve a better performance than any other country in both hardware; and
software and services.

CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES

Employment levels and growth stand ti”direct relationship with output and
productivity. Given our broad definition of the computer industry, we discuss
for each subsector separately how productivity and output evolved over time in
different countries. We then explain the causal factors leading to differences, and
show the impact of industry dynamics across the board.

Output and productivity

Japan’s high employment performance can be primarily explained by its high
output growth, especially in hardware, and software and services. bwer
productivity growth in Japan also led to differences in employment performance
compared to the U.S., but productivity growth differences are less pronounced,
especially in software and services.

Semiconductors. Higher output growth in the U.S. and Japan led to a
better employment performance in those two countries compared to
France, since there are no significant differences in productivity growth
(Exhibit 9). There are large and increasing differences in the product
mix between the U.S. and Japan. The U.S. has focused on computer
aPPhcationsr especially microprocessors, tioughout the last decade.
On the other hand, Japan focused on its core technology of DRAM.
Overall, however, real output growth of semiconductors for computers
is about the same between in these two countries. France did not have
differentiating core technologies in this industry and lost market share.
Therefore, its output growth lagged behind the U.S. and Japan.

Hardware. Output of computer hardware products has grown very
rapidly in all countries (Exhibit 10). However, this growth varies
strongly from country to country. Higher output growth in Japan
compared to France and Germany can explain their differences in
employment performance, since there are only small differences in
productivity growth between these countries. Comparing Japan and
the U.S. shows that higher output growth and lower productivity
growth were equally important in explaining Japan’s better
performance in this subsector.
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$ Distribution. Output ofcomputer distribution khighestinthe U.S.,
followed by France and Japan. Independent retailers of PCsand
packaged software are the drivers of this high growth. No productivity
figures are available for this sector. But many U.S. retailers are large,
efficient stores, comparable to specialized, sophisticated retaifing
formats for other goods. This leads us to believe that they are
significantly more productive than distribution outlets in other
countries.

q Software and services. Output of software and services is highest in
Japan, fo~owed by France and the U.S. (Exhibit 11). Again, all three
countries experienced significant growth. Producdvity growth
(measured by revenue per employee) is lower in Japan, but the
differences are relatively small. We, therefore, judge that Mgher output
growth was significantly more important than slower productivity
growth in explaining Japan’s performance in software and services. It is
impossible to calculate reliable output and productivity growth figures
in software and services given the lack of deflators. As a proxy, we
esdrnated the impact of product shifts, from customized software and
services to pacbged software, on average productivity assuming that
all other productivity-enhancing measures (new software tools, etc.)
have been adopted in a similar way across countries. Real output
growth was then calculated based on employment and productivity
figures. Despite the small differences, these figures show that Japan
benefited from a slower shift to highly productive software.

While it is difficdt to aggregate output and productivity growth across all four
subsectors, we believe that differences in hardware, and software and services
sectors are more important than those in other subsectors, since differences in
employment performance come mostly from these two subsectors. Japan
achieved significantly higher output growth than other countries both in
hardware software and services. In terms of productivity growth, Japan had a
significantly lower productivity growth than the U.S. in hardware, but ordy a
slightly lower growth in software and services. Therefore, we judge that higher
output growth is somewhat more important than lower productivity growth in
explaining Japan’s employment performance compared to the U.S. France
achieved a somewhat lower productivity growth in hardware and a somewhat
higher productivity growth in software and services than Japan. Therefore,
overalJ productivity growth does not seem to be a differentiation factor between
these two countries. For the subsectors where data was available, Germany
experienced output and productivity growth similar to France.

Industry dynamics affect
output and productivity

We found that output and productivity growth differences are both strongly
liked to vertical disintegration and can thus be explained by the same causal
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factors. Vertical disintegration led to large productivity gains on one side. It also
affected output, both through globalization and through stimtiating domestic
demand (productivity gains leading to significant price declines). We discuss
next these three causal links, starting with the single most important causal
factor - irade. We end this section by analyzing Japan’s time lag in vertical
disintegration and conclude that it is caused mainly by its low competitive
intensity.

1. Vertical disintegration negatively affected output through global sourcing
of components and peripherals in the U.S. and Europe. In he mainframe era,
integrated companies sourced key components and peripherals from in-house
suppliers. Today, many of these individual functions have been separated.
Specialized key players are located anywhere in the world. U.S. companies
dominate microprocessors, Japanese companies produce DRAM, printers and
several peripher~, and some Asian coun~ies specialize in low-end products
such as keyboards and monitors. This led to increased global sourcing.

Global sourcing in the U.S. and Europe is reflected in their deteriorating trade
performance (Exhibit 12). Trade intensity increased in the U.S. and Europe
throughout the 1980s. This negatively affected their trade balance. The trend of
trade balances shows a high correlation between its performance and
employment, espeaally in the U.S. and Japan. The U.S. trade balance started to
deteriorate in 1985 when hardware employment began to decline, while the high
growth of Japan’s trade surplus between 1982 and 1984 seems closely connected
to its rapid employment increase. The differences in trade performances can be
explatied largely by trade in peripheral equipment and computer related parts
(Exhibit 13). The production of peripheral and parts in the U.S. and Germany
started to decline in 1985. In Japan, however, the production of peripherals and
parts actually grew faster than that of computer systems.

What explains these strong differences in trade? Strong price/performance
req~remens forced us. and European vendors to 100k for the best POSSible
source and to produce at the best location in the world. hw-end peripheral
equipment and computer-related parts are relatively labor intensive. This
equipment, as well as low-end PCs, are thus often sourced from Southeast Asian
countries and partially from Japan. As a resrdt, the U.S. and Europe increased
their imports from Asian coun&ies (excluding Japan) from 7 percent of tie total
market in 1984 to more than 15 percent in 1990 in the U.S. and from 4 percent to
more than 10 percent in Europe. Japan, however, continued to produce a large
part of these products domestically. Not all of this increased sourcing took the
form of trade, however. U.S. companies often increased employment in
Southeast Asia through subsidiaries (E~bit 14).

Germany’s and France’s trade performance is strongly dependent on how U.S.-
based manufacturers with significant producdon share (about 60 percent) behave
in European markets. The product shift to PCS significantly affected Germany’s
and France’s trade performance. In the 1960s and 1970s, major U.S.-based
mainframe manufacturers established their European plants in each country to
gain market access. In the PC era, reduced profit margins, standardization and
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automation led U.S. PC manufatiers in Europe to focus on one European plant.
The UK (Scotland) and Ireland were more attractive in terms of total costs
because of cheaper labor costs and government subsidies available for high-tech
industries. More than half of Germany’s trade deficit in computer products
comes from the UK and keland (Exhibit 15). European-based manufacturers,
such as Bti and Siemens-Nixdorf, are strongly focused on domestic markets,
sometimes receive government support and face strong unions at home. For
these reasons, they did not significantly shift production abroad.

Only Japan experienced an improvement in its trade position. Several factors
help explain this. With limited competitive pressure from foreign manufacturers
before 1991, Japan-based producers had little pressure to source less expensive
componenb and products abroad. Relatively low wages were available at small
firms which were often closely linked to larger fires as subcontractors. Also,
companies based in Japan were very reluctant to relocate plants overseas because
in order to keep employees domestically. In addition, innovation in key
components and peripherals also led to a better trade performance, especially
compared to Europe. Laser printers and LCDS are good examples of this
innovativeness.

2. Vertical disintegration led to scale economies for specialized players which
resulted in strong productivity gains in the U.S. and Europe. The analysis of
productivity in different subsectors of the computer industry illustrates how
vertical disintegration leads to productivity increases across different steps of the
value-added chain. The success of Intel, Compaq, Microsoft and EDS is, to a
large extent, due to the fact that their focus on individual steps in the business
system allowed them to achieve scale economy and best practice more easily
than integrated suppliers. Together, they can provide better value to the
customer than one integrated supplier codd in the 1970s. Vertical disintegration
in the U.S. is thus at the source of its overall faster productivity growth driven by
scale economies for specialized players. This productivity improvement by the
transition from manual based to mass producdon process can be achieved only
by product shifts from mainframes to PCs in hardware, and from customized to
packaged software. Speaalized players produce these standardized products in
both hrdware and software more efficiently.

~ Hardware. Two product shifts led to strong productivity gains in the
US. First, the assembly of PCs is more producdve than that of
mainframes and midrange systems. PCs and workstations are usually
manufactured by highly automated processes whereas mainframes still
rely on manual assembly. For example, one NEC plant with around
one quarter of the whole Japanese PC production uses less than
50 assembly employees. Therefore, PCs can achieve significantly higher
performance per price than other computers. The U.S. shifted to this
more productive segment earlier (Exhibit 16). This directly explains its
employment performance. Employment increases in PCs could not
compensate for employment reductions in mainframes (Exhibit 17), not
even in the U.S. where PC sales increased most rapidly over the decade.
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Therefore, the product shift from mainframes to PCs negatively affected
U.S. manufacturing employment. Jn a second product shift, the U.S.
today produces less peripherals and more computers. Much of the
labor intensive assembly of keyboards, disk drives and printers has
been transferred abroad. This again resulted in an increase of average
productivity. Japan’s continued growth in mainframes and midrange
computers, as well as its maintenance of peripherals production in
Japan, resdted in a slower productivity growth. Germany and France,
however, underwent product shifts similar to those of the U.S., since the
U.S.-based companies control a large part of their production.
Differences in productivity growth between the U.S. and Europe can be
explained by the performance of mtional players in Europe, which is
tiected by goverrunent intervention.

Product shifts do not My explain productivity improvements.
Productivity has also increased due to condnued producdon process
improvement. However? these process improvements seem to be
similar across countries. Therefore, we believe that they are not a
significant factor in explaining productivity growti differences across
countries.

~ Software and services. Product shifts also happened in software and
services. The mass production of packaged software and the
outsourcing of services to specialized and highly skilled suppliers
resdted in significant productivity improvements. New, small and
independent software firms were able to compete witi the established
customized software units of integrated manufacturers. Packaged
software is more productive than customized software.

The U.S. and Europe experienced a drastic product shift to much more
productive segments, i.e., packaged software (Exhibit 18). The effect of
this product shift on employment can also be observed in occupatioml
data as we discussed before (Exhibit 8). IrI the U.S., employment of
programmers and operators (linked largely to customized software for
mainframe systems) peaked around 19M. The decrease is especially
dramatic in operators. The number of computer amlysts continued to
grow. This category includes systems integrators, which are to some
extent linked to the new, network-based computer environments. The
increase in computer analysts and data entry employment was not
enough to maintain overall employment growth. The fact that
occupational data show a slower growth than industry data in every
country analyzed also indicates productivity gains. Specialized firms
are likely to have higher skills and scale economies.

In Japan, a large number of software and services firms are
subcontractors, or even subsidiaries, of large scale computer hardware
manufacturers. Software firms tend to associate themselves with the
different hardware providers and mostly focus on customized
programming for mainframe computers, which grew throughout the
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last decade. As a resdt, contrary to the U.S., packaged software
accounts for only about 10 percent of revenues in Japan. The continued
importance of customized software hindered the productivity growth
and, as a resdt, helped employment. In France, producdvity in
software and se~ces grew as fast as the U.S. between 1982 and 1991.
In the last few years of this time period, however, producers in France
were unable to keep up with those in the U.S.

3. Innovative new products and services (PCs, packaged software) were
adopted much faster in the U.S. and Europe since large productivity gains
stimulated domestic demand through drastic price reductions. This effect was
espeaally important in the U.S., which was able to maintsin fast growth in
domestic consumption despite its significantly higher computer penetration.
Overall, differences in domestic consumption growth (in real terms) are small
across all countries analyzed. But in Japan, much of tis growth is due to
catching up from a low penetration, while the U.S. and Europe benefited from a
“positive productivity loop.”

Conventioml wisdom indicates that lower consumption growth in the U.S. is an
important causal factor for lower output growth. It is true that nominal revenue
growth shows a significantly slower growth rate in the U.S. However, nominal
revenue growth masks important &ferences in the evolution of prices. Price
changes vary significantly across coutries. The price deflators show that prices
of computer hardware detied much faster in the U.S. tian in any other
country. The reliabihty and comparability of price deflators provided by each
country is often questioned. Despite their deficiency, we used the deflators to
calculate indicators of real growth. We did, however, compare these restits to
physical measurements (i.e., growth in MIPS consumption per year) in order to
confirm our findings.

Both measures show similar resdts. U.S. real growth of consumption continues
to grow even after 1985 when hardware employment started to decline
(Exhibit 19). These figures indicate that there is virtually no difference in
consumption growth between the U.S. and Japan. Estimated growth in MIPS
consumption also indicates that the growth rates are similar in afl four countries
(Exhibit 20). The high growth in the U.S. is mostly driven by PCs, whereas Japan
increased its installed computing power mainly through high growth of
mainframe and midrange computers. Based on these two proxy measures, we
judge that the differences in real consumption growth in the U.S., Europe and
Japan are not an important explamtory factor for employment performance.

However, these real consumption growth figures mask two underlying factors.
It seems certain that pati of tie continued strong growth of tie U.S. is due to its
drastic decline in prices. Its purely exogenous demand maybe growing slower
than other countries who are catching up. But by reducing its prices, the U.S.
computer industry achieved the highest PC unit sales per capita despite its high
penetration. (Exhibit 21). This is what we refer to as a “positive productivity
loop.” There is no way to separate the exogenous part of real demand growth
from the one induced by lower prices. Nevertheless, we believe that it is
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Exhibt 22

COMPETITIVE INTENSITY
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significant in the U.S., somewhat important in Germany and France, and much
less important in Japan.

The discussion above and the amlyses on real growth are largely related to
hardware consumption. @software and services, we estimate real output
growth to be highest in Japan, followed by France and the U.S. Output growth is
closely linked to domestic consumption since trade plays a minor role in this
subsector. Siice there are no comparable price deflators available in this
subsector, it is hard to argue that a “positive productivity loop” similar to the one
in hardware played an important role. We, therefore, attributed much of Japan’s
higher output growth in software and services to faster exogenous demand
growth.

4. High competitive intensity is the key driver of vertical disintegration. We
have shown that vertical disintegration affects productivity through scale
economies of standardized products, and that it affects output through both
trade and price-induced domestic consumption growth. The question then
becomes what determines vertical tilntegration and why is Japan lagging in
this structural change compared to other countries despite the rapid dispersion
of new technology? We fmd differences in competitive intensity to be the critical
differentiating factor, with competitive intensity in Japan being significantly
lower than any other country.

Differences in competitive intensity can be illustrated by several indicators. One
proxy is market fragmentation. The PC segment is highly fragmented in the U.S.
and Europe, while Japan’s sector is highly concentrated (Exhibit 22). Also, top
Japanese PC manufacturers are strongly divers~led, while the U.S. and European
PC manufacturers focus more on PCs (Exhibit 23). This indicates that Japanese
manufacturers had less of an incentive to push new products such as PCs, since
they ordy cannibalize their existing product lines.

Product, capital and labor markets

Based on our discussion of industry dymmics, we need to explain what causal
factors led to lower competitive intensity, and thus to a lower degree of vertical
disintegration, in Japan compared to other countries. In our highest level of
causality, we find that product market factors (distribution charnels, language
barriers, etc.), capital market factors (ownership pressure, venture capital, etc.)
explain much of the differences in competitive intensity. In some instances, we
find that factors in the product, capital and labor markets also influence trade or
productivity in a direct way. We start by discussing the relative importance of
the product market.

1. Product market factom. A number of factors led to a lower degree of
competitive intensity in Japan.

~ Structure of distribution channels. Price pressure from distribution
channels is lower in Japan than other countries. Japan’s closed
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distribution structure retarded its industry evolution. Japan’s charnel
stiucture is characterized by a large share of traditional channels and
less variety compared to the U.S. and France (Exhibit 24). Its channels
are dominated by traditioml outlets, which are usually controlled by
hardware vendors (somedrnes through the keiretsu system). Therefore,
they exclusively tended to deal with one brand. Hardware vendors
largely control the retail price, and have avoided distribution through
mass merchants in order to maintain price. In the U.S. and France,
emerging, independent and new channels deal with several brands of
computers at the same location. This is true even for traditional dealers.
Germany has a high degree of “advanced retail channels including
direct mail. These channels exert significant price pressure on vendors.

Language barriers. Japanese language barriers also retarded the
structural change of the computer industry in Japan through less
competitive pressure from foreign suppliers. The Japanese market had
been naturally protected from foreign competition due to language
barriers. The interpretation of kanji characters was difficr.dtwith early
PC hardware and software. It was only in 1992 that this natural barrier
was broken up by the introduction of DOS/V by IBM. Since then, price
pressure from foreign manufacturers increased significantly.

Skill levels. Highly skilled PC users exerted strong pressure on
vendors in the U.S. Customer skill levels seem to be different between
the U.S. and Japan. Early penetration of PCs in the U.S. home market
led to higher sophistication levels of customers, which consequently put
pressure on vendors. At the same time, U.S. students are well educated
in terms of computer usage. Japan has less than half of the PC
penetration per student compared to the U.S. In elementary schools,
the difference is even more pronounced. Also, PCs are often only used
for word processing in Japan. ~s low sophistication level of Japanese
users is one of the causes of slower PC penetration, affecting
competitive intensity.

Trade regulation also had somewhat of an impact, directly affecting trade. High
tariffs on semiconductors in Europe led to higher prices of domestic goods and
thus to more imports in hardware. In Europe, a 14 percent tariff, which has been
eliminated or reduced significantly by the U.S. and Japan, is imposed on imports
of semiconductors. European computer firms believe that this re@ation
negatively affects their cost position in hardware assembly by increasing
component costs from local sources. In final goods, however, almost all
computem and peripheral equipment are subject to a 4.9 percent tariff
throughout the Triad.

We have already discussed domestic demand growth when we amlyzed the
impact of producdvity gains on the adoption of innovative new products. our
finding was that Japan did have a higher “exogenous demand growth” due to a
catching-up effect. This was partly compensated in the U.S. and Europe by faster
price-induced consumption growth.
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2. Capital market factors. Less pressure from owners and a lack of venture
capital both helped Japan maintain low competitive intensity.

Ownership pressure. Stiong owner pressure increased competitive
intensity in the U.S., which accelerated the restrutiing. U.S. firms are
exposed to a higher degree of pressure from their shareholders to
improve performance. It is difficrdt to evaluate, however, how
important this factor is in explaining increased competitive intensity.
Until 1991, Japanese firms had no finanaal problems that wodd have
warranted a decisive action by shareholders. And in the last few years,
they have started to react to the changes in their competitive
environment despite the lack of strong and vocal investors.

Venture capital. The availability of venture capital in the U.S. led to the
emergence of the new players, which accelerated the vertical
disintegration and increasing competitive intensity. The U.S. has had a
much higher venture capital funding for the computer industry
compared to Europe and Japan. The initial growth of Lotus, one of the
most successti application software companies, depended on
$3 tion funding from venture capital in 1981. In 1993, @OOmiflion of
venture capital was invested in U.S. software and services firms,
compared to $50 million to $S5 million in Japan. Venture capital had a
paradoxical impact on employment in the U.S., since it actually helped
launch an industry revolution that resdted in overall slower
employment growth compared to other countries.

Government procurement and subsidies. Government involvement
retarded the restructuring of European mtional players in hardware.
We generally found that France and Germany had a competitive
intensity similar to that of the U.S. The small differences are ahnost
entirely due to a higher degree of govermnent involvement.
Government procurement and subsides resdted in significant
advantages for national companies in Europe. Bti received subsidies
of over FFll billion between 1935 and 1993, which tily compensated
its finanaal losses. IrI addition, Bull and Siemens-Nixdorf both receive
around one third of their home market revenues from governments or
related agenaes. This allowed national companies to maintain some of
their employment and led to slower productivity growth.

3. Labor market factors. Labor costs do not play an important role in explaining
differences in competitive intensity. They do, however, provide a direct causal
link to differences in trade. bw labor costs in small firms helped Japan maintain
its positive trade balance.

It is true that labor costs are small in computer assembly itself, because of the
high level of automation. But total labor costs include the labor share of
components, which are often relatively labor intensive. In addition, pressure on
profit margins forces companies to pursue the lowest cost position in the world.
Therefore, wages are important in determining the location of plants. This affects
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employment in each country differently. In Japan, a relatively flexible wage
system allows for low wages in small firms, whi& helped preserve employment
domestically (Exhibit 25). Also, Japan has low absolute wage levels (Exhibit 26).
For U.S.-based manufacturers, high competitive intensity forced companies to
locate tramplants for low.-end and labor-intensive products in Southeast Asia
and inthe UK or Jreland. The absence of tariffs within the EC attracted PC plants
to the UK and Ireland rather than to Germany and France, partially due to
cheaper labor costs, partially due to higher government subsidies.

We found neither availability of labor nor flexibility to be important causal
factors in explaining employment differences across countries. Wage levels in
the computer manufacturing industry are higher than average manufacturing
wages. Computer fircrLsthus had few problems finding employees, even in
Japan in the middle of the bubble economy. Flexibility in adjusting the labor
force is also not an important issue. Union power is weak both in the U.S. and
Japan compared to other industries. Unions in Europe are somewhat more
influential. However, when large integrated manufacturers were forced to lay
off employees recently, they did so despite r.mienprotests. Between 1989 and
1992, BM has laid off 25,500 workers, Siemens-Nixdorf 7~00 workers.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICA~ONS

Technological breakthroughs changed the computer industry stiucture
dramatically. Specialized companies at each step of the value-added chain
~placed the large integrated companies of the 1970s. This affected employment
m three ways. Firat, it led to large productivity gains in the total industry chain,
leading to strong restructurings in integrated suppliers. Second, it affected
output through trade and foreign direct investment. And third, it also affected
output through price-induced growth of domestic consumption, leading to a
faster adoption of innovative new products (PCs, packaged software). We
captured this effect under “More innovation/new products” in our causality
framework (Exhibit 27). Output differences were found to be more important
than productivity differences, and the analysis of trade figures shows that trade
explains much of these output differences. bwer price competition worked to
the advantage of Japan, leading to less restructuring and lower productivity
growth. The differences across countries can be mostly explained by a time lag
of the structural change in the industry, which in turn is due to differences in
competitive intensity. Japan was able to achieve the highest employment
performance because of the low competitive intensity. The product market
factors affecdng competitive intensity (e.g., channel structure, language barriers)
are captured under “fewer reshictions on output and competition.”

What are the implications for countries that are trying to create jobs in high-tech
industries such as computers?

Y The U.S. has experienced the most drastic restruting of its industry,
yet it achieved the lowest employment performance. me outlook for
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other countries is thus not very good. But the shutial change which
occurred in the U.S. seems largely inevitable, given the globalization of
the computer industry. We expectthat Japan and Euope will also
experience the restructurings that the U.S. hardware sector already
went through. In fact, first signs of this can be observed in all countries
analyzed, with large companies in Japan and Europe announcing
layoffs and restructurings. Even NEC just started to import key
components for PCS from Southeast Asia. Other countries should
gradually and condnuously increase their competitive intemity.
Holding back structural change means holding back productivity
increases. This is likely to lead to more drastic restructurings and lower
employment.

q The main job creation opportunities exist in services, no longer in
manufacturing. The U.S. example shows that a shift of value creation
from hardware to distribution, and software and services has occurred.
It leads to strong job creation opportunities in these subsectors. It seems
clear that hardware manufacturing is no longer an atiactive job
creation part of this industry. However, this does not always mean that
manufacturing is declining. Manufacturing in core technologies such as
semiconductors created a large number of jobs in spite of rapid
productivity growth.

I The impact of innovation on employment differs by type of innovation.
In the computer case, persoml computers represent the most drastic
innovation example. This negatively affected employment in the total
valu~added chain, since it fundamentally changed core processes of the
industry and led to extieme productivity growth. On the other hand,
Japanese innovation focused more on high value-added peripheral
equipment. This led to job creation. The impact of innovations has to
be evaluated not only from the perspective of a given industry. It is
likely that personal computers had a strong positive impact on the
economy as a whole.

I The computer industry provides a good example of a “positive
productivity loop.” Large producdvity gaim led to declining prices,
output growth and job creation. However, the positive productivity
loop works only with a highly competitive industry and fierce price
competition. The reason why Japan grew faster than the U.S. is not due
to a faster positive productivity loop, it is largely due to a “catching-up”
effect.

q The computer industry illustrates that low competitive intensity can
represent a barrier to mtural evolution. The computer industry, similar
to the econom y as a whole, transitions from manufacturing to services.
However, not all the countries underwent this transition to the same
degree and we found competitive intensity to be the main
differentiating factor. Japan, with a lower competitive intemity than in
the U.S., ended up with more employment growth but lower
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productivity. In service sector cases, we often found regulations to be
the critical barrier for the evolution of the sector. The computer
industry shows that other factors such as a closed distribution sbucture,
language barriers, less ownership pressure or a lack venture capital can
be just as important.
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FURNITURE INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY

Furniture Employment Performance
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Employment in the furniture industry

The furniture industry is a relatively small and fragmented part of each of the
national economies we have examined. It employs less than 1 percent of the
labor force in each comtry and tends to be composed of a large number of very
small firms. On their own, trends in furniture employment explain little of the
aggregate employment performance differences across comtries. We believe,
however, that these trends may represent a broader pattern that is taking place in
many low profile, mature manufacturing sectors.

Furniture and similar industries can be separated from higher profile
manufacturing industries such as auto and computer production and from
emerging service industries like media and btig using two sets of factors:

Constant financial exposure. Highly cyclical demand, limited financial
reserves, and few barriers to entry or exit cause many furniture
manufacturers to face the real possibility of barduuptcy each year. As a
resdt, employment is not as sticky as it is in some other sectors. In
order to survive, furniture makers have found ways to tire people
when they are needed and lay them off during down cycles. Larger
companies with deeper pockets run a greater risk of being forced to pay
generous severance benefits if they behave in a similar manner. When
this type of action has not been sufficient, batiuptcies and company
closings have provided rapid downward adjustments in employment

Relatively small decision making units. This sbucture is one reason
the furfiture business has been slow to internationalize. Small family-
run businesses often lack the desire, scale and resources to shift
production abroad even when there are relatively substantial cost
differences. These entrepreneurs look for new markets and even cross
border affdiations, but their loyalty and their compardes are likely to
remain primarily local.

This report is divided into four sections. The first gives a brief definition and
description of the elements of the furniture business we are examining. The
second describes the employment performance of the six countries covered in the
case. The third section explores the reasons for the different rates of employment
decline across countries, and the fiml section synthesizes our findings and
provides implications for the future.
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THE FURNITURE INDUSTRY

The furniture industry is defined rather broadly in this case. It includes all of the
manufacturing activities that are captured under the two-digit industrial codes
for Furniture and Fixtures in the U.S. and Japan. This definition emphasizes the
final use of the product rather than the material that is used to produce it, and
thus cuts across several of the material-based industrial classifications used by
the statistical offices in many European countiies. Exhibit 1 identifies the major
industrial categories used in our analysis.

Using this definition, the furniture industry encompasses two large blocks of
economic acdvity and a number of related products. Household furniture
represents an average of about 65 percent of the total output of the sector, while
office furniture accounts for another 10 to 20 percent. These two subsectors are
highly independent in almost all tie countries exaxnined. The producers,
dishibution charnels and retailers overlap very little, if at all, and purchasing
behavior differs substantially.

Household furniture manufacturing tends to be highJy fragmented, with many
small compardes occupying mrrow product niches. The production process is
usually craft-based, relying on a mix of skilled designers, trained woodworkers
and ordinary laborers. Some of these companies operate retail storefronts and
use these as significant market outlets. The majority sell through specialty
furniture retailers, department stores, and to some extent, discounters. Supplier
relationships are often forged during one of the large furniture expositions held
in each of the major markets, though buying co-ops are emerging as powerfti
middle men in many countries.

Household furniture purchases tend to be major events for customers. In many
cases a household will spend a great deal of time and money selecdng a piece
that projects the style they want for their home. Purchases are often postpomble
and thus highly tied to economic cycles.

OffIce furniture production is usually more concentrated. A handful of
companies dominate the market in most countries. The materials used by some
of these manufacturers (metal rather than wood) and their scale allow office
furniture makers to have factories that are industrial in size and approach. Small
volume and difficuk to produce products are often outsourced to smaller, less
automated subcontractors. hrger manufacturers tend to have a direct sales force
and a dealer network that interact directly with customers or with the architects
and intenor designers who are planning new buildings or renovations. Smaller
companies utilize independent dealers and retailers, or sell through one of the
larger manufacturers.

Office furniture purchases are even more closely tied to economic cycles. Sales of
single item pieces do not change dramatically over timer but bdk sales to
companies that are expanding or upgrading their office environment increase
rapidly during good economic times. Cost plays a significant role in purchases,
but it is often less important than delivery and product functionali~.
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Partitions, sliding doors and screens, public furniture, and other special
categories account for up to 25 percent of total furniture output, but they are
classified in different subcategories in each country. These smaller subsegments
of the industry can have dramatic effects on the aggregate data. In Japan, for
example, the sliding doors and screens subcategory make up 20 percent of the
employees and 40 to 50 percent of the registered enterprises during the period
examined. The “other” catego~ is much smaller but it is the fastest growing part
of the business. Unique factors play a role in explaining some of the output and
employment trends in these subcategories, but the broad pattern can be
attributed to the same factors that influence the office and household sectors.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

Furniture employment felf in all countries except the U.S. during the period from
1980 to 1991, and even in this ‘tinchmark” country the slight increase in
employment did not keep pace with the expansion of the working age
popdation. As Exhibit 2 shows, the net decline in jobs was relatively mild in the
U.S., Germany, and to some extent Italy, with 0.2,0.4 and 0.7 jobs lost per
thousand people in the working age population (tier adjusting for growth in the
working age poprdation). The ftiture industries h Spain, France and Japan
were less fortunate, with losses of 3.2, 1.4, and 1.2 workers per thousand working
age population.

The decline in this measure for Spain and Italy can be attributed in part to the
relatively large size of their furniture industries. The Italian furniture industry
employed 0.55 percent of the working age poptiation, while the Spanish
industry employed 0.75 percent in 1980. Spain’s level is more than twice that in
Japan or the U.S., and 30 percent above Germany, the next highest countiy. The
same percentage decline in furniture employment, thus, wodd have a greater
overall effect on the economies of Spain and Italy than on the other countiies
amlyzed. Spain’s poor performance also reflects the rapid rise in the working
age pop~ation ~ that COUXI@Ywith 0.7 of the 3.2 drop due to pop~ation growth.

A comparison of 1980 and 1991 employment levels tends to understate the
sector’s importance in gross job creation and deshuction since it mask large
cyclical swings in output and employment. Inmost countries much of the
employment drop in furniture came in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Etibit 3).
The global recession at that time forced a downsizing in the industry from which
it never fully recovered. The depth of restructuring was especially severe in
Spain, France and Japan, the three countries with the worst overall employment
performance. Together they lost approximately 30 percent of their furniture
workers during this period. In the second half of the 1980s, real output
rebounded and employment expanded as well. Germany stands out during this
period as the country with the most robust recovery. By the early 1990s another
recession had begun in most parts of the world, and furniture employment began
to decline again.
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Exhibt 2

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE IN FURNITURE 1980-91
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Exhibfi3

FURNITURE INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
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Furniture employment vanes seasonally as well as cyclically. Data from the U.S.
indicates that there is a persistent 5 to 10 percent difference in employment
between the low point in Jdy and the higher period in December and January.
Interviews with Japanese office furniture manufacturers revealed an even more
dramatic pattern. Output in March was more than double that in August.
Variations in employment were not as wide, though there was extensive use of
temporary workers and overtime during the spring. Industxy sources in.Japan,
Italy, the U.S. and Germany all suggested that flexible employment levels were
necessary to match demand and supply, but this appeared to be a problem ordy
in Germany, and even there work shifting during the course of a year was
allowed. The extemive use of temporary workers and work shifting during the
volatile 1980s reflects a slight adaptation of the techniques manufatiers’
developed to deal with these seasoml fluctuations.

The sector is highly fragmented in all countries. Hundreds of companies with
fewer than 50 employees serve specialized regioml or niche markets. Average
firm size is well under 100 people in all countries except Germany, and even in
that cormtry more than 40 percent of companies have less than 50 employees
(Exhibit 4).

CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES

Employment reductions in a relatively ma~e, primarily domestic
manufacturing industry such as furniture are not too surprising. Output growth
has been limited by moderate rates of household formation and an increasing
number of goods competing for consumers’ discretionary spending, while
productivity increases have become more possible and necessary. What is
surprising is the differing rates of decline, and the relatively minor inroads low
wage countries have made in this labor-intensive industry.

The structure of the furniture manufacturing and retailing industries appears to
hold the answer. Countries with dymmic, competitive furniture markets that
promoted flexibility, innovation and high levels of initial productivity performed
better than more conservative industries. The positive effect of these factors can
be seen in higher levels of output growth (measured in value added), better local
consumption and trade positions, and less of a need to “catch up” in
productivity.

Each country’s employment performance can be &aggregated into an output
growth component and a productivity change component. Exhibit 5 shows this
relationship. France’s poor employment performance clearly comes from its
decline in real producer value added, while Japan’s decline in employment is
due to its partitiarly rapid increase in productivity. The poor employment
performance in Spain stems from both a rapid increase in productivity and a
decline in value added. The other three countries show remarkable consistency
on both factors, with value-added increases of around 2 percent and productivity
increases of 2 to 3 percent.
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Exhtii 4

FURNITURE INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 1991
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Low output growth due to low
consumption particdarly in France and Spain

The most striking difference between France and Spain and the countries with
flatter employment performance is the rate of increase in real consumption.
Demand in both countries was essentially flat from 1980 to 1991 while many
other countiies saw increases of 3 percent per year. Exhibit 6 illustrates this
dramatically by showing the effect consumption growth had on employment. If
trade flows and productivity had remained unchanged, France wodd have
increased its employment 4 percent and Spain would have expanded 6 percent.
These rates are small next to the 35 to 40 percent figures achieved elsewhere.

While ffiy comparable segment data is not available, it appears from Exhibit 7
that real declines in household furniture spending (together with the related
other category) were the primary’ source of the overall declines, though the
expanding office furniture segment also grew more slowly in France, Italy, and
probably Spain than in Germany, the U.S. and Japan.

Furniture spending per person in France and Spain has always lagged rates in
Germany and Italy. Rather than catching up during the 1980s, demand in France
and Spain stagnated and fell further behind. Exhibit 8 shows the extent of this
gap. Per capita spending in France and Spain in 1991 was 35 percent below that
of the U.S, and Japan and less than half of Italy’s and Germany’s levels. This
decline in expenditure appears to be part of a broader reduction in the fraction of
income that customers devote to furnishing and equipping their homes
(Exhibit 9).

Household furniture demand is a function of the number and size of households
to be furnished, the arnomt of furniture preferred in a given space, the frequency
with which pieces are replaced, and the quality and price of the average item
sold. Exhibit 10 shows that customers in the U.S. buy more furniture than those
in France and Spain primarily because of the first factor - they live in larger
houses and apartments. Spending per square meter in the U.S. is actually the
lowest of all the countries examined. Differences among the European countries
appear to be more related to spending per square meter than living space.
Germans spend almost two and a half times more per square meter than
customers in France. Adequate data dms not exist on the amount of furniture
installed in residences in different countries; so it is difficult to determine
whether Germany’s higher consumption comes from higher levels of furniture
usage or more rapid turnover, though experts suggest that both factors are
important.

Demographic changes during the 1980s might partially explain why the U.S.,
Japan and Germany had partidarly stiong growth rates (Exhibit 11). U.S.
population, households, and living space increased rapidly. Japan increased its
living space and number of households as it upgraded its housing stock.
Germany also experienced a significant increase in households despite a slow
population growth. Reunification also contributed to increased furniture
spending during the end of the period we examined.
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Exhibt 6

IMPACT OF EACH FACTOR ON EMPLOYMENT 1980-91
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Exhibt 8

PER CAPITA SPENDING ON FURNITURE
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~hibh 10

FURNITURE CONSUMPTION 1991

Dollar levels using 1990 GDP PPPs
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Exhibn11

POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD GROWH 1980-90
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Differing prices, as seen in Exhibit 12, fail to separate the rapidly expanding
industries from lagging ones. Germany and Italy had much higher consumption
growth rates than France despite the fact that all three experienced price
increases nearly in line with overall inflation. Spain failed to match the output
growth of Japan and the U.S. despite a similar redution in furniture prices
relative to other goods. The importance of low price levels is similarly cloudy.
They help explain why German consumption is high, but this factor is clearly not
necessary for superior growth rates .orspending levels since furniture
consumption grew rapidly in Japan and Italy despite high relative prices. One
possible explanation for this pattern is that price is not a key buying criteria,
particdarly at the high end of the market. Furniture pmchases are usually in
excess of $S00; so small changes in price are unlikely to release significant
demand for additional products. A survey of U.S. furniture buyers suggests that
price was an important buying factor in only 50 percent of purchases, while
quality and product style/selection were very important 90 percent of the time.

Imovation is a key factor
in stimulating demand

A better explanation for differing patterns of demand appears to lie in the effect
that sustained periods of innovation and promotion had on consumer tastes.
Italians, Germans, and to some extent Americans, tend to rank upgrading the
furnishings in their homes as a higher spending priority than their peers in
France, the UK, and probably Spain. This attitude is critical to output growth
since furniture k often a discretiomry puchase. Over 50 percent of U.S.
household furniture buyers claim that the primary reason for their purchase was
redecorating or upgrading the furnishings in their homes. These purchases
wodd not take place urdess consumers felt the products on the market were
significantly different and better than what they already had.

Consumers in France appear to believe that this is not the case. When they do
buy furniture, it is often in the Louis Philip style that has dominated the market
for many years. The situation is si#Icantiy different in Germany and Italy
where new sales are more heavily weighted toward contemporary designs and
new niche products. %veral companies in these countries estimated that more
than 25 percent of their sales came from designs that were less than 1 year old.
The German furniture industry experienced over 10 percent amual growth rates
in a number of new forms of kitchen furniture and outdoor/occasional pieces,
while the French industry showed fewer signs of new product growth.

Customer acceptance of new forms of furniture both influences and is influenced
by imovation and experimentation. French and Spanish furniture
manufacturers lack confidence that new products will be successfd so they are
less inclined to make the necessary investments and take the required risk.
Their behavior over time, however, reinforces customers’ attitudes and makes
future innovation even less likely.
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Exhibi 12

COMPARATIVE FURNITURE PRICES
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~hibfi 13

EUROPEAN OFFICE FURNITURE MARKET 1987
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The historic difference in European furniture manufacturing appears to date back
to the period immediately after the second world war. Large German munitions
crate manufacturers looked for ways of applying their production tetiology to
other wood products. They fosmd a particularly large market for furniture given
the large number of people who were relocadng and the sigrdficant fraction of
homes destroyed. These companies began experimenting with different styles in
order to find the best possible match between their production capabilities and
market desires. Customers became accustomed not only to new looks, but also
to rapidly changing styles.

The Italian production system also fostered innovation, though for very different
reasons. The stimsdus came, not from large manufacturers, but from the other
end of the size spectrum. A duster of small manufacturers formed in the region
around Brianza. Each of these companies had little fixed investment in
eq~Pment and, thus, was highly flexible. Specifists emerged and designers
became independent from manufacturers. These free-lance designers had ample
incentive to propose new styles since manufacturers wodd not need their
services if styles remained constant. They also had a broad pool of capaaty to
tap and cotid easily find a collection of companies that would produce initial
volumes of new products.

The French, and to some extent Spanish, furniture industries lacked both of these
structures. They continued to be dominated by small, highly integrated
manufacturers that produced furniture in much the same way that they had for
100 years.

A second factor tilving customer acceptance of new products is promotion and
advertising. These have more to do with fwniture retailers and associations than
the manufacturers themselves. Furniture retailing is more concentrated in
Germany than in the rest of Europe or the U.S. The largest chains have sufficient
scale to invest more heavily in promotions and advertising than their
counterparts in other countries. In fact, Popdation-adjusted spending on
furniture advertising is nearly three times higher in Germany than in the U.S.
Constant newspaper inserts and other forms of exposure increase the likelihood
that customers will be aware of and favorably inclined to buy new forms of
furniture. These strong intermediaries influence innovation indirectly as well, by
putting pressure on producers. Manufacturers that fail to introduce new
products have trouble surviving because they carmot gain access to large retailers
and the significant part of the market that they serve.

Some counties that lack this concentrated retail structure have found other ways
to provide the sdsndus needed to shape spending patterns. In Italy it comes
from stiong regional association. These function like the retailers in Germany in
that they influence both customers and producers. New styles and niche markets
are acdvel y promoted to the public using the association’s common pool of
funds. Direct financial awards for innovative designs also encourage producers
to keep the pipeline filled with new products. These activities have been
successti to date for two reasons. Fkst, they have been focused on commercial
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Exhibt 15

TRADE EFFECT ON EMPLOYMENT 1980-91
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viability rather than artistic merit, and second, they have coincided with a period
of rising mtioml wealth.

MITI pursued a similar path in Japan in the latter part of the 1980s. It officially
encouraged companies to invest more in their office environment during the
bubble period. The cumdative effect of economic and govement stimdus was
dramatic. The demand for office furniture nearly doubled from 1985 to 1990.
Expansion in this relatively small product category accounted for about half of
Japan’s total output increase during the 1980s.

Finally, regulations and tax incentives, partidarly in Germany, may also have
helped output and employment somewhat. Laws embling employees to sue
their employer if the work environment is not ergonomically sowd help explain
why German companies invest 20 to 30 percent more per office worker in office
furniture (Exhibit 13). Accoundng roles in Germany and other countries that
allow accelerated depreciation of small ticket items including office furniture
help explain why office furniture purchases become so popdar during good
economic times.

Trade is becoming increasingly important with
negative consequences for all countries except Italy

Furniture is still primarily a regional, and in some cases domestic, industry.
Transportation costs, service and delivery requirements, and a desire to do final
assembly, finishing and quality checks locally keep most production near the end
use market. Few of the small companies that domimte this industry have the
inclination or resources to import or export. The furniture association in France
estimates that only 50 of its 900 members export at all, and ordy 10 of them
export to any significant extent. Ninety percent of furniture consumed in Japan
and the U.S. is still domestically produced (Exhibit 14). The four European
countries have higher levels of trade, with an average of about 20 percent of
production crossing mtional boundaries, though much of it is intra-European
(the top seven importers to France and export locations for French furniture
products were all European in 1992).

The isolation of national furniture industries is gradually breaking down,
~pe~~ly in E~pe. With the possible exception of Spanish exports, both
~pofis and exports increased in all counbies examined. The net effect on
employment of this increase in trade was negative in d countries examined
except Italy. If nothing had changed except the trade balance, five of the
countries would have lost somewhere between 5 and 12 percent of their
employment. Ordy Italy remained as a strong and increasingly important net
exporter. Its value added and employment were increased by 12.1 percent
during the 1980s as a result of changes in trade (Exhibit 15).

Italy’s trade advantage stems from the same flexibility and innovation that
helped its performance in the domestic market. The network of loosely affiliated
designers and small companies in Brianza is much faster at bringing concepts to
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Sshibh 16

APPARENT PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES ESTIMATE
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market than the more vertically integrated and independent producers in
Germany and France. The Italian industry is the only one capable of picking up,
trends at the Cologne furniture trade show and converting them into a wide
variety of salable new products by the Milan show a few months later. The
unique blend of competition and collaboration in Italy allows the industry to
gain access to distant retailers without the imposing burden of a larger and more
bureaucratic corporate stiucture.

Producers in low wage countries have made ordy modest advances in the
furniture market to dater but they pose at least some threat for the future. Cost
differences between Germany and Poland, Japan and China or the U.S. and
Southeast Asia or Mexico are enormous. One source estimates that there is a
22 to 1 labor cost advantage to operating in Poland rather than West Germany.
We there are sdll many concerm about quality and the ability of furniture to
travel well over long distances, the size of the labor cost difference is sufficient to
encourage many larger manufacturers to explore foreign production, partictiarly
for solid wood components where labor can accomt for as much as 40 percent of
the totaf cost. Some manufacturers are outsourcing component work while
others are setting up subsidiaries in Eastern Emope. We precise figures are
not available, it appears that 1 percent of total German production has been
transferred east in the last few years and shipmen~ from Eastern Europe now
represent over 15 percent of total imports. A similar trend is occurring in the
U.S., where imports rose to over $4 biflion by 1991. Much of this entered the
country in the form of componenb that were then assembled and lacquered or
finished in the U.S. Some Italian manufacturers have even entered affiliations
with Asian companies in order to serve the growing Chinese market rather than
trying to export themselves. The Italians provide the designs and initial
production know-how and the Asians control the actual manufactiing.

Final product imports from low wage countiies have increased at a slower rate,
though this is beginning to change as well. Many of the major exporting
countries do not have abundant supplies of the type of native wmd stock that
aPPea~ to CUSt0mer5in the major markets. If a developing comtry wanted to
compete in the large U.S. oak market it would have to import materials (possibly
from the U.S.) and then export final goods. Shipment costs codd become
significant since sending assembled product overseas can double the customary
8 to 15 percent of wholesale cost required to get the product to retail stores.
There is also a greater risk of damage when shipping final product rather than
prefinished parts. Low end “knock down” furniture has experienced the greatest
rates of growth in large part because it dus not face many of these difficulties
since it is often unfinished and capable of being efficiently packed in conttiers.

Overseas producers of office furniture face the additioml difficdty of meeting
local delivery schedules and service requirements. Many products are custom
ordered with relatively short lead times. Furthermore, after-sales service is
critical since as much as 15 percent of “systems furniture” may need to be
remanufactured at some point. Shipping these parts back and forth across the
ocean adds unwanted dme and expeme. Finally, office furniture manufacturers
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Exhibi 18
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need to participate h joint selling programs with dealers and thus must maintain
some presence in each major market. These factors combined with the fact that
office furniture is somewhat less labor intensive than many household items help
ensure that major office furniture manufac~ers keep production facilities near
each of their major markets.

Universal increases in productivity,
parddarly where the starting point was low

Rapid productivity increases have occmred in all countries and all types of
furniture. Global best practice has begun to swept the industry while global
competition has not. Companies in all countries have invested in automation
and computer controlled machinery. The extent to which this has happened
appears to be a function of starting point position and competitive pressure.

The Japanese and Spanish industries have had particdarly rapid increases in
productivity, with rates of increase that are 170 percent and 70 percent above
what occurred in the U.S. Much of this difference can be described as “catching
up.” Exhibit 16 shows that the 1980 productivity rates in Spain and Japan were
only 30 and 50 percent of the level achieved in the U.S. and Germany. This
suggests that there was sufficient room to improve just by applying techniques
commonly used in other countries. Incremental increases in producdvity were
somewhat more diffidt in Germany and the U.S. where manufacturers had to
push the frontier of automation. Even in these countries, however, there were
increases of more than 2 percent per year, suggesting that there is ample room to
furtier automate what is essentially still a craft-based business.

The productivity increase in Japan was fairly uniform across segments
(Exhibit 17). Mix effects had relatively little impact. The rapid rise of highly
efficient office furrdture manufacturers did pfi the average productivity
upward, but this explains ordy 0.5 of the 5.7 percent annual rate of increase.
Economic Darwinism also had an effect, as many ineffiaent small manufacturers
left the market. Yet the most proximate cause of producdvity increases were
individual company investments in new technology.

While the Japanese manufacturers appear to have had ample room to improve
their productivity, this alone does not explain why they began to do so in the
1980s. Part of the reason is increasing charnel pressure and competitive
intensity. Discounters emerged in the household furniture segment and placed
significant pressure on manufacturers to hold or decrease prices. Siilarly, sales
of office furniture became increasing y concentrated in large players.
Manufacturers with extensive sales forces were best positioned to capitalize on
the trend to buying in bti rather than in individual pieces, and as a result
smaller manufacturers were pushed down the chain as subcontractors. Their
livelihood became highly dependent on their ability to meet the cost targets
provided by the larger players.
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LABOR RATES IN FURNITURE PRODUCTION
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Channel pressure was effective because of the large number of suppliers
available to purchasers. Not only were there 20,000 manufacturers of furniture,
but the large compaties tended to compete head to head in a number of industry
subsectors.

bother reason why Japti felt particdar pressure to improve productivity can
be found in the labor market. Permanent furniture workers have always been
somewhat difficdt to find given the generally low level of unemployment.
Farmers, housewives, and foreigners were utilized to meet seasonal and cyclical
peaks. During the bubble era in Japan, these workers became increasingly
expemive and difficdt to attract. Furthermore, the physical capaaty of more
automated office furniture manufacturers began to limit their ability to ftiill
customer requirements even if they codd find the workers. As a resdt several
companies invested heavily in state-of-the-art eqtipment that allowed them to
meet the pressing demands of customers and reduce their long-term reliance on
an increasingly mcertain labor pool.

These forces were not unique to Japan. Discounters emerged in a number of
other countries and buying groups became increasingly important, particdarl y
in Germany. Efforts by manufacturers to stem this tide often proved futile.
Many French manufatiers tried to boycott the initial large scale retailers, but
some small companies provided product, and they quickly became the volume
leaders in the industry. Channel pressure did not translate into productivity
improvement@ as directly in the U.S. because of high initial levels of productivity
and an increasing trend toward highly specialized niche players.

A final factor driving productivity at the company level in Europe is lack of wage
flexibility. As trade became more important in furniture, industrywide salary
levels became more of a hindrance. Rather than leveling the playing field, they
stacked the deck against manufacturers in developed European countries.
Productivity increases and layoffs were the only levers companies had to
influence their cost position and stay competitive.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Exhibit 18 summarizes our findings from the furniture indushy case. It
illustrates that internal industry dynamics were much more important than
independent factors in the capital, labor or product markets in explaining cross
country differences in employment performance. Competition, innovation and
demand growth combine to cause the output and producdvity outcomes that
directly determine employment. Furniture appears to be a rather “pure” case, in
that many of the barriers that determine the outcome in other industries do not
come into play.

Furniture compaties in all countiies, whether family owned or publicly traded,
are under intense pressure to succeed. They do not have the resources or other
forms of support needed to consider other objectives. Down cycles have
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inevitably eroded the equity to capitaf ratio of firms, though those who survive
these periods have continued to invest in order to keep up with the competition.
They have been able to secure the financing necessary to fund producdvity
increases or new product expansions. Thus, differences in the structure in the
capital markets in the six countries we analyzed appear to have liffle effect on
furniture employment in either the short or the long term.

Labor market differences have been ordy slightly more important. Pressure in
the product market has kept the labor market fairly fhiid, and the decentralized
retie of the industry has kept union power relatively low in all countries except
Germany.

Furniture labor costs have not played a major role in decreasing output. Wages
are below the manufacturing average in afl countries where data is available
(Exhibit 19). This is partitiarly true in Germany and the United States and helps
explain the low price levels in these countries. Changes in wages and prices are
much less tied, however. Wages are rising somewhat more quickly than pay in
other parts of manufatiing in most countries, yet prices are fafling compared to
other goods and services. Germany is the only country where relative pay fell,
but it also had the slowest decrease in furniture prices. The influence wages have
on employment appears more closely related to a country’s exposure to imports
from low cost countries than to absolute differences in costs. When viewed this
way, the wages in the German industry have recently begun to dampen
employment. Eastern European countiies lmk like an increasingly attractive
altermtive to the larger German-based companies. Similar threats do not exist
for countries with lower absolute wages or greater distance from low cost
altermtives.

Labor flexibility and availability are not major differentiating factors because the
labor market in furniture is highly fluid in most countries. A few companies
complain of an inability to get people with specific skills on short notice, but only
the Japanese industry has experienced systematic difficulty in attracting workers.
The general labor shortage in Japan made it increasingly difficult for furniture
makers to hire people during cyclical and seasoml peaks. As workers became
more Cliffidt and expensive to get, Japanese manufacturers had an increasing
incentive to invest in labor saving equipment. Once output returned to normal
levels, these moves served to permanently reduce the need for both fu~-tirne and
temporary workers.

European countries have increased their labor flexibility tiough the extensive
use of temporary workers. Many of the new people who are hired sign limited
contracts that can last for up to 18 months. This is pardcularly the case in
Germany, where the union, Gewerkschaft Holz md Kunstoff, has limited
producers’ ability to adjust work times and has fought to make sure permanent
workers get generous severance payments if laid off. The net result of this
practice is higher, but more volatile employment than would be possible
otherwise.

12



Jn the product market, goverrunent regr.dations and procurement play a
relatively small role in all countiies examined. Government action which
occurred in the area of product codes and requirements has tended to facilitate
increased output rather than restrict it. The French government is currently
considering taking this approach even further by providing rebates to customers
who buy new forms of kitchen furniture.

Finally, demand growth in furniture has shown little evidence of convergence
across countries. In many of the other industries we have examined, countries
with low initial rates of consumption caught up during the 1980s. The reverse
was true in furniture. France and Spain started with low spending levels and fell
further behind during the decade. Higher spending countries showed little
evidence of saturation.

In the end, employment has fared best where high levels of productivity and
rapid rates of innovation have combined to stimdate customer demand. This
virtuous relationship has been missing in France and Spain, and their furniture
employment has suffered. Fixing this problem is primarily a private sector issue,
though policymakers can assist directly and indirectly by creating an
environment that fosters innovation and rewards entrepreneurship.

hking forward, it appears that furniture industry employment is unlikely to
rebound significantly in the countries examined. Cyclical increases will continue,
and employment may rise as economies recover, but the long-term trend is
unquestionably down. Aggregate job creation wifl need to OCCUIin o~er sectors
of the economy where innovation, like that found in furniture, will have an even
greater influence on customer demand.
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BANKING INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY

BankingEmploymentPerformance

Jobs created per thousandWotilng age population

France -0.s

Germany

t

1.9

ftety 0.9

Japan 1.0

Spain -0.7

Us. 1.9

The banking caae shows how product, labor and capital markat barriers can affact
employment through changaa in competitive intensity. Tha U.S., Franca and Spain all
experienced employment declines in traditional banking products as competitive
intensity increased during the 1980s. In the U.S., howavar, the right combination of
product, labor and capital market factors also led to employment increaaea in mortgages
and securities.

Deregulation and privafizatien caused compafiiion to increase in the U.S., France, Spain and among Japanese cm

banks during the 19S0s. In msture tradiionsl banking predutis, incraas.ad -t pressure and newfy available

automation technology caused banks to i~raa.se affiiiancy and reduce employment. Competition remained low in

Germany, Italy and .lapan (outsideof the city banks), and th~ allowed employmentto continueto grow.

Increased competifienin the U.S. ak lad to a hm in residential mortgsgw that created mm than enough jobs

to compensate for the dedins in tradtionsl prodds. This bmtir was partfy due to falling interest ratas,

dernegraph= and tu law changes, but if woukl mt have been naa~ as large without a radicsl change in the

mortgage busin- system. S~isiizad rnettgsge banks used aacurifiition and lTdriven unde~lng to

increase effniency, lower interest margins and origimtien f-, and thus stimukte demand. ~s innovation was

dependent on a favorable regulatory environment, sacurftizstiin and flexible labor. The absenca of these

cerrdiiiens in Europa and Japan prevented e similar development.

In the U.S. s~uritias industry, reguistiens such as strong antirust enforcement, “Chinese walls” in underwriting,

and tmnsparent accounting standards enmuragad high retail penetrstkm and employment. The same reguktions

also helpad the U.S. develop an intemsticnsl compattiwe edvantege in secutiIs origination, structuring, and

trading. Japan achieved high amutiies employment witfrc.ufmany of these regulations, etthough a substantial part

of employment in Japan is maintained by high, regulated mmmissions in equity trading,

The “predtiivii of a banking industry is irrsressingly beceming a cencem of national policymskers, both in terrna

of intemstbnsl mmpattiie advantage and the efficiency of intermadmtion. The importance of the banking industfy

goes well beyond the 1 to 2 percent of the working age peculation it employs. The fundamental underpinning of

employment policy in this industry remains one that allows for employment growth consistent with h!gh producttii

and efficient intemradiition services to the rest of the -nomy.



Employment in the
banking md securities industry

This case covers the entie banking industry (both commercial bting and
securities). Its objective is to understand the way employment evolved in six
major countries in the last two decades and to use this historical amlysis to
derive generalizable recommendations for entire economies.

The importance of the banking industry goes well beyond the 1 to 2 percent of
the working age population it employs. Banks and securities firms provide
payment settlement and finanaal intermediation services that are indispensable
to the rest of the economy. A bbg industry should provide efficient and low
cost intermediation, a stable and reliable payments systems, and convenient and
low cost services to consumers, as well as jobs. These goals conflict at times;
measures that aim to increase competition in the industry can also lead to bad
lending practices and costly failures.

The six mtional industries studied differed significantly in terms of regulation,
government partiapation and labor rigidity. These dfierences led to different
levels of competition, innovation, productivity, and ultimately, employment. By
comparing six countries, this case will attempt to draw generalizable conclusions
about the effects of the various policy levers available to governments. The goal
will be to identify poliaes that allow employment growth that is consistent with
high productivity and the provision of efficient and reliable intermediation
services to the rest of the economy.

This case will begin by explaining the structure of the batig industry in the six
countries and will then describe their employment performance in the last
decade. Subsequent sections will examine the causes of cross-countiy differences
in employment performance in first the commercial banking, and then the
securities industry. A fifth secdon will summarize the causal storyline using the
framework common to all seven case studies, and a final section will draw out
implications for policymakers and discuss the outlook for the future.

THE BANKING INDUSTRY

Jn the U.S. and Japan, the bardcing industry encompasses depository institutions
(commercial banks, savings ba& and credit coop~ratives), nondepository
institutions (focused on credit cards, specialized credit, or mortgages) and
securities firms (Exhibit 1). The first two groups of institutions are grouped into
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Exhbh 2

EMPLOYMENT IN BANKING AND SECURITIES 1992
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“commercial banking” which has been legally separated from the securities
business in the U.S. and Japan for most of this century.

Depository banks in Europe are allowed to offer many of the services provided
by nondepository and securities firms in the U.S. The larger scope of these
“universal” bati leads to a smaller role for nondepository institutions in Europe
(Exhibit 2). Even when the securities activities of European universal banks are
included, tie U.S. and Japan still have md larger securities industries.

Among depository banks, the exact types of institution and the mix among them
in a given country is very dependent on its re@atory history. All countries have
commercial or city banks which have been the main lenders to business. k
addition, all comtiies have encouraged the creation of savings banks, which
were originally focused on (or limited to) consumer savings, loans and
mortgages. While commercial banks are allowed to compete with savings banks
in these areas, savings banks are usually given some advantages by the
government (e.g., Regulation Q in the U.S., the conbact savings system in
France). A third type of bank, credit cooperatives, are institutions created to
serve a targeted group of people such as members of a trade union, citizens of a
small town, or farmers in a given rsrea.1

Non-depository institutions include specialized firms offering leasing, credit
cards, consumer loans and mortgages. In Japan these firms are mairdy focused
on consumer lending and include credit card companies, high-risk lenders (such
as the Sarakin) and leasing companies. Borrowing from many nonbanks is
considered “lower status” in Japan. In the U.S. the nondepository banks are split
roughIy evenly between mortgage banks and companies that provide personal
credit, business credit or processing services. European nondepository banks are
much smaller in terms of employment.

While the commercial banking sector is mainly domestic, the securities industry
is much more global. Employment in origination, structuring and trading is
largely concentrated in the intermtional financial markets (e.g., New York and
London), but sales and distribution is normally local. The level of trading-related
employment depends mainly on a country’s role as an international financial
center, while the level of distribution employment depends on the penetration of
securities among retail investors. Historically, countries with a legal separation
between commercial banking and securities (the U.S., the UK and Japan) have
developed larger securities industries.

1 ~ Japanhere~e ~Vm ~Frate ~S of bafis city, ~st, long-term crdlt, and regional banks (which

resemble rummercial banks), wend-tier regional and Shinkin banks (which resemble savings banks),
and rredit cuoperativ~. The activities allowed each bank are not completel y overlapping
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EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE IN BANKING AND SECURITIES 1982-92
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EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

Employment performance from 1982 to 1992 was strongest in the U.S. and
Germany. Both countries created 1.9 jobs for every thousand in the working age
popdation (adjusted for the growth in working age poptiation) (Exhibit 3). Italy
and Japan also performed well, adding 0.9 and 1.0 jobs, respecdvely. France and
Spain increased absolute employment but lost 0.5 and 0.7 jobs relative to the
working age poptiation. The U.S. was chosen as the benchmark rather than
Germany because we found that its employment growth was consistent with
high levels of competition and productivity growth and thus yielded more
interesting lessons for the endre economy.

Employment performance was not uniform across product areas (Efibit 4). The
sbong U.S. performance resdted from rapid growth in mortgages and securities
compensating for employment losses in traditional products (payments,
deposits, and consumer and business loans). The shift in commercial banking
employment from traditional products to mortgages was accompanied by a shift
from depository banks to more specialized institutions. France and Spain also
experienced employment losses in &aditioml products, but in these comtries
there was little offsetdng growth in mortgages and securities. Germany, Italy
and Japan are different in that they experienced less restructuring in traditional
products. Germany experienced steady growth across products, while
employment growth in Italy and Japan was dominated by traditional products
and securities, respectively.

The growth in many counhies was also not uniform over time (Exhibit 5). After
rapid growth (over 4 percent p.s.) from 1972 to 1987, employment in the U.S.
began to decline. The downturn after 1987 represented both a downward
correction after rapid expansion in the early 1980s (especially in S&Ls) and a
change in the industry structure (exemplified by the M&A among banks and
thrifts). France also grew from 1972 to 1987, albeit at only 1.4 percent per annurn,
and has since decreased in employment. Spain and Japan experienced rapid
growth during their economic booms in the latter part of the 1980s. Mployment
growth in Japan continued until the end of the bubble economy in 1991, while
the growth in Spain ended with the sudden increase in competitive intensity that
accompanied the 1989 deposit pricing war.

In addition to more rapid growth, the U.S. also had a si~lcantly higher initial
employment level relative to other counkies. About half of the level difference
between Germany and the U.S. is explained by the larger securities industry in
the U.S., but the U.S. also has the largest commercial banking industry. Some of
the level differences codd be explained by differences in GDP per capita, as
richer courstries tend to use more financial services. Not surprisingly, Italy and
Spain had the lowest initial levels. The employment growth in Italy is partly due
to a catching up from a low initial employment level, and some of the
employment growth in Japan maybe due to the rapid economic growth which
occurred during the 1980s. The employment measure used in this case
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EMPLOYMENT EVOLUTION IN BANKING AND SECURITIES 1972-92
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MUTUAL FUNDS AND THE U.S. WMPLE
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incorporates both initial employment level and growth rate and thus is less likely
than per annum growth rates to be distorted by catching up effe~.

CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT
DIFFERENCES IN COMMERCIAL BANKING

In the 1970s, competitive intensity in cornmeraal barddng ‘mall countries was
rather low. In the U.S., and to a lesser extent in France, Japan and Spain,
re@atory changes and the emergence of substitute produ- caused competition
to increase during the 1980s. Increased competition in the U.S. had two major
effects led to rationalization and employment reducdon in traditional products
but motivated innovation that led to an employment increase in new or emerging
products. The gains from innovation were large enough to compensate for the
losses due to rationalization, so competition did not have a negative net effect on
employment growth in the U.S. In France and Spain, barriers to innovation and
employment exp-ion in new products caused the ratiomlization effect of
competition to predominate, and increased competition led to slower
employment growfi ~rmany and Italy experienced less change in competitive
intensity and, as a resdt, maintained and even expanded employment in
tiaditioml products while experiencing less growth in mortgages and securities.

~s secdon will first examine the causes of changes in competitive intensity. It
will then explain why competition caused a decline in traditional products in all
countries and why competition also helped fuel an expansion in mortgages in the
U.S. Finally, it will examine why expansion in mortgages did not occur in other
countries. This secdon will attempt to distinguish differentiadng factors in the
product, labor and capital markets of the six countries; these factors will be
summarized in a later section.

Competitive intensity increases

Barriers to competition broke down in the 1980s, leading to increased
competitive intensity in the U.S., France, Spain, and among city banks in Japan.
The causes of increasing competitive intensity come mairdy from the product
market of the banking industry. The most important are substitute products,
pricing deregrdation, competitive local markets, and less government ownership,

q Emergence of substitute products. Both household investing and
corporate finance are becoming increasing y disintermediated in all
countries. Households and firms are increasing y bypassing the
mediation services of commercial banks and going directly to the bond
or equity markets to investor borrow (Exhibit 6). Disintermediation
puts pressure on bank profits and increases competitive intensity by
lowering the supply of cheap deposit funds and low-risk lending
opportunities. Disintermediation of both household assets and
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corporate borrowing has progressed the furthest in France and the U.S.
(Exhibits 7 and 8).

In the U.S., the legalization of money market fund checking accounts in
1979 accelerated the shift in household assets from deposits to mutual
funds and forced banks to lobby for deposit pricing dere@ation. The
1984 liberalization of regulations on mutual funds in France increased
profit pressure on banks.. German banks have lobbied against the
legalization of money market checking accounts precisely because of
the threat it poses to deposit margins and profits.

I Pricing deregulation. In the 1970s, deposit pricing was regulated in
every country studied except for Germany and Italy. By 1992, these
re@ations had been removed in Spain and the U.S., and the minimum
account size above which banks codd price freely had been lowered to
Y1Omillion in Japan. In the U.S., the effect of deregulation was dramatic
(at least in part because government bond yields had climbed far above
re@ated rates); commercial banks and thrifts quickly began offering
higher rates. In Spain the impact was also dramatic. Nine months after
the 1987 dere@ation Banco Santander started the “liabilities war” by
significantly increasing deposit rates. France experienced a more
gradual but not insignificant increase in competition after dere@ation
in 1984.

The absence of pricing regulation has not always led to intense
competition, however. Germany and Italy did not re@ate pricing even
in the 1970s, but deposit margins are still quite high. Given the lower
penetration of substitute products, German and Italian banks do not
have to compete intensely on pricing. They have dso not been
aggressive in exten~ng opening hours and other customer services.
Citibank has recently broken with industry practice in Germany by
opening some of its branches on Saturday and offering telephone
banking, but for most of the period studied, legal barriers were not
necessary to keep competitive intensity low.

Governments do not always welcome intense competition because it
brings with it the possibility of bank failures and a loss of confidence in
the payments system. Pricing deregulation has been gradual in Japan
because of concerns about underfunded deposit insurance, and low
competitive intensity has been tolerated in Germany because of
concerns about the stability of thes ystem.

~ Competitive local markets. In ahnost every country studied,
competition has been more intense in cities than in the countryside.
Savings banks, cooperative banks, credit unions and Shinkin banks,
located in small towns, do not face the same competition as commercial
banks in large markets. Outside the U.S. and Spain, these
noncommercial banks have continued to face less inteme competition.
In the U.S., however, the erosion of barriers to interstate banking and
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Exhibt 9 ESTIMATE

LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IN PAYMENTS AND CASH WITHDRAWALS
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the branching expansion (mainly through M&A) of the more
sophisticated players has increased competitive pressure on all bank
types. In the 1980s, major banks in Spain evolved from regional to
mtional players, expanded their branch networks, and put increasing
pressure on tie ‘savings banks.

Less government ownership. Governments usually enter the retail
banking industry or restrain competition in order ensure a stable
payments system, safe bafi deposits and affordable housing. Many
governments have tried to ensure the adequate provision of housing
finance by either preferentially treating specific institutions or entering
the market itself. Savings banks in France and S&Ls in the U.S. (dtig
the 1970s) are examples of institutions to which governments have
given advantages. The Japan Housing ban Corporation and the
mortgage arm of &gentaria in Spain are examples of public housing
fimnce institutions.

Outside of housing finance, European government own a significant
part of the retail banking system. The government controls 70 percent
of bank assets in Italy, 40 percent in Germany, and 20 to 30 percent in
France and Spain. Privatizations in 1986 (Soa4t@ @n@rale among
others) and 1993 (BNP) have significantly reduced government
ownership and increased competition in France, however.

Increased competition causes productivity increases
and employment losses in traditional products

Since 1980, new tools for increasing banking productivity have become available.
Information technology has become more powerful and less expensive, allowing
procedures previously done by hand to be automated. As a resdt, banks
centralized processing functions, simplified or eliminated paperwork, closed
unneeded branches, used part-time workers to meet demand peaks, and directed
customers to less labor intensive delivery systems (like ATMs and telephone
banking).

With few exceptiom, these productivity improvements are equally feasible in all
countries, but they have been implemented more readily in more competitive
markets. Systems expenditures are high in the U.S., France and in Japanese city
banks and much lower in Germany, Italy and Japanese regioml and savings
banks. The McKinsey Global Institute’s Service Sector Productivity report found
that banking productivity was 35 percent higher in the U.S. than in Germany,
and an extension of the methodology for payments suggests that the gap with
France is similar and that it is even larger with Italy (Exhibit 9). It also suggests
that producdvity has increased more rapidly in France than in Germany. This,
along with the fact that the rapid productivity increase in the U.S. began at the
same time as pricing dere@ation (Exhibit 10), suggests that increased
competition has led to productivity increases.
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U.S. MORTGAGE ORIGINATION BY TYPE OF LOAN
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Due to the high penetration of traditional banking products (over 90 percent of
households in Europe have current accounts) and the resulting limits on output,
productivity increases in traditional produ~ probably restit in employment
decreases. The decline in employment in payments and deposits in the U.S.,
France and Spain (and the steady growth in Germany and Italy) supports this
concltiion.

Competition and profit pressure lead to
employment gains in U.S. mortgage industry

The increase in competitive intensity in the U.S. did not lead ordy to job
destruction, however. Banks and thrifts had their traditioml revenue sources
undermined by deposit re@ation and their profits threatened by the interest
rate environment in the early 1980s. Many sought to compensate by growing
and realizing economies of scale - from 1982 to 1987 this took the form of
expanding branches and lending, while after 1987 mergers and acquisitions were
more common.

The expansion in lending was not entirely healthy, especially within the thrift
industry. The relaxation of asset mix requirements by the DIDMCA and Garn-
St. Germain Acts that accompanied pricing dere@ation, partitiarly the
increase in the amount of cornmeraal real estate lending allowed, embled S&Ls
to expand lending in more risky areas. The S&L crisis and expensive
government bailout that followed was a resdt of the combination of increased
competition and decreased government supervision. Many argue that the crisis
cotid have been avoided if regulators had better overseen the risk of thrifts’ loan
mix and set deposit insurance prernia to My reflect that risk.

A healthy exp-ion did occur in mortgages. Employment in residential
mortgages more than doubled, increasing from 223,000 in 1982 to 455,000 in 1992.
About half of that increase occurred in speaalized mortgage banks, whose
employment increased from 61,000 to 172,000 in the same period. The doubfing
in employment in mortgages was matched by a near doubling in mortgages
originated in the same period (Exhibit 11). Almost all of this increase came from
second mortgages, home equity loans, and both cash~ut and rate refimncings.z
The increase in demand was motivated by a combination of exogenous factors
(the most important being the interest rate cycle and the 1986 tax reform) and a
fundamental change in the way mortgages are financed.

Securitization changed the mortgage industry by allowing different players to
originate, service and hold the mortgages on their balance sheets (Exhibit 12).
Previously, equity requirements had limited the mortgage lending of banks and
thrifts. By using government sponsored mortgage pools like Fannie Mae or

2 Gsh+ut refian&ss are tbow motivated primarily by a desire to borrow against accumulated home

equity by incwsing tie principal amount. Rte refinancing are those done only to take advantage of
lower mupcm rates

7



Exhbi 13

SOURCES OF CHANGE IN U.S. MORTGAGE DEMAND
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Freddie Mac to bundle their loans and self them to investors, small mortgage
lenders could dramatically increase their scale in either originating or servicing
loans. Countrywide Credit is the best example of a mortgage ba~ that used
securitization to expand rapidly. In 1980, Countrywide was a small Cafifofia
thrift, but by 1989 it had grown to be the largest originator and fourth largest
servicer of mortgages.

By giving a large number of small players the opporhmity to grOW~d rea~e
scale economies, securitization dramatically increased both competition and
irmovation. Scale economies embled mortgage banks to introduce IT-driven
underwridng systems, which dramatically reduced the skills required (and thus
the cost) of their loan officers. IT-driven underwriting also embled decisions to
be made faster; 90 percent of applications can be approved or denied within
minutes, as compared with the weeks often reqtied by traditioml unde~riting.
Large scale also embled mortgage banks to succeed with a less extensive
network of regionaf offices, as opposed to the expensive branch networks
mtitsined by thrifts. AS a resdt of these trends, the average purchase
origination fee fell from 300 to 160 basis points, refinancing fees felf from 300 to
130, and interest margins (admittedly difficult to measure and adjust for
prepayment risk) decreased from about 2 percent to 1 percent.

The cost and price reducdons embled by securitization and the new business
SYStemcombined with tie interest rate de~e~ tax law ~nges ~d
demographics explain the increase in mortgage demand and employment.
About two-thirds of the 3.4 rnilfion increase in mortgage originations per year
was the result of only exogenous factors (the most important being the interest
rate cycle and tax law changes) alone (Exhibit 13). The remaining third occurred
in addition, because of the lower fees and margins associated with securitization.
bwer fees and margins contributed to the increase in the attractiveness of
borrowing against housing for consumer spending, thus increasing the demand
for second mortgages, home equity loans, and cash-out refinancing. Lower fees
and margins also contributed to the rate refinancing boom (see Appendix for
more detaif on the allocation of the sources of the demand increase).

Just as the downward trend in interest rates from 1982 to 1993 stirndated
demand for rate refinancing, the upward movement in rates since February 1994
has elimimted much of this demand. The 1992 employment level of
455,000, while below the eventual employment peak in 1993, clearly overstates
what mid-cycle employment in mortgages will average in the future At the same
time, many of changes in the mortgage industry should have permanent effects;
the shift in the atiactiveness of home equity loans wilf persist in any interest rate
environment, and the falf in refmcing fees will assure another boom the next
tie rates fall. While the increase in U.S. mortgage employment was certainly
erdarged by the fall in interest rates, lessons about permanently improvtig
employment performance can be learned from its example.
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The “productivity” of a banking industry is increasingly becoming a concern of
national policymakers, both in terms of intermtional competitive advantage and
the efficiency of intermediation. Trade is already quite intense in securities;
ori~ation, structuring and trading are almost completely global. In commercial
bankin~ the European Single Market has lowered entry barriers within Europe
and threatens to make banking a pan-European industry in the medium term.
Furthermore, policymakers are becoming increasingly aware of the tiportance
of a lean and efficient intermediation system to the funcdoning of the entire
economy.

Many governments have implemented some measures designed to increase
competition, and thus, productivity: Spain and the U.S. dere~ated deposit
priang, France privatized the two largest state-owned banks, and Japan has
gradually liberalized de~sit pricing and expanded the functions allowed certain
bank types. The enthusiasm for reform has been tempered by concerns that
increased competition will destabilize the system and lead to employment losses
and/or an expensive government bailout like the one following the S&L crisis in
the U.S.

A main finding of this case is that increased competition does not necessarily
have to lead to employment losses. In the U.S., the squeeze on profits following
deregulation encouraged banks to seek not only increased efficiency in their
existing businesses but also increased penetration in new or emerging
businesses. Residential mortgages was the emerging business which generated
the most employment, but banks and nonbanks also expanded aggressively in
consumer loans, credit cards and processing services (such as bill opening or
airline ticket processhg).

A simifar expansion in emerging products did not occur in France and Spain, the
other countries in which competition increased significantly. fie flexibtlty of
the U.S. capital market, re~atory authorities, and labor market embled
innovation to occur in the US., and rigidities in the same areas retarded
tiovation elsewhere. The lesson to be drawn from the experience of the U.S.
mortgage banking industry is not that other countries shodd allow mortgage
prepayments and generate large swings in interest rates in order to create
employment in refinancing. The lesson is that an industry with fewer rigidities
in the product, labor, and capital markets is more likely to innovate and create
jobs even when competition intensity inweases.

OUTLOOK

While employment in banking increased to some degree in all six countries
during the 1980s, the employment outlook for the 1990s is less positive.
Employment in the US. and France peaked in 1987 and has been falling slowly
since. Italy and Spain may contiue to increase in employment given their low
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initial levels, but Germany and Japan will probably also cease to grow as
competition increases.

Many of the 455,000 jobs in the U.S. mortgage industry in 1992 are not
sustainable. Interest rates are increasing again as the economy recovers,
and although a significant number of outstanding mortgages remain
“refinanceable” (i.e., with a coupon rate more than 40bp above current
market rates), refinancing is already slowing from its pace in 1992 and
1993.

It is difficdt to predict where new innovations will occur in banking
and whether they will create enough jobs to balance the inevitable
further decline in “traditioml” payments, deposits and loans. Securities
shodd condnue to grow, as the U.S. capital market continues to provide
more capital and intermediation services to the developing world.

The sustainability of employment gains in Germany is also in question.
me barriers ~t kept deposit margins high are beginning to break
down. Luxembourg money market funds are attracting more and more
German assets, and the major bak have recently launched a money
market checking account (legalized in August 1994). The securities
market is in the process of reforms that shotid increase its
transparency, and thus its attractiveness to retail investors. German
banks will not only have to compete with substitute products, but also
with entiants like Citibank that are offering telephone banking and may
attempt to compete on price.

Mortgage penetration in Germany is the second highest of the countries
studied, but given high house prices in Germany it may have growth
potential. Germany is geographically best situated to become the main
capital market for Eastern Europe, but it must become as transparent
and efficient as London. To avoid employment decline, German banks
must aggressive y pursue new business opportunities, and German
m@at0r5 mUStremove the barriers to their doing SO,

Japan also faces a potential employment decline. Its large securities
employment is sustained by high regdated commissions (they have
been recently lowered, but are still five times U.S. levels); full
dere@ation will lead to a consolidation of its small firms. The second-
tier regioml and Shinkirr bati are also currently insdated from
competition but will be threatened as more sophisticated city and
regioml banks expand. Further dere@ation may result in declining
employment and a destabilized industry (a danger made greater by the
underfunded deposit insurance system) unless banks develop new
income sources.

Banks have captured ordy a small share of the rapidly growing
consumer loan and credit card markets because of weak creditor
protection laws. S&engthening these laws would provide a new income
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source. Corporate underwriting and mutual funds are less developed
than in the U.S., in part because of the lack of transparency described
above. Reforms of accounting staridards and improvements of the bond
rating system would enable some sustainable employment growth in
securities. Mortgage penetration is quite low despite high land prices.
Changing the JHLC from a primary player to a Ginnie Mae-style
subsidized security packager wodd encourage mortgage employment

-growth without underrnining Japan’s sociaf housing policy.

France also has low mortgage penetration; a French Fannie Mae and
reforming the subsidized contract savings plan would encourage the
expansion of independent mortgage banks. Securities have a high retail
penetration in France, but France needs to capture more of the
structuring, originating and trading employment by making Paris more
attractive as a marketplace. The success of the MA~ exchange,
opened in 1986, is a good start. French bti have been focused on
improving their profits hugh technology and efficiency gains, a
change in focus toward providing more customer value (through
services like credit cards, leasing, telephone banking, etc.) would lead to
better employment performance.

The industry in Spain is likely to conscdidate further, continuing the
trend started by the Bilba&Vizcaya and Banesto-Santander mergers. In
order to create productive employment, banks need the freedom to
banks need the freedom to expand on other products. Securities and
mortgages both have large growth potential, especially given high
home ownership rates. Spain has the advantage of a less concentrated
industry; if barriers to innovation are removed, the potential for a
dymrnic, innovative sector exists.

The ~wth of the banking industry in Italy has been due to a lack of
competition and increased penetration in the South. The successti
entry of Abbey National in the mortgage industry has shown that the
industry in Italy may become increasingly vulnerable if entry and
competition barriers break down. The greatest threat to long-term
employment is exactly what sustains employment in the short term: the
product and labor market regulations that prevent banks from
becoming more efficient.
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APPENDIX SOURCES OF CHANGE
IN U.S. MORTGAGE OUTPUT

The model used to understand the sources of supply and demand for
originations k shown in Exhibit 24. Lower costs, increased competition, and
underpriced deposit insurance influenced the bank’s decision of what margins
and fees to charge (and implicitly, how much money to lend). The margins and
fees combine with exogenous factors to influence household decisions to take out
three broad types of lom rate refinancing (refinancing primarily to get a lower
interest rate, rather than to inmease prinapal), cash-out loans (refinancing,
home equity loam, and second mortgages primarily intended to borrow against
new home equity), and first mortgages.

The change in mortgage origimtion by type of loan is shown in Exhibit 11. Most
of the increase in demand between the periods 1977 to 1983 and 1987 to 1993
came from refinancing @oth cash-out and rate-motivated) and home equity
loans. Exhibit 13 attributes the increased demand for different loan types to the
major exogenous and endogenous factors in the model. The effect of the S&L
crisis is included in the interest rate cycle rather than in lower mortgage fees and
margins; lower fees and margins therefore represent only the effect of the
endogenous factors. The implicit subsidy provided by unsound S&L lending to
residential mortgages during the 1980s was quite small, averaging only four
basis points (Exhibit 25). The following secdom explain the allocation for each
loan type.

First mortgages

This analysis assumes that the increases in first mortgages origimted and
outstanding were completely exogenous to the industry. The increase in first
mortgages originated was caused primarily by popdation growth and increased
household formation (due to the baby boomers entering their thirties). Rising
housing prices also caused a slight increase in the percent of home buyers
needing a first mortgage.

Cash-out refinanangs, home equity
loans, and second mortgages

If a hommwner wanted to borrow to finance a consumer purchase or home
~Provementr his or her ~oice of financial titrument will depend on whether
enough home equity is available to borrow against, and on whether a housing-
backed loan is more attrative than a consumer loan. Consumers usually choose
a cash-out refinancing when current interest rates are lower than the coupon on
their first mortgage. ~ey choose home equity loans and/or second mortgages
when current rates are higher than their coupon. This model assumes that since
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Exhtii 24
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ILLUSTRATIVE
ExhibR26
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both “falling rate” and “rising rate” options are available, ordy tie form of a
cash-out loan and not the detision to make it will not depend on the interest rate
cycle.

Real home values increased more rapidly in the late 1970s than in the late 1980s.
A consumer 5 years into a mortgage (the average time when a home equity loan
is made) wodd have had more equity available in the 1977 to 1983 period than
from the 19S7 to 1993. The rapid increase in home vahres in the 1980s is,
therefore, not likely to have caused the increase in cash-out loans; more equity
was actually available in the 1970s.

Exhibit 26 shows why the trade-off between consumer loans and housing-backed
loans became so tilted toward housing loans h the 1980s. The elimination of
consumer interest tax deductions in 1986 had a large effect on all three loan
types, although this effect was mitigated somewhat by the lower marginal tax
rates of the 1986 Tax Reform. The interest rate cycle made installment and credit
card loans less attractive, as their rates did not fall with car loan and mortgage
rates. Lower origination fees and mortgage margins also made housing loans
more attractive. When the effects on these three loan types are averaged
(Exhibit 27), lower fees and margins account for about 25 percent of the change in
the trade off. This model therefore assumes that 25 percent of the increased
demand for cash-out loans was caused by the change in fees and margins.

Rate refinancing

Two factors affect the decision to refimnce a mortgage for a lower rate the
refmncing fee charged and the difference between current rates and the coupon
rate of the mortgage. mbit 28 shows how 30-year fixed rates fell from their
peak in 1982. About 5.3 percent of the 6.5 percent decline came from lower risk-
free rates, and the other 1.2 percent decline came from lower margins. The
subsidy resulting from unsound S&L lending practices was very small relative to
the other changes.

A combimtion of lower origimtion fees and lower marginal tax rates (due to the
1986 tax reform) reduced the difference required between current and coupon
rates from 210 to 80 basis points (Exhibit 29). Most of MS change was due to the
lower origination fees.

Exhibit 30 is constructed by assuming that the decrease from 210 to 80 basis
points in the threshold at which a refinancing was economic caused a doubling in
the number of refinanangs that actuaIly occurred. American Housing Survey
data on the coupon rates of outstanding mortgages suggests that the decrease in
the break-even threshold made 50 percent more mortgages refimnceable
(Exhibit 31). The combined effects of lower margins on mortgage rates and lower
fees on the refinancing decision explain about 55 percent of the increase in rate
refinancing.
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Exhibt 28
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Exhibfi 30
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Assumptions made

The more critical assumptions are explained below:

I First mortgages. are unaffected by lower fees and margins. Low
mortgage funding costs probably allowed households to afford more
expensive housing and thus take out more and larger loans. tis effect
is difficult to measure, and so, given the relatively small increase in first
mortgages, it was ignored.

y Cash-out refinancing (defined for this analysis as refinancing
which raise the principal by more than 5 percent) are motivated
entirely by the desire to borrow against equity. While exheme, if this
assumption were relaxed it would require reclassifying cash-out
refinancing as rate refinancing. Since lower fees and margins had a
larger effect on rate refinancing, this assumption causes the effect of
endogenous factors to be understated.

~ Second mortgages and home equity loans are perfect substitutes for
cash-out refinancing. The altermtive to this assumption is to assume
that cash-out refinancing are partly motivated by lower rates, and that
some cash-out refinanangs shodd be reclassKled as rate refinanangs.
See above discussion.

~ The ratio between actual refinancing and the number of refirsancings
that make sense economically will remain constant as the refinancing
cost decreases. This assumption is conservative. One could argue that
each mortgage that was previously “refimnceable” wodd become even
more likely to be refinanced as the threshold dropped.

On balance these assumptions shodd have led to a conservative estimate of the
irn~fiance of lower fees and margins to the demand for mortgages. ~ the
basis of this analysis, it seems reasomble to conclude that a significant portion
(estimated here to be about one-third) of the increase in U.S. mortgage output
wodd not have occurred without the lower costs and increased competition
associated with the imovation dwing the 1980s.
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RETAILING INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY

Retalfing Employment Performance

Jobs meated per thousandworldngage population

Frence -3.6

Germeny 7-2.1

Japan -2.3 d
Spain

k

3.5

Us. 4.9

Retailing is experiencing a structural shift: the destrutilon of old
formats and the creation of naw, innovative ones that offer more
value to tha customer and operate with greater efficiency.
Rigidities in the product and labor market retarded the emergence
of high valua forrnata in France, Germany and Japan and this led to
lower overall employment.

As the -rid Iergaat emp~ment sector that was studied, the sheer size of the retail

sector and the Ierge cross-country dfierenc~ in employment parformence make this

induet~ i~rtanf to our underafatilng of the overall employment performance of entire

—mies.

The tranefomsathn of mfailing invotvas innovation in the fom of new store formets -

fosusing on either increased efficiency through scale economies or on i~reasad value

to the customer by epacialiiing on a part~ular product group, A shfi towards high

value formats tends to inwaaaa empbyment while one towards high effiiie~

~rations tends to sfaatrey *.

Pdqmakers are in a pmitien to influence whbh kind of formats retailing entrepreneurs

rote. W~h modhimtions in sti areas as zoning reguhtkms, antie~etttie

practices, and opening tir Iimitatiens, poliimakers can foster job creation in high

value formats. Predti msrlsef barriers limited the devebpment of the high value

formsts in favor of the htgh affiiiency formats in Frence, Germany and Japan, and

ukimately lad to a declina in empbyment. Weaker mnstreints to inmvation rasuhad in

a shfi beyond high efsiae~ stores to high value formets in tha U.S. and lad to net job

craetion. Italy arsd Spain iwmasad employment by protecting their low preductivhy

Sto?es,

Retailing is one of the few industries we studied where labor market factors also appaar

to have a major effect on empbyment. High Isbor rests and a Isck of flexibilii in using

pert-time labor and in hiring and firing preventad entrepreneur from sumassfuliy

mpitalizing on the advantages inharent in new fcmnats.



Exhibit 1

DEFINMON OF THE GENERAL MERCHANDISE RETAlL SECTOR
Bold= Dver200,000

employeesin U.S.

Included Excluded

General mershandiss storea Eating & drinking establishments

Apparel and accessories atoree Food retailers

Building and gerden suppfy stores Csr dealers

Home furnishing storae Oil and gas retailers

Auto snd horns retailers Dmg stores

Fumfture stores Convenience atorea

Jeweiy stores Liquer stores

Ftonsts

SpO~ing @s stores

Mail order heuses

Fuel, cesl and ice dealers

Seek stores

Stsfiirtery stores

Cemera stores

Clgsr stores

Source: McKtnsey anelyem

Exhbfl 2

FORMAT DEFINfTfON

Type Formsf Definition Stage

Norr- Dtiunfers, mass Estilishmenfs wilh high volume, tsst turnover, 2,3
s~ializad marchsndiiers bw prices, cerrfrsiiied check-eut sewbe,
retailers prevtitng minimum customer sewica

f-fypermsrketa, Eatsbiishmenfa in Eu~ providing mainly a 2
Supermarket large variety of fcod merchstilsa at low prbas

and minimum assistance

Department stores Eafablishmenfs pruviding a large variety of 2
products with medium and high prices,
customer service in ash dapanment

Variety stores Establishments prevtilng fimtied variety of 2
merchandise at iew and pepuhr prices with iow
or no customer service

Specisiizad Spactifrytilna Firmwith mere than 10 outlets or 3
retailers SO emptoyaas

Frsnchisss Metir of a frsnchiss cti!n 3

Indiiidusl stores” Fmn with less than 10 outlets or 50 smployees 1,2,3

Mail ordar Maii order

“ Might include small nonspecislued shops

Soume: McKinsey analysii

DC7116S4~E4.41.8



Employment k the
general merchandise retailing industry

Retailing is a major employer in advanced economies, accounting for 8 to
13 percent of total employment in the countries we studied. The focus of this
case is a subset of the entire retailing sector, general merchandise retailing, which
excludes food, drugs, automotive, and fuel retail but includes clotig, furniture,
home furnishings, and other miscellaneous goods (Exhibit 1). General
merchandise retail accounts for 4 to 7 percent of total employment- with the
exception of construction, this is the largest sector we studied. It is also the
largest representative of what we expect to be the more dynamic service sector.
During the 1980s, the employment of the sector evolved very differently in the
different countries. The size of the sector and the cross-country differences in
employment’vrformance make this industry important to oux understanding of
the employment performance of an entire economy.

The output of the ret~g sector is measured as the total value added to goods
that pass through the sector. Retailers can add value not only by delivering
goods from the wholesalers to the customers, but also by providing customers
with a targeted range of products, convenient location and hours, or
knowledgeable sales assistance. Retailers can obtain high productivity by
achieving a rapid turnover of goods, by adding a lot of value to goods, or both.

The retailing sector of a country can be characterized by the types of stores that
compose it. Variables like product variety, information technology intensity,
logistical process, and gross margin allow us to classify groups of similar stores
as one particdar format. Formats include traditioml mom-and-pop shops,
department stores, discounters, and specialty chains (Exhibit 2). Formats will be
the main variable through which the employment evolution in this case is
analyzed.

Retailing is experiencing a structural shift - the destruction of old formats and
the creation of new, innovative formats offering more value to the customer and
operadng with greater effiaency. The shift in formats is occurring in every
muntry, but the speed of the shift and the formats that are emphasized differ by
country. The employment of a retailing sector is determined by both the mix of
different format types and the amount of shopping opportunities provided by
the sector. This case will analyze the employment performance of a given

1 The term “shopptig opportunity=” refem throughouttiIScasetoacunceptthatapprc.timatesthetotal
numberofopensmrehourstimestheaveragesizeofa store.Iiincorporatesthenumber,size,and
o~ing timeofstores.

1



Exhlbk 3

STAGE DESCRIPTION

Nature stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Value Ptovtie goeds to
proposhien eve~ody

t-rMtsnsiiy Low or nonexistent

Logiath Dependent on Me
wtmleealere

Purchas@ Through a mrnplete
p-es ~~ of holeselers

Examptes General store, local
bouttiue

Source: McMneeyans~s

Pmvids a large choice Targeting precise
of goods WW low prices groups of customers,

emphasizing one value
preposition (products,
prices, setvices...)

Ceehiem, inventories Controls all store
operstiins, provides
me fketing intofrnstion

integrated Just in time, integrated
~lstics

Csntraliiad, direct with Centralized, global.
man~aciurere Marketing functions

rnternslly done

Maws, Sears Toys ‘R Us, Ikea, Gap,
Benetton



country by determining how product, labor and capital market factors have
affected both the size and the format mix of the sector.

T’HE RETAILING INDUSTRY

Retailing formats can be roughly divided into three stages (Exhibit 3). All six
countries have had a mix of the three stages at any given time, but over time
most retailing sectors have seen stage one stores replaced first by stage two and
then later by stage three. Stage one formats supply an untargeted range of goods
to a variety of customers on a small scale. The typicaf stage one store is the mom-
and-pop corner store that was quite co~on 50 years ago and sdll can be found
in underserved markets such as ruraf and low income urban areas. Since these
stores self an untargeted set of goods at a high margin (a consequence of smaller
scale), their main value proposition is either a convenient location or a lack of
substitute formats. In areas where mom-and-pop stores have competed directly
with more advanced formats, the stores have either been forced to specialize (and
thus leave stage one) or have gone out of business.

Stage two formats supply an untargeted range of goods on a large scale. These
stores benefit from scale economies in logistics and enjoy increased bargaining
power with their wholesalers. Stage two formats include variety stores,
department stores (like Hudson’s and Kaufhof), and mass merchandkers (like
Krnart and European hypermarkets). These stores emerged 30 to 40 years ago in
the U.S. and slightly later in Europe. The main value proposition of these stores
is some combimtion of better quality (high end department stores) and price
(low end variety stores and mass merchandisers) than stage one.

Stage three formats supply a targeted range of goods and/or customers on either
a small or large scale. Stage three includes three distinct types of store: focused
individual stores, specialty chains (such as tie Gap and Toys R Us), and
discounters (such as the Price Cfub). Mail order, although still quite small h
terms of employment, can also be considered a stage three format. As a group,
these stores offer higher customer value by focusing on a given cwtomer or
product group. Speaalty chains and focused individual stores tend to be high
margin - they deliver value by exactly providing the merchandise a mrrow
target group wants. Smaff speaalized stores usually depend on shopping malls
or downtown shopping areas to generate customer traffic. Discounters provide
value to the customer by focusing on efficiency and low prices; they are
differentiated from stage two mass merchandisers by their focus on onfy those
products they can provide at “category killing” prices.

The relative productivity of the three format stages is different depending on
how productivity is measured. In terms of sales per employee, stage two formats
are more “productive” as a group than either stage one or stage three, although
stage three discounters usually have higher sales per employee than stage two
variety stores. But in terms of value added per employee (which incorporates the
profit margin), stage three is more productive than stages two and one

2



Eshibi 4
ESTIMATE

VALUE ADDED PER FTE BY FORMAT Stage 1 m

Dollars at 1990 PPP Stage 2 m

stage 3 n

FRANCE* 53.4m

12,200 13,W

Smsll smell Average Average Apparel Fnac Fumitura Conforama Darly
unspec- apperel hyper- depart- SW~W (r=rds. specially (furniture) (home
iaiiied store meri(et ment ctiln books) chain appliances)
store stores

Us. 58,100 59,100

37,100
44,BO0

20,900 25,~ 22,5G0 27,400

small small smell Wal-Wtt Ma@s Hachinger Limkad Toys R Us Home
apparel hefdware general Depot
atom merchetilse

. Frsnch accounting dstinilion excludss rentsl snd Iesse costs

Source: Enqu6te du Commercs 199o INSEE annual reporI& Mcl(insey a“a~sis

Exhbn 5

GENERAL MERCHANDISE RETAIL
EMPLOYMENT BY FORMAT 1990

Percent, thousands of employees

Mail order

Specialty chains
and fmnchsas

Dficounters.
Department and

variety stores

Individual stores

EST/MATE

- Mostly stage 1

~ High efficiency formsts

m High value formsts

France” Germeny” Japan”” Spain. Us.

. Sscludes food sales in h~ermarkets and supermarkets

.“ 1991 franchises are included in the individual stores; discounters are negligible

Soume: Les Entreprises du Commsme INSEE 8Z 90 County Business Patremq Retail Trade CS”SUS Jqa”ese

Retail Trade Census; National Cansus: Fomnto 1e90; Anuario de la Fraquiciq Retail Opportunities in
Spain: Federal Slstisti= Office FS6; Reihe 3.2: Handels und Gaststattenzahlung McKinsey analysis



(Exhibit 4). Stage three stores have tended to replace stage two, and stage two
has replaced stage one when these formats compete directly, although even stage
one stores have been able to survive if they are located away from more
productive competitors.

Exhibit 5 shows the mix of formats in 1990. Individual stores include both mom-
and-pop and focused stores; stadstically these are difficult to differentiate.
Discounters and mass merchandisers are also Cliffidt to separate; together they
represent a mix of stage two and stage three low margin stores. France, Germany
and Japan had a similar format mix in 1990, while Spain (and Italy, we believe)
had many more stage one stores. The U.S. has the most “advanced” format mix
with a high share of stage three.

France, Germany, and Japan all experienced a decline in individual stores
(presumably mainly of the mom-and-pop variety) in the 1980s (Exhibit 6]. This
decline was compensated to some extent by an increase in mass merchandisers
(mainly hypermarkets in Europe), specialty chains, and in Japan, general
merchandise stores. A shift from stage one mom-and-pops to stage two and
stage three occurred in these coun~ies. The U.S. experienced growth in
individual stores (mostly in focused stores), speaalty chains, and discounters,
while it lost employment in department stores. The shift in the U.S. was more
from stage two to stage three. Evolution data are not available for Italy and
Spain, but interviews suggest that they experienced ordy a slight movement
away from stage one during the 1980s.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

The US. had the best employment performance, adding 4.9 jobs per thousand in
the working age population (adjusting for popdation growth) (Exhibit 7). The
U.S. grew rapidly from a high initial employment level. Italy and Spain had
equal or faster employment growth, but they began with an initial level less than
half of the U.S. Germany and Japan had almost stable absolute employment
levels; when these levels are adjusted for popdation growth they translate into
significant declines. France had the worst employment performance; it lost jobs
in absolute terms and ended the decade with the lowest employment per capita
of the five countries.

The differences in employment performance are more pronounced if measured
in ~ or hours worked (Exhibit 8). A large decline in hours per employee in
France, Japan and Spain leads to differences of 0.7 to 1.1 percent in the p.s.
growth rates of employees and hours worked. The legal work week in France
was reduced from 41 to 39 hours during the 1980s, and the shift away from stage
one formats allowed more use of part tie. In the U.S. part time use was already
high in 1980; the slight increase in the part time share that did occur was
compensated by an increase in hours per FTE.

3



Exhibfi 6

SOURCES OF CHANGE
IN RETAIL EMPLOYMENT 1982-90

Percent of employment in 1982

France

Mail order
I

0.2

Spacistly chains
and fmnchlses D

8.0

Dtsmuntere”
D’g

Department ad
variety storas -1.7

n

m Mostly stage 1

~ ~gh .ffi.i...y f.m~.

m High value fomts

Garmeny- Japan- U.s.

0.2

15.

100

-’al
Indiiduel stores .14.3

rk

-15.3

-5.9 -1.4

0.0

J4.8

100

p,

-5.7m

J3.3

. Escludssfood sales in supermarketsand hypermsrketse~loyment concerned tih nontood goods

.. 197e-90

‘- 1982-91

Soume: Les Entreaties du Commerce INSEE 82./ 9U County Business Panerns; Retsil Trade Census
National census: Federal Statistics Dffice; FS6 Reihe 3.2; Handels und GeststAttenzahlung
McKinsey anelysis

Eshbn 7

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE IN
GENERAL MERCHANDISE RETAIL 1980-90

Franca

Italy..

Japan”.

Spain

Us.

Jobs cmatad
per thousand Employment
worldng age growth
population” Percerrlp.s.

-3.6

k

-2.1

4.1

-2.3

3.5

4.9

-0.6%

b

0.0

2.0

0.3

2.5

2,0

Employment
level
Per theueand
wotilng age
population

k
26.7

25.1

34.9
32.8

7.9
32.0

44.2
41.9

1,9
25.4

44.6
49.6

m 1980

D 1990

Employment
1880
Thoueends

932

1,421

1,264

3,616

662

8,164

. Adjusted for growth in working age population

“. 1981-91

Source: Estsblishmnt surveys; McKinsay sna~sk

0C111894ZXEU1.8



Exhtit 8

ADJUSTED EMPLOYMENT GROWTH MEASURES

Percent p.s.

amployeee

Fren=

Germany

Japan”

Spain

Us.

-0.6

b

0.0

0.3

2.5

2.0

Growth in full-time
aquivalenta

-1.3

1

-0.3

-0.2

n/a

1.5

“ 1981-91

Soufce Earabliihmenr SIIWV: McKmay analysis

Growth in
houre worked

-1.3

1

da

-0.6

1.6

2.0



Sxhibii 9

EMPLOYMENT BY TYPE 1990

Thousandsof employees, percent

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

.--. , ,...- . --- . --- ---- --- - .-.
lW% = S3Z 1,4Z1 1.ZM S.01

. .

. .

Souce:

1
32

S4

66

16

002 15,1w

152

46

+g

EMPLOYEES

6S4 1.209 3.187 342 7.211

I
Parftime zya

Fulltime TS

Imludes unpsid fatily workers

Cekuletlombased on ths totsl retailing sector

1991

Hou~hold surveys; establishment suweys; Jspsn Retail Census; Cemo de Iocsles
1990 EkuesIa ~ Comefcio 19s8; Slat~tsch~ Bundesa~ McKInsey analysis

CC111W=E441.S



Although France, Japan and Spain experienced significant increases in the use of
part time, Germany and the U.S. had the highest part-time share in 1990
(Exhibit 9). Part-time workers are most important to stage three formats - stage
one stores are often run by their owner, and stage two stores typically have a
large enough scale that part time is not needed for flexible schedtig. Self-
employed workers tend to be the owner/managers (of mom-and-pop stores)
common in stage one. The much higher levels of self employment in Italy and
Spain reflect the importance of stage one.

CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES

Barriers in the product and labor markets kept new formats from emerging in
Europe and Japan, differentially affecdng high value, high employment formats.
Innovation in these counhies was channeled into high efficiency rather than high
value formats, and employment declined as a resdt. In Italy and Spain the
barriers affected both high value and high effiaency formats. This led to a better,
if less productive, employment performance since labor-intensive stage one
formats were maintained. One key lesson of the case is that barriers in the
product and labor markek can cause innovation to contribute to net job
destruction rather than job creation.

In France and Germany, product and labor market factors affected the amount of
shopping opportunities as well as the format mix. Higher rents and labor costs
reduced the viability of marginal stores, and opening hours restriction reduced
the number of “open store hours” provided by the sector. The fact that
customers had fewer stores and shopping times to choose from reduced the
value that the retail sector was providing to them. At the same time, it meant
that the general merchandise demanded was being provided using fewer worker
hours, which led to lower employment.

The most important factors affecting differences in employment performance
relative to the benctunark is summarized in our causal framework in Exhibit 10.

Output and producdvity

The output of a retailing sector has two components, the goods delivered
through the system and the value that is added to those goods in the form of the
retailing service.

~ General merchandise demand. Significant differences in general
merchandise consumption are the major cause of output differences.
Household consumption of general merchandise goods per capita is
generally related to income per capita, although income elasticity does
appear to be slightly less than one (i.e., a 10 percent rise in GDP per
capita yielded 6 to 7 percent more general merchandise consumption in
the 1980s). Most of the differences in initial level and change in

4



Exhibn10

WHY DID THE BENCHMARK COUNTRY HAVE
A BEITER EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE?

Causality framework - Retail

Benchmark:U.S.

Capitalmarkat

. Morepressure frum owners

● Less government Ownemhip/suppOri

● Readiiy available capital

Laber markat

● Low labor -t

. High availability/low benefts

● Moreflexibilii

Produat markat

● Fewer restrictions on otiput and
competition

● More new business faciliitien

- Repid demand grewih

● Important

O Secondary
X UndMerentiating

Ovemll France Gemny Italy Japan Spain U.S.

x

x

x

●

o

0

●

x

o

Industry dynamics/compatltiva irrttsnsfty

● Better trada/FDI performerme x

. More pricecompatitiotirestructunng x

● More innovatb~new products
●

Highar output growh ●

Higher productivity growth x

Lowar ptiutiivity growth o

“OpposIIe is true with Srong !nfluence

Source: McKtnsey analysn
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Sxhibfi 11

GENERAL MERCHANDISE CONSUMPTION AND GDP PER CAPITA 1980-90

Thousands of 1990$ at final expenditure PPP

General 1..8 -
Merchandise Us.

Consumption”
●*/

par capfia 1.6 -. ‘i-~d
Italy ● @<fiiE;?*f●. &.: ;.w . ,.:.,,~.#

1.4 - ●*# ?:.:,.’,. ....=
● ... ,:>.$;:,:.,.,.:.:,.:.:.,,,.:,...:..:,,>

+ :.,,;, .j<:i.,j:,;<i~f::j~fl$
- =..*: :,:::;;.: +tii!if!;:A?*:,:!:,<H,

,,. ,,.. \:;
1.2 - “. ““”””’”””””““”’F “’ ‘.’

““’”:’”-‘. ,,,::::.<:~.
\,.:,. -/

1.0 - Spain4 H Japan

-.0.

0.8.’’”
10 12 14 16 18 20 22

GDP par capti

Dtierent growth rates
● U.S., Germany, Italy,

Japan grew with income
● Fran- and Spain do not

Dtierent levels
.

.

U. S., Germany and Italy
have highmnsumpfion
gtien income levels
Franoe and Japan have
low fxmsumptien

“ Sum of final expendtums for “slothingand feotweaf end “householdequipmentend operation”

Source: OECD National kounm McKinsayanalysk

~hbn 12

BREAKDOWN OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE EMPLOYMENT _m 19eo

In 1990$ at final expenditure PPP

Frsnm

Germany

Italy

Japan

Spain

Us.

tinsumptioticapfta
$ per capils

B

$1,140
1,174

1,a
1,s72

1,3C6
1,498

3 942
1,196

3
879
890b 1,563

1,763

Consumption/empfoyee

$ Thousands per empleyee

s 60.8
70.0

70.8
68.3

B 31.4
40,8

E
83.3

52.4

52.9
53.9

u 1990

Employmenffcapita
Per thou=nd capita

B 18.3
16.4

9 23.1
22.5

3
18.5

21.9L 30.0
29.3

129.5
] 32.7

Source: OECD National kountq household suweys MeKinsey analysis
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consumption can be explained by GDP per capita, but there are two
major inconsistencies. France and Spain had about the same GDP per
capita growth during the 1980s as Germany and the U.S., but their
general merchandise demand grew only slightly. Japan began and
ended the decade with an unusually low level of consumption given its
income, but SW experienced rapid demand growth (Exhibit 11).

~ Retailing value added. Differences also exist in the value added to
goods. These differences arise from both the mix of formats and the
total amount of shopping opportities. The U.S. industry, with both
more stage three stores in its format mix and more shopping
oPPortitie5 ~ general, adds the most value. Germany, France and
Italy have both a format mix more focused on earlier stages and fewer
shopping opportities. Spain and Japan have similar shopping
opportunities, but format mixes more oriented toward stage one. Japan
did evolve rapidfy toward stage two, however. Since the U.S. had one
of the most rapid demand growths and also experienced the greatest
shift toward high value formats, we can conclude that output has
grown more rapidly in the U.S. and Japan than in Ewope.

Just as it is easier to measure general merchandise demand than true retailing
output, it is easier to measure consumption per employee than labor
productivity.

q Consumption per employee. General merchandise consumption per
retail employee is highest and grew rapidl y in France and Germany
(Exhibit 12). High levels of consumption per employee suggest a
format mix that emphasizes efficient stage two stores, and the growth
suggests little transition into stage three. It also suggests a sector that
offers limited shopping opportunities to consumers. Consumption per
employee in Spain and the U.S. was lower and not increasing. This is
consistent with Spain remaining mairdy in stage one and the U.S.
experienang both a shift from stage one to two and two to three. Japan
began the decade with extremely low throughput per employee, but the
emergence of general merchandise stores helped it grow towards
Western levels. Italy had high and stable levels of throughput per
employee; this reflected a low level of shopping opportunities and a
format mix that remained in stage one.

q Labor productivity. The difference between consumption per
employee and labor productivity (value added per employee) is the
value that is added to goods as they are passed through the retail sector.
The U.S. industry adds more value to goods than in Europe or Japan; it

2 COn~~PtiOn is not ~MI to ~Ies, as not every good mnsumed by households passes through the retail

system and businesses buy mtemdia!e goads at retail smres (such as office supplies). Consumption
data is used kuse it is as}er m obtain at the aggregate level and mnvert to a mmmon currency a“d
becau= data for France, Germany and the U.S. suggest hat sales and mnsumption gmwti rates are
similar.
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LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE RETAlL 1987

Value added per full-timeequivalent mnverted at GDP PPP

Us. I lDD

Germany

France

Japan I 144

“ Includes adjustment for dflerent treatment of rent in value added

Source: MGI Servica SoctOr Pro- r6p~ McKimey analyas



has more specialized stores that provide greater convenience and
perform more logistics and marketing. U.S. consumption per employee
data therefore understates its labor productivity.q The MGI Service
Sector Producdvity report found that the U.S. and Germany had the
highest productivity (Exhibit 13). France had lower productivity
because of low value added per good. Historical productivity figures
kve been diffidt to measure, but rough calcdatiorrs suggest that
productivity (such as sales peremployee) has grown more rapidly in
France and Germany. This increase was not accompanied by increased
value added per good, and therefore came at the expense of
employment. Productivity levels in 1990 were lower in Japan and
Spain, but appear to have increased rapidly in Japan, again at the
expense of employment. Since the U.S. has attained its figh
productivity level through high value instead of efficiency alone, it has
been able to combine high productivity with strong employment
performance.

The relationship between output, productivity and employment can be
summarized by countTy.

~ France experienced a combimtion of low demand growth for general
merchandise goods and rapid productivity growth through increased
efficiency rather than through increased value. This combination
caused an employment decrease.

q The U.S. experienced strong demand growth and a productivity
increase through increased value rather than ordy through increased
efficiency. This combination allowed strong employment growth.

q Germany was an intermediate case between France and the U.S. in both
respects. It experienced slightly more moderate demand growth, and
its productivity growth appears to have involved both efficiency and
value increases.

1 Japan began the 1980s with a very labor intensive, stage one-oriented
system. Despite strong economic growth, the emergence of more
efficient formats led to employment losses in relative terms.
Employment growth was also affected by the fact that Japan’s demand
for general merchandise gmds remains well below that of similarly
wealthy countries.

q Spain and Italy were able to increase employment along with demand
because productivity increases were minimal; stage one remained the
do-nt format.

3 me dlfferen~e bew~ tic consumption per employ= and productivity figures in Exhibits 12 and ]31S

also explained by the higher use of part time in the U.S and higher share of general mefiandise that is
sold outside the retail indus~ in Europe.
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Exhibn14

REGULATIONS AFFECTING THE CREATION OF NEW STORES

ReguHtons Gnsequences

Fmnce LoiRoyer1974
. Localauthodzalionnesdedto opennewstoresif

>1,000 sqminsmallto~s
>1,500 sqminlargerto~s (40,000inhabitants)

. Local authorization neaded to espand by Mm
than 200 sqm

o L-l boards cowosedof elected offcials, local
mrchants and consumr Associations undsr
aufhorhy of Prslsct3

Gemny Bebauungsplaneand Baunutzungsvemrdnung 197T
● Restrictlarge &ore areas zoned outsidetiles
. Only small. local moresallowed in rasicentialand

sawce zonaa
0 Requirs Iocd authorizationfor stores>1,500 sqm
● tind.3r am frsa to i~oas aven more 6fti

mguktiens

ftaty Qmrcial Law (1971 )
. New stwes ailowsd only to fill gaps in local
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● Tmd*mnal stores hne considerable influencs on

local aulhorhies
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- Populationsize md woltion
- Pm-s for extiIw mtsibrs
- Location and pmf~ility C4other fargE moms in

area
. Hearing I’MIS be held with local business and

mtaihm thsir opinions taksn into conaihration

Spsin . No national regulations umil 1993
. Co~bx local approval mqu!mmams am main

barrier

● Stnce 1984 abwst all projacts
am rejatied
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and size decisionsbased on
poliiicaland Iccal considerations
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devalWed

. Land costs increaaed

● Limitscreation of ls~e stores,
espscialiyin subutis

. Oavelopmenf of dmunt %ash
and ca~ (not affected by law)
and dirscfmail rstailing

. LIndtsmalls domtown

. W of commial land
downtownincreased

. ~ennatkets limited to poor
locations

. Shoppingcenters Iitimd
● Land casls incmass

. VOIY long pwass (7-1 Oyears)
-h high failure probabilhy

● Slowed down Crsatlon ot krge
sfoms II was e~ier to b~ out
ax~tmg shops in a block and
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. Offefs “quaai-monopol~ 10 fimt
entrant

● Dtierent patterns of &velopmsnt
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SouEe: Standortfragen das Handels BAG Koln 1992 SECODIP; McKinsey ana~sis
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Industry dynamics

Trade and competitive intensity, although important in other industies we
studied, are usually not ciifferentiadng factors in retail. Significant intermtional
trade in mail order or home shopping (the ordy potentially tradable retail formats
with employment consequences) has not yet developed, and retail is not
concentrated enough for competition to be anything but intense. Japan maybe
an exception, as the retail price maintenance imposed on small retailers by
wholesalers and manufacturers lowered competitive intensity among retailers
and limited the ability of larger retailers to exploit their scale advantage. The
breakdown of this system in the late 1980s and early 1990s appears to have had
negative consequences for employment by allowing productivity to increase,
although the most dramatic changes have occ~red after 1990 and therefore are
not in the period covered by this case. The role of competitive regulations in
influencing the format mix will be discussed below.

The most important industry dynamic in retail is innovation in the form of the
emergence of more productive and higher value formats. The U.S. achieved
better employment performance because of the emergence of high value formats.
Spain and Italy achieved strong employment growth because fewer high
efficiency formats developed. France, Germany and Japan experienced
innovation that only increased efficiency, and employment therefore declined.
Innovation occurred in every country, but in very different forms and at very
different rates. The key question for the next section to explain is why
innovation was so different across countries.

Product market factors

The product market factors that limit retailing employment can be divided into
those that limit the development of all formats and those that limit Mgh value
formats differentially. High land costs and opening hews restrictions in some
countries limit employment in all retail formats, but these factors also
differentially affect more advanced formats. Competitive behavior, lower
income levels, and comurner behavior are additioml factors which limited
advanced formats in some countries. Exhibit 14 summarizes the re@atiorrs
limiting the creation of new stores.

~ High land costs for retailing in Europe and Japan are caused by more
restrictive zoning laws, a higher population density, and less
suburbanization (especially of higher income consumers). High
popdation densities mturally make land more expensive, both by
increasing the demand for a finite resource and by increasing concern
about the environment and over development.

Zoning laws are tougher in Europe and Japan partly because of this
concern, but existing store owners also use the zoning process to limit
potential entrants. The “loi Royer” in France gives a committee of local
politicians and existing store owners the power to block the creation of
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Exhibi 15

EVOLUTION OF THE LOCATION OF
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES

Thousands of stores

Regional shopping
centers”

Commun~,
neighborhood malls

Other Iecations -15

Total -3

France 1962-90

I

9

ESTIMATE

Spain 198fJ-90 U.S. 1981-90

J“n 81

II5
I 129

. More than 300.000 sq. It., in Spain more than 430,000 sq. ft.

Soume: Dollars and Canta Shopping Centers 1993 Panorama point de ventq Statistical Year Abstract
1993 Shopping Grrter World Shopping Canter Repom DHI 1991; Anuario de Cantros
Urnemiales 1992 McKinsay enalysis

Eshibh 16

LEASABLE AREA OF REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTERS*

Milllon3 of square feat

bvol of gross
Ioaaabh arwt 1990 q 585. !.

44 28
5

— 4 ~

Creation of gross
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16 12”” 4 4 Q
—
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“. 1976-90

Source: Dollars and Cents Shopping @nters 1993; Panorama point de vemw Statistical Year Abstract
1993; Shopping Csnter World Shopping Csmer Repo~ DHI 1991; Anuario de centros
cornerciales 1992 McKinsey analysis
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large stores. This law has not been extremely effective in blocking
hypermarkets, which increased employment in the 1980s (Exhibit 6),
but has limited the creation of mm and shopping centers. In the U.S.
124,000 stores were created in malls and shopping centers during the
1980s, and 430 fion square feet of leasable area was created in
shopping centers (Exhibits 15 and 16). The figures in France were
12,000 and 16 million, respecdvely. Malls and shopping centers are
very important to the success of smaller specialized retailers; these
stores rely on “anchors” (i.e., department stores, hypermarkets) and on
each other to atlxact customers. Malls and shopping centers are also an
important source of inexpensive space. Downtown areas are expensive
in all countries, but shopping center space can be five times cheaper in
the U.S. (Exhibit 17). The ability of exisdng French retailers to influence
zoning limited both the total number of stores and the number of high
value formats without tidng high efficiency formats.

The 1971 Commerce Law in Italy also gives local retailers significant
veto power over new entrants. Every town or village must approve any
new retail store and regional authorities must also approve shopping
centers, hypermarkets, and supermarkets. In practice this leads to very
few new store approvals, and the stores that are approved are often
denied prime locations near public transportation.

In Germany zoning laws were perhaps more res~ictive, although the
legislation was motivated more by environmental concerns (including a
desire to preserve downtown areas) than by anticompetitive political
influence. Hypermarkets and discounters grew, in part because they
were often classified as wholesalers and exempted from the law, but
shopping centers and malls (and thus many specialized individual
stores) were precluded.

In Japan the “Large Scale Store Law” requires stores over 500 square
meters (recently relaxed to 1,000 square meters) and all shopping
centers to be approved by local retailers and the local MITI office. This
apprOval process has historically taken 5 to 10 years, and the stores that
survive it are typically large scale merchandisers rather than smaller,
stage three specialists. The long approval process endured by
Toys R Us (and the scarcity of other U.S. entrants) is evidence of the
difflcdty of entry. The effect of this law is similar to that of “loi Royer.”
Rezoning agricultural land for either residential or commercial use is
made difficult by the political strength of Japan’s farmers and its policy
of maintaining agricultural self sufficiency.

~ning laws and approval processes in Spain vary considerably by
region. Catalonia has recently decided to freeze the development of
large stores. In other regions the approval process is so lengthy,
complicated and costly that it has deterred entrants, especially foreign
compaties. The remaining regiom are less restrictive, however, and the
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Exhtin 17
ILLUSTRATIVEREAL ESTATE MARKET 1992

Dollars/squarefeat per year at GDP PPP
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Eshbi 1B

OPENING HOURS AND DAYS REGULATIONS

country Regulations

France No Sunday tmding except some
touristectivties or smell feed stores

Germany Storas cbee at 6:~ pm
No Sunday tmding
1 Sstutiy per month until 6 pm
othetie, 2 pm

ftaly Meximum of 44 hours per week
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Japan No Iegel rest~ins
Recommendation(general practice)
of cbsing al 7 pm each day end 44
days e year

Spain No regulationsin mostof the
regbns after deregulationin 196S
Since 19S4 a rnesimumof
6 Sundays a yeer in mostregiens
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Some munty mstrictiins on dsys
and kurs
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Shopping hoursper week
outsideof woti!ng houn

Us.

F

41.1

Frsnce 28.8

.lspen 26.5

Italy

b

23.0

Germany 21.5
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main cause of slower format evolution is these areas maybe related to
low income levels.

~ Opening hours and days are restricted significantly in France,
Germany, Italy .md Japan (Exhibit 18). In France, Germany and Italy
there are legal restrictions; in Japan MITI strongly “recommends” that
larger stores dose at 7 p.m. each night. These regulations decrease
customer value by limiting possible shopping times and directly reduce
employment by eliminating the need for employees to cover the extra
hours. The restrictions espeaally harm more advanced retailing
formats, and in fact are often motivated by a desire to protect small,
stage one stores. Owner-managed stores are not well equipped to stay
open later, since the owner wotid either have to work the extra hours
or hire more employees. Employees are expensive because of social and
other nonwage costs, while owners usually take their wages in the form
of profits and thus avoid this problem. Larger stores and specialty
chains use mostly employees anyway, and can use flexible schedting
and their larger scale to more efficiently staff a longer day.

q Competitive behavior in Japan, in partidar the retail price
maintenance system described above, has slowed the shift to more
advanced foxmats by preventing larger stores from competing on price.
In Japan the net effect has probably been to maintain employment by
limiting the shift from stage one to stage two. The system enforced by
the wholesalers wodd be illegal in the U.S.; espeaally in retail, U.S.
mdation attempts to protect the consumer and increase consumer
surplus by preventing price discrimina tion and increasing the
bargaining power of retailers with their wholesalers. The competitive
system in Japan evolved after World War II, when the government
favored manufacturers at the expense of retailers. Manufacturers and
wholesalers were also more powerfd in the U.S. in the 1950s, but a
more strict application of antitrust laws alfowed retailers to SW the
balance of power and develop stage two formats.

In France contiols on minimum retail margim were maintained until
1986, and sale periods are Mted in France and Germany. These
re@ations do not limit competition as much as the competitive
practices in Japan, but their effect is also to slow the development of
advanced formats. Any employment sustaining effect is probably quite
minimal, given that hypermarkets developed in si~lcant numbers
despite the regulations.

q Lower income levels in Spain and to a lesser extent France, Germany
Italy and Japan somewhat limit the viability of more advanced formats.
Specialized formats can ordy add customer value if customers can
afford (and are willing) to pay for at least some of the extra value. The
concentration in the U.S. of specialized retailers (and to some extent
discounters) in higher income areas and the remaitig stage one stores
in low income areas suggests that higher incomes make stage three
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Sxhibti 19

GROWTH IN GDP, CONSUMPTION, AND
GENERAL MERCHANDISE DEMAND PER CAPITA 1980-90

Percent p.s.

Private consumption
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}
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“ Per capita in 1990$ using final eWendiiure PPPs

Source: OECO National Account= M~tnaay analysis
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Exhbh 20

NONSUPERVISORY LABOR COSTS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE RETAlL
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“ Social costs include mandatory vacation. holidays, extra compensation, health, social
Insurance, and other bsnafits

““ France 1982-90; Japan 1981-90

Source: Les Entr~rises du Commme; BLS Employment, Hours, and Earnings; Statistisches
Bundesamt; Ganeral SuIVey on Wages and Working Hours System McKinsey analysis
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more viable. Faster emergence of stage three formats in the U.S. maybe
due to higher income levels.

A certain per capita income is also necessary for stage two retail, as
customers must,have easy transportation and a high enough demand to
make the economies of scale in larger stores realizable. The U.S.
developed stage two ordy in the late 1950s, when second family cars
became qtite common. Spain and Japan are well past that income
threshold, however, and the high levels of stage one in those countiies
are more likely caused by other factors.

~ Demand for general merchandise grew slower than GDP per capita in
the six countries we studied (Exhibit 19). In Germany, Italy and Japan,
demand growth was nearly as rapid as GDP growth because the share
of household consumption devoted to general merchandise fe~only
slightly. This share fell more rapidly in the U.S., but the decline was
compensated for an increase in household consumption. IrI France and
Spain, the general merchandke share of consumption fell rapidly, and
GDP growth led to minimal increases in demand.

Labor market factors

Like product market factors, aspects of a country’s labor market can influence
both the level of employment in all formats and the mix of formats. High labor
cost and a lack of flexibility both in deploying labor efficiently and in hiring and
firing have limited employment in France and Germany. They reduced the total
number of jobs that are viable in all formats and limited the emergence of higher
value, higher employment formats.

~ Labor costs. Average wages in retailing are not very different aaoss
countries (Exhibit 20), but high social costs in France, Germany, and
Italy cause total labor costs to be 30 to 60 percent higher per hour
worked. Retailing is a unionized industry in Europe, and agreements
between the uniom and employer associations are legafly binding
across the entire sector. Wages have also grown more rapidly in Europe
than in the U.S., and retail wages are higher relative to the average for
manufacturing, especially in France and Germany (Exhibit 21). In
France, retail wages were even higher than manufacturing wages in
1990.

Higher wages reduce the viability of marginal stores in the same way
that higher rents do. In France, Germany and the U.S. rent averages
8 percent of sales and labor about 12 percent. As a resdt, labor costs
which are 30 to 60 percent higher in France and Germany and rents
which are 50 to 100 percent higher are almost equally important in
reduang the viability of marginal stores. Data from the apparel
tidustry suggests that stores respond to higher rents and labor cost by
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Exhtii 21

RETAlL WAGES RELATIVE TO MANUFACTURING WAGES n 19s0
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Exhibt 22

APPAREL RETAILING STATISTICS 1990-93

1990$ at GDP PPP, percent

Salea per eq. R. Salea per hour worked
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Exhbn 23

INDEFINITE EARNINGS-BASED BENEFITS
AND REEMPLOYMENT INCENTIVES IN GERMANY

Unemployed autoworker considering job in retail
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economizing on space and labor rather than by raistig margins
(Exhibit 22).

Not ordy are labor costs higher in Francer Germany, and Italy, but there
is also less variation. The legal minimum wage ($4.75 at GDP PPP) in
Francewas 70 percent of the average retail wage in 1990, in the U.S. it
was 60 percent of retail wages after having been raised from less than
50 percent in 1989. In Germany and Italy the collectively bargained
minimum wages for the sector were about 80 percent of the average. In
the U.S., part of the success formda for many specialty chains is to
develop a sophisticated retailing “system” (often involving IT) that
allows the use of lower skilled, cheaper workers. Minimum wages
constrained the bottom part of the wage distribution in France,
Germany and Italy, and therefore limited the advantage of more
sophisticated retailers.

Larger retailers were also at a relative disadvantage in Italy and Spain
because small stores were able to take relative advantage of irdormal
labor and family members. Since these types of labor (in practice if not
legally) are not subject to wage minimums and social costs, their use
offers a significant advantage to independent retailers and has helped
prevent the comolidation of the industry.

Specialized retailers are also differentially affected by the exii-a expenses
associated with part-drne workers in Europe. Independent retailers can
use informal labor and family members to staff peak periods, and large
scale retailers have the flexibility that arises from having a larger staff,
but chains of smaller specialized stores can do neither. Benefits and
social costs in Europe are often not propordoml to time worked,
making part-time labor more expensive. Aushilfm, a type of part-time
employee for which employers pay lower taxes and no social security
contributions, reduced this problem in Germany by providing retailers
with low cost part-time labor. Aushilfm can often also be paid less than
the negotiated wage minimums. Uniom have sought to limit the
penebation of Aushi~m; strict earnings and working time maximums
are impowd on them. BeMeen 5 and 10 percent of retail employees are
Aushil@ (out of a total of 32 percent that are some form of part time), as
compared with 3 percent in the endre economy.

I Labor availability. While most retailers we interviewed codd find
workers at the wages they offered, the effect of unemployment benefits
on the search efforts of the long-term unemployed probably contributed
to high wages in France and Germany. Retailers in France and
Germany reported very few long-term unemployed among their

aPPhcan&. ~ is understandable given the structure of benefits,
which provide significant disincentives for former, high wage
manufacturing workers to seek jobs in retail (Exhibit 23). One of the
reasons that retailing uniom were able to win wage increases in France
and Germany is that the long-term unemployed did not provide
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significant downward pressure on wages. Benefits paid to the
unemployed were financed by social taxes on labor, further
contribudng to high labor costs.

Labor flexibility. Labor flexibility usually refers mairdy to flexibility in
hiring; firing, and moving workers between locations and/or functions.
It is very diffitit to resolve the net employment effect of firing or
mobility barriers. On the one hand, firing barriers obviously help
preserve the jobs of efisdng employees, on the other hand, they
discourage employers from expanding by increasing the associated
risks.

me European countries we studied have less flexible labor markets
than the U.S. or Japan. The development of specialized retailers in the
U.S. appears to be very dependent on the ease of exit. Many reti
stores, especially those with specialized formats, fail within a few
months of opening. Specialty chains often experiment with store
locations, closing those which are not profitable. Labor rigidity wodd
espeaally limit the development of chains; experimentation is more
expensive if severance payments have to be paid to dismissed workers.
Speaalized chains grew and stage one stores declined in France and
Germany; so if labor rigidity had an effect, it was to slow but not stop
completely, the shift in formats.

Capital market factors

The capital market is leas important in retailing than in other industries. Pressure
from “shareholders” is not very different across countries. Many retail stores or
chains are owned by single families or small partnerships, and these owners
exert just as much pressure on mamgement in Europe and Japan as in the U.S.
Competition is intense enough among the companies that are publicly traded
that they do not have the luxury of not maximizing profits. Goverrunent
ownership is also virtually nonexistent.

Most initial financing for retail stores and shopping centers comes from bank
loans, and the availability of this capital does not appear to differ across
countries. Initial public offerings are easier to implement in the U.S., and many
large speaalty chains are publicly traded. It may, therefore, be easier to finance
the transition from a medium to a large tiln in the U.S., although the lower
startup costs (and thus lower capital requirements) in the U.S. caused by less
rigid product and labor markets are probably more important to new store
creation.

Most of the questiomble loans that caused the S&L crisis in the U.S. were
commercial real estate loans, and though the majority of these loans financed
office space, a significant number financed shopping center development. This
expansion was largely over by 1990, but surplus retail space still existed in some
areas (most notably in oil-produang states), and the resulting low rents probably
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Exhibil 24

U.S. SHOPPING CENTER SALES,
RENT AND LEASABLE SPACE 1981-93
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encouraged some employment that wotid not otherwise have been economically
viable. On average, however, we found that although gross leasable area in
shopping centers expanded much faster than sales in the late 1980s, rents did not
decrease significantly (Exhibit 24). Rents increased as a percent of sales
throughout the decade, and though they fell back to their real 1982 levels during
the 1990 recession, they recovered shongly by 1993. The S&L crisis does not
appear tO~ve ca~ed a stru~~ ~ge in re~ ren~ and therefore does not
appe~ to ~ve subsidized ret~ employment”

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

me product market restrictions represent the most obvious and easily
correctable barriers to increased employment. Restrictions on opening hours,
excessive zoning restrictions, and the veto power given existing retailers have
both limited the creation of higher value, higher employment retailing formats
and restricted the shopping opportunities available to consumers. These
restrictions have not saved the existing retailers they were designed to protect, as
the rapid decline in individual stores in France, Germany and Japan indicates
(Exhibit 6). All they have done is limit the creation of new jobs, leading to lower
employment, lower mtional income, and lower value to the customer.

Jn France and Germany employment has also been constrained by high labor
costs and inflexible labor. High labor costs are caused by a combination of high
wages due to the unionization of the sector and high social costs. Retail provides
an example of the viaous cycle between labor costs, job growth, and
unemployment benefits. High social costs limit job growth, slower job growth
increases the number of unemployed, and if more unemployed are to be
supported by fewer employed workers, even higher social costs are required.
This viaous cycle is helped by the incentives provided by long-term benefits, as
unemployed workers that are not actively seeking employment put little
downward pressure on tion wage sefflements. Lowering unemployment
benefits and limiting their duration, although obviously hurting recipients in the
short run, wodd help break the vicious cycle and encourage job growth. More
flexibility to hire and fire, espeaally in the first few years a store is open, would
also encourage more experimentation.

q France has the most restricdve product market barriers, and that has
resdted in the worst employment performance. France should abolish
the “loi Royer” restricdons and allow stores to be open on Sunday if
consumers want to shop then. A reduction in social costs, perhaps
targeted at low income or part-dine workers like the Aushi~m program
in Germany, wodd also be beneficial by lowering labor costs and
differentially helping high value formats.

~ Germany created more employment in high value formak and had a
slightly better overall employment performance than France, but it is
well short of its potential. Germany shotid allow stores to open later in
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the evening and on Saturday afternoon and Sunday, which will increase
both consumer convenience and employment. The Aushi~m program
has been positive for retail employment; Germany should expand it.

Relaxing zoning laws is a more difficdt issue, since job creation in
retailing must be balanced by concern for the environment and for
maintaining the viability of city centers. The employment and
consumer convenience costs of these zoning laws are considerable,
however. If tradeoffs are to be made between jobs and the
environment, it is important that the jobs impact be f~y understood.

~ Japan will likely experience a decrease in employment as discounters
continue to develop. The decline in stage one stores is more or less
inevitable, and it is probably better that it occur now while Japan does
not have a significant reemployment problem. The decline in
employment can be mitigated by changing zoning laws to encourage
the development of shopping centers and high value formats. The
recent expansion of opening hours from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. will also help.
Higher consumer spending on general merchandise, which is lower in
Japan than in similarly wealthy countries, wodd also help employment.

I Spain and Italy both increased retailing employment mairdy by
postponing the transition to hig~r productivity formats. The good
employment performance was largely due to a pmr productivity
performance, which raises questions about its long term sustaimbility.
In each country, prelirrdmry data suggest that employment
performance has worsened since 1990.

Spain and Italy wifl thus probably experience an employment decrease
associated with a format shift, but since they currently have much lower
employment levels, the decline will likely be less severe than in Japan.
General economic growth will help retailing in Spain, as higher incomes
will increase general merchandise spending and make high value
forrna~ more viable. Italy is already a wealthy country with a high
demand for general merchandise; it needs dere@ation in the product
market to allow the retailing sector to create more customer value.

‘i The U.S. had both the best employment performance and the highest
productivity at the end of the decade. It accomplished this by not
limiting the development of new formats and new stores in the product
market and by providing the stores with flexible and low cost labor.
Although the U.S. has the highest retailing employment level, that
employment is associated with high productivity and customer value.
There is little reason to believe it is unsustaimble in the near term.

The employment and productivity performance of the U.S. is due largely to its
flexibility in better meeting and adapting to changes in customer demand. This
explains not only the growth of the entire U.S. industry, but also the growth of
the most successfti U.S. companies. The Gapr The Ltited, and Home Depot
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owe their success to locatig a targeted customer. and product segment and using
new technologies and best practices to meet this demand in the most productive
way possible. Barriers in condnental Euro@ and Japan keep the industry from
doing that to the same degree, but individual European and Japanese companies
that have overcome the barriers have been quite successful. Examples include
general merchandising stores like Daiei and Ito Yokado in Japan, specialized
retailers like Darty (home apphancea) and Conforama (furniture) in France, and
department stores like El Corte Ing14s m Spain. Foreign firms that have
overcome European and Japanese entry barriers have also been quite successful –
the best examples are Toys R Us @.S.) and Benetton (Italy). The key lesson of the
retailing case for policymakers is that removing rigidities in the product and
labor markets can cause innovators to contribute to net job creation rather than
destruction. The key lesson for companies is that developing innovative ways of
overcoming these rigidities can be both profitable and beneficial to society.
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FILM/TV/VIDEO INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY

Film/TV/Video Employment Performance

Jobstieated perthousandwort(ingagepopulation

France

!

1.1

Germany 0.9

ttety 0.5

Japan 1.3

Spain 0.3

Us. 1.s

In the high vlsib!llty fil~/video industry, innovation is the driving
. . . .

force in both the creation and destruction of jobs. Slowar
employment growth in Europe can be explained by regulations which
inhibited the emergence of new, labor-intensive segments.

E~bymant grewth in the industry filch creates end distributes television programs and

faatum films was high in the U.S., Japan, France and Germsny, but low in Spain and Italy.

Any similarity in aggregate parformanm belies signiint differences in tha expansion of

vaneus segments.

Innovation had a redical affect on “ho@ people watch this industry’s products. Latent

demand for TV and filmed entertainment mnifaatad itself tieraver allowd in private

bma~t television Wih bbaaomad after Europaan state monepoties were endad; and

in new outlets such as vtiaocassetiaa and cabldsatellke where few barriers blocked their

emergence.

E~bymenf reducing blecbges cccurrad in French vidw retailing and private TV. These

aagrrrantsgrew sbwly in part because of ragubtiona intendad to presewe cinemss.

Similarfy negative effscts can be seen in Spain and Italy where govemmant delays in

dapieying cable ati daftning rul- for the cabldsatellte market slowed output and

e-~nt gm~h. Wenl many of th=e types of impediments, U.S. employment
increased.

U.S. e~bymant also banafiid fmm an incrassing trade surplus in filrwlV production,

the “whey paeple watch. Meat other muntriaa were found to be net importers of this

“aoftwsra.- Raatridiena on advertising limited Europaan television chsnnels’ abiiii to pay

for expansive demastic prediction.

This study of the filrnfTV/viieo industry illustrates that governments that triad to actwely

mansge the industry’s evolutien may have retained more employment in existing forms of

entertainment, but at the expanse of better net job performance.



Employment in the
fiIm/TV/video industry

Media is considered one of the most important industries in many of the world’s
leading economies. It plays a si@lcant role in the dissemimtion of information
and entertainment, and affects how people live, communicate, socialize and
interact. Media’s visibility is high at present, as policymakers and managers
attempt to understand and anticipate the far-reaching effects of the possible
convergence of the telephone, computer and media industries into “middrnedia”
or the “information superhighway.”

The film, TV and video segments of media together makeup a partictiarly
interesting service industry. This “industry” is growing rapidly in nearly all
countries, but in very different ways across segments. It highlights the effects of
m@ation, since m~y se~enb of film/TV/video are heavil y but differentiw y
re@ated in the six Cosmmleswe examined. As deasion makers endeavor to
formdate poliaes and re~ations which help to increase productive
ernPloYment and their popdation’s standard of living, it is crucial that they
understand the impact these poliaes have on the job aeation process.

We chose to study film/TV/video in order to further our understanding of
innovation and its impact on employment. The industry has undergone
significant changes in industry structure and technological innovation. Its rapid
pace of change forces companies to be flexible or exit, which places certain
requirements on the labor market. This industry reveals some of the effects of
pcdicymakers’ attempts to either facilitate or hamper this process of “aeative
destrution-”

The case is organized in four secdons. The first section briefly defines the
industry and provides some backgromd for the reader. The second section
describes the employment performance in fdm/TV/video from 1980 to 1992 in
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Japan and the US. The third section amlyzes the
primary causes of employment performance differences, and the fiml section
summarizes our findings and draws implications for job creation.

THE FILM/TVMDEO INDUSTRY

h this study, the fibn/TV/video “industry” is defined as those enterprises
which create and distribute television program and feature films. These include
cinema theaters, speaalized video stores, television stations, cable and satellite
operators, broadcast and able network, and movie and ~ producers and
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Exhibti 1

FIL~/VIDEO EMPLOYMENT

Jobs craatd
par thousand in
worldng age
population*

Us.”” 1960-91

F

1.5

Japan 1981-91 1.3

France 198G91 1.1

Gemy 1960-92 0.9

ltaly.”” 1960-92

P

0.5

Spain 1980-92 u 0.3

Employ-
ment
growth
Parcenl p.s.

F

5.3%

9.8

6.2

5.5

2.8

u 2.3

ESTIMATE

EmDIOVmeti’a
in~al ~ham of
worldng age Ending year
population employment
Persant 7houssnds

F

0.24°h 636.3

0.10 199.7

0.14 92.7

0.12 93.8

78.0

UO.17 52.3

.

. .

. .

Souce:

Adfustedfor growthin the worting age population

TV growh basad on 1982-91

Theater growthbased on 1981-91, TV/nwvie producbonestimated 1980-90

BLS, MPAA (U.S.~ INSEE; Ecmn Total (FrameL Confindustria, ISTAT. annual reporls (Italy);
Media Perspektiven (Germany); industry assmiations; interviews; McKnsey analysis

DC1118942XE441.6



distributors. In order to mrrow the scope of our study, om industry definition
does not include related industries such as newspapers, magazines, radio
broadcasting, video games, on-line information services, live theater or recorded
music. Mthough some of these excluded industries share distribution charnels
or have synergies with film/TV/video, they have not been major factors in
stimdating the evolution of employment in our definition of the industry in the
past dozen years.

During the 1980s, there have been changes in both technology and government
re~ations which kve generally had the effect of increasing the number and
type of distribution outlets for television programs and movies. In some
countries this increase in dlstiibution channels has caused partial cannibalization
of the more mature segments of the industry, such as movie exhibition, but
employment gains in tie newer outlets have usually more than offset these job
losses.

Countzies differ comiderably in the growth and evolution of two primary new
distribution outlets cable/satellite and video retailers. Although cable and
satellite technology are not new innovations, the emergence of these distribution
channels has ordy occurred during the past decade in all countries except the U.S.
The introduction of the VHS format videocassette recorder in 1979 created
another type of outlet for filmed entertainment specialized video retailers.

The other major change in industry structure happened in Europe, where France,
Germany, Italy and Spain moved away from state-owned monopolies in
tiacfitioml broadcast television. These governments allowed private companies
to enter the market, resdting in new television charnels, an increase in program
volume (and variety) and new jobs. Historically, the U.S. and Japan have had a
more market-riented television industry; therefore changes in broadcast TV in
these two countries were less pronounced during our period of amlysis.

These new distribution outlets and the dere@ation of television generated
additioml demand for “software.” Therefore, the television part of the motion
picture production industry generally grew over this time frame. However,
employment in the feature film production subsegment, which is not directly
linked to the growth of television, varied significantly as it is tied to performance
at home and abroad.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

Although important, film/T’V/video is a relatively small industry, accounting for
between 0.10 and 0.24 percent of the working age population in the six countries
amlyzed in Efibit 1. Employment growth as measured in jobs created per
thousand popdation of working age varied widely across the counhies over the
past decade. It was highest in the U.S.; fairly high in Japan, France and Germany;
and low in Italy and Spain. These rankings in job creation hold true even after
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Exhibit 2

FILMfTV/VIDEO FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYMENT

Jobs crested per Employment
thousand in working growth
ege population” Percent p.s.

U.S.””1980-91

rF

1.2 5.4%

Japan 1981-91 0.9 7.5

Gefmsny 19W92 0.8 5.2

Fran= 1980-91 0.6 4.5

Italy””” 1980-92 0.5 2.8

Spain 198G92 0.3 2.3

. .

. .

Soume:

u u

Adjusted for growth in the working age population

TV growih based on 1982.91

Employment’s initial
ehere of working
age population
Percent

K

0.20%

0.10

0.12

0.12

0.15

0.17

ESTIMATE

Ending year
employment
Thousands

538.4

159.3

89.9

66.9

78.0

52.3

Thaster gro~h based on 1eal-91, TVlmvie production 1980-90

BLS, MPAA (U.S.~ INSEE; Ecrsn Total (Frame) tinfindustriq ISTAT annual reports (Italy); Media
Perapekttien (Germany); indusrty associations; intewiaw; McKinsey anaiyak

Exhbn 3

FIL~/VIDEO EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY SEGMENT

Joba created per tilimn woting age populsthn”

TVbroed-
csstlng

Us. 19s0-91

1

10

Japan 1981-91 *2o

Franm 198G91 160

Gemny 1980-92 200

Italy 1980-92 150

Spain 1980-92 b 490

Csbw

Video rental Theaters

[

420

80

a

270

0

60

ESTIMATE

Movie &TV
productioti
distribution

F240

810

2W

340

-80

“ Ad)ustad for growfh in the working age population

Source: National statistbs; industry associations: espart astimatiom; MCKInSey a“alWls

CC111WZXEU1,6



adjusting for full-time-equivalent (~) employment, except that France then
falls below Germany (Exhibit 2).

Although Japan clearly led in the growth rate of jobs at 9.8 percent per year, the
U.S. created the most jobs per person in the working age poptiation due to its
large base of initial employment in filrn/TV/video. Therefore, in our measure of
employment Performance which takes both gIOWthand level into account, the
U.S. is used as the “benchmark” country for analyzing the reasons for differences
across cormtries.

Exhibit 3 shows that aggregate employment growth masks significant differences
in growth in the v=io~ segmen~ of this indmtiy. The fom European countries
experienced strong net job growth in television broadcasting, while only the U.S.
and Germany notably increased employment in cable/satellite. Video rental
employment grew in all countries, but surged in the U.S. and particularly in
Japan.]

Employment in the most “mature” distribution segment, theaters, declined in all
of the countries, but fell the most in the U.S., Italy and espeaaily Spain. Lastly,
the movie and television production and distribution industry grew in alJ of the
countries except Spain. Exhibit 4 presents the resdtig 1992 employment levels
by segment.

Data in the film/TV/video industry are very fragmented and scattered at both
the aggregate and segment levels. Employment figures in the various industry
segments were derived from mtional statisti~, industry associations, unions,
market research publications, press articles, annual reports and interviews.
Urdess otherwise stated, data for Germany represents the former West Germany
ordy. Employment has been measured ordy by the number of employed persons,
including conservative estimates of the number of free-lance workers in Europe
who are not otherwise included in the national statistics. Data on hours worked
per year and per employee were not available for several countries and
segments, although estimates of the proportion of part-time workers were made
by industry associations in those segments where they were significant. F~-
time-equivalent employment was estimated assuming part-time employees work
half time, except in the U.S. where average hours worked were available. Part of
television production employment may be included in the television
broadcasting segment with the remainder in the movie production category.
Similar problems may exist for the allocation of employment between cable
operators and networks. Furthermore, it is possible that a modest number of
administrative jobs were excluded from the employment data in the large utility
companies that are cable operators in France or in state-owned T416com in
Germany.

1 )apa ~~ ~IW ~fi~ km VCR manufacturing employment growth during tiis timeft’ame, ~~ush

this has not k mcludd in his case; the up~r limit on manufacturing jobs a-ted in Japan from this
innovahon is about 45,0C0 (compared to over IW,000 for the film/TV/vidm indus~),
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Exhbn 4

FILM/lV/VIDEO EMPLOYMENT BY SEGMENT 1992

TV
broadcasting

Us. 1991

P

113.6

Japan 1991 29.2

Frence 1991

Germany 1992

ttaiy 1992

Spein 1992
i

18.5

32.6

28.6

22.0

Cable/
Vldao rental

=
106.8

1 14.6

1.6

113.0

0.0

1.5 r135.6

101.0

3.0

13.0

6.5

10,0

Theaters

r112.0

11.0

5.6

13.0

10.7

8.8

Source: National statistics; industfy associations: expeti estimations; Mcl(i”sey analysis

ESTIMATE

Movie &TV
productioti
distribution

F
166.3

43.9

64.0

22.2

32.0

10.0



Exhibt 5

FILW/VIDEO REVENUES, PRODUCTIVITY
AND EMPLOYMENT 1980 AND 1992

1992 U.S. $ converted tih GDP PPPs

Revenues per
Revenues* Employee

Employment*. Chenge U.S. $ Thousands Change U.S. $ Thousands Change

Us.

Jepen

France E’”g:E“$2:
Italy

Spain

.

source:

P 1.7 0.3
B

3
2.0 106

Per thousandwoting age pWulstion

52

a 82
110

$28

115
: 89

-28

20

National statistics; indust~ assesistio~ intewie~ tnsfket re%arch publicstio”~ McKinsey analysis

Exhbt 6

FiLM/TV/VIDEO REVENUES 1980 AND 1992

1992U.S. $ Sillii converted tih 1992 GDP PPPs

Us. Germany Francs

Total

E

IB71.73 ;: II

2.18
revenues 5.80

TelevisW/

\

3.61
c.able/ssteNfie 46.90

Vdeo rentaV II0.23
sales 11.97

Cinern9 14.68
4.87

Net experis h1.50
of film 8.(XI

Revenue change S235
par pereon In
working age
ocrouletion

2.20
] 6.25

0.00
0.70

0.55

0.42

decrease

1.40

4.69

0.00

0.47

0.78

0.64

d=resse

160 82

Japan

1

9.01
17.68

7.90
13.87

0.10
2.98

1.10
0.82

d-ease

91

ESTIMATE

n 1980

n 1992

Iteiy Spain

2.55 1.25
] 6.02 2.74

2.84 0.71
5.25 2.11

O.M 0,07

0.28 0.30

0.71 0.48
0.49 0.34

decrease decrease

57 52

uss
Soume: National statistbs: industry associations; intewkws; trade publcatiom;

oc11ts94zsEu1.s

. Televklon rwenuas include a~ertising and government TV lees in Europe

McKlnsey anaiysis



CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES

Changes in technology and industry structure coupled with latent demand for
video entertainment resdted in aggregate comumption growth in all of the
countries we studied except Japan. The form this consumption took (i.e., the
distribution outlets that were used to deliver the entertainment to viewers),
however, varied greatly by country. The demand for filmed entertainment
manifested itself in whatever outiet was allowed - much like a balloon that is
squeezed in one place but POPSOUt~ another. ~ gener~~ new OU~etSfor
distributing television and filmed entertainment to homes grew significantly
where few barriers existed or where they were removed, and did not grow where
barriers were high. Some of these barriers were exogenous to the industry, while
others resulted from re@ations and policies which governments effectively
created. Outright blockages, limits on competition, and upward pressure on
costs and prices helped skew demand toward one outlet or another. Due to
substantial differences in labor intensity, the pattern of consumption growth by
segment greatly affected overall employment performance.

Greater output growth in the U.S.

As expected for an industry with emerging (or new) segmenb, film/TV/video
revenues have been growing rapidly in real terms across all of the countries
(Exhibit 5). The U.S. began the decade with a significantly higher level of
revenue in the film/TV/video industry than the other five countries, but it also
experienced a far Mgher increase in revenue per working age population:
$235 per working age person. Germany, France and Japan had adjusted
increases of $90 to $100 and Italy and Spain had notably lower revenue growth
during this period. Output growth differences as measured by revenues has
been the most significant factor explaining bilateral differences in employment
growth in every country.

Productivity, the other factor directi y affecting employment performance, has
been estimated using revenues per employee rather than a more pure measure
due to the inherent diffitity in measuring productivity in filrn/TV/video.
“Productivity” increases have not been a major contributor to the lower
employment performance of the nonbenchrnark countries. In fact, the U.S. had
the highest increase in dollars per employee though it was ordy average in
percent growth. Japan’s employment performance, however, benefited from a
real decrease in revenues per employee.

Exhibit 6 presents the distribution of revenues across distribution outlets in each
country. Growth in industry revenues was largely due to changes in television
revenues (mainly advertising), which accounts for the majority of total revenues
in all six countries. Growth in aggregate film, TV and video consumption is only
tenuously related to revenue growth, however (Exhibit 7). Viewing hours grew
fastest in Italy, which ended the period with an even higher level of viewing
hours per capita than the U.S. France, Germany and Spain also etibited high
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ExhWn 7

FILM/TV/VIDEO CONSUMPTION* 1980 AND 1992

Hoursviewed par parson per yaar

1980

Italy

F

1,104

Franoa 726

Spain 792

Germany

=

765

Us.”” 1,864

b 1,682

B1,104

1,186

D 1,086

Q 1,528

Japan I 11.256 I I1.1s51 , ,

ESTIMATE

.

. .

source

Teiavisiin. videos and crnernaanendance as.surmdnutier O!videos rented or sold Ias
2 hours,viewed by 2 paoplq asaurnad K18Vi8Slast 2 hours

Telaviiion vieting Ieeo, Ie91

SCmOnDlgEat1983 Trends in Talavision 1992: Madia PerspeWwen;Audne~Mln&ere de la
Culture Med~ouwoim NHK Fundescw Veronis, Shuler & Associates MPm industry
aaaociatiow McKlnaeyanalyaii

W1llU ZXE441.6



Exhibn8
FiLM/TV/VIDEO CONSUMPTION BY OUTLET ESTIMATE

Hours viewed per person per year m 198o

= 1992

Italy France Spein Germeny U.S. Japan

TVgroWh
Percent p.s. 3.6”% 3.4 3.4 2.9 0.7

High television High video
consumption growth consumption g!

d 1,253

1,150

0.5

333.2

12.8

2.0

-0.5

“ Assuming sach video rsnted or sold lssts 2 hours and is viewed by 2 people

““ ksuming each mvie Issts 2 hours

SOUrCe: ssreen Digsst 1W3; Trends in Telavisio” 1992 Me~a pe~e~wem Aud~e~ Mini~t&re A la Cuhum;
Mediaspouwoirs; NHK Fundesso: Veronk, Shuler & Aasociate~ MPM Trends in Television i“d”stry
associetiow McKinsey analyaii

Exhbn 9

EMPLOYMENT PER MILLION VIEWING
HOURS OF FIL~NIDEO OUTLETS 1992

Index 1. Televsm

Low Labor lntenstly High

Television Video rental Cinema

Us. 1 16 98

Japsn 1 81 141

Frsnce 1 73 75

Gerrneny 1 58 105

Spsin 1 so 103

ItSly 1 66 97

SourSe: Screen Digest 1993; Trends i“ Television 1992: Media Perspewwe”; Au~Iel: Mi”i~t6,e de I= Cukure;
Mediaspourvoirs: NHK Fundesco; Veronk. Shuler & bsociates MP~ Trends i“ Television i“dustV
associations; McKinsey analysis

0C111WZXE41.6



growth, but from low initial levels. The significantly higher consumption growth
in the Europea countries came in the form of television viewing, stirndated by
alternative programming offered after private companies were allowed to enter
this segment (Exhibit 8). Urdike the Ewopean countries, consumers in the U.S.
and Japan increased consumption in the newer-and higher revenue per hour -
distribution outlet of video rentals, which partially substituted for traditional
television in Japan.

The type of distribution outlet chosen by consumers is largely determined by
price and relative value of the entertainment provided. Advertisement-
supported television is ordy indirectly paid by the viewer, and therefore is “free”
whereas direct payment is required to view filmed entertainment through
speaalized video stores or theaters. Even after television fees (taxes levied to
support public charmels) “md advertisement revenues are factored into the price,
the average “price” per viewing hour through video rental/sales is nearly
20 times greater than through television, and theaters are over 30 times more
expensive. Some consumers are willing to pay this premium because they
receive greater benefi~ (quality of entertainment, convenience, etc.) from the
experience of renting a videocassette, or going to a movie theater, than from
watching televtilon.

Due to differences in labor intensity, the effect of increased consumption on
~Plopent varied significantly by distribution outlet. Theater exhibition
mqmred the m~t labor to ~tribute 2 hours of ent@aintnent~ home video rental
was somewhat less labor-intensive and television demanded far and away the
least amount of labor (Exhibit 9). The small labor component of television made
it possible for countries with extremely high growth in television viewing to only
have a modest impact on employment growth, whereas smaller differences in
cinema attendance or video rental had a significant employment effect.

Broadcast television expanded rapidly in Europe

Broadcast television appeared to be a relatively mature industry in 1980. Over
90 percent of househol& had television sets in all of the countries examined
except Spain (Exhibit 10). But even in this country the penetration rose from
72 percent in 1980 to 98 percent in 1992 as household incomes moved upward.
Viewing habits were well established with U.S. citizens watching significantly
more hours of TV than those in Europe; this gap was often attributed to a variety
of cdtural differences.

However, the 1980s illustrated that this gap was less inherent than people
initially imagined. Television consumption grew rapidly in Europe as
programming diversified and better matched consumer preferences. European
governments freed the industry from state control during this period, resulting in
the emergence of a number of new “free” (advertisement-supported) channels
which supplement the few government-owned channels in Italy, France and
Germany. .Spain’s rapid growth in broadcast employment occurred as a restit of
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Exhibfi 10

TELEVISION PENETRATION 1980-92

Percent of households

100
------------ ------

-.

95 -------
4? ‘~

Germany 1~
-,$~n;q

,:~...-””

90 ~
/“

/“

25 - /“
/“

./”

80 - / .- Spain

0“
/“

75 - /“
./”

70 L I
1980828486sEw 1992

“ Eetirnstes

Average number of terrastial
channels received per
TV household*

Italy

F
.,.,,.~15

Us. 10
12

Frsnce 3
‘“ 7

Japen

E

6
6

Spein 2
6

Germsny 3 ~

soII~e: Interview; indust~ associations nationalstatisik~ Mcl(insey ana~sis
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Exhibt11

CABLE AND SATELLITE PENETRATION = 1980

Percent
m 1992

Households Cable penstrstion Sstellits penetration
peasad by cable of TV householda of TV houaeholda

Us.

F r I

2.0
,..

~‘:” 96.6 “’:::+ixi+ii 60.2 2.0

Japan” da 8.2 0.0
tia ““’ 22.6 * 16.0

Franca
0.0 0.0 0.0

~~~20.9 5.2 0.6

Germany.” 40 0 0.0
64.6 ~~~~~~36.0 7.4

Spain” 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.0””” 5.3 0.9

nay 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.5

“ Ceble penetrationis ovetielrningly conu-nun~ antenna TV

““ 1991 figures wilh cable penetrationincludingformar Eut GerrnanK estimated 1980 homa passed by ~le
“- Estimtes

Soume: Vemnk, Shuler & Asaociat~ Zenith Media Worldwide 1993; InternationalFinancialStatiatic& Media
Perspehiven: 1993 Comunicetion whine Paper ~ MPT in Japaw McKinwy anatyais

Exhba 12

CABLE PENETRATION AND
SUBSCRIPTION RATES OF TV HOMES PASSED 1992
Persent

Us.

ttil
o 100

Italv

o
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Germany

‘;=
100

Fmrue
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the legalization of both regional government television charnels in 1983 and a
limited number of private ones in 1989.

The number of broadcast channels available to a typical television household
grew most rapidly in Italy where the average viewer codd choose between
15 stations in 1992, while in Germany the availability was much lower. Even in
the U.S., the number of available charmels grew, albeit slowly. Japan
experienced a decline in viewership at least, in part, because it had no growth in
terrestrial channels due to stringent re@atiom. However, the number of
regioml broadcast stations, which relay signals from one of the national
charnels, has increased.

The explosion in viewerahip and variety led to rapid employment increases in
broadcast television in each of the four European comtries. The U.S. and Japan
experienced almost no change in employment relative to the working age
population during this decade.

Cable/satellite’s slow ~owth
in Japan, France, Spain and Italy

Television consumption was also stirmdated by increased access to newer forms
of signal transmission. Cable television began in the U.S. during the 1950s as a
rural phenomenon which merely relayed broadcast signals to homes with poor
or no television reception (Community Atenna TV, CATV). It rapidly
expanded to other households over the 1970s and 1980s because operators
offered new services and programming through advances in technology (such as
satellites) and changes in re@ations.

Cable and satellite television were virtually nonexistent in all of the other
countries at the beginning of the 1980s (Exhibit 11), except for 8.2 percent CATV
penetration in Japan. Penetration of both forms of television grew significantly
in Germany, but government re@ations and inaction slowed cable and satellite
access in the other countries, fibiting employment growth in this emerging
industry segment.

1 Less than 5 percent of French homes subscribed to cable for expanded
television channels in 1992, largely due to government action,s which
blocked both access to cable and subscription rates (Exhibit 12).

● Before 1986, France T41@comhad sole control over installing and
operating the country’s cable network. Rather than coaxial cable,
mamgers chose to install expensive fiber optics because of greater
charnel capacity; however, the higher expense slowed cable
deployment. This monopoly was ended in 1986, when regrdatiom
allowed private compafies to build and operate cable systems.

● Re@atiom before 1986 also slowed the rate at which households
passed by cable subscribed for the service. French city officials had
only three choices for the cable operator franchise: a private firm and
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Sxhibt 13
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2

two utility companies. The two utilities got many of the most
attractive markets, but they were slow to develop them since they
lacked the skills and pressure to actively sign up cable subscribers
(Exhibit 13).

● Penetration of cable was further slowed by the pricing method used
by France T@16com,who charged operators for each substiber rather
than for each home passed. This increased variable costs and
eliminated much of the potential fixed costs for the operator,
decreasing incentives to be aggressive in gaining subscribers and
boosting prices charged.

Like the early development of cable television in the U.S., nearly all of
cable in Japan is CATV. It has not expanded much beyond this point,
however, with ordy 2.7 percent of TV households subscribing to “city
type” CATV (cable with greater than 5 channels of original
programming, two-way transit and at least 10,000 ports) by the end of
1992. The barriers to cable and satellite adoption were comprised of
geographic factors and re@ations, increasing the cost and time
required to install the hardware for both cable and satellite.

● The most important exogenous factor which influenced the cost and
speed of the installation of cable in Japan was the COUn&Y’S
mountainous topography and dense, urban population. Private
companies in Japan lacked the funds and government approval to lay
coaxial cable. & a result, the percent of homes passed by cable has
ordy reached 14.4 percent in Japan. This experience parallels that of
the large urban cities in the U.S., where cable deployment lagged the
rest of the mtion.

● Regu.latiom further hampered the growth of cable and satellite
television, raising costs and time for would-be operators (Exhibit 14).2
A pardcdarly important restriction is on the number of homes an
operator can serve with one license. This prevented operators from
reaching the rniriimum efficient scale necessary to be profitable or to
support more origiml and higher quality programming, Operators
average ordy 148 subscribers per system in Japan, while their U.S.
counterparts average 5,000.

Italy and Spain suffered from a lack of government action which could
have facilihted the emergence of these~egrnents of film/TV/video.
During the past decade, cable penetration was directly blocked by the
governmental agency authorized to install cable in Italy. SIP held a
monopoly in the country but did not begin construction of a cable
network. Legislators also failed to define the rules delimiting

b 1994 many of these resbicbons and their effects on the development of cable and satellite television
have &n recugnizti; plans to relax tiem are air~dy under dixussion.
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Exhibfi15
VIDEO STORE DENSITY
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competition for satellite television. This created a great deal of
uncertainty among potential entrants and investors, causing hesitation
because of the large sums of initial capital involved.

Cable and satellite television development has been hampered by a
similar legal void in Spain. Cable penetration is solely CATV, with
localized re@atory oversight but ambiguous legal status. Like Italy,
the lack of an adequate regulatory framework prevented the Ml
emergence of these innovative outlets, although Spanish decision
makers are presently attempting to fashion legislation defining
competition for satellite and cable.

Low levels of sustained video employment in Europe

The VCR innovation produced a new distribution industry for video
entertainment which grew at vastly different rates across counties. The stiiking
rise in video rental consumption in the U.S. and Japan was matched by a
remarkable growth in jobs, due to this outlet’s tigh labor intensity. Employment
in this industry segment grew significantly less in the European countries,
particularly France. This lower growth can be partially attributed to differences
in VCR penetration rates, although lower demand given VCR penebation
aPPea~ more important. Higher prices, closer substitutes and differences h
consumer preferences together dampened demand in France, Italy, Spain and
Germany.

From Exhibit 15 it is clear that the relative number of specialized video retail
outlets created was not the differentiating factor between Japan and the U.S. and
most European countries. In fact, in nearly all European countries (particularly
Germany and Spain) more stores were created than the market codd sustain.
The significant difference across countries was VCR penetration rates as well as
videocassette rental consumption per VCR household (Exhibit 16).

With most of the costs (rent, labor and inventory) of video rental retailing fixed
with respect to the number of tapes rented, high consumption levels greatly
determine profitability (Exhibit 17). Video stores in the three counhies with
higher revenues, the U.S., Italy and Japan, were profitable while those with lower
revenues were not.

Video rental demand appears to be somewhat responsive to prices (Exhibit 18),
although the U.S. experience from 1982 to 1992 suggests only a low price
elastiaty. Countries’ respective 1992 video rental demand levels corresponded
closely to the price levels that prevailed at the time.

These rental price differences relative to the U.S. can be attributed to factor cost
differences in labor and rent (tape costs do not vary significantly across
countries), differential tax rates (European VATS are 14 percent to 19 percent
versus 3 percent to 6 percent sales taxes in Japan and the U.S.), and to managers’
choices of the best way to maximize revenue. From Exhibit 19 it appears that the
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Sxhibfi 17

VIDEO STORE ECONOMICS* 1992
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Exhibti 19

VIDEO RENTAL PRICE AND COST DIFFERENCES
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Sxhibi 20
VIDEO RETAILING LABOR COSTS PER HOUR WORKED* 1992
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noncost-based differences account for the majority of the price differences in
video rental in each of the European countries. Only in Italy and France are
higher labor costs notable. Exhibit 20 shows that average video store labor costs
in these two comtries are significantly higher than in the others, due mainly to
high social costs and benefita. Mamgers’ decisions to keep prices high even
when demand is low and costs are reasomble suggest that they believe there is
less underlying demand in their country than in the U.S. or Japan.

The availability of close substitutes on television may also be a partial
explamtion for depressed video rental demand in Europe.

~ This new outlet for video entertainment had less perfect substitutes in
the U.S. and Japan. Differences in program content on broadcast and
basic cable TV, the large nmber of advertising breaks, and the high
value placed on the convenience of starting/stopping a movie when
you wish, are a few reasons for less cannibalization in the U.S. Rentals
per VCR household are high in Japan due to few recent (U.S.) movies on
broadcast, cable or satellite television and the fact that young teenagers
do not typically go to the movies alone.

~ Although the total number of recent movies available on television per
week is highest in the U.S., there area greater number of close
alternatives to video rentals for “free” in Europe (Exhibit 21).
Furthermore, cable prices are higher in the U.S. than in Europe
(Exhibit 22). Monthly cable costs a U.S. consumer the equivalent of
eight video rentals, whereas in France it costs the equivalent of only
three video rentals. The price difference between renting a video and
watching movies on cable is even greater in the U.S. when the
additional cost of a premium cable movie channel is included in the
price paid by customers; the price difference is even smaller than
indicated in France and Spain since terrestrial pay television eliminates
the cable operator fee.

But there still remains residual video demand differences between Europe and
the U.S. which camot be explained by closer feature film substitutes. It appears
that many of the 40 percent of U.S. households that subscribe to at least one pay
television charnel still rent videos at rates above the European norm. Exogenous
factors such as image have also affected demand in France and Germany; unlike
in the U.S., the association of video retail stores with pornography still lingers.

Although this industry segment is largel y uruegulated in most of these nations,
the development of French video retailers was restricted by re@atiom intended
to preserve theater employment. Re@ations in the early 1980s slowed VCR
penetration as well as video rental consumption.

y Armual taxes on VCRs equal to the fees paid by French households for
public television were imposed in 1983, and eliminated in 1987. This
slowed VCR penetration rates during the early stages of the retail rental
industry, as well as over the longer term; penetration levels reached
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Exhibt 22
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41 percent of households in France in 1991 versus 70 percent or more in
both the U.S. and Japan.

Targeted taxes and re~ations also slowed French video rental
co~umption directly.- A special VAT of 33.3 percent was imposed on
videocassette rentals in the early 1980s and was only phased out in
1992. In an attempt to protect the theater industry, feature film releases
cotid not be made available on videocassette until at least 1 year after
theater release. Finally, television advertising of feature films, a crucial
stimtius to rental demand in more developed markets, was banned.

Slow growth of penetration during the early phase of industry development kept
video rental stores from reaching “critical mass.” Rental habits like those in the
U.S. and Japan never formed and the number of stores per capita peaked at a
relatively low number. Given these circumstances, the rental market quickly lost
share to the much less labor intensive sell-through market as distributors began
lowering sales prices significantly in the rnid-1980s. A significant switch from
video rentals to sales happened in all four of the European counhies.

Admission declines and
productivity improvements in anema

Negative employment performance in this more mature industry segment
occurred in every country over the 1980s. New forms of entertainment
substituted for cinema attendance differently across the comtries. All nations
experienced drops in output (in numbers of admissions), however the decline in
consumption of filmed entertainment through this outlet was ordy 4 percent in
the U.S. while it was 53 percent in Spain and 65 percent in Italy (Exhibit 23).

The greater drop in cinema attendance in Europe was influenced by the
advent of commercial television during this period. Similar falls in
theater visits occurred in the U.S. during the 1950s, and in Japan during
the 1960s, when television penetration and broadcast hours reached
relatively high levels.

The dramatic fall in Italian and Spanish cinema consumption was also
affected by a sizable black market in videos of new theater releases and
a severe decline in movie screens (65 percent in Italy and 56 percent in
Spain). The lack of air-conditioning during hot summer months,
limited movie choices per theater and more movies on television are
additional reasons cited in large consumer sample surveys for not
attending the cinema in Italy.

Differences in employment evolution in theaters over this period correspond
roughly to output changes, although differential productivity growth also had an
important effect in this segment.

~ Improvements in projector technology and scale economies stemming
from large multiplexes resdted in fewer employees per showing. All of
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Eshibt 24
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the countries adopted these best practices, but beginning from very
different initial productivity levels. Therefore, productivity growth
varied significantly.

~ Spain’s industry had a more severe employment decrease due to very
low titial labor productivity levels - the countiy had half the number
of screens but about the same employment as Italy in 1980. The
industry also experienced the construction of new mdtiplex theaters
and the conversion of old single screen theaters into mdtiple screen
cinemas. In Italy this modernization process has evolved more slowly.

y Some of these efficiency gains were offset by other factors. The German
industry increased food concessions, adding more value per employee.
Government subsidies to theaters in France provided funds for
renovation and strict operations. French re@ations on movie
dishibution through video retailers and on television programming (no
movies ti the evenings 3 days of the week, limit on movies broadcast
per year) appear to have been partially successfd at preventing
decreases in attendance.

Movie and television production employment
significantly influenced by trade

All of the increases in distribution outlets led to greater demand for filmed
entertainment. The U.S. was a major beneficiary of the increased demand for
“software” in the domestic market as well as abroad. It was the only country in
our study which grew in both feature film and television program production
output.

U.S. feature film export growth was due to Hollywood large cluster of
companies which specialize in the varied tasks requtied to produce a movie. The
development of this industry structure occurred in the U.S. because of its historic
advantages: a large domestic population that speaks one language and of a
cornmeraal orientation borne out of necessity. Motion picture production is
characterized by high fixed costs with substantial economies of scale. The U.S.
film industry improved its share of all of the other counbies’ box offices,
overtaking domestic producers in France, Italy and Japan during tie 1980s
(Exhibit 24). Furthermore, the industry’s success at the box office also translated
into increased exports to video and television outlets in other countries.

These changes in box office share, plus a decline in real export revenues for all of
the Ewopean countries, resdted in decline in the number of feature films
produced (Exhibit 25). Correspondingly, movie production employment
declined in alI of the nonbenchmark countries except Germany. Spain
experienced a partictiarly sharp drop, in part because of a history of government
subsidies provided to producers without regard to commercial appeal. Unable
to market the resulting products, Spanish movie makers lost share to foreign
(usually herican) movies. Eventually this restited in fewer movies being
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Exhtik 26
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made. GoverWent subsidies in movie production- widespread in this industry
segment throughout Europe - have had varying degrees of success at
maintaining industry output and employment.

The other part of this industry segment, television production, increased
employment with the growth in television channels across all six countries. This
has more than offset the declines in movie production in each countiy except
Spain, where purchased television programs filled most of the new channels’
broadcasting hours. French employment in this segment has grown more
quickly than all others (including the U.S.), due to a significant increase in part-
tirne freelancers.

Exhibit 26 illustrates the general evolution of broadcast television and its impact
on television programming producdon. During the early stages, an emerging
channel has little advertising revenues and small audiences, and therefore
purchases existing shows or movies from outside sources such as U.S. producers.
However, as audiences grow and competition for advertising revenues increases,
inexpensive domestic production begins to overtake imports since consumers
prefer local programming. The quality and variety of domestically-produced
television programs increase as competing charnels attempt to provide shows
which a~act more discriminating viewers.

Severe restxictiom on advertising in all of the European countries inhibited this
evolution (Exhibit 27). These restrictions had a negative effect on the number of
television channels which codd operate profitably, the quality and type of
programming, and the amount of unique domestic production demanded.
Unnecessary advertising re@atiorrs have slowed the transition of each
European industry to greater domestic television producdon (Exhibit 28).

The basic evolutiomry pattern can be observed in all of the countries we studied,
but because of differences in the stage of evolution and various re@ations,
employment ~owth in television producdon differed across the European

The Spanish television production industry is in the earliest stage of
development. Private broadcast channels were ordy allowed in 1989.
They have been purchasing most of their programming because import
prices are significantly lower than the costs of in-house production.
Therefore, employment growth in television production was not able to
fully compensate for the 10SSof employment in feature film production
over our period of study.

Although “freed” from state monopoly earlier than the other European
television industries (private unlicensed television channels began
broadcasting in the late 1970s), Italian television producdon has been
slow to move towards domestic production. TV producdon
employment per hour of television comurnption grew more slowly in
Italy than in all other countries except Spain. The pressure to produce
the more expemive domestic television shows that customers prefer has
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Exhibk 29
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been suppressed through the limited competition of the duopoly
structure which was allowed to develop in Italian TV. Concentration in
broadcast television tends to occm-because of significant economies of
scale. Instead of preventing this, licenses for general entertainment
mtional television networks were granted in 1992 to the three state-
owned RAI charnels and the three channels controlled by Fininvest.

~ France’s phenomenal growth in the number of jobs in production
exaggerates the employment growth in television. The hours worked
per employee has faIlen sigrdficantiy, as the creation of many
independent television production companies has shifted the bti of
output from ti-tirne workers in the state-owned SFP to government-
supported irrtmitient persons, marry of whom work only 3 months per
year.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Exhibit 29 presents a summary of the factors which explain employment
performance differences between the benchmark country, the U.S., and the other
five comhies in film/TV/video. These factors can be described within a
hierarchical framework where factors in the capital, labor and product market
influence industry dynamics., which in turn affect output, productivity and
employment. It shodd be noted, however, that some factors at the highest level
of causality can directly influence output growth. The rating for each country
represents an average of the importance of the factors within the industry
segments. The “overall” column explains the influence of these factors across all
of the countries for the film/TV/video industry.

At the lowest level of the framework, higher output growth and the distribution
outlets chosen by consumers in the U.S. were the most important differential
determinants of job creation. Relative prices and the quality of entertainment
determine the distribution channels used to consume movies, videos and
television programs. Through re@atiom, particdarly advertising restriction,
the growth in consumption in France, Germany, Italy and Spain was strongly
directed toward less expensive television rather than higher value added, more
labor-intensive movie theaters, video rental or pay TV.

The industry dynamics factors which have significantly affected output growth
differences are trade balances and innovation.

~ Changes in net trade significantly helped the performance of the
benchmark relative to all of the other countries (U.S. net exports of
movies and television programs grew in real terms from $1.5 to
$8 billion). France, Spain and Italy had worsening net trade balances
due to increased imports of movies for cinema and video as well as
increased imports for expanded charmels in television. Germany and
Japan were able to almost maintain domestic box office share.
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.Significant differences in output growth occurred in the newer,
emerging distribution outlets of fifrn/TV/video, which are captured in
the “innovation/new products” line. This had a major effect on
employment growth in aif of the nonbenchmark comtries except Japan,
where the drm.atic growth in video rental jobs has offset lower growth
in cable/satellite.

Factors which influence the dynamics of an industry or output growth directly
can be grouped under the capital, labor and product markets. We will discuss
the influence of each of these in the film/TV/video industry, focusing
particularly on factors which we had originally expected to be important in
explaining employment differences, yet were not. We begin with the capital
market factors.

In this industry there was little difference in the pressure private
owners placed on companies, though government ownership and
capital support played a role in influencing the development of the
industry. Government subsidies typically had a positive effect on
employment by diminishing the pressure to restructure, increasing
output or directly supporting jobs. Employment performance in France
has been helped by these funds during the period of our analysis
theaters received funds for renovation, movie and television producers
received subsidies for films and shows, state-owned television channels
received fees from television taxes, and movie/TV production
employees received substantial wage supplements. However, the
Spanish experience demonstrates the negative repercussions of this
kind of government acdon; the reputation of their movie production
industry was harmed in the mid-1980s when the government
subsidized all movies, including films that theater exhibitors would not
show.

Contrary to expectations, we did not find that a lack of available capital
was an irnpekent to job creation in the motion picture production
industry. In fact, there is anecdotal evidence that significant sums of
capital from Europe do support movies produced in the U.S. People
resist investing in major motion pictures production in Spain, France,
Italy and Germany because the risk and expected returns are
unfavorable, not because the capital is unavailable.

Although differences in labor market factors were somewhat important in a few
segments in a few countries, they were generally of little importance at the
aggregate level.

Y In industries such as video retailing where wages and skill
requirements are quite low, we did find that high wages have played
some role in preventing the further expansion of video stores in France
and Italy through either higher prices or lower profits. Jobs that were
viable in the U.S. or Japan at $5 an hour cotid not be sustained at $11 an
hour. Labor costs do not appear to be the major reason for the low
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growth in this segment, however, as factors affecting demand are more
critical in this industry characterized by fixed costs. The problem of
high wages and social costs is generally avoided in this industry in
Germany through the use of low benefit part-time workers called
Aushi~sn. The cost of labor was not a major factor in theater
emplopent despite similarly low wages; this was primarily due to the
lack of hiring in this detig segment.

Worker availability problems were mentioned on!y by French video
store retailers and Japanese television producers. High unemployment
benefits may generally make hiring low-cost labor more difficult in
France, but did not limit film/TV/video growth, as enough people
were willing to work for the wages offered. The problem of a tight
labor market in Japan in the late 1980s may have had a small effect on
the lower wage positioti in television production. But because these
positions were considered destiable by many, and because the industry
was able to expand significantly throughout this period, the constratit
does not appar to have been @uly binding.

hck of labor flexibfli~ in German, Suanish and Italian state-owned
channels helped maink emplo~~nt levels above what they would
be otherwise, but at the expense of productivity. Constraints on laying
off workers kept these traditional players from becoming competitive
and also slowed employment expansion in some private charnels such
as Canal Plus, since companies feared that they might get stuck with an
unnecessarily large workforce.

Most of the major factors which helped or hindered job creation in
film/TV/video were product market factors. Each of them was found to be at
least somewhat important at the aggregate level, although restrictive regulations
and differences in exogenous demand were significant factors across all the
segments.

Regulation played a critical role in the evolution of film/TV/video in
these countries; in some cases they have had a positive effect on
employment, and in others a negative one. These regulations can be
classified into three different categories: those which restricted entry,
constrained firm behavior, or facilitated growth.

Regulations which restricted enhy in this industry generally hindered
the emergence of new distribution outlets for fifrn entertainment,
preventing output and job growth. Examples discussed earlier were
French cable restrictions, Italian inaction in deploying cable and
Japanese constraints on cable network size.

Regulations which restrict company behavior are common in
film/TV/video, often with the intention of protecting existing segments
from competition. Regulations to preserve French theaters have helped
to maintain theater employment, but at the expense of employment in
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video retail and possibly television. Re@ations limiting the number of
cable channels to protect traditioml broadcast television has also been
detrimental to the growth of cable Strict advertising limits in all of the
nonbenchmark countries hurt broadcast and producdon employment
directly and may have reduced growth in the other distribution
segments.

Re@ations which facilitate growth and delineate competition are
important to foster the creation of new industries. A lack of rules in the
satellite industry in Italy, and cable in Spain, increased uncertainty and
risk for companies that might otherwise invest the large sums of capital
necessary to launch a satellite or a cable/satellite channel. The lack of
enforcement on video rights and release agreements has also negatively
affected video “mployment in these comtries. Finally, the lack of
antitrust legislation in television in Italy may have dampened television
production employment growth.

The third significant product market factor is increased penebation or
demand growth due to different customer preferences. ‘Given the lower
initial levels of consumption in Japan and Europe, higher growth in
television consumption was to be expected. Penetration differences also
exist in VCR ownership and cable subscription rates. However, the U.S.
maintains remarkably high consumption levels in video rentals,
televNlon and theaters, which has a direct effect on output and
employment growth.

● **

The film/TV/video industry highlights the effect regrdatory barriers can have on
the emergence of new services. These barriers may inhibit total demand growth,
and they can direct latent demand into more or less producdve outlets. Jn an
industry which is evolving rapidly, the government wodd best encourage job
creation by confining regulation to facilitating competition, reducing
uncertainty in the “rrdes” of competition, and enforcing private contracts.

The countries that allowed the film/TV/video industiy to evolve as new
technologies were commercialized had greater aggregate increases in productive
employment. Those that tried to actively mamge the process may have retained
more employment in existing forms, but probably at the expeme of better net
performance.
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY CASE SUMMARY

Corsatruction Employment Perfomnoe

Jobscrestedperthousandworkingagepopulation

France .1o.7

Germany

-

-8.1

ftaly - -s.3

Japan -1.3

Spain

H

2.8

Us. 3.0

The myriad rules and regulations governing the construction industry in
Europe and Japan provide an excellent example of how product market
restrictions stifle output. Faater output growth - together with alower
gains in productivity - resulted in a better employment performance for
the U.S.

The sonstrucfien industryis subiacfto a large number of rules and regulationsregatilng land
use, buikfingqualii, sefety, rentand teses. However desirable these regulations maybe in

l~lr own right, they adversely affect mnsttuctbn volume and therefore employment, The

effect on outpti of dflering degrees of reguhtion - rather than mmpefiiive intenshy or

dfierenc= in industry structure - cfirdly explains cmss-count~ dflere~es in employment.

France, Germany, and Italy bat j~ relative 10 their wtilng age population. Japan basically

maintained empbymanf title Spain and the U.S. were able to create jobs.

@nst@ion employment dapanda largely on output growth. The U. S., Japan and ~tn

e%~~~ gm~h in real Wnatrucrien volume whiih waa in line tih overall growh in GDP.
Germany, France and ftely, in contrast, saw instruction growth lag overall GDP grewth. Strict

zening laws area primary cause of Ihs lag in that they restrict the supply of residential and

commemisl fend. ~Is in turn leads to high tind prices end high ~ts of cenatrucfion, both of

tiih ~trained outpul grewth. Buitilng @es and norms also have an adverse impact on

constmdmn velume by iwreaaing material and labor wets. Eurepaan ad Japanese

autheritii further d~tort the housing markets through rent wntrois and fas incentives.

Japan and Spain i~reeaad output and e~bymnt despite such ptiuct market restrictions:

astensive upgrading of housing and publk investments in infrastructure acted as drivers of

gruwth. Producttihy levels and productivity growth rates must also be taken into a-unt. The

strong employment performance of the U.S. is parlially due to ifs low productivity grotih rate.

Labor market fatiora such as beneft levels and wage bargaining institutions played only a

secondary role in acmunting for grotih in output, productivity and employment.

For Japanese and European policymskers, the implication is that relaxing the regulatory

envirenmant is likely to increase wrist wction output and employment, ~Is raises the question

of fundamental trade-offs with broader societal objectives. Policymakere should que~ton

whether raatndions serve lhe “public g-or whether they merely protect vested interests.



Employment in the construction industry

The construcdon industry is one of the largest sectors in developed economies,
representing between 5.5 and 10 percent of total civilian employment and total
GDP. In comparison, total manufacturing employment accounts for 18 to
32 percent of total avilian employment. Construction is among the most
discussed and analyzed of tidustries. This is partially due to its relative size and
its links to the rest of the economy through consumer expenditures for housing
and business investments for plants. Construcdon output is highly cyclical and
is often used as a leading econotic indicator. Social issues also enter the
discussion of the construction industry. Providing adequate housing at
affordable prices and an efficient infrastructure for communication and
transportation are priorities of policymakers.

We believe the conshuction case study contributes to the labor market discussion
in two ways

Construction provides an example of the job creation process in a
relatively mature, low skill industry. We find evidence that labor
market factors such as benefit levels and wage setdng institutions affect
employment in this type of industry

The construction indus~ is governed bv a laree number of rules and
re@ations regarding l~d w-e, building quali~yand safety, and social
protection. Differing degrees of regulation explain in a direct way
differences in output and employment. The construction case thus
illustrates how regs,datiom hinder economic flexibility and the working
of equilibrating market forces.

The report is divided into four secdons, the first of which describes the
construcdon indushy in all six countries analyzed. This section is followed by a
description of the employment performance. The third and main section of the
case explores causes for different employment performances. Finally, a short
summary is provided in the last section.

THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Construcdon can be split into three main subsectors: residential, commercial and
public construction (including public buildings and infrastructure). Residential
construction is usually the largest subsector, accounting for 30 to 50 percent of
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Exhibt 1

CONSTRUCTION VOLUME PUT IN PLACE 1980 AND 1990

Percent and local currenci=”

Public

Commercial

Residential

Germany Italy””’

Source: National construdion suweys McKirrsey anatysis

68 97 4.205 5,805

Japan Spain

365 442

U.s

“ ffaly and Japan in trillions; all other countries in billions
““ 1989 instead of 1990 “production-; excludes output of rim wifh <10 e~loyses

“- 1981-91

Exhbn 2

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE IN CONSTRUCTION 1980-90

Jobs created per
tkussnd in worldng
ago population*

Fmnce -10.7
I

Germany

Italy

Japan

Spain

Us.””

-8.1

~

-6.3

-1.3

Employment’s 1980
Employment share of woridng Employment
growth age population 19s0
Percent p.s. Pament Thousands

.1.4”L

\E

5.3% 1,5s3

-1.1 5.2 1,912

-0.7 5.0 1,749

0.7 7.0 5,8~

. Adjuslsd for changs in the woti!ng age population
. . U.S. figures based on construction census; household data show slightly higher gromh rates

(2.1%) and higher inhial level (4.1%)

Source: Slatiatbal yearbooks construction surve~ McKinsey analysis
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total construction volume (Exhibit 1). Measuring output in the construction
industry in itself represents a nonhivial endeavor. Output measmes are based
on a number of assumptions and estimates regarding new housing units, prices,
renovations and additions as well as the market value of public construction.

The industry structure is characterized by a large number of small companies
and self-employed people. Firms with less than 20 employees and the self-
employed generfly account for over 50 percent of total employment. The
tidustry cooperates through a layered structure of contractors and
subcontractors. This allows even relatively large firms to attain a high level of
flexibility. In all countries, general contractors are responsible for the overall
completion of a project. They are usually specialized in one type of conshuction,
and cmrdinate the work of smaller subcontractors. In the U.S., a large number of
craftsworkers is employed by general building contractors. In European
countries and Japan, however, the major crafts (masonry, carpentry, electrical)
tend to be subcontracted. Across all countries, employment of contractors
special~ing in heavy Construction and firastru~e & relatively small

Between 70 and 90 percent of all employees are “construction workers.”
Consbuction is largely a low skill industiy, considered to be hard work and “low
prestige.” Conshuction workers usually join the trade either from school or from
farm and -g jobs. Many recruits of individual companies, however, have
worked in construction before. Immigrants also represent a significant source of
labor. While many construction workers are unskilled laborers and helpers,
craftsworkers usually undergo an apprenticeship. This is the case even in the
U.S., where the apprenticeship system is, to some extent, controlled by unions. A
group of three to five construction workers (usually a mix of laborers and
craftsworkers) is assigned to a job. They are supervised by a foreman. A college-
trained engineer oversees all the construction groups at a given site and is
responsible for quality and deadlines.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE

The employment performance varied shongly by country between 1980 and
1990. France, Germany and Italy all lost employment relative to working age
popdation (-10.7, -8.1 and -6.3 jobs per thousand working age population,
Exhibit 2). Japan added construction employment in absolute terms but at a rate
that was slightly lower than the growth of the working age population. Ordy
Spain and the U.S. were able to create construcdon jobs in relative terms
(+2.8 and +3.0 jobs per thousand working age poptiation). The U.S. is, therefore,
the “benchmark” country with the best employment performance.

Our measure of employment performance includes both level and growth effects.
Comparing only compound annual growth rates shows a very strong difference
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EVOLUTION OF TOTAL CON’STRUCTfON EMPLOYMENT 1977-92
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Exhibn 4

ADJUSTED EMPLOYMENT GROWTH RATES

Percenl p.s.

Avemge of eeveml Growth in total
l-year time paride* houre worked 1980-90-

Franm -1.4

1“- ‘,

-2.2

Germany -1.0 -2.6

Italy -0.5 -1.6
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. Average percent p.a of 6 tim periods (1977-87, 1978-88, 1979-89,1980-90,1981-91, 1982-92)
“. Germany, Spain and U.S.: hours of constructionworkers; France: salariaqlta~ nonsupewisory

workers: Japan: all e~loy~s in firms over 30 empIOYe~

Source: National construtiion suwey% ILO; OECD
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between the U.S: on one hand and France, Germany and Italy on the other. Pure
growth rates, however, overstate this performance difference. The decline in
France, Germany and Italy is not too surpris~g given their level of construction
employment. In 1980, France had 46 percent more comtruction jobs (adjusted for
working age popdation) than the U.S. By 1990, that level difference of
46 percent had narrowed to 8 percent. We suspect that European countries had
high levels of cons~ucdon output and employment in the 1950s and 1960s due to
reconstruction after the war. Since 1970, they experienced a relative decline. The
convergence towards U.S. levels, however, does not explain the entire difference
in growth rates. Also, Japan and Spain both had very high initial employment
levels and continued to create jobs.

The employment performance discussed above refers to the period of 1980 to
1990. In alf countries, construction went through a recessionary period in the
early 1980s (Exhibit 3). U.S. construction employment peaked in 1979, while
some European countries continued to grow mtil 1981. In the early 1990s there
was a similar rec=sion, again somewhat earlier in the U.S. The 10-year period
therefore seems to reflect a complete economic cycle relatively well.
Furthermore, 1980 and 1990 more or less represent peak years for all six
courdries. Experimenting with other time periods did not fundamentally affect
the patterns of employment performance (Exhibit 4). Spain is the only country
where cyclical effects influence our measure of employment performance. It
experienced a rapid detie in the early 1980s and a strong surge after 1985. The
entry into the EC, the resdting cornmeraal real estate boom and infrastructure
investrnenb (e.g., for the Olympics or the Expo) partially explain this.

Adjusdrsg employment for the number of hours worked also does not
fundamentally affect the patterns observed (Exhibit 4). In the U.S., amual hours
per worker actually increased. In all other countries, especially Germany, hours
declined. Differences in employment performance measured in milliom of hours
are thus somewhat more pronounced than in number of employees. We were
unable to adjust for the undergrown market in construction. Individual studies
have tried to esdmate its impact, but no clear consensus which wodd allow tie
series and cross-country comparisons emerges. In several comtries, most
notably Germany and Italy but also Japan, the underground economy represents
a major factor in construction and codd have negatively affected the growth
rates of “legal” employment. Even if we have not attempted to quantify its
impact, we will point out causal factors that we believe had an impact on
undergromd construction activities.

Taking this employment performance as a starting point, the key issue for the
case is to explain why consmuction employment in the U.S. continued to increase
while in other countries it did not. Also, we need to explain why Japan and
Spain did not follow the relative employment decline that other European
countries experienced over the 1980s.
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Eshtin 5

WHY DID THE BENCHMARK COUNTRY HAVE
A B~ER EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE?
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CAUSES FOR EMPLOYMENT DIFFERENCES

The general framework used for amlyzing causal factors is divided into three
levels. At the first level, employment can be explained by the relationship
between output and productivity. Differences in output are generally more
important for explaining emplo~ent differences. We then proceed to explain
output ~d productivity differences by looking at the second (industry
dynamim) and third level of causal factors (product, labor and capital markets).
h the case of construction, competitive intensity and differences in the industry
structure are not important causal factors. However, regulations, demand
growth and labor costs play an important role in explaining why the U.S. had a
better employment performance than other countries (Exhibit 5).

Output, productivity and employment

Differences in construction employment depend largely on differences in output
growth and output levels. The U.S., Japan and Spain all experienced strong
growth in real construction volume of 2 to 4 percent per annum (p.s.) (Exhibit 6).
Construction output grew in line with overall GDP. In Germany, Italy and
France, however, output essentially did not grow, while GDP growth exceeded
2 percent p.s.

Differences amoss comtries are most pronomced in residential construction. In
France, Germany and Italy, output declined in real terms over the 1980s, while in
Japan, Spain and the U.S. it grew significantly (Exhibit 7). Output differences in
residential construction explain up to two-thirds of the gap between the U.S. and
Europe. In some countries, other subsectors of construction are also important
for explaining total output growth. Japan’s strong growth in commercial
construction reflects the bubble economy which ordy peaked after 1990. By
comparison, the peak in commercial real estate in the U.S. took place earlier in
the 1980s. Also, France and Spain experienced significant growth in public
construcdon. In many countries, though, public construction is used impliatly to
counteract the business cycle. The figures for output inchrde in each category the
vahre of renovations and small additions. In many combies, this represents a
significant share of total output (e.g., Spain in residential construction).

In order to understand differences in employment performance, productivity
levels and productivity growth rates also have to be taken into account. The
official, published figures show the U.S. with the highest value added per hour
across all six counbies (using construction PPPs) (Exhibit 8). European countries
all follow relatively closely at 80 to 90 percent of U.S. levels. Japan, however, has
a comparatively low level of productivity. Changes in productivi~ are
important in explaining the employment evolution in France, Japan and Spain.
IrI Japan and Spain, however, faster productivity growth compared to the U.S. is
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=hibfi 6

REAL GROVVTH OF GDP AND CONSTRUCTION VOLUME 1980-90
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Eshibfi 7

REAL GROWTH IN CONSTRUCTION VOLUME BY SUBSECTOR 1980-90
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Exhibt 8

PRODUCTIVITY LEVELS AND GROWTH

Pductivity growth rstes 1980-90
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Exhibit 9

OFFICIAL AND REVISED US. CONSTRUCTION
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NUMBER AND CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW HOUSING UNITS BUILT 1990
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more than offset by even faster output growth. Offiaal figures show no real
growth of U.S. productivity in the 1980s. Between 1963 and 1981, productivity
even declined in real terms. Several studies-have tried to explain this
phenomenon and generally attribute it to underesdrnated nominal outputs and
to overdeflation (Exhibit 9). Experts believe that some of these measurement
problems have been addressed but that the figures for the 1980s still
underestimate U.S. productivity growth by 1.0 to 1.5 percent.

h the following paragraphs, we explain causal factors affecting output growth
differences and productivity growth differences separately.

Differences in output growth are
largely due to product market re~ations

In many other case studies, we found that output, and thus employment, are
affected by trade flows, innovation and the nature of competition. In
construction, however, industry dynamics were not a strong differentiating
factor. Innovation and trade, two causal factors often affecting industry
structure, are not important causal factors in construction. Much of the
tiovation in construction - new materials, prefabricated parts, the use of
machinery - has occurred in the 1960s and 1970s. With industry structures being
relatively comparable across countries, much of the output growth differentials
are explained by barriers in the product, labor and capital markets.

1. Regulations in the product market. Product market barriers have an
important influence on construction output in that they influence the price, the
number, and the characteristics of housing units being built (Exhibit 10). In the
U.S., residential construction grew despite the low number of units per capita.
Its output is characterized by a high share of single family homes (SFH), which
further increased over the decade from 65 to 75 percent. Consequently, the U.S.
has by far the highest surface per unit and the highest surface per person. This
high value added leads to high employment. Output growth is aided by
relatively low and declining real prices for construction (Exhibits 11 and 12).
Germany, Japan (and to some extent Italy), on the other hand, have relatively
high construction prices, even if comparisons are made using GDP PPPs.
Germany and Japan were affected more than other countries since their prices
continued to increase during the 1980s. This resdted in a low (and often
decreasing) number of housing units being built, and in a lower share of SFH.

How can we explain these differences in prices and numbers of housing units?
Given the strong differences in land prices and materials costs as well as their
relative importance in total consbuction costs, we attribute a strong weight to
re@atiom such as zoning laws, building codes, temnt protection and tax rties.
Exogenous demand factors, on the other hand, seemed to be less important in
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REVENUE STRUCTURE OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES*
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explatig output growth differences. Household growth rates, for example,
were relatively similar across countries. We start this overview of product
market barriers by discussing the re@ato~ environment grouped into three
categories: zoning laws, building codes, as well as temnt protection and tax
rides.

I Zoning laws. All countries analyzed have zoning laws governing the
use of land for residential, commeraal, industrial or agricdtural
purposes. Individual zoning plans of local communities or districts are
generally based on a law setting guidelines at the national level. These
nalioml laws as welI as the restiting local zoning plans usually date
back to the late 1960s and the 1970s. Zoning laws have been introduced
due to concerns about agriculture, the environment and popdation
demity. The goal of at least partial independence in agricultural
production leads to the maintemnce of farmland at the expense of other
uses. Farmers are generally stiong defenders of this process. In recent
years, concerns about the environment in many comtzies have also led
to a strengthening of zoning laws.

The approval process is governed in most countries by a commission of
elected local offiaals. IrI the U.S., public hearings are often required
before zoning changes are approved. In Germany, town officials review
zoning applications, which then have to be approved by the Lund. A
number of extensive legal recourse opportunities are used frequently,
lengthening the approval process. In France, the mayor usually decides
on minor zoning changes. However, local parliaments, environmental
organization and chambers of commerce provide input in the
establishment of Plans dOccupatio~ des Sols. Between 1975 and 1991,
French land prices appreaated by 45 percent in real terms, even in smaIl
towns. In Japan, farmers have a strong influence on the rezoning of
farmland through commissions at the local level. As a restit, even in
the five cenhal Tokyo prefectures (comparable to the New York
metropolitan area comprising seven counties), around 300 square
kilometers of land remains zoned for agricdtural use. Vested interests
of farmers, existing homeowners and town officials thus play an
important role ~ explaining restrictive zoning laws.

The influence of local authorities in zoning strongly reflects the revenue
structure of municipalities in different countries. In Germany,
communities have an interest to zone land as commercial rather than
residential, since commercial taxes (Gmerbestmem) represent 80 percent
of direct reveniies (Exhibit 13). That interest remains even if part of that
revenue then gets transferred to state and federal authorities in
exchange for income based revenues. In the U.S., almost half the
revenue of local communities stems from property taxes, which are to a
large extent levied on residential property. Revenue structures in
France and Japan seem to be more broadly based.
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IMPACT OF ZONING LAWS
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As a result of all of these factors, the degree of severity of the zoning
laws varies strongly, with Germany and Japan having the toughest
laws. In Germany, it can take up to 10 years to get land rezoned.
Individual rezoning is almost impossible; changes only happen if the
town supports an overall plan for a larger development. Zoning laws in
France, Italy and Spain seem to be somewhat less restrictive, especially
in smaller towm. In the U.S., courts tend to uphold the rights of
property owners to do what they deem adequate.

Restrictive zoning laws affect growth rates of residential construcdon.
They resdt in high land prices by suppressing supply. ~ned lots are
increasingly used up and new ones do not come on the market. At the
same time, demand for land continues to increase due to rising
poptiation and incomelevela (Exhibit 14). Also, zoning laws resrdt in
higher construction costs, again rising prices and suppressing output.
With smaller lots, construction becomes more expensive, e.g., due to fire
protection, noise reduction or basement space. Thus, the mere exisfmce
of zoning laws limits the rate of expansion in residential construction.
In addition, interviews and anecdotal evidence also suggest that in all
counties, but especially in Europe, the stringency of zoning laws has
incraed dr,uingthe 1980s. This happened not through new laws but
through a stricter application of existing rides.

I Building codes and norms. Building codes also have an adverse
impact on conshuction volume, increasing both material and labor
costs. Some experts estimate that up to one quarter of construction
mts in Europe are due to specific norms on structural soundness,
heating effiaency, noise reducdon and exterior appearance. By raising
construction costs, output and employment in construcdon are
suppressed: some people camot afford to build houses and stay in
apartments, others build smaller houses than they otherwise would.

Building codes are especially stringent in Germany and Japan. While
the U.S.’has moved to performance-based codes in the late 1970s,
Europe and Japan have maintained their largely materials-based codes.
In Germany, the DIN Institute issues basic norms for material
standards. In addition, over 1,000 codes re@ate specific requirements
in residential construction. These codes are usually specific to each
bnd. The commissions issuing norms include builders, architects,
housing authorities as well as suppliers of materials, again often
representing vested interests. In Japan, a General Building Standards
law, issued by the Ministiy of Comtruction, re@ates residential
construcdon in much detail. In addition, the Japanese Industrial
Standard (JIS) and Japanese Agrictitial Standard (JAS) establish
detailed requirements for materials used, which often resdt in strong
restrictions agaimt imports. Recently, standards have been relaxed to
some extent and Japan is beginning to accept foreign standards.
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SOCIAL HOUSING 1988-90
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~ Tenant protection, housing support and tax rules. A number of
government programs directly affect housing markets: public housing
housing allowance programs, tenants’ protecdon legislation, and tax
rules. Some of them have a positive impact on output, but most restrict
construction volumes.

All six countries analyzed have social housing programs, supporting
the construcdon of units for low income famtiles. These programs are
most significant in Europe, where public and nonprofit housing can
represent around 10 percent of toti housing stock (Exhibit 15). Over
the 1980s, however, this share has been declining somewhat. While ~
France, the government directly builds and owns HLM housing,
German soaal housing is provided by private, nonprofit organization
operating under rate-of-return constraints. In the U.S., public housing
is much less significant. Overall, we do not see any evidence that social
housing programs have resdted in higher output and employment in
residential construction.

Another area in which governments influence the rental housing
market is the tenant protection laws. Significant rent control laws or
temnt protection re@ations exist ti Japan, Italy, Spain, France and
Germany. The Italian law EquoGznonesets rents by apartment category
and strongly limited rent increases. It was liberalized ordy in 1993 and
represents one of the important factors for holding back cons~uction
activities during the 1980s. II-ISpain, rents were strictly controlled until
1985. The @ Boyerthen introduced a liberalization for new contracts,
which encouraged new construction. German regulations strongly
restrict the possibilities of evicting renters and limiting rent increases to
“average rent increases in the community.” In Japan, both the “Land
Lease Law” as well as the “Building Lease Law” are strongly in favor of
temnts and are considered to have advemely affected housing output.
In the US., rent control laws are limited to some large sties. The
evidence of Europe suggests that rent controls had a negative impact on
residential construction output potential owners of iarge rental
properties do not invest because the strict regulations lower their return
on investment. Some U.S. studies, however, question this impact.
They fo~d that rent discounts (differences between spot market rents
and rents of sitting temnts) are not si~icantly lower in SMSAS with
strong tenant protection.

Many countries encourage construction by allowing tax deductions for
housing-related savings and for mortgage payments of home owners.
In the U.S., the accelerated depreciation schedde for rental housing was
abolished in the 1986 tax reform and rental property is generally subject
to capital gains tax. Generous roll over provisions essentially eliminate
capital gains taxes for owner~ccupied units. In addition, mortgages
have been made more atiacdve by the 1986 tax law changes reducing
the deductibility of other consumer loan interest payments. The
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combination of these tax rules represent a si@cant subsidy to
homeowners (M,200 for a median income family with a
$200,000 house). They have encouraged a further rise in the
construction of single family homes.

In Japan, property, inheritance and capital gains taxes are all strongly
skewed in favor of holding personal assets in the form of real estate.
Due to low real estate assessments and low inheritance taxes for land,
real estate represents 60 percent of taxable bequesta in Japan versus
25 percent for the U.S. Furthermore, Japan has very high transaction
taxes on real estate sales. Japan’s roles thus encourage “holding real
estate assets” more than “building houses.” This again lowers the
supply of land for construction and resdts in a more illiquid market.

Germany provides substantial tax credits to families with children who
build new owner-occupied homes. Also, temporary tax allowances
were introduced at several instances during the 1980s to encourage
housing growth. In comparison to other countries, however, tax rules
are less favorable towards construction of single family homes.

It is difficult to evaluate the relative importance of these factors. One proxy for
understanding this is to look at the cost structure of single family homes. Land
costs represent approximately 22 percent of the average new SFH in the U.S., but
more than 30 percent in Europe and over 40 percent in Japan, even in smaller
towns. Aggregate figures confirm that land is significantly more expensive in
Japan and Germany than in the U.S. (Exhibit 16). Zoning laws and building
codes also affect material costs, which represent another 20 to 25 percent of total
housing costs. Overall, we therefore believe that a large part of the price
differences and of the smaller share of SFHS is due to the regulatory
environment. We conclude that zoning laws, building codes and tax rules
affecting real estate assets are important causal factors for explaining output
differences.

2. Exogenous demand factors. If we ordy looked at regulations, we wodd
conclude that the U.S. had higher output growth than all the other countries.
This is not true, however; Japan and Spain both grew faster in construction
volume than the U.S. between 1980 and 1990 despite more restrictive re@ations.
Other causal factors therefore need to explain this apparent paradox. The second
product market factor affecdng output is exogenous demand. Popdation and
household growth, land scarcity, income and savings, mobility, and government
demand for infrastructure also affect construcdon output and employment in
comtruction. Overall, however, we observe that either differences across
countries are relatively small (e.g., in household growth) or that some of the
factors offset each other. Therefore, we attribute a lower weight to these demand
factors than to the re~atory environment. We do find, however, that they are

imPortant in explai~g Japan and Spain’s strong output performance.
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q Population, households and land. The U.S. popdation grew faster
than that of most European countries during the 1980s (Exhibit 17).
This is especially true if one loob at the popdation between 20 and
45 years of age, which is when many people buy homes or rent
ap-ents for the first time. Thus the U.S. had an advantage in terms
of higher popdation growth and a baby boom generation entering the
housing market. Ultimately, however, it is the number of households
that defines demand for housing. The growth in number of households
does not necessarily reflect popdation growth. The number of
households increased in a very similar way across ail six countries.
Overall, differences in household growth numbers are too small to
explain much of the differences in construction output. However, since
one can question whether household growth is a completely exogenous
causal factor (the high cost of housing may actually restrain the
formation of households), it is difficdt to evaluate the relative
importance of demographic factors on demand for construction.

Many people attribute differences in construction output to an absolute
scarcity of land. However, as we have seen, high iand prices are, to a
significant degree, influenced by zoning laws, not just by absolute
scaraty. Around many European cities there are si@ficant areas of
agrititural land available. In Nordrhein-Wesffalen, for example, the
most popdous German state, residential areas represent 5.5 percent of
the total surface, while agridture accounts for over 53 percent. Zoning
laws prevent the use of these properties for residential purposes. For
this reason, we do not believe that absolute land scarcity was a primary
factor explaining output and employment differences.

~ Income and savings. Average net U.S. household incomes are
16 percent higher than those of Japan and 25 percent higher than those
of Grmany. This higher absolute level of household income does not
resdt in a lower share of housing expenditures. Americans spend on
average 20 percent of their income on housing, compared to 21 percent
in Germany and 19 percent in Japan. These figures indicate that
housing is not a good where increasing wealth results in a lower
relative consumption. The combination of higher household incomes
and similar shares of income spent on housing indicates that the U.S.
construcdon industry benefited at least to some extent from the higher
average wealth.

Between 1980 and 1990, construction in Japan has been aided by high
aggregate savings rates (20.3 percent in 1990, compared to 12.6 percent
inGermany and 2.2 percent in the U.S.). We believe that this is an
important factor in expltig Japan’s strong output growth, partially
offsetting restrictive zoning re@ations. The low savings rates were
offset in the U.S. by the availability of mortgages.

~ Mobility. There are significant differences in mobility rates across
countries. In the U.S., 17.6 percent of all households move within a
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given 12 month period, while the corresponding figure is 6.6 percent in
Germany and 9.6 percent in Japan. The high U.S. mobility rates again
represent a positive factor for output growth in cons~ction; the market
becomes more liquid and people buiId houses with a shorter time
perspective. Each year, the U.S. desboys a much larger number of
houses than any other couby. The relationship between new housing
tits built and units destroyed is approximately 2 to 1 in the U.S., wfile
it is often 6 to 1 in other countries.

I Government demand. @vernments not only affect construction
through re@ationa, they also act as direct customers, commissioning.
public buildings (schools, hospitals and administrative offices) and
infras&ucture projects (roads, railways, dams, ports and sewage
systems). In many countries, espeaally Japan, government explicitly
or implicitly time their demand to compensate for the strongly cyclical
nature of residential and commercial construction. Socialist
governments in France and Spain increased spending in public
construction when private demand slumped dining the early 1980s. By
using construction as an economic policy tooI, they actually may have
increased the overall volume. %me of the growth in Japan and Spain
was due to a “catching up” in pubhc infrastructure, given heir
increasing mtional wealth. Spain’s road network, for example,
expanded by 40 percent during the 1980s. To a large extent, however,
the public construction volume is simply determined by political
deasion making processes. Today, budgetary constraints significantly
restrict the degrees of freedom of the French and Spanish authorities.

Japan has, by far, the highest number of new housing units built per capita per
year and grew in construction employment. Yet it afso has some of the stiictest
zoning laws, building codes and rent controls. Several reasons explain this
apparent phenomenon. After World War II, Japan had a significant hewing
deficit. Even in 19M, Japan had onfy 42 housing units for 100 people over
20 years of age, compared with 51 in the U.S. The dramatic housing deficit was
significarrtly reduced, partially by building apartments. Japan also had a very
low quality of housing compared to other leading nations in terms of space,
facilities and amenities. Many units built in the 1950s and 1960s have floor space
of less than 40 square meters. In the Iast 30 years, the average size and quality of
the housing stock has increased (Exhibit 18) but is still significantly below U.S.
levels. The new SFHS being built today have more floor space on average than
those in many European countiies. Also, we have seen that savings rates and
favorable tax rules encouraged residential construction despite tough zoning
laws. In addition, the commercial real estate boom and the upgrading of roads,
schools and sewage systems also were inshumental in increasing overall
construction output and employment.
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3. Labor market barnem. Labor costs represent between a quarter and a third of
total construction costs. This is less than the combined share of land and
material, but sti significant. High or increasing labor costs, thus, also play a role
in explaining differences in output growth. TotaI labor costs are relatively
similar across countries (Exhibit 19), but ordy due to high social costs in Europe.
France is somewhat lower than Germany and Italy, while Spain’s labor costs are
surprisingly high. Japan, on the other hand, has very low labor costs. In this
largely domestic sector, it is most relevant to compare construction wages to
average wage levels. Relative wages affect the attractiveness of the sector to
employees and the total demand for construcdon in the economy. Exhibit 20
shows that despite the lows~ required, construcdon is not really a low wage
sector. Construction workers want to be compensated for hard work. The three
countries that experienced the fastest growth of constiucdon output Uapan,
Spti and the U.S.) were ordy able to achieve this growth by paying construction
workers well. France, Germany and Italy, on the other hand, only pay slightly
above the average of a manufacturing worker. Also, relative wages increased
significantly in France and Spain. In these countries, the increase in labor cosk
may have negatively affected prices and thus output in construction. In
Germany, Italy and Japan, however, relative labor costs hardly changed and,
therefore, were not an important differentiating factor. In the U.S., they even
declined significantly in relative terms.

We observed labor market barriers affecting construction employment in three
areas: institutioml factors affecdng labor costs (e.g., s,miotiation, social costs,
minimum wages), factors affecting availability (e.g., benefit systems), and
flexibility.

~ Labor costs. Several institutioml factors resulted in significant labor
cost increases, notably in France and Spain. These include unions,
mtioml contracts, high social costs and national minimum wages. All
of them result in higher wages, shorter work hours and job security.
This increases construction costs and may negatively affect prices and
output. Given the relatively small fraction that labor costs represent in
total housing costs, and given the relative flexibility of unions in the
construction industry, we believe, however, that these factors are
secondary causal factors for explaining output growth differences.

In France, Spain and Italy, collective bargaining agreements apply to
the entire construcdon sector by law or by decree. Also, unions exert
stiong power both at the company and at the mtioml level. In France,
two main unions negotiate collecdve contracts for the whole sector.
These contracts include sector minimum wages. Some estimates put the
share of employees at or close to this minimum wage at 80 percent,
suggesting that they represent a binding constraint. French unions also
enjoy relatively strong support among employees. In Germany, unions
in construcdon seem to be less powerfd despite mtioml bargaining
agreements and codetermination. Unionization rates are not much
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SHARE OF SOCIAL COSTS IN CONSTRUCTION 1988
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tigher than in the U.S. and construction firms often pay above union
wages because it is too difficdt to find people. In Japan and in the U.S.,
unions also play a minor role in wage determinations. While tions
were traditionally stiong in the U.S., the demand shifts towards right-
to-work states, employer friendly legislation and a strong pressure to
control costs resulted in declining tion power, especially in residential
construction.

Social costs play a significant role in introducing a wedge between
take-home pay and actual labor cost to the employer. This factor is
especially important in France, Italy and Spain, where social costs
represent between 90 to 100 percent of “tict wages for hours worked
(Exhibit 21). This wedge, combined with income and value-added
taxes, may have resulted in underground economies, which play an
important role in construction, e.g., in Germany and Italy. Although
there are no reliable data available, many experts believe that the low
growth of comtruction employment in these two comtiies is, to some
extent, due to a shift of construction into the mderground market. me
tax wedge also limits the ability of European firms to pay higher wages
in order to attract more labor. Implicitly, they must compete with lower
underground wages.

Despite the fact that construction is a relatively low skill employment
sector, its wages usually exceed the national minimum wage. In the
U.S., average wages in construction are $13.75, substantially higher than
the minimum wage of $4.25. In France, the gap is narrower but sdll
significant.

Employee mobility within Europe limits the ability of mtionaf unions to
demand excessive wages. Construction bs always been a sector using
a high degree of immigrant labor. In recent years, guest workers from
Europe have increasingly replaced Turkish, ItAan and Yugoslav
immigrants. Even within the EC, however, large wage differences exist.
German firms increasingly use British masons through intermtioml
brokers, for example. ~eir total labor costs, including room and board,
are below those of Germans. Given the lower wages and differences in
social costs (for certain types of foreign workers), German unions have
pushed for strong limits on the number of irrunigrants legally allowed
into the country.

I Availability. Employers in European countries with slow employment
growth all expressed difficulties in finding construcdon workers. In
part, this is due to institutional factors, resdting in significant pressure
on labor costs. We found them to be significant in Germany, France and
Italy.

The benefit system in Germany and France resdts in strong
disincentives for workers to accept construction jobs (Exhibit 22). The
net monthly income for unskilled construction workers is often ordy
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Exhibfi 23
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1

slightly above unemployment or social welfare benefits. With high
benefits levels, long-term unemployment persists even in the face of
relatively fast turnover of jobs in construction (Exhibit 23). In France,
unemployment benefits in the early 1980s increased to up to 90 percent
of the previous salary in the case of layoffs for economic reasons. This
has been changed and benefits are currently capped at 75 percent.
Many construction employees, however, work overdrne before spells of
unemployment, which inflates the income from which their benefits are
calcdated. However, social welfare levels are lower in France than in
Germany. Both in Germany and France, employers confirm that
unemployment benefits act as a strong disincentive for people to accept
jobs. In Italy, offiaaf unemployment benefits are strongly restricted but
companies in financial Cliffidties can apply for wage subsidies through
the system of Cassa lntegrazione. This maintains a certain income level
for employees and keeps them on the payroll. The hope of recalls
prevents many employees from actively looking for another job.

Difficdties in finding construction employees exist even in the absence
of benefit systems. Many construction employees have been
traditionally recruited from agridture. In Northern Europe, this labor
pool is largely exhausted. h Southern Europe and Japan, however, it
still represents a source of iabor. Immigrants also often accept jobs in
construcdon. In Germany, they represent around 10 percent of all
construction workers, rougMy 200,000 employees. The fact that guest
workers from Turkey and masons from Britain do not qualify for
German SoziaZhilfi(at least not initially) is another indication that the
absence of benefits acts as a strong incentive to find work.

Flexibility. In most countries, even in Europe, layoffs are easier to
implement in construction than in other sectors of the economy. For
example, many employees are hired on a project basis in the U.S., Spain
and Japan. Although this is less the case in Germany, unions stilf
realize that “hiring and firing” is common practice, given the
unpredictable mture of the business. A majority of firms are small,
their business depends on individual projects, and many employers
codd not thus survive without this flexibility. As a restit, workers’
councils usually take a cooperative stance in company-specfilc
negotiations. Stronger layoff protection in Italy and France, however,
does generate additional costs of doing business and creates
disincentives for companies to hire and grow. In Italy, a number of
firms do not pass the 14-employee threshold in order to avoid
restrictive legislation.

4. Capital market barnem. The capital market can affect the performance of an
industry by providing financing for firms and by exerting pressure on owners.
Neither one of these factors is an important cause for differential employment
performance in construction. Across all countries, a majority of comtzuction
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workers are employed in small, family-owned firms, Construction is generally a
very competitive business. Capital is important for equipment, but most firms
are self-financed and project finance is generaUy available.

The capital market does tiect construcdon, however, by providing mortgage
funds for homebuilders. Declining interest rates during the 1980s and an
efficient and aggressive U.S. mortgage industry made it easier for Americans to
finance their houses with debt. As a restit, mortgage debt per capita is
significantly higher in the U.S. than in France, Italy, Spain or Japan (Exhibit 24).
By reducing their financing expenditures, Americans could afford to spend more
money on actual construction costs. The resdt is likely to have been an increase
in residential construcdon employment. Likewise, a more favorable re@atory
and labor market enviroiunent in construction and the restidng demand growth
also helped employment in the mortgage industry.

The level and rise of debt financing for residential and commercial construction
in the U.S. also had its shortcomings, however. Many argue that dere@ation
led to an unhealthy expansion of lending at S&Ls, which were later bailed out by
the government. III residential conatruction,this subsidy is likely to be smak
the workout cost of the S&L crisis related to residential projects is estimated to be
$9 billion to $10 bfion, compared to a curmdative construction voiume of
$1.7 trillion (1984 to 1992). In commeraal cons~uction, the workout costs are
significant y higher ($67 billion). Vacancy rates increased significantly in the
1980s and remain high. AS much as 50 percent of the new commercial real estate
built in the 1980s may have merely increased vacancies. Overall, however, even
in cornmeraal construction the impact of the “S&L bubble” is relatively smaU;
much of the growth was corrected by 1992 and our point-tmpoint comparison of
employment levels in 1980 and 1990 does not show a much higher growth rate
than if the correction of 1991 to 1992 is included. Furthermorer the impact of
commercial construction on overall employment growth in construction is
strongly limited.

Competitive intensity and adoption of best
practice lead to productivity growth differences

We have shown that the strong employment performance of the U.S. is pardaUy
due to its low productivity growth rate. Employment in France, on the other
hand, was negatively affected by its strong productivity growth. To a lesser
extent the same applies to Germany and Italy. In Japan and Spain, the high
productivity growth rates were, to a large extent, offset by output growth which
exceeded that of the U.S.

What are the causal factors affecting these differences in productivity growth?
No detailed cross-country comparison of conshucdon productivity exists. On
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the contrary, the academic debate in the U.S. suggests that even within one
country, productivity figures and their mderlying causes remain a matter of
dispute. Given that this study did not focus on productivity per se, our causal
explanation remains sketchy. Four potential causes for productivity growth can
be identified.

Competitive intensi~ and adoption of best practice. Several countries
had very low levels of productivity compared to the U.S. in 1980. ~s
specifically applies to Japan (46 percent of the U.S. level), but also to
France and Spain (63 and 62 percent). By 1990, these differences had
narrowed considerably. European and Japanese firms increasingly
adopted materials and processes introduced in the U.S. during the
1960s and 1970s: Exposure to bade and foreign direct investments
certairdy played a minor role in the adoption of best practice, despite
attempts to open up the bidding processes for large civil engineering
projects. However, domestic competitive intensity may have resdted
in pressure to adopt best practice. We found competitive intensity to be
relatively high in all countries. A vast majority of employment is in
small, farnily-owned companies. Establishments with over
500 employees represent ordy 4 to 5 percent of total employment, with
few differences across countries. Even in the U.S., firms with several
establishments account for ordy 16 percent of total construcdon
employment, and only 4 percent of employment in residential
construcdon. Construcdon is a local business. This is certairdy the case
in Europe, where cross-comtry bidding is rare, even in large projects.
But in the U.S. as well, ordy 5.9 percent of the 1987 construction volume
was done by out-of-state establishments. Furthermore, this share has
decreased from 12.1 percent in 1977. Competitive intensi~ was found
to be somewhat limited in Japan, however. Japanese local associations
and authorities often support smalt competitors, hardly compete on
price, avoid transparency in their billings and discourage new entrants.

Product mix effects. k France, Italy and Spain, construction grew
fastest in the public sector, while in Japan and Germany, commercial
construction increased its relative share. The U.S. is the only counhy
with residential construction representing a larger increase than any
other subsector. Even within residential construction, several co~tries
experienced an increa~ in the share of apartment buildings. The high
equipment to labor ratio of public and commercial construction can lead
to a growth in overall average productivity.

Labor costs. The fact that labor costs increased significantly in Europe
(both compared to the CPI and compared to labor costs in other sectors)
may have pushed firms towards replacing capital for labor. While this
argument seems logical, we believe that the effect of any capital-labor
substitution has been very small at most. Capital represents only
around 10 percent of factor inputs and, thus, significant shifts in the
capital-labor ratio will contribute little to overall productivity gaim.
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Availability and quality of labor. Given the high labor intensity, the
quality of labor plays an important role in deter%fig productivity.
Studies in the U.S. suggest that the share of unskilled, young workers
has increased somewhat. In Europe, the contzary has happened. Many
countries have in the 1981 to 1982 recession and then again in the late
1980s reduced the number of immigrants and guest workers. The
construction industry is strongly dependent on these workers and the
diffidties of finding cheap and unskilled labor may have pushed many
firms to increase productivity. However, the lack of comparable data
across countries again makes it diffitit to evaluate the relative
importance of this factor.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

We conclude that the better employment performance of the U.S. is due partially
to higher output growth, partially to lower productivity growth. U.S. output
grew strongly due to firnited reshictions on residential consbuction output,
eswciallY zoning laws and btiding codes. Less important causal factors include
a more flexible labor market, a more efficient mortgage industry, and a
somewhat higher exogenous demand growth. These factors are most relevant in
comparing the U.S. with Germany, France and Italy, although the relative weight
of each factor varies by country.

Japan and Spain represent somewhat speaal cases, since some causal factors
work to the advantage of these two countiies. Both enjoyed a much higher
growth in output and demand, due to “catching-up” effects, higher GDP and
ho-hold income growth, and higher government expenditures. This positive
irnpe~ Partially offset some of the factors that hindered employment growth;
notably restrictive zoning laws in Japan or rapidly increasing labor costs in
Spain.

For Japanese and European policymakers, our findings imply that relaxing the
re@atory environment is likeiy to increase construction output. The U.S., and
to some extent Spain, with relatively weak barriers and a more flexible regrdatory
aPpmach, i~ustrate this potential increase. This raises the question of
fundamental trade-offs. The maintemnce of an agricultural base as well as the
protection of the environment and establishment of “green zones” around
metropolitan areas is an issue of high priority, especially in European countries.
Our intent was not to say that these restrictions shodd be abandoned. Our
intent was to show that they have a significant negative side-effect on
construction employment. At the very least, policymakers should review the real
trade-offs involved and question whether these restrictions are in place to
improve the “public good” or whether they merely protect the vested interest of
a small minority. This could be the case, for example, in suppliers’ influence on
building codes or in farmers’ tiuence on zoning laws.

The construction case also provides interesting insights into the links between
product market dere@ation and labor market deregulation. LfGermany, France



and Italy were to relax product market restrictions, we wodd expect land prices
and building costs to fall. But the existence of high benefits, sectorwide
minimum wages, unions and layoff protections all are likely to result in upward
wage pressure. If these labor market barriers persist, the additioml demand will
be absorbed by higher wages for “insiders.” Some wage increases maybe
unavoidable in order to increase the “attractiveness” of comtruction jobs. But
increased demand for housing can be &anSlated into more jobs only if the labor
market barriers described above are relaxed as well. This has important
implications for governments wanting to increase employment in this industry.
Although we attributed a lower weight to labor market factors, a review of some
of these constraints is likely be a necessary condition for employment growth as
well. Specific actions cotid include the opening of mtional contracts, lower
soaal costs for unskilled workers, and lower unemployment benefits.
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Chapter 4: Synthesis

h Chapter 2 we explained our main hypothesis as to why employment growth
has been much faster in some countries than others. The constant evolution of
economies resrdts in job losses in some tirms and industries and job creation in
others. Barriers in the labor, product and capital markets inhibit the creation of
new jobs h emerging service industries. Those economies with the most
constraining barriers, or that have faced the most rapid structural change, will
have weak overall job performance. We argued that the evidence in the prior
literature was not adequate to support this view and that industry case studies
might filf the gap. In this chapter we summarize what we have found and
determine the extent to which this additioml evidence supports the main
hypothesis. In addition, we use the case studies to estimate which barriers are
most important.

The most striking resdts that emerge are:

q Slow employment growth occurred in Euope because the natural
evolution of the economy was accelerated at one end through
competitive pressure in manufacturing, but retarded at the other end as
a result of restrictions on service sector and construction employment.

● Manufacturing industries restructured more rapidly in many
European counhies than in Japan or the U.S.

- Domestic demand growth in Europe was much slower than that
achieved during Japan’s investment-based boom.

- Individual industries occasionally lost share to producers from
other countries that had more favorable producdvity levels and
labor costs, though the direct effect of trade was small across the
endre manufacturing sector.

- The indirect effect of trade became significant especially in France
and Italy as increasing levels of intermtioml competition forced
manufacturers with low initiaf productivity levels to res~ucture in
order to survive.

● European countries experienced some employment growth in service
industries and construction, though the amount of expansion was
significantly below that of the U.S.

- Restricdve re@atory environments in Europe limited
entrepreneurship and competition.
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- This prevented companies from innovating and rapidly adding
customer value.

~ These “product market”l barriers to value creation areas important, if
not more important, than labor market differences in explaining
differences in job creation during the 1980s.

EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE AT
THE CASE AND AGGREGATE LEVEL

The pattern that emerges in each country’s employment performance in our case
industries is similar to what one wodd expect given the evolution of economies
described in Chapter 2. k most of the countries there were employment declines
in the three mantiacturing industries (Exhibit 1). Onfy Japan and Germany
increased manufacturing employment relative to working age population in the
case studies. In market services, there is general evidence of increasing
employment, although France had an employment gain only if computer
software is included (Exhibit 2). The sizes of the increases in service sector
employment vary widely, with the U.S. having the largest increase overall and
the largest gains in each of the three individual industries and in construction.

Looking at the performances by country rather than by industry, we se that our
case studies reflect partially, but not fufly, the countries’ aggregate employment
performances. Our case studies are drawn from private sector mamsfacturing
and services, and hence, neglect agriculture, mining and public sector
employment. The main effects this has are for Spain and Italy which look better
in our cases than in the aggregate because both experienced large declines in
agridtural employment in the 1980s.

The case study residts confii that France has a particular employment problem.
It has the largest employment dec4ine in three of the seven industries and, except
for computer software, no industry has strong employment growth. The U.S.
also stands out with moderate job declines in manufacturing and large increases
in construction and services. These findings from the case studies were also
evident in the aggregate data.

The remainder of this chapter uses both aggregate data and case resdts to
explain why employment evolved in the way that it did. First, we focus on the
sectoral level. What caused Japan to have superior manufacturing employment
while France and Italy experienced significant declines? Why did the U.S. have
such a rapid increa= in employment in many of the service industries? We tien
turn to a broader country perspective, examining the factors in each mtion that
led to its overall net performance. Finally, a framework is provided to illustrate

1 We - tie ~m ~~U@ ~ark~ @ man all facmrs which affect the market in Whi* *s *U *Qir

goods and wwices. This heading also occasionally refers m r-hictions cm land or other nonlabor and
ncmcapital input5 to a cumpany’s production procws.
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why we think many of the results in our cases can be generalized to entire
economies.

MANUFACI’URING

Exhibit 3 summarizes the causes found for employment differences in the three
manufacturing cases. It suggests that Japan (the benmk in the auto and
computer cases) and the U.S. (the benchmark in furoiture) created more
manufacturing jobs in individual industries than the European comtries during
the 1980s primarily because plants located in these countries expanded output
more rapidly than their peers. Most of Japan’s output increase can be attributed
to partidarly rapid, but potentially unsustainable, increases in domestic
consumption and investment, though better trade performance also played some
role at the case level. me chart also indicates that much of the output growth
difference must be attributed to initial penetration rates, income growth, or other
exogenous factors since most factors in the capital, labor and product market
were not major differentiators.

Output and productivity

Productivity, as we have defined it, is output divided by labor input, so there is a
simple algebraic relationship between the variables. Any increase in labor input
(i.e., employment) is equal to the increase in output less the increase in
productivity. The actual relationship between productivity, output and
employment is more complex since the mere fact of slower productivity growth
might well cause output to grow more slowly (see box in Chapter I for a fi.dl
description of the relatiomhip between productivity, output and employment).
Based on our best efforts at output growth measurement, we found a very clear
association between output and employment growth in manufacturing. We also
found that rapid productivity growth often hurts employment at the industiy
level, though this effect is far less important than the output growth differentials
in explaining employment performance.

In all three manufacturing cases, the benchmark country had high output
growth. The reve~ was also true: the countries with the largest employment
losses in auto, computer hardware and furniture had partidarly slow growth in
output. Aggregate data supports the conclusion that Japan’s strong employment
in manufacturing is due to rapid output growth (Exhibit 4). Japan’s
manufacturing output grew 76 percent over the 1980s, almost three times as fast
as in any other country. Furthermore, the production growth rate in Japan was
higher in the 1980s than in the 1970s, while increases in manufacturing output
decelerated in all other countries except the U.S. At the other extreme, the
performance of France, Italy and Spain in the case industries can be explained by
the significant slowing in their overall manufacturing output growth rates.
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The fact that productivity growth was less important than output as a
differentiating factor in the cases is not surprising given the dual mture of its
effect. Increases in productivity lead to fewer workers for a given value of
output, but they also frequently stimtiate a rise in output. Japan had the most
rapid increase in overall manufacturing productivity during the 1980s, and it had
the best employment performance. At this level, it appears that there was a
“positive producdvity loop: with output rising, at least in part, because of
increasing producdvity. This relationship was less clear in the manufacturing
cases, with higher productivity growth often coinciding with employment
declines. All countries except Germany experienced very rapid increases in
productivity in the auto industiy, yet output often did not keep pace. German
employment was actually helped relative to the other countries because of its
slow increase in producdvity. In furniture, operations in Japan had rapid output
growth, but producdvity increases were”~en greater and employment declined.
The U.S. had better furniture employment performance than Germany, Japan or
Italy largely because of its slower growth in productivity.

The negative correlation between productivity growth and employment in the
case industries and positive correlation between the two at the sector level can be
reconciled using the elements of the productivity/employment relationship
introduced in Chapter 1 (Exhibit 5). At the case level, the effect of being able to
produce the same amount of output with fewer workers (i.e., the negative
productivity loop) exceeded the positive effect a better price/value relationship
had on domestic demand and trade (positive lwps type 1 and type 2). This
industry level relationship was captured in our causal framework (Exhibit 3)
under the heading lower productivity growth. The black dot for furniture
indicates that slow productivity growth was one of the primary reasom the U.S.
had relatively strong employment growth. At the sector level, the increase in
buying power resdting from improved productivity in one industry (positive
loop type 3) resr,dtedin suffiaent additional demand for the products of another
industry to increase output more rapid]y than productivity. This effect was
difficdt to isolate in our cases, but typically contributed to the benchmark
counties’ strong performance on the rapid exogenous demand growth line item.
Type 3 effects are likely to prevail whenever workers are able to shift from one
job to another and their new positiom are captied in the aml ysis.

The negative relationship between productivity growth and employment at the
industry level appears to be short lived. Any attempt to engineer fast
employment growth or maintain employment by slowing the growth of
productivity will be damaging in the long term. If an industry attempts to
maintain employment levels by halting increases in productivity, its products
will eventually become more expemive than similar offerings from intermtional
competitors, and more expemive than other products available in the same
economy. As a resdt, output WU decline and companies will come under
pressure to reduce employment enough to match the lower demand level and
regain a competitive advantage. The experience of the German automotive
industry over the last 15 years illustrates this type of effect. Employment levels
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remained high tioughout the 1980s because productivity growth was half that
of other counhies. These slow producdvity gains hurt the competitive position
of German manufacturers and resulted in the need for substantial res~uctiing
in the early part of the 1990s. The sustainability of maintaining employment
through slow productivity growth is also reflected in the fad”that the country
with tie highest 1980 productivity level in autos (Japan) and furniture (the U.S.)
also had the best employment performance in tit industry over the 1980s.

Trade and foreign direct investment

In the aggregate chapter, the direct effects of changes in trade flows did not
appear to be a major factor in explaining differences in overa~ manufamg
employment. We also noted, however, that trade intensity was increasing in
many sectors, particubsrly in Europe. As trade increases, less competitive
producers begin to feel a need to restructure in order to increase productivity,
and companies and countries with comparative advantage gain share. These
indirect effects of trade have a much greater influence on employment than
actual shifts in trade flows. It wotid not be surprising then for individual
industries to show diverging trends across countries even if there is Iiffle overall
movement in trade. This argument suggests that changes in trade can influence
the shape and pace of an economy’s evolution, and thus indirecdy have a
significant effect on a country’s overall level of employment.

Our cases show that the direct effects of &ade can be substantial in some
industries. Japan improved its trade position in both computers and autos.
While the increases were not large, they were in sharp contiast to significant
declines in the U.S. and France. The strongest trade effect occurred in the
computer industry, where U.S.-based companies increasingly sourced low cost
peripheral equipment from low wage countries in Asia. Germany also lost
employment as PC producers responded to tax incentives and lower wage costs
and established production facilities in Ireland and Scotland to serve the
European market. Japan held its employment in this industry because of lower
competitive intensity, the low wages available in small subcontractors, and
innovation in peripheral equipment.

A somewhat similar pattern emerges from the auto and furniture cases, though
the sources of advantage were productivity and product quality as much as
wages. French and Italian auto producers lost share, and therefore employment,
to more productive producers in Germany. Italian furniture makers expanded
their trade surplus as a result of their innovative designs and speed to market.

One factor limiting the long-tern effect of trade is foreign direct investment and
the creation of transplants. Despite their foreign ownership, transplants are
generally positive for employment in that they substitute for imports and allow
the volume that accrues to best practice players to be created by local workers.
Companies are increasingly able to txansfer best practice across mtional
boundaries, thus moving production closer to market or to areas with low factor
costs. Changes in the auto industry over the 1980s illustrate this phenomenon.
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Auto manufacturers headquartered in Japan continued to gain share in the world
car market throughout the 1980s, but the number of vehicles exported did not
rise significantly. Instead, manufacturers chose to establish new facilities near
the major European and North American markets. Political pressure, exchange
rate volatility, local production as a marketing tool, and the transferability of best
practice productivity made these decisions the right ones for individual
companies, but they increasingly decoupled the market share restits of
companies from the employment performance of their “home” country.

Companies’ strategies to produce in or near major end use markets limit the
abtity of any countiy to amass a large number of jobs in a single industry. They
do not, however, ensure that every comtry will have employment in an industry
in proportion to the size of its market. If a comtry is home to an uncompetitive
industry, like Spain was k automotive in the late 1970s, it may be able to sustain
at least some jobs by attracdng transplants. Spain’s traditional automotive
manufacturers shed over 35,000 jobs from 1978 to 1992, but its transplants
allowed the country to regain almost half of this employment during the same
period. If, however, the country makes this investment difficult, or imposes
conditions on newcomers that make them uncompetitive, then it can lose its
endre industry to neighboring countries with more friendly policies.

Transplants do more than just replace final product imports and add jobs,
however. They increase competitive intensity thus stirm.datingthe need for more
restructuring on the part of traditional players. They can also sdrntiate
additioml trade, boti in the form of more imports of parts or source material and
more exports of competitive final products.

The indirect effects of trade and transplants often have a larger influence on
employment than the direct effects. Many industries restructure when it becomes
clear that they will lose their market to foreign producers if they do not become
cost competitive. Aggregate trade figures do not change, but the economy begins
to operate at higher levels of productivity. Employment in the traditioml
industries that faced the trade threat often declines, but new opportunities are
created in other parts of the economy as a resdt of increased buying power.

Growth in domestic demand

Japan’s rapid increase in domestic demand was a much more important factor
than trade in explaining Japan’s strong output performance in manufacturing
during the 1980s. Approximately half of the manufacturing output growth
differences between Japan and other countries stem from Japan’s bubble
economy which led to unsustainable demand for investment goods between 1987
and 1990. The other half of Japan’s particdarly strong output growth can be
attributed to the fact that Japan was at an earlier stage of evolution. Product
penetration levels were low and GDP per capita was rising rapidly.

Our cases illustrate both phenomena. The number of vehicles per capita
registered in Japan in 1980 was less than half that in the U.S. and 20 percent
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below France and Germany. Similarly, low penetration levels existed in personal
computers and office furniture. As demand for these products increased,
producers built facilities and expanded capauty. me bmm in conauer
durables coupled with access to low cost funds fueled the sale of investment
goods. When the bubble burst, manufacturers were left with significant
overcapaaty. Demand for investment goods slowed significantly and is unlikely
to increase in the near future at anywhere near the rate that it did in the recent

past.

Other factors leading to
higher manufacturing output

The strong trade performance of Japanese manufa~rs and the rapid rise of
domestic demand stem from differences in industry dynamics and product and
factor markets.

~ Innovation helps increase output in manufactured goods. New
products, styles and features stirro.dateddemand in the furniture,
automotive and computer industries. These factors kept saturation
from occurring by leading to more rapid product replacement and more
extensive customer value per item. The computer case shows that it is
difficult to sustain demand growth in mature sectors without tis kind
of innovation. The furniture and automotive cases also show, however,
that innovation is possible and can have a large output effect even in
very traditioml sectors.

1 Low labor costs also help output in txaded sectors. Japan’s
manufacturing success stems pardall y from low labor costs. The total
hourly compensation of a manufacturing worker in Japan in 1980 was
$5.52 at international exchange rates. This was below all five of the
other countries, and 55 percent less than the German average. h the
auto case, these low wages gave Japanese manufacturers a sigrdficant
cost advantage over U.S. producers at a time when they had fairly
comparable levels of producdvity. k computers, it was partially the
wage distribution and the existence of very low wage subcontractors
that allowed jobs to stay in Japan rather than moving to other Asian
countries. While wage gaps are important determinants of trade, they
are clearly not essential. Japan continued to record trade surpluses well
after it had passed many European countries in compensation cost.
Germany was the trade leader in Europe despite having a large and
growing wage premium vis-~-vis other countries on the continent.

A more important lesson about wages is that advantages in this area
tend to be temporary, and thus unsustainable as a basis of competitive
advantage. Japanese manufacturers saw much of their cost lead
evaporate as a resdt of currency appreciation. Spain lost its cost
advantage, and thus its ability to attract foreign investment, because its
unions were able to raise wages faster than in most other countries.
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Exhibfi 6
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Companies considering locations for an automotive transplant in 1994
tend to rate the UK or Turkey much more highly than Spain.
Developed countries will have diffitity attracting or retaining jobs
purely on the basis of labor costs because there are always other
countries wiiliig to offer companies even lower wages and nonwage
labor costs, but “countriescan increase the likelihood of success of their
manufacturing sectors by making sure wage increases do not exceed
productivity improvements.

Nondifferentiating factors

A number of other factors that are often mentioned in the academic literature
were not found to be broadly important in explaining employment differences.

~ Restrictions on output and competition. Some restrictions certainly
occur in manufacturing, but they generally do not explain why one
comtry created more employment than another. K anything, it
appemed in our cases that product content requirements and barriers to
competition kept employment high in the short nm. Vehicle emission
standards and furniture ergonomic requirements resulted in more
money being spent per item without a completely offsetting drop in
volume. Language and distribution channel barriers in computers kept
domestic SMS high in Japan and prevented a shift towards less labor
intensive PCs.

y New business facilitation. Much is made of -s nurturing of
Japanese industry, but there were few indications that it was a
significant force in computers or autos during the 1980s. The one place
where MITI’s effect was felt was in furniture where it helped initiate a
campaign to upgrade the office environment of white collar workers.
Atthough this led to high output and productivity growth, Japan still
had relatively poor employment performance.

~ Worker flexibility. We consistently heard complaints about the
inflexibility of the work force in Europe, yet found little evidence that
this had been a binding conshaint or an inhibitor to hiring during the
1980s. Exhibit 6 suggests that increased competitive pressures actually
caused European establishments to conhact more rapidly than their
U.S. counterparts in the 1980s. This was not always true in our cases, as
automotive employment was somewhat more variable in the U.S. than
in Europe, but all companies have found ways to vary their labor input.
Many companies in Europe have begun to use temporary contracts in
order to more easily ramp up during good times and downsize during
recessions.

The fact that employers in all countries were eventually able to
restructure does not suggest that they were all able to do so with equal
efficiency. Many companies delayed layoffs until they became essential
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Exhibn 7

WHY DID THE BENCHMARK COUNTRY HAVE
A BEITER EMPLOYMENT PERFORMANCE?
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for survival. Others acted only after the government provided funds to
encourage workers to shift jobs or take early retirement. The resulting
tax burden often placed an additional dragon the economy.

Our interviews in the case industries did identify barriers to layoffs and
reassignments in Europe in the larger industries (computers and auto)
but found that similar impediments existed in the U.S., and to some
extent Japan, as a result of union agreements or company practices. All
of these barriers kept employment high during recessions, but none of
them appear to have done much to temper companies’ willingness to
hire during past boom times. Many companies claimed that they had
learned from the most recent downturn, and that they would minimize
employment expansion in the face of increased demand in the future.

y Capital market. While the capital market, and in particular the market
for corporate control, can contribute to the overall performance of an
industry, little direct relatiomhip was found between an effiaent capital
market and high employment in our cases. Large companies in the auto
and computer industries had liffle trouble obtaining capital in any of
the countries examined. They did, however, face somewhat different
pressure to succeed. In autos, all companies resisted restructuring until
their survival was tieatened. In computers, companies receiving
significant government support maintained similar employment to their
less protected peers, but at lower levels of output and productivity.

SERVICES AND CONSTRU~ON

The fist level causal factors affecting employment in services and construction
are not significantly different than tiose in manufacturing. Employment
increased in the benchmark, tie U.S., because output expanded very rapidly.
However, the causes of this output growth are somewhat different than they
were in manufacturing. Output grew whenever few barriers existed to block
innovations ~t codd lead to new products or business forms (Exhibit 7).

Innovation, new products and business systems

Differences in the rate of adoption of irmovations resulted in large differences in
emplo~ent performance in all the service industries. Banking provides a
striking example of this phenomenon. The U.S. eliminated a large number of
jobs in traditioml products, but it created an even larger number of new jobs in
mortgage origination and in the securities industry. New, or significantly
expanded, specialized mortgage banks competed with traditional players by
utitizing low paid workers and leveraging information technology. These
innovations reduced lending margins, increased the speed with which loans
codd be processed and allowed higher risk borrowers to get 10= without
jeopardizing the stability of financial institutions. Similar innovations did not
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occur in many other counhies because the environment was less competitive,
mortgage-backed securities were illegal or did not have a developed market, and
wage inflexibility reduced the incentive to use labor saving technology.

Other industries confirm the importance of innovation. U.S. entrepreneurs
created and captured additional customer value by developing a large number of
stage three retail stores (small outlets specializing in a narrow segment of
demand). These innovators saw that customers were willing to pay a premium
for easy access to the specific goods they wanted and for the convenience of
longer opening hours; so they responded by expanding operations and
increasing employment. In film/TV/video, developments in electronics made it
possible to offer programming in a variety of new formats (notably videotapes
and cable/satellite). These inventions were available everywhere, but ordy the
U.S. industry was able to turn both into large scale employers.

Regulatory environment

The key reason these innovations were more commercially successfd in the U.S.
than elsewhere was that it had a re@atory environment that made new entrants
more likely. The U.S. had both fewer restrictions on output and competition and
more of the re@ations necessary to facilitate certain new businesses. Our cases
helped us identify three types of government intervention that can influence the
number of jobs created in an industry.

I Regulations intended to preserve old jobs. Many countries try to
freeze the evolution of the economy and preserve existing patterns of
employment. Re@ations are established or retained in order to sustain
employment in existing establishment. France and Italy have tried to
do this in the retail industry. Both countries have laws and practices
designed to protect mom-and-pop retailers from large chains and malls.
These have come in the form of restrictions on opening hours, retail
price mainte~ce agreements, and restrictive new store approval
processes. Despite these measures, hypermarkets have found ways to
expand in France and mom-and-pop stores have suffered. The most
lasting effect of the regrdations is that stage three stores, those with the
greatest employment creation potential, but also the most significant
need for malls and other new arrangements, have not been created in
large numbers as they have in the U.S. Italy has been somewhat more
“successful” in protecting its mom-and-pop stores, but it has achieved
this success by stundng the overall value-added growth of its retailing
sector.

A similar set of forces are at work in the French film/TV/video
industry. Several re@atiom are in place to protect the established, but
declining theater segment from video rentals and TV. The resdt has
been a less dramatic drop in cinema employment than was experienced
elsewhere, but also much less expansion in the high employment video
rental segment. Usually the net employment effect of this type of
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regulation is negative because it inhibits the creation of new jobs in the
‘tidustry.

~ Regulations with other societal goals. Many re~ations have
nordabor market goals like presetig the environment. These policies
change employment in one or more industries as a side effect of their
intended goal. Zoning restrictions in Europe have been passed to
preserve open land and to protect agricultural and other vested
interests. These restrictions have raised residential and commercial
land prices and inflated construction costs thus reducing employment
in construction. Furthermore, they have indirectly increased the cost of
most service firms by making space expensive. This has made it more
diffitit for video rental stores, stage three retail stores, and other
fledgling enterprises to reach the break-even points needed to be
sustainable.

Competition was minimized in many banking systems throughout the
1970s and 1980s in order to preserve macroeconomic stability. The
employment and productivity penalties of this planned approach were
not evident undl the U.S. began to deregulate and reveal pent-up
demand for new and innovative financial instruments.

I Regulations that facilitate new business. Some re@ations facilitate
the growth or evolution of an industry by supporting industry
development or reducing ambiguity in the roles of competition. One
reason for the strong employment performance of the U.S. securities
industry is tie strong set of pro-transparency re@ations administered
by the SEC. Standard accounting procedures and prohibitions on
insider trading give investors confidence that they can receive a fair
price in the market. As a resdt, retail penetration increases and large
numbers of mutual fund providers become viable.

Trade and demand growth

Trade and exogenous demand factors were less important in the service sector
than in manufacturing, but they still played some role. The U.S. performance in
both securities and film/TV/video illustrates that fmt movers and countries
with skill advantages can become major exporters in some high value industries.
A combimtion of a favorable regulatory environment and a leading position in
the evolution of economies allowed the U.S. to establish a commercial market
and a set of skills in fti production and securities structuring/processing before
any other country.

Labor market factors

The most striking feature of our amlysis of labor market factors is that they are
less important as overall differentiadng factors than wotid be expected from
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what has been written about the problem of weak job creation (see Chapter 2 for
a brief synopsis of the labor market literature). We did, however, find that labor
market factors played an important role in low wage sectors such as retailing.

Part of the reason labor market restraints were less important than we expected
was because they often gave way in the face of intense product market
competition dwing the 1980s. Companies around the world were able to
downsize in order to survive, and tions occasionally moderated wage requests
in an attempt to minimize the need for further restructuring. This type of
flexibility was observed in the project-based conshuction industry. Workers
were forced to become more flexible given the sporadic mture of demand.

Maintaining labor rigidities until the point of company extinction is not healthy
for an economy, however. High labor costs and worker inflexibtity can prevent
reallocation for some time and thus deter significant employment increases in
expanding service industries.

h industries with relatively low wages, we found the following labor market
factors to be important

Labor costs were a major concern in French and German retailing for
two reasons. First, the cost of employing a retail worker in the two
European countries is nearly equal to that of employing an average
manufacturing worker, while in the U.S. retail workers get only
66 percent of a manufacturing employee’s compensation (Exhibit 8).
These input cost differences resdt in high retailing prices relative to
other goods and services in Germany and France. A second concern in
Europe is the lack of flexibility in wages and benefits. In Chapter 2, we
showed that 18 million people in the U.S. are compensated less than the
equivalent of the French minimum wage plus benefits. Some of these
people are employed in retail formab that might not be viable with
higher compensation levels.

Availability. The construction industry in Germany reported difficulty
in hiring people because of the level of unemployment benefits.
Construction jobs are hard and considered to be of low status and so
even though wages are not low, it is difficdt to hire people. This
suggests that any expansion of employment in construction that results
from relaxing zoning laws in Germany wodd require either a lowering
of unemployment benefits or an increase in wages. The latter wodd
increase inflatiomry wage pressure and thereby offset the expected
decline in housing costs rather than allow the maximum possible
expansion of employment.

Flexibility. In banking and retailing, companies in the U.S. were
willing to experiment with new branches and outlets in part because
they knew that they codd release workers easily if the new facility
proved to be unprofitable. The aggressive new mortgage lenders in the
U.S. took month-to-month leases when opening new branches and
hiring new loan officers with the understanding that they might be
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released with little notice if the branch did not succeed. This indicates
that opening new facilities in banking and retailing is more costly in
countries where there is less flexibility. This will reduce the number of
openings.

Capital market factors

Conventioml wisdom suggests that the capital market might be a major
impediment to job growth in the service sector. It is argued that companies in
Europe lack the incentive to expand into new product areas because their owners
do not pressure them to deliver the maximum possible returns. Others suggest
that small entrepreneurs are unable to get funds because bank lending and the
equity markets me OVerlYConcentrated and slanted toward f~ding existing
enterprises. These may be important factors, but we found little direct evidence
of either of these effects in our service cases.

Lack of pressure fmm owners. Many service companies are smalf and
owned by families or small partnerships. These owners exert as much
pressure on mamgers in Europe and Japan as they do in the U.S.
Additionally, most of the larger banks and retailers who are criticized
for failing to initiate new efforts in mortgage banking or stage three
retailing, are behaving in a way that maximizes their profit given the
barriers to competition that exist in these markets.

Government ownership/capital support often help an industry’s
employment in the short run, but the long run effect can be more
harti. h industry can suffer reduced productivity and an atrophed
comrneraal orientation. French and Spanish movie producers and
public television networks throughout Europe experienced this during
the 1980s. These players often lacked the aggressiveness needed to
capitalize on emerging market opportunities. Some of the traditioml
players were sufficiently protected to be able to sustain their
employment levels, but others became exposed and shed large numbers
of workers.

Readily available capital. Capital markets are becoming increasingly
global. This is equally true for bank debt, small private placements and
widely traded corporate equity. Capital flows to opportunities no
matter where they are. Nothing ilhsstiates this better than the “big bet”
world of movie production. Funds for this purpose exist in Europe, but
much of it flows to U.S. studios since their established hack record of
turning these investments into large hits give them a better risk/reward
profile than projects in Europe.

There is some evidence, however, that the capital market can have an important
effect on employment because of the influence that owners exert in the product
market. Owners of existing enterprises often lobby government officials with the
hope of erecting product market barriers and limiting new entrants. A truly
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aggressive profit maximizer wotid not behave in this way. Such an entity wotid
attack product market barriers @t limit the profit that can accrue to any single
player. WalIvfart has recently exhibited this type of behavior in trying to
overturn re@ations preventing it from operating in Vermont. Large real estate
developers in the U.S responded to similar incentives by pushing for changes in
zoning re@ations that wotid make more land available. These actions might
reduce overall industry profit, but they etice the chance that a single
enterprise codd maximize its re~n.

RESULTS BY COUNTRY

These findings from the cases and the aggregate data provide many explanations
for the country-specific employment patterns we noted at the beginning of this
report. Product market barriers played a major role in dampening the demand
for labor by making it more diffidt for enterprises to compete and add customer
value, partitiarly in the mturally expanding service sector. They also allowed
many manufacturers to survive or even flourish until 1980 despite low
productivity levels, and thus contributed to the extent of restructuring that had
to occur during the 1980s. Labor market rigidities also played a role in making
transitions from one sector to another more difficult, particularly when workers
needed to shift from high wage to low wage positions. The relative importance
of each of these factors varied somewhat by country.

I France had weak job growth in both manufacturing and services during
the 1980s. Restructuring occurred in manufacturing and in many
traditional parts of the service sector because of slow demand growth
and the disadvantaged producdvity/wage position of many companies.
Numerous product market restrictions have ifibited new job aeation
in services and construction. High benefit levels and payroll taxes have
further reduced employment opportunities in lower wage industries
such as retailing.

q Italy experienced strong employment growth in the service sector, but it
was not stilcient to compensate for heavy losses in manufacturing and
agrititure. Employment de~lnes occurred in all branches of Italian
manufacturing as high productivity growth was urunatched by output
growth. The pace of restructuring was more rapid in Italy than
elsewhere because of the low initial producdvity of many Italian
manufacturers. Companies that had historically faced little competition
in Its]y’s oligopolistic markets began to face pressure to become more
cost competitive. Service employment grew, but much of this occurred
in traditioml products rather than in emerging areas like mortgages,
securities, new retailing formats and cable networks.

$ Spain began the 1980s at an earlier stage of economic evolution than did
most other countries in Europe. Large numbers of people were still
occupied in agriculture and traditional manufacturing industries.
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During the decade farm jobs were lost as productivity increased. Spain
also lost manufacturing jobs despite low initial penetration of
investment goods. High real interest rates dampened demand growth
in investment goods while low productivity levels, increasing wages,
and a real appreciation of the peseta caused the increase in demand
which did occur to be fulfilled by imports. Spain did increase service
sector and construction employment, but numerous product market
barriers kept this from being enough to absorb the outflow from
manufatiing and agriculture.

~ Germany began the 1980s with a high level of manufacturing
productivity relative to the rest of Europe. This helped its
manufacturing companies to gain market share in Europe during the
1980s and postpone major restructuring. The restiting small loss of
employment in manufacturing allowed Germany to have better job
creation performance than the rest of Europe despite the slowest
growth in service sector employment. Product market restricdons in
services and construction and high total labor costs have reduced job
creation in many of the emerging sectors of the economy. The
unsustainability of this development became obvious at the beginning
of the 1990s when large numbers of layoffs in the manufacturing sector
codd not be absorbed by the service industries and comequently led to
an increase in the unemployment rate.

1 Japan experienced employment increases in both manufacturing and
services during the 1980s, though the sustainability of many existing
jobs remains in question because the country avoided much of the
restructuring which took place in the U.S. and Europe. High
productivity industries such as auto and machine tools were able to
increase employment while extending their worldwide lead in
productivity because Japan experienced an extraordimry increase in
demand for investment goods during the bubble economy of the late
1980s. Lower productivity industries like retailing and food processing
were often protected from foreign competition and prevented from
evolving rapidly, and thus remained uncompetitive. Significant
employment dislocation are likely to occur in both types of industries
in the future. Demand for consumer durables and inves~ent goods
will slow now that product penetration levels have approached western
levels and industries are experiencing overcapacity. Consumer
pressure for lower prices will force productivity to rise in the lagging
industries or will result in increasing imports.

I The U.S. lost a few manufacturing jobs as a direct restit of its increasing
trade deficit, but it lost even more to the corporate restructuring which
took place in response to intensified Japanese competition. Its overall
employment performance did not suffer, however, because the country
created very large numbers of service sector and construction jobs.
These were stimdated by relatively few restrictions in product markets
and some facilitating regulation. About half of the jobs created were
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high skill jobs, but low unemployment benefits and low payroll taxes
also made it possible to expand employment in low skill, low wage
industries such as retailing.

HOW GENERAL ARE THESE FINDINGS?

me aggregate data led us to hypothesize that barriers to the evolution of
employment had inhibited job creation and that the combination of the speed of
the underlying economic evolution and the height of the barriers explained cross-
country employment performance Merences. We concluded that adequate
evidence was not available to confirm this hypothesis. The case studies show
that countries that were subject to strong intermtioml competitive pressure
experienced more rapid restructuring in their manufacturing sectors and
released large numbers of workers needing to find alternative jobs. ”The case
studies of services and construction provided substantial support for the view
that differential barriers to employment growth at the industry level explti why
new jobs in these industries were created much more rapidly in some countries
than others. Overall, therefore, our hypothesis has been supported at the micro
level.

However, some questions remain about the validity of our explamtion of
employment performance differences and the extent to which lifting market
restrictions at the industry level wodd increase aggregate employment. First,
the literature based on aggregate data has suggested that barriers in the labor
market, espeaally unemployment benefits and wage rigidities, are paramount in
explaining employment differences, whereas the case studies indicated that
product market barriers were more important. Second, is the question of
whether increasing employment in one industry (e.g., by removing product
market barriers) will simply reduce employment in other industries. Third, any
increases in employment may sirnply be inflationary. In this secdon we attempt
to resolve these reservations.

We begin by revisiting the simple framework that was introduced in Chapter 2
(Exhibit 9). The framework assumes initially that wages and prices are set in
competitive markets where allocation decisions are made on the basis of
margiml costs and benefik, but but it can also be used to show how specific
market interventions or distortions, such as product market restrictions,
unemployment insurance benefits and wage rigidities give rise to excessive
unemployment.



A employment framework

With tis framework one can easily show how aggregate employment is
determined by the productivity (and hence the wage) of the lowest skilled
workers and the level of the “reservation wage,” the lowest wage at wfich
people are willing to work. The vertical axis includes both direct payments to
workers and all the social costs involved in employing a person. The larger the
“social cost wedge,” the higher a worker’s productivity must be to generate the
same take home pay. The reservation wage will depend upon the extent of
income support provided by unemployment insurance and other benefit
programs, by minimum wages and by taxes. In reality this is not one standard
amount for all workers. Former manufacturing workers with high historic wages
but limited skills outaide their narrow area of expertise will have high
reservation wages (i.e., CD lines) and therefore little incentive to take positions in
retailing or other expanding lower wage industries.

In M economy, there is so-called “classical” unemployment in that
removing all unemployment benefits and wage minimums wotid
induce more employment, adding new jobs at the bottom of the wage
distribution.

“Ean economy becomes more productive and efficient (illustrated as an
outward shifting of the AB link), then this will generally increase the
amount of employment because more people will be above the
reservation wage. In general, we can expect innovations and increases
in producdvity to increase the number of jobs with high wages as well
as those with low wages. However, this conclusion may not hold if
either technological change fails to increase the productivity of those
workers who are below the reservation wage (skill-biased technical
change), or alternatively, if the reservation wage rises in step with the
increase in the wages available to the unemployed.

The framework is comistent with the literature on aggregate unemployment that
stiesses the importance of minimum wages, unemployment benefits, taxes, and
other labor market factors. We judge that this model is correct in pointing to the
reservation wage as a limiting factor determining the level of structural
unemployment. Although they have not been the subject of our study, we know
of countries such as Russia, with very low rates of unemployment and no
unemployment benefits. me experience of these countiies shows that if people

2 me framework Is ~ ~=ndad Wxtik version of a general quilibnum mOdel. lt can be d~~ ~

mathematical terms usin& hr instance, Cobb-Mugbs production functiom. An example exploring
prcduct market restrictions, changes in benefit levels and technologi~l change is available upon request.
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are forced to choose between working and starving, they will work at
something.3

~s model of employment determination suggests that factors in both labor and
product markets wiUplay a role in explaining employment differences by
influencing the supply and demand for labor.

Reconciling the case studies with the
implied importance of labor market factors

If we are to use this framework to help us understand how employment is
determined in actual economies, we must reconcile its implications with what
was found in our case studies. Why did ,labor market factors not show up more
strongly in our case studies, when the framework suggests they are important?

The framework suggests that fewer people would want to work in countries with
generous unemployment benefita, yet we found ordy a few cross-country
differences in companies’ ability to find people to fill available positions. This
apparent inconsistency occurs because each countiy has wide variations in tie
pool of unemployed and the companies looking for employees.

3

1

‘f

Where benefit levels are high relative to wages in low wage, low skill
jobs, the financial incentive for many workers to accept these jobs is
low. There will be a pool of unemployed skilled workers unwilling to
accept the low wage jobs immediately available to them, but willing to
accept high skill jobs if or when they appear. If unemployment benefits
provide a suffiaently comfortable lifestyle, some of this group may
resist taking a job in a new industry or geographic area even if it pays
relatively well because it is not consistent with their formal training.
This appears to be taking place in Germany where 40 percent of the
unemployed have apprenticeship qualifications. There is, however,
also a pool of people who have never worked or who have only worked
in low wage industries. These people wilf be willing to accept entry
level positions in low wage industries, and thus will allow these areas
of the economy to show job growth.

A company’s ability to attract workers is directly related to the wages it
pays. High wage ~duatries, like many of those-included in our s~dy,
wifl not report difficulty in attracting workers. Availability problems
will be limited to lower wage sectors. In our case studies we did find

Another aspect of the Europe/US. comparison helps support the validity of our employment
framework. The framework implies that high social benefits will incmw average worker productivity
becauw aU of the low productively jobs and workers will be pushed into unemployment or early
retirement leaving the average productivity of those sdll employed higher. This is consistent with
European counties such as France that have high relative productivity levels in wwices wen tiough we
have found that wrvice sector innovations have generally diffud much less than in the U.S In Eump,
the low producdvity jobs have k c“t off a“d average produchvity is high. (A caveat tn this
mnclusion is that cutig off some jobs may inhibit innovation.)
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examples of companies (in ret~g and consmuction) that had trouble
recruiting workers because of the disincentives created by social
benefits. We did not, however, interview employers who could make
profits only if they paid wages below the reservation wage, because
there are no such employers. For example, some retail formats are not
viable when ~mum wages are high. This means that our interviews
will understate the extent to which minim um wages or benefit levels
are the constraint on job growth.

I bw wage sectors experience an additioml labor market constraint.
Taxes levied on workers close to the reservation wage are hgh relative
to the actual wage paid. For example, the employment tax paid for
video rental sales clerks in Italy effectively doubles employers’ out-of-
pocket expenses. This social cost wedge often makes it uneconomic to
hire additioml workers. The productivity of a clerk’s job must be well
above the reservation wage in order to make it viable from both the
employer and the employee’s standpoint.

For these reasons we judge that the employment framework, the aggregate
resdts, and our case studies are mutually consistent and point to both labor
market and product market barriers to job growth. This conclusion differs from
much of the prior literature that stresses only the former. The level of
employment in an economy depends not only on the reservation wage, but also
on the job opportunities available.

Product market distortions and employment

Product market restiicdons hurt either productivity or employment or both. If
wages are free to fall, then employment can be maintained, but the loss of
productivity keeps real wages low. If wages are maintained, then restrictions
show up in unemployment. The employment framework can be used to
illustrate how market distortions can reduce aggregate employment. Zoning
restrictions that make land unavailable for residential construction or that
prevent the creation of shopping malls will reduce employment in the
construction indusby, mortgage barddng and retailing. We will show that
market restrictions such as these make an economy less productive at the
aggregate level and reduce the number of jobs that are above the reservation
wage.

A market economy encourages workers to move to their most productive
activities, since high marginal productivity will tend to be reflected in high
wages. High producdvity will also translate into high value to the customers
buying particdar gmds or services. If a product market restriction or market
failure displaces employment from its most productive use, then the workers
must find other employment where they will have lower productivity. In this
new activity the goods or services produced will have lower value to customers.
If workers that are prevented from being employed in their best jobs cannot find
alternative employment opportunities ~t have a productivity high enough to
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provide a wage above their reservation wage, then they will remain
unemployed. If an innovation generates new employment and shifts customer
purchases, then this indicates that it is adding to the productivity of the economy
and adding to total customer value.

In Exhibit 10, we show the same lines AB and CD that were drawn in Exhibit 9,
but we have added the line GH, which is the new employment line that results in
an economy where re@ations have prevented jobs with high or adequate
market value from emerging. The framework shows that a restriction, such as
zoning that reduces the amount of land available for construction, will shift the
employment line down. We extrapolate from this to the many-industry case as a
shift from AB to GH.

In an economy with this ,restriction, someone who wodd have held a job at point
K along AB can no longer obtain that job. That person moves to a job at point L
online GH, but the person who wotid have held that job in the efficient
economy is bumped down the ladder and ends up at point M. Then the next
person is bumped to point N, except of course, this is below the cutoff and the
person ends up reemployed. In this illustrative example, distortions in the
product market that have prevented high ”valuejobs from emerging have actually
resulted in an increase in unemployment among low skilled workers. The
unemployment is still in a sense “caused” by social benefits, but the distortions
of the product market have been the real reason for the excessive unemployment.

One of the observations that is made about the rise of Emopean unemployment
is that it has occurred over a period when social benefits and minimum wages
have not increased (they have actually gone down in some cases). This
framework may help us understand how this could occur. If market distortions
have worsened, or if exisdng roles have had a larger effect over drne because of
the changing structure of the economy (the shift to services), then even lower
social benefits will end up “causing” more unemployment.q

In Exhibit 11, we show the opposite case to the one given above, where market
restrictions are lifted and this moves the employment line out from AB to IJ. This
increases the availability of jobs along the spectrum of wages, allows skilled
workers to move up the job ladder, and opem up opportunities for the less
skilled to move out of unemployment.

An irmovation that leads to a new product or service of sufficient value to
customers will have an equivalent effect. By providing higher productivity jobs
for some people, it will increase the number of available jobs above the
reservation wage and increase overall employment. Economies that have the
freedom to innovate (either drawing on their own inventions or by adopting the
inventions of others) will create a more rapid flow of new jobs. Economies that
discourage or restrict new lines of business will create fewer jobs.

4 Technically, it is po~ible that adding new diswrtions muld offset existing distordons and the economy
would be mom efficient and employment would be higher. We do not view this as the normal case,
however. Adding new distortions m ofit old ones is a reci~ tor long-term ~nomic problems.
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Not all distortions are the resdt of government actions and not all government
actions create distortions that lower productivity. In banking, for example,
Farmie Mae and Freddie Mac facilitated employment gains. And policies to
encourage competition will also be pro-market rather than distorting.

Potential reservations about these
conclusions and responses to them

The employment framework corresponds in many respects to the behavior of
actual economies and is consistent with what we have found in our aggregate
and case study analyses. We believe that it makes a case for reducing market
distortions as a way of increasing employment. But it is obviously ordy a
simplified example and may give a misleading picture. We camot verify our
conclusions in a complete manner; economic issues are rarely amemble to this.
But we can give some additioml reasons why lifdng market restrictions will
increase aggregate employment, plus some cases where we think additional
conditions beyond those discussed in the employment framework maybe
needed in order to bring this about.

~ Employment creation in one industry need not displace other
employment. Suppose a country lifts a zoning restriction and allows
more construction and retailing. There are additioml jobs created in
these industries, but what if these jobs are created at the expense of jobs
elsewhere? The people buying the houses will cut back on something
else, and reduce output and labor demand in another industry.

We cannot rule out that there are distributional effects that resdt from
lifting product market restrictions. But, provided tiee conditions are
met, the presumption is that the increase in employment generated at
the industry level will &anslate into an increase of comparable
magnitude in aggregate employment. First, aggregate demand must
increase in step with the increase in supply. Second, the output increase
must be noninflationary. And third, the workers must either come from
the unemployed, or else the new jobs created must open up some places
on the bottom of the job ladder that allow currently unemployed
workers to move up. In other words, there must have been slack in the
labor market prior to the lifting of the restriction.

The reason these conditions are enough is that adding to total
employment has simdtaneously added output (supply) and income
(available to be spent and to create demand).s The employment
framework itself supports this point. Provided the new jobs are
productive, GDP has gone up because workers that were not producing
anything before are now doing so, and this increase in GDP is also an

5 we Wke it for grantd that macroeconomic ~licy looks after the aggregate balance and thus are able to

focus on industry-by-industry effects
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increase in mtional income. In the case where construction is increased,
the people that buy the newly built houses have taken income that.they
wodd have used for something else. But the wage and profit income
received by the workers and companies building the houses is
additional income available to spend. It replaces the spending that the
home buyers were making on things besides housing - not exactly in
the same way, of course, because different people spend money on
different things, but this distributional effect is likely to be small.

Aggregate demand can increase with the increase in supply. The
employment framework has a limitation in that it assumes economies
will always reach their potential output, except for the effect of the
specific distofions built into the framework. In practice, the actual
performance of economies will differ substantially from this potential
level. If macroeconomic policies or the mtural variability of the
business cycle has pushed an economy into recession because of
inadequate demand, then employment will be lower and
unemployment higher than the framework suggests. There will be
cyclical unemployment in excess of any classical unemployment and
many high wage and high value jobs will be lost.

%me economists argue that unemployment in Europe could be reduced
to acceptable levels by means of a S~dUS to aggregate demand with
no acceleration of inflation. Others strongly disagree, pointing to the
chronic mture of the unemployment problem in Europe and suggesting
that even when macroeconomic policies have done what they can, there
will still be excessively high unemployment. This project will not try to
resolve the issue of how macroeconomic policies can or should be used,
but we do need to make clear what it is we are assuming as we suggest
that aggregate employment can be increased by rnicroeconomic policy
changes. We are assuming that if market restrictions are lifted, then
aggregate demand W~ inceaw and allow the increment to potentia]
employment to be realized. This codd occur mturally as the increased
economic activity that results from the lifting of a restriction leads to
additional comumption by newl y employed workers or additional
investments by expanding businesses. On the other hand, it cotid
require some adjustment of macroeconomic poliaes.

Employment creation need not be inflationary. As we noted in
Chapter 2, those studies that have approached the European
unemployment problem from a macroeconomic perspective have
concluded that many of the unemployed are not providing a brake on
fiation. There is excess labor that could be reemployed in newly
created jobs without creating inflationary pressure. Lifting market
restrictions can be expected to be less inflationary than expanding
aggregate demand became it adds to supply (to potential output). TO
the extent that deregulation increases competitive intensity and leads to
the creation of new businesses that compete with existing businesses, it
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may actually hold down price increases, rather than stimulating
inflation.

Workers will have to relocate and develop new skills. We did not find
that lack of availability of skilled workers was a binding constraint on
job creation for tie industries that we looked at. But if there were a
major expansion of employment opporhmities in Europe, in new lines
of business and geographic locatiom, this might require more labor
market flexibility than has been required in the past in order that the
employment gains be fully realized. In terms of the framework, the
“bumping up” process must take place.

Distributional effects make it hard to remove restrictions. In the
example of lifting zoning restrictions, there wotid be substantial
redistiibutional effects among landowners. A sudden increase in the
availabfity of land for construction wotid cause a drop, possibl y a
sharp drop, in the price of land that was already approved for urban
use. Those whose land was rezoned wodd benefit and those whose
land was now compedng with the new land wodd lose. In another
example, workers with protected jobs in state-owned companies will
lose if new competition is permitted from private entrants to an
industry. Provided the restrictions that are lifted raise overall GDP,
there is a net increase in economic value in the economy, but the losers
are likely to work hard to protect their interesb. Obviously, the
employment creation will not take place if vested interests prevent the
freeing of markets.

CONCLUSION

Product market restrictions have historically received little emphasis in
discussions of differential job creation. However, some economists and
policymakers are beginning to question the relationship between these
restriction and the unemployment problems facing many industrial economies.
The synthesis of our work has provided new support for the conclusion that
ernP1oYmentPerformance and product market restrictions are finked and, we
believe, has shown that these restrictions resdt in less employment. We have
emphasized that market economies continually destroy and reallocate jobs and
that they must create a comtant flow of new jobs in order to avoid aggregate
employment problems. While labor market factors, such as unemployment
benefits and minimum wages, are an important limitation on aggregate
emP1OYment,product market restrictions are probably more important and have
been neglected as barriers to job growth.

Even if product market restrictions are no worse than they were in earlier
periods, the pressure coming from constant economic change wU1likely cause
their effects to grow worse. The evolution of demand over time will require the
growth of new employment opportunities in construction, retailing, banking and
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other services. The real question in Europe is whether policymakers are willing
to take the steps required to facilitate the employment creation all agree is
needed.
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Chapter 5: Implications

Policymakers have a number of opportunities to address the employment
problem. Discussions in the past have focused primarily on two broad sets of
actions to lower unemployment remove labor market rigidities or stimtiate
aggregate demand. The main implication of our study is that we find further
areas of improvement. Product market re@ations (i.e., re@ations in the
markets in which firms sell their goods and services) strongly affect the creation
of new businesses and siow down the rate of job creation, especially in the
service sector. Policymakers have numerous opportunities to encourage job
creation by dere@ating and we judge that these actions wodd be preferable to
other options. Removing product market barriers represents the area of greatest
oppor~ty as it will lead to job creation across the wage spectrum. Removing
labor market barriers will stimdate employment growth m@y in low wage
categories. Product market deregulation involves reviewing a number of trade-
offs and overcoming vested interests. But given the extent of the problem, bold
actions are required.

Our study focused on identifying fundamental drivers of differential job
creation. Given Europe’s weak performance in job creation, many of our
implication W~ apply mainly to European countries. It is in Europe that we
find the largest potential for dere@ation in the product market. Europe also has
some of the most restrictive labor market barriers. Relaxing these barriers will be
necessary for job creation in sectors that use predomimntl y low skill employees.
The two courses of action maybe somewhat linked; dere@ation in the product
market increases competitive intensity, thus forang companies to overcome
labor market barriers when their financial position deteriorates severely.

k-Ithis chapter, we discuss implications for both policymakers and company
executives. While this study is addressed to both groups, we find that most
implications concern policymakers. The first section identifies actions that
encourage job creation. Maximizing job creation, however, may not be the only
goal of policymakers. The second section discusses the broader implications of
the findings of our study and addresses the perceived trade-offs between
employment and other objectives.

ENCOURAGING JOB CREATION

We have found that not all economies evolve at the same rate and capture the
benefits of this evolution equally well. In general, when market forces are
allowed to work in a relatively unobstructed way, supplemented by judicious
monetary and fiscal policy, economies are able to adjust to a changing
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environment and provide jobs for tiose wanting to work. This leads to short-
term restructurings but a strong employment performance in the long run. We
observed that employment in manufactiing is stagnant overall and that the
main oppotities for new value creation exist in services. Given the right
incentives, efisting companies and entrepreneurs will identify and exploit
previously unmet customer needs and txmlate these business opportunities into
jobs. Nothing leads us to believe that these needs and opportities are
tidarnentaUy different in the countries amlyzed.

However, governments intervene in a significant way in the economy, often
creating disincentives for potential employers to create jobs and for potential
employees to accept them. mere are comiderable differences in the deWee of
intervention across coun~ies, and those differences explain employment
performance differences to a large extent. Jn our case industries, we found
significant opportunities to relax product market barriers ~d deregulate.
Dere@ation does not mean, however, that governments shoold not and cannot
play an important positive role. Public policy can be important in terms of
removing externalities, correcting for ineffiaenaes and facilitating market
functions.

Market forces are restricted in three areas: product markets, labor markets and
capital markets. Given that the current debate largely neglects the importance of
product market re@ations for job creation, we discuss this factor first.

Relaxing product market regulations
represents large job creation opporturdties

The most important implication of our study is that policymakers have
numerous opportunities to change the re~atory framework to stimtiate job
growth. The re@atory environment strongly determines output and
employment growth in the long run, especiall y in service industries which
represent the main areas of job growth opportunities.

Abstain from regulations limiting competition even if they are
intended to preserve jobs. ~ese regulations may help employment in
the short term by smoothing sh~ assoaated with rapid economic
change. However, they often have unpredictable effects unforeseen by
policymakers. We find that in the long run, these regrdations are
Uns.uccessfd in preventing restructuring while they do result in limiting
or delaying employment growth in high productivity areas.

Our cases show that vested interests often play a role in introducing
and maintaining these restrictive poliaes and re@ations. Bold actions
wiU be required to overcome these vested interests. Strengthening
general antitrust regulations and removing barriers to market access are
important instruments for increasing competitive intensity and
overcoming vested interests. Approval procedures for new stores
where existing retailers have veto power are an example of anti-
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competitive re@atiom. These kinds of,re@ations were more
prevalent in countries with low employment performance and low”
productivity.

~ Review industry-specific regulations in terms of their employment
impact. Many re@ations either restrict input or output of a given
industry, or are oriented towards governing the type and specification
of products and services generated. Even if the original intent was
unrelated to jobs, these rties may have a significant impact on
employment. Examples include zoning laws in retailing and
construction, content and advertising regulations in film/TV/video,
and product re@ations in banking. Many of these re@ationa affect
industry strutie and, thus, employment. A detailed review of these
regr.dations should make the trade-offs between objecdves more explicit
and codd lead to the elimination of unnecessary, outdated restrictions.
Other policies, however, wilf remain in place if the specific objective
(e.g., the maintenance of green spaces) seems more important than the
creation of jobs.

~ Introduce regulations that guarantee intellectual property rights,
encourage experimentation and provide the right competitive
environment. These facilitating re~ations help to assure long-run
market demand and are especially important where the diffusion of
new technologies or new products is accompanied by uncertainties
(e.g., banldng and film/TV/video). In the banking case, for example,
we found that the U.S. government played a facilitadng role in both the
mortgage and securities sectors. In both areas, facilitating regulations
were important in generating output and employment growth.

Relaxing product market restrictions will stirmdate economic activity, allowing
potential employers to better identify growth opportunities and offer products
and services in these areas. It will also sdmdate demand through lower prices.

Regulations affecdng the process of job creation occur at the regioml, mtional
and mtitinationaf level. We many of the existing restrictions were introduced
at the mtioml level, a si@icant impetus for change is occurring in
mdtinational organizations. The Common Market and Maastricht treaties, as
well as trade agreements in North America, Europe and Asia, provide
oppo~ties to increase competitive intensity. We believe these forces will lead
to job creation and productivity improvements in the long term.

The regulatory environment is not the only factor affecting the product market.
Aggregate demand, comumption patterm and penetration rates also influence
the demand for certain producb. In our study, we included demand growth as a
causal factor in the product market. In most instances, policymakers have little
influence over demand factors at the industry level. For example, Japan’s rapid
demand growth after World War II is partially due to low initial penetration
levels (e.g., in vehicles per capita) which then caught up to European standards.
We do, however, observe that demand factors are not entirely exogenous.
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Growth in output and employment in one sector can have a number of
mdtiplicative effects on the economy as a whole. Therefore, the benefits of
innovation and dere@ation in a few industries may spread to the whole
economy. We will discuss the impact of aggregate demand policies on demand
for a given product in the second section of this chapter.

Reforming labor market
institutions is also needed

Our main finding related to labor market barriers is that they generally affect job
creation at the lower end of the sldll/wage spechum. High benefit levels,
MmUrn wages and labor market institutions leading to high wages have an
impact on both labor supply and labor demand.

Labor costs affect employment through different mechanisms. In domestic
industries, which include most of the service sector, labor market factors affect
employment negatively in two ways. First, high labor costs depress demand in a
given industry; they resdt in higher relative prices and a lower output in that
industry. Second, high reservation wages preclude the establishment and
growth of some businesses, be they individual companies within an industry or
enlire sectors. High reservation wages have prevented European counbies from
creating jobs with low relative wages.

In intermtionally traded industries, we find that labor costs hurt employment
due to their impact on trade. The implications and relative importance of this
finding, however, are often misunderstood by the general public. It is the
combination of labor costs and producdvity levels that determines a company’s
competitive position in an industry. Our case studies in automotive and
computers show that in individual industries, unit costs can play an important
role in deterodning employment. The resulting implication, i.e., that labor cost
growth shotid not exceed productivity growth, is well understood. However, it
was not always followed in Europe or in specific U.S. industries (e.g.,
automotive).

We found evidence in our cases that the removal of the following labor market
barriers would stirndate employment. They are discussed in descending order
of importance.

q Reform unemployment benefits and social assistance systems which
essentially act as minimum wages. We find in several cases that
benefits, which were initially designed to provide temporary income
support during job search periods, have become quasi-permanent
income support systems creating disincentives for workers. While it is
certairdy necessary to provide a minimum level of protection, these
disincentive effects have to be addressed. This can be achieved by
lowering replacement ratios, limiting the duration of benefits or
introducing stricter conditions. When reforming benefit systems, it
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seems especially important to ensure that people are better off working
rather than relying on assistance.

Increase wage flexibility. Nationally-binding contracts without
“opening clauses” in retailing and other sectors make it difficdt for
individual firms to respond to market trends in a flexible way or to
experiment with new formats. Countries need to reform labor laws that
produce excessive upward pressure on wages.

Reduce nonwage labor costs, especially for part-time work and low
wage employees. In Germany, for example, video store employment
has grown due to the fact that employers were able to hire Aushil@
(temporary and part-time workers) with low nonwage costs. In France,
this was not possible. h adjuaiment of nonwage labor costs may take
the form of progressive soaal security contributions or of revising
regulations that discourage part-time work.

Loosen mandatory restrictions on dismissal and facilitate dismissals
on economic grounds. Although this argument makes sense logically,
we were unable to isolate and quantify the impact of such a
disincentive. We did find, however, a few examples, such as Spain’s
“temporary con~acts,” where looserdng protective re@ations helped
create jobs.

Revise laws requiring mandatory institutions for employee. . .
representation. ~ese often constrain firms from expanclmg and mey
represent a significant cost to employers. Many construcdon firms in
Italy, for example, do not hire more than 14 employees in order to avoid
having to comply with a number of requirements related to workers’
representation.

Dere@ation in the labor market will, to some extent, lead to a higher number of
low skill, low wage jobs. Deregulation in the product market, however, will lead
to job creation across the board. It allows countries to create high paying, high
productivity employment instead of just jobs at the minimum wage level. This is
one of the key reasons why we find implications related to product market
factors to be of primary importance to pcdicymakers.

Capital markets have
indirect effects on employment

We observed a limited direct influence of capital markets on employment. This
does not necessarily mean that governments can afford ineffective capital
markets and state ownership without suffering an employment pemlty.
@vernment involvement and ownership and a lack of pressure from
shareholders had a mixed effect on employment. These factors sometimes led to
better employment performance over the period observed (e.g., in computers),
while sometimes they led to worse performance (e.g., in the automotive
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industry). They almost always led to lower productivity. Therefore,
governments should privadze for productivity reasons without fearing aggregate
employment losses.

There may, however, be a significant indirect influence of capital markets on
employment and competitive intensity. ~ effective capital market is
instrumental in overcoming vested interests against relaxing product and labor
market barriers. If European firms are often shielded from shareholder pressure,
vested interests will persist despite high costs to consumers. Large retailers,
banks and contractors in the construction industry, for instance, have little
incentive to remove product market barriers. Policymakers, therefore, shotid
improve the effectiveness of corporate control in order to facilitate the
dere@ation process.

Implications for companies: innovation
and continuous productivity improvements

All of the actions outfined above concern policymakers at the mtional level
directly. The following paragraphs discuss how these actions affect the
dynamics of a given industry and what the implications are for CEOS and
companies operating in this industry. Companies are not primarily concerned
about employment. The main objective of mamgement in Anglo-Saxon
countries is the maximization of shareholder value. Even in continental
European countries, where other stakeholders play a more important role,
employment levels are uau~y subordinate to profitability objectives.
Companies can improve profitability through two fundamental levers:
productivity gains and innovation.

~ Productivity. k increasing producdvity and competitiveness
compatible with the objective of creating jobs? Our aggregate data as
well as studies of U.S. manufacturtig establishments show that, in
many cases, productivity gains coincide with employment gains. In
mature industries, however, productivity increases may”lead to job
losses, given low output growth. Even in these industries, there is no
implication that faster employment growth or maintaining employment
can be engineered by slowing productivity growth. Holding back
producdvity improvements for fear of unemployment is dangerous,
since it leads to maintaining uncompetitive jobs and to drastic
restructurings later. me best option is to continuously increase
productivity. In a dere@ated environment, free of indusky-specific
barriers, companies wilf be forced to do just that. In the second section
of this chapter, we will discuss in more detail the real and perceived
trade-offs between productivity and employment.

~ Innovation. Companies shodd focus innovation efforts both on
providing new products and services to the customer and on
automadng and improving productivity. Both areas of innovation can



represent added value to the customer and can increase profitability.
Since innovative products and services are characterized by fast
demand growth, companies can increase productivity and employment
simdtaneously.

Companies can also influence the re@atory environment in both product and
labor markets. bbbying for product market dere@ation allows them to pursue
new business opportunities. Executives csn also urge re@ators to create more
flexibility in work roles, which will emble them to hire people even if jobs are
risky and temporary. Finally, companies can increasingly use workers on part-
time and fixed-term contracts, allowing a better match of demand and supply of
labor. Many of these changes may restit in increased competition, and may thus
not be in the interest of individual firms. But we find that successfd firms are
able to compensate for employment losses due to restructurings in some areas by
increasing output, profitability and employment in new businesses.

Individual companies also have an opportunity to take acdon at the level of labor
market institutions. Wages are largely determined through direct interactions
between employer and employee organization. It is up to employer
organizations and individual companies to ensure that wages increase no faster
than productivity and to introduce “opening clauses” in mtionwide contracts,
increasing their flexibility at the local level.

JOB CREATION IN THE
CONTE~ OF BROADER OBJE~VES

As the first part of this chapter has shown, actions that policymakers and
companies undertake in order to mate jobs may have broader implications. We
recognize that creating jobs may not be the only goal of policy and that trade-ffs
have to be considered. We are concerned, however, that these bade-offs are not
well understood. h the following sections, we will discuss the trade-offs
between employment on one side and productivity, earnings, inflation and other
objectives on the other side.

Productivity does not have
to lead to lower employment

We conclude from our evidence that productivity gains do not necessarily lead to
employment losses. We also argue that productivity improvements area
necessary precondition at the aggregate level to increase output and material
standards of living.

In many cases (e.g., barddng and computers) we observed a “positive
productivity loop.” Employment increased because price reductions led to
higher demand wtich more tin offset employment losses from productivity
improvements. Aggregate data confirm that this positive productivity loop can
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beobsemed inmanymanufacturing establishments. Thepnce decline inagiven
industiy can also resdt in a positive productivity loop in other sectors.
Consumers spend less on one good and have more money to spend on other
goods and services. This, again, leads to output and employment growth (see
box in Chapter 1).

Often, however, large productivity increases resdt in a reduction of
employment. News of mass layoffs at large firms, forced to improve their
competitiveness, reinforce this perception in the general public. Foreign
competition, imovation, and new technologies are often held responsible for this
trend. We did find in our cases that in mature sectors, efficiency gains can result
in significant lay-offs, since output increases are too small to offset efficiency
gains. The furniture case provides an example of a mature manufactig sector.

How can the negative, short-term employment effects of producdvity gains best
be ~ed? We find in our cases that productivity improvements were
highest when firms had fallen behind and were forced to catchup due to sudden
increases in competitive intensity. French and Italian automotive companies in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, for instance, were less producdve than their
German rivals. When trade within Europe increased and their financial results
deteriorated dramatically, they had to adopt drastic measures in order to catch
uP. me best OIJtiOXI is to COndnuoUSlyincrease productivity and to not fall
behind. In a dynamic and growing economy with a limited number of barriers to
structural change, condnuous productivity increases will not hurt employment.

We have used a framework with a downward sloping “employment line” and a
horizontal “reservation wage” line to illustrate the impact of various product and
labor market barriers on employment (Exhibit 1). The same framework can be
used to illustrate the relationship between productivity and employment. The
most obvious way to raise productivity is to cut off the least productive people at
the bottom of the “employment line.” This shortem the employment line and
increases the average producdvity of all those remaining in the work force. We
argue, however, that economies can also shift the line upward, thus raising
productivity without sacrtilcing jobs. Removing product market restricdons
allows employees to use their talents in a more productive way.

Many of the causal factors we used to explain employment performance are also
important in explaining a strong productivity performance. We find in many
cases that restrictions on output and competition are an important causal factor
explaining job creation differences. The same restricdons also limit competitive
forces that lead to higher productivity. Encouragement of transplants, opemess
to trade, lower degrees of re@ations and an effective market for corporate
control help achieve both employment and productivity growth in the long term.
The implications of our findings are thus broader than just pure job growth.



Job creation may lead to more
employment at low relative wages

Creating jobs will, to some extent, reqtire creadng jobs at the low end of the
wage/skill spectrum. In-Europe, the U.S. employment performance is often
considered to be largely tilven by strong growth in low paid, “hamburger-
flipping” jobs, resdting in a widening earnings distribution. A number of
studies have shown that wages k the bottom 10 or 20 percent of male U.S.
employees have dropped in real terms during the 1980s. Most European
countries have avoided this negative trend. They cut off some of the low wage
jobs through both product and labor market barriers by essentially raising the
“reservation wage.” This effect was clearly illustrated in some of our cases, such
as retailing and construction. Cutting off low paid jobs helped European
countries raise their average productivity and increase average real wages of
employed low-skilled people. However, it also increased unemployment and
thereby lowered GDP per capita.

While it is true that tie U.S, experienced some employment growti at relatively
low wages, this phenomenon is often exaggerated. The U.S. also had stronger
growti than Europe in high skill, high productivity jobs. Also, the general
perception that all service sector jobs are low wage jobs is wron& in fact the wage
distribution in services is about the same as in manufacturing.

Many European countries today re~e that they need to reform their systems of
social benefits in order to bring low+killed people back into the labor market.
We judge that this is compatible with social objectives for two reasons. First,
evidence suggests that if policyrnakers focus on removing re~atory barriers in
the product market, job growti will occur across the board. Second, we believe
tit there are better and more efficient ways to deal with distributioml issues
than through re@ations affecting wages and employment directly. If
governments want to guarantee a certain minimum standard of living, it seems
that an indirect (tax-based) way of intervention wodd lead to a better overall
economic outcome. From a pure economic perspective, a person working is
always better than an unemployed person. An exnpioyee produces output and
contributes to GDP and national income; an unemployed person ordy consumes
income through taxes levied on others. Earned Income Tax Gedits or similar
systems wodd allow coutries to capture this output and simdtaneously assure
a rnirdmum level of security.

Deregulation and aggregate demand
management are not rival approaches

Our project has not had the objective of understanding trade-offs between
employment and other macroeconomic objectives such as irdlation. Essentially,
we assumed that if changes in the rnicroeconomic structures result in an
expansion of employment and output, fiscal and monetary policies would
accommodate tis expamion properl y. There is an intense debate, however, on
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whether aggregate demand policies can have a positive impact on employment.
We can neither confirm nor disprove this through the resrdts of our study. We
judge that there is no intrinsic conflict between supply- and demand-side
oriented policies.

Under the right circumstances, aggregate demand mamgement can help reduce
reemployment. At Europe’s current high unemployment levels, aggregate
demand management may actually be the preferable option, given that it is likely
to be faster and easier than dere@ation at the microeconornic level. We do
believe, however, that aggregate demand mamgement bears an inherent risk in
that it is difficult to “get it right.” Also, such policies are today constrained by
the need in many countries for structural budget consolidation.

Dere@ation at the rnicroeconornic level does not bear these risks and is always a
“good” option. These measures can and shotid be introduced whether one
believes that the economy is at or over the NAIRU (Non-Accelerating Inflation
Rate of Unemployment). Relaxing product and labor market barriers is clearly
non-inflatiomry. If product markets work efficiently, competition will not allow
producers to absorb increased demand through higher prices and higher profits.
Prices will stay down, output wilf grow and so will employment. If labor
markets work efficiently, competition for jobs will not allow specific employees
or groups of employees to use their insider power to achieve higher wages
which, in turn, codd translate into higher prices. Dere@ation does have the
disadvantage, however, of requiring si@lcantly more time and effort since a
number of individual policies have to be adjusted.

Employment and other
public/social objectives

In several cases we found that employment creation could involve potential
trade-offs with other objectives of public interest. The following list is not
exhaustive but provides a few examples found in our cases.

Safety and reliability of the bank]ng system. me banking sector is
one of the most regr.datedsectors in the economy because it provides
critical financing and transaction services to the economy as a whole.
Dere@ation is often delayed because policymakers may fear that it
wodd endanger the safety and reliability of the system. The problems
which U.S. S&k experienced in the late 1980s are often ated as an
example. We found in our case that this trade-ff between job creation
and safety is largely unfounded. Only a small fraction of U.S.
employment growth is due to an “unhealthy expansion of lending at
S&b,” and after correcdng for the fast growth up to 1987, the U.S. still
has the best employment performance.

Maintenance of an agricultural base and protection of the
environment. We find that an expansion of the construction and retail
sector would require a relaxation of zoning laws. The electorate in
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several European cormkies has repeatedly indicated that it puts a ~gh
value on the maintemnce of an agricultial base, the establishment of.
“green zones” near urban centers, and on limits to built-up areas.
Nevertheless, European countries should review whether agricultural
interests cmdd be maintained while rezoning farm land close to major
metropolitan areas.

Maintenance of neighborhood stores and of lively urban centers.
wtrictions on new retail formats are at least partially based on a desire
to maintain the social fabric of neighborhoods and urban centers. Aso,
policymakers do not necessarily want to encourage increasing
dependency on private transportation. As a resdt, many European
countries restrid the construction of suburban malls and superstores.
Despite the efforts of individud cities to revitalize downtown areas, we
observed that this choice usually led to lower retail employment levefs.

Stability of employment in a time of rapid structural change. The
structural changes we have described in this report may require many
employees to remain flexible and adjust to changes in the marketplace
severaI dines during theii life. This represents a significant “human
cost,” either in terms of required educatioml and professioml changes
or through inaeased regioml mobility. A society may opt for a
minimization of these “human costs” by holding back the process of
structural change deliberately. This choice wodd likely resdt in lower
standards of living and slower overall growth in net employment as the
economy is unable to benefit from all potential productivity
irnprovemenb.

There is no easy answer to these trade-offs. The last three issues mentioned
above certainly represent real choices between contlicdng societal objectives.
They have to be addressed individualI y through a country’s political deasion-
making process. Most episodes of dere@ation will create winners and losers,
even if trade-offs are purely economic. We expect the gti to exceed the losses
but losers will feel unjustly treated, and in a sense they are correct. Long
standing re@ations affect people’s decisions. me owner of a small retail store
has put his life savings into his business. The value of his store is partially
dependent on re~ations, protecting him against competition from more
effiaent establishments. An abrupt change in regulations represen~ a significant
economic loss for the owner. In this respect, dere@ation in an individual sector
always involves a trade-off between greater risks for individuals, and greater
rem for society. me political decision-making process shodd recognize this
and has the option of offering compensation or allowing a transition period.

Often, trade-offs between employment and other objectives are not made in an
explicit way. Specific decisions and re@ations affect employment in unforeseen
ways. We also believe that objecdves other than employment growth are often
used to protect vested interests. Ordy if the trade-offs are made explicit can an
informed debate take place. In retailing, construction, banking and
film/~/video, “insiders” take advantage of regulations and are able to
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influence them significantly. It shotid be the objective of policymakers to
separate fiider interests as much as possible from objecdves shared by the
public at large. As to the trade-off between stability and job creation, it appears
that the economic cost of stability (i.e. lower living standards) is becoming ever
greater as natural evolution and global integration increase.

***

The recent rise in unemployment has led to an intense debate about potential
cures for this important problem, espeady in Europe. This debate is often
tainted by ideology. Some people advocate wholesale dere@ation, others refuse
to even consider adopting some of the pracdces that made the U.S. successti.
What is often lacking is a fmdamental understanding of how individual factors
affect decisions of economic actors and how importmt these decisions are in
deterrnining employment. We believe that our study adds to the understanding
of the relative importance of these factors. We also believe that it opens the
degrees of freedom for policymakers. Many countries have be~ to review
rigidities in the labor market. Removing barriers in the product market shodd
provide a further stimdus for the creation of sustainable and highly productive
jobs.
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